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Why? What is the problem being addressed? 

Digital technologies are changing the ways creative content is produced, distributed and accessed. This new 
environment represents an opportunity for all players in the value chain, but also new challenges. Firstly, there 
are issues relating to the exact definition of the scope of rights involved in online transmissions. Secondly, there 
are problems with the cross-border provision and availability of content services in th~t£jgital Single Market. This 
is linked to the territoriality of copyright on the one hand, which requires to clear righfs;f~~each country in which 
the content is communicated to the public, and to contractual restrictions imposed by rigmi."' ders and/or service 
providers, on the other. The third set of issues arises from the current legal framew ceptions and 
limitations to rights, which does not take full account of technology deveJ9pm~ ts a s insufficiently 
harmonised across the EU. Concerns have also been raised as to the adequacyfOf n for authors and 
performers not only in the online environment. Finally, the development of afg ologies has added 
another challenging dimension for the enforcement of rights: 

What is this initiative expected to achieve? 

The general objectives of intervention would be to enable the futldll::~~tla 
all players in the value chain, while maintaining long-term incelil1'ive~s 
initiative should result in enhancing the free moveme~ of 
ensuring fair share across the value chain, encourage 
cultural diversity and ensuring the effective and ba <>nr•or~·SJ:: 

EU intervention has the inherent "'~""'"'n·r<=> 
the absence of EU intervention, diffe 
harmonisation to enable the proper 
copyright also shows that more 
enforcement of copyright includ 

ing the status quo. A combination of the options could address the 

relying on the market to improve the availability of content online, on Member States to 
e policy space available under the current legal framework, and on the courts to clarify 

ur,,..r"'"'"' relevant to the development of new uses and services. 

Commission guidance to Member States as well as to market players, in line with the current 
mo:>wnlrll", coupled with support for market initiatives and/or market monitoring. 

Option 3 consists in legislative intervention aimed at achieving a much deeper level of harmonisation than is 
currently the case, clarifying the framework for some new uses and services, and achieving a more systematic 
cross-border effect. On certain topics (territoriality, rights in the online environment and some of the exceptions 
anddimitations), different sub-options or alternatives have been proposed (Options 3a and 3b). The approaches 
outlined under Option 3b would in general be more "intrusive" than Option 3a. 

Under Option 4! a European Copyright Code would be developed. The Code would establish a unitary title 
(covering the whole territory of the EU) replacing national ones. In order for a unitary title to be effective, there 
would need to be exhaustive harmonisation, and direct applicability, of the entire copyright framework. 
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The lA compares the effectiveness and efficiency of the options but does not identify any preferred options. On 
several issues, further analysis is required to complete the assessment of the options. 

!'M~~'~'~e~~~,,~6i£~tgB!,~i~,~··;~ 
A public consultation, covering the key areas that are discussed in this lA, is open until 5 February. The outcome 
of this consultation will help to better identify the position of the different stakeholders. 

What are the benefits of the preferred option (if any, otherwise main ones)? 

The following considerations apply to the main options: 

Option 2 may prove a useful tool on matters where Member States have not u~.e 
possibilities of the current directives, notably as regards limitations and exceptio'l~ I 
solutions foreseen in Option 2 could be of practical benefit to users, intermediarieS' a 
to medium-term. 

Option 3 and Option 4 would contribute to enhance the cross-borde 

its m um extent the 
:the market-based 

holders in the short-

Under Options 3, distributors would benefit from lower transaction co . ich be reflected in lower prices 
for consumers. Option 3 would also improve legal certainty and r~d~~ tr~§l:!-l;;:)ions costs for the beneficiaries of 
the exceptions (e.g. libraries, archives, universities, research ' . Opt)a 3 '11ould be beneficial to right holders 
by rendering the enforcement of copyright more effeyjte. ~ 

Option 4 would be able to reach a higher level of un't rm 'ption 3, which would be favourable to 
consumers and beneficiaries of the exceptions. The acts for rights holders and distributors are 
likely to vary, depending on the sector in which thE;l i~{e ad generally all stakeholders should benefit from 
significantly lower transaction costs. The""Lmpact · ld would also depend upon the agreed EU level of 
compensation for the uses allowed unde6:1he exc 

The options considered in this lA do not h 
.( 

in options: 

Option 2 may have a neutra · on co umers while the impacts of Option 3 would depend on the territory in 
which consumers are loj leading to more aligned prices in the internal market, Option 3a could 
negatively affect custom. rs in r-value territories). Right holders may be negatively affected by certain 
solutions presented u·;'"de , e.g. if an exception also covered commercial activities or if the principle of 
exhaustion extenc:t to a ansmission of digital files (that are equivalent to acts of distribution). Further 
analysis · ··· ssess the impacts of Option 3, in particular as to the presented options for the bundling 
and r the remuneration of authors and performers. 

Th m this lA do not have any environmental impacts. 

How will businesses, SMEs and micro'-enterprises be affected? .·. 

On the one hcfrrd, some of the options presented under this lA, in particular where legislative options are chosen, r 
may negatively affect SMEs in the copyright-intensive industries (90% of the value added generated within the 
EU-27's film and sound recording activities sector in 201 0 was provided by SMEs, which employ just over three 
quarters of the total number of persons employed in the sector). On the other hand facilitating the cross-border 
provision of services related to digital content and lowering transaction cost would also have a favourable impact 
on SMEs active in this area. 

Will ~here be significa.nt impacts on national budgetS c:mdadministrations? 

Impact on national budgets would be the most significant where legislative options would be chosen, as it would 
re uire the im lementation of the EU le al instrument and, in one instance, the develo ment of re istration and 
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licensing tools (options 3 and 4). 

In the case of Option 2, the impact on Member States would be limited to their participation in dialogues 
organised by the Commission, where relevant. 

Will there be other significant impacts? 

The impacts on fundamental rights are outlined in section 6.2 of the lA. 

:P·~ 

In the case of Option 2, the monitoring of the market developments would form part oft 
lead to a review in the short term. 

In the case of legislative options (Options 3 and 4), their effect would be evaluate 
transposition or entry into force. · 
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1. INTRODUCTION, POLICY CONTEXT, PROCEDURAL ISSUES AND CONSULTATION {TO 

BE FINALISED IN LIGHT OF RESPONSES TO THE PUBLIC CONSULTATION} 

1.1. Policy context 

The digital economy has been a major driver of growth in the past two decades, and is 
expected to grow seven times faster than the overall EU GOP in coming years. 1 The online 
space enables new ways of creating and distributing content and new possibi · to generate 
value. The emergence of new business models capitalising on the potential of · nternet to 
deliver content represents a challenge and an opportunity for the creative industn uthors 
and artists, the education and research communities and other actors in the;,r:' · 
The question as to whether the EU copyright regulatory framework remai~ 
adapted to the digital environment is increasingly debated? '";J 

In 2010, in its Digital Agenda for Europe,3 the Commission iden, · r of actions in 
the field of copyright as part of its strategy to achieve a fuU· tioltl g Digital Single 

/ 

Market. In 2011, in its Intellectual Property Strategy ~~~~in arket for Intellectual 
Property Rights",4 the Commission recognised the strate{lcf~ e of copyright for the 
development of the Digital Single Market. The($-ategyt_~smght · develop targeted solutions 
designed to address specific obstacles with the . · -~" te tools available, be they 
commercial or contractual solutions, technology-ba~ Iutions, or legislative intervention. 

In addition, in its Communication of 18 Dec A 12 the Commission set out its strategy 
/~ : 

to ensure an effective Digital Single 1Vtarket of copyright, including the completion 
of its on-going effort to review the ~,·. opy11i egislative framework with a view to a 
decision in 2014 on whether to t~~e I ~~~ve reform proposals, the objective being "a 
modern copyright framework that remainsjflt for purpose and seeks to foster innovative 
market practices in order tq~iJ!iYI).~fee effective recognition and remuneration of rights 
holders; to provide sustainable ini!efi7ivf3s for creativity, cultural diversity and innovation; to 
increase the choice of apt!* rp access to legal offors by end users; to allow new business 
models to emerge; and!!o more ectively contribute to combating illegal offers and piracy". 

At the European · ober 2013 the Heads of State or Government concluded that: 
ices and content across the single market requires the establishment of 

e digital age." It noted that "the Commission will therefore complete 
f:) view o e EU copyright framework in spring 2014". The Council agreed that 

tant to modernise Europe's copyright regime and facilitate licensing, while 
level of protection of intellectual property rights and taking into account 

. ity". 

1.2. Procedural issues and consultation of interested parties 

A series of consultations have been held during recent years: 

1 

4 

https://ec. europa.eu/ digital-agenda! sites/ digital -agenda/fi les/FD P%20 Fact%20Sheet. pdf 
This is explained in sections 2 and 3. 
COM (2010) 245 final/2 

COM (2011) 287 final 
COM (2012) 789 final 
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The Green Paper on copyright in the knowledge economy (16/07/2008/ included 
detailed questions on the relationship between exceptions to copyright and 
contractual licensing arrangements for the digitisation and making available of works 
in the EU by libraries and research institutions. More than 350 contributions were 
received and showed a keen interest from the stakeholders (mainly professional 
associations and NGOs) for the adaptation of copyright to the digital environment. 
Respondents identified future challenges, e.g. scientific and educational publishing, 
the role of public libraries in digital environment or the treatment of certain 
beneficiaries of exceptions such as researchers or persons with a disability. 

-~ 

The consultation on "Creative Content Online" (2211 0/2009f a~[> 
question as to whether there was a need to harmonise at EU level a».,,, mber of 
"public interest" exceptions. More than 200 replies were received. 8 e coli~!£;:ttion 
addressed the role of online markets and explored a variety of co alement 
models that could help the development of such markets. Respdi tl e mainly 
associations and NGOs, with also a few contributions fro nd citizens. 
The need for more exceptions, larger in scope and more users, was 
expressed by certain stakeholders (IT companies, libr d ~;Qfj(e citizens) while 
others (right holders, publishers, etc) pleaded fo fcement of existing 
legislation and stronger protection. 

The Green Paper on the online distribul~n fa works (13/07 /2011/ asked 
a series of detailed questions on variou, tackling the territoriality of 
copyright. 10 It also asked specific qu · ns a e relationship between copyright 
exceptions and contractual )jcensi m ts for the digitisation and making 
available of works in the EtYby li archives with respect to the audiovisual 
sector, and in particular Em, ritage. Following this consultation the 
Commission issued a Com~nica n content in the Digital Single Market. 11 

~ 

From 30/11/2012 to l~03/2~13 the Commission carried out an interactive online 
consultation on the civ"!"ftrirg~lement of intellectual property rights (IPR) (efficiency 
of proceedings ssibillty of measures). 12 The consultation gathered the views 
of 282 including companies, citizens, professionals, business 

/02/2014, the Commission launched a public consultation13
, , 

areas that are discussed in this Impact Assessment (IA). 

and replies 

http://ec.europa.eu!avpolicv/other actions/content online/consultation 2009/index cn.htrn 
9 COM(2011) 427, at: http://ec.europa.eu/inlemal market/copvright!initialives/audiovisual/index en.htm 
10 

sector. 
II 

Over 220 respondents provided detailed responses, not only with respect to the audiovisual but also the music 

COM(2012) 789 final, at: http://ec.europa.eu/intemal_market/copyright/Iicensing-europe/index_en.htm 
12 

Referred to as the consultation on the civil enforcement of IPR" below .. For more details, including all public 
responses and a summary of responses a see: http://ec.europa.eu/internal market/consultations/20 12/inte!Jectual-propertv
ri£hts en.htm 
l:i- http://ec.europa.eu/internal markct/consultations/20 13/corvrhrht-rules/index en.htrn 
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[Stakeholders' responses will be summarised in Annex A and be incorporated into 
this IA]. 

These broad-based public consultations have been complemented by a stakeholder dialogue 
"Licences for Europe", launched on 4 February 2013. This dialogue consisted of four 
Working Groups, each ofwhich met around six times over a 10-month period, and which led 
to "Ten pledges to bring more content online" presented at a final plenary session on 13 
November 2013. These pledges are summarised in Annex B, and, together with the 
discussions held in the Working Groups, are taken into account throughout the IA. 

An Impact Assessment Steering Group held four meetings between Septe er 2013 and 
January 2014 to assess the progress on the impact assessment and to provide gm,;~ce on the 
drafting the final document. The Steering Group comprised representatives of DG:: OMM, 
COMP, CNECT, EAC, ENTR, JRC, JUST, RTD, SANCO, SG, SJ and T 

2. BACKGROUND 

2.1. The role of copyright 

Copyright rewards creativity (of composers, writers, joumali ectors, musicians, 
actors, software developers, etc.) and investment in cyati ook and newspaper 
publishers, film and record producers, broadcast~s) by ,: eating c usive rights over the use 
of works and other protected subject matter 't'e. e adcasts). International and 
national laws grant copyright protection because nd creation are considered a 
public good. The core function of copyrigh the to stimulate the availability of 
creative content by rewarding investifnt an nd money) in its creation. 

In economic terms, copyright overco, ental problem of markets for creative 
content: non-excludability, meaning tha( " ence of exclusive rights and their effective 

,4Jif ~"'~. 

enforcement, rights holders would '11\ely be le to prevent consumption of their products 
and services without appropri ~ unera:fwn. By securing a clear allocation of rights, 
copyright promotes the form rkets for creative content. It provides the framework 
within which rights hold users e able to negotiate agreements which authorise the 
exploitation of their wo··~ r subject matter (e.g. a music service provider negotiating an 
agreement with re~or , music publishers and authors' collecting societies for the 
provision of do 2 streaming services; a library negotiating an agreement with a 
publish h ·ng of e-books; an online service provider negotiating an agreement with 
film a casters for the uploading of audiovisual material to a video sharing 
platfi tum, thiS provides consumers with access to creative content and ensures that 
such c ontinues to be offered in the future. 

But copyrig annot correct for all market failures and may indeed introduce new ones. For 
example, transaction costs (such as time and other resources spent locating the rights holder 
and negotiating the licensing agreement), if substantial, may prevent mutually beneficial trade 
from happening. Or, when rights holders cannot effectively target different user groups, some 
users who are willing to pay more than it costs to produce a copy of e.g. a work, will not be 
served (and again, some markets will not be formed). In addition, the value attached by rights 
holders to works and other protected subject matter may sometimes not fully reflect their 
social value, e.g. when the use of a work generates external effects 14 that the owner of the 

14 External effects in this sense are benefits that affect a party who did not choose to incur that benefit. 
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copyright is unaware of or has no incentive to consider. In this sense, a well-designed 
copyright system, in addition to ensuring adequate compensation for creators an producers (in 
order to maintain incentives to create in the long run) may need additional balancing? for 
example, by introducing copyright exceptions and limitatioi1s. Similarly, market power on the 
part of right holders may result in a deadweight loss which could potentially .be curbed by,, 
broader exceptions.YThis is to be considered against the increased net welfare gain to be, 
potentially generated from each new work (favouring narrower exceptions). 

Copyright is a property right recognised in the European Charter of Fundamental Rights. 15 As 
with any other property rights, the law grants the owner of the copyright (os':lelated rights) 
exclusive rights of use of the work or performance, the film, the recording !i)r~.: broadcast. 
Copyright thus represents a carefully crafted balance between the short-term co· society 
of an exclusive right granted to the right holder and the long-term benefits o stea· am 
of creative content that this monopoly generates. That balance is ensuiJtl n of an 
appropriate level of copyright protection. For this reason, copyright is limite 16 and in 
scope (via limitations and exceptions). 

2.2. 

2.2.1. 

Economic dimension 

The role of copyright intensive industries in the EU 

The copyright framework has become particularly im of the significant role 
played by creativity in the economy and in the~ciety . According to a Report by 
the Office for Harmonization in the Internal Ma uropean Patent Office 17 33 
sectors of the EU economy are considered to be:copyr ensive. They account directly for 
3.2% of employment in the EU with aroun ·~ JOQS (on average in 2008-2010)_18 
Overall, 4.2% of the EU's GDP;is~lenerat ynght-intensive sectors (on average in 
2008-20 I 0). 19 According to the same r t-intensive industries account for 4.2% 
ofEU's exports, with net exports o~;rcfun lion in 2010: 

On top of being essential dri · r cui diversity in Europe,20 copyright-intensive; 
industries are one of Euro dynamic economic sectors. More than 1 million::> 
companies are involved in.·w·· n p1 , video and television programme production, sound 
recording and music pu!;ffiSfi· ctivities, rroviding over 400,000 jobs, with net contribution 
to the EU economy 3 billion, 1 with the audiovisual sector worth nearly €132 
billion in 2011, a eo on demand (VoD) €616 million (having grown by 45% 

15 
f Fundamental Rights of the European Union'; Case C-277/10 M!lrtin Luksan v. Pl:trus var? 

rights derived from copyright are granted for a limited period of time. After that period has elapsed, the 
~d subject matter is available for use by anyone as it enters into the public domain. 

"Inte I property rights intensive industries: contribution to economic performance and employment in the 
European Unio . Industry-Level Analysis Report". A joint project between the European Patent Office and the Office for 
Harmonization in the Internal Market, September 2013. 
18 

Using an adapted version ofthe methodology developed by the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO)
in the WIPO guidelines, industries are grouped into four categories according to the degree to which their activity depends on 
copyright: core copyright industries, inter-dependent industries, partial copyright industries and non-dedicated support 
industries. The report, however, is based on a stricter approach to the definition of core copyright-intensive industries and 
does not cover inter-dependent, partial or non-dedicated support industries. 
19 

Applying the original WIPO methodology, the report would arrive at 6,7% contribution to the employment and 
7,8% contribution to GDP of copyright-intensive industries in the EU. 
2° Communication of the European Commission 'Promoting cultural and creative sectors for growth and jobs in the 

EU' 26 September 2012. 
21 Source: Eurostat, 2013 
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compared to 2010).22 The European game market is valued at €14,5 billion.23 The creative 
·• 

industries in the EU are dominated by micro firms with 95% having fewer than 10 employees 
coexisting with· very large corporations.24 The overwhelming majority (90.8 %) of the value 
added generated within the. EU-27's film and sound recording activities sector in 2010 was 
provided by SMEs/5 which employ just over three quarters (75.4 %) of the total number of 
persons employed in the sector. In the recorded music industry, 990/o of music business are 
SMEs while 80% of the music released today is produced by SMEs independent music 
companies,26 and one of the three major labels is European. Europe is particularly competitive 
in the publishing industry (books and newspapers). According to the Global Ranking of 
World Publishing released in July 2013, 7 of the top 10 book are 
European,27 and large enterprises (employing 250 or more persons) half 
(49.3 %) of the EU-27's value added in 2010. Nevertheless, the average publish 
employs 5..4 employees and less than 1% of the publishing companies have 

Sport is also a significant sector in terms of growth and employment, 
and indirectly, to 2.98% Ofthe·EU Gross Value Added and 2.12% 

direct!~ 

Although sports events are not covered by copyright,30 
•• .l In 

institutions have 
in the nurturing of 

consultation]. The role 
.important. For instance, 

i()n:ten:tpc,raJ-:y societies and economic 

.p,r~I!l,il!!!l 9QQterat . f~r broa9c.a.steu; {and one of the most 
addition to industries, European libraries; museums and 
a fundamental role in support of creators and the crealtt' 
future generations of users. [Data to be added 
of copyright-reliant industries and public i'n 1stitu1 
research and education are not only a co•ne1rst~mt' 

·· activities, but also provide key actors in 

2.2.2. New technologies, new wayAfacce. 
. 

Digital technology and the internet ang:mg the complex value chain for the 
tealtive content. With growing access to the 
more and more a part of EU consumers' daily 

internet access (7~/o broadband) and almost;.!Q!4 .. Qf ~ 

production, distribution and ... nn• 

internet, the use of online e#>..,LI,, 

life: ·~~~: 9-f hq_~b£\l~ ,in 
EUt.~~~n~:.)J~ ·iq~m~t V\% of all individuals (29% of young people between 

Table l below shows the main uses and users of the 
and entertainment activities. According to expert sources, 

16 and 24 years old) 
internet, notably 

22 Observatory 2012 Yearbook Volume 2 Television, cinema, video and on-demand 
~Ew:opean picture 

IWIU E••tainment and Media Outlook 2012·2016 
<;on!petiitiveness Report 2010, p. IS 

employiJI& fewer than 2SO peBOns. 
Inde:pe'it1tlent music companies Association (IMPALA) comments on the EC consultation on a future trade policy, 
July 2010. 

27 Sec "the World's 60 Lataest Book Publishers, 2013", htto;//www.publisbeaweeldy.com/pw/by-topjc[indwta· 
news/fiuoru:jal-reportio&{article/58211-tbc-&lobal-60-thc·world·s-lmest-book-publishej)-20 13.btml 
21 Source: Eurostat 
29 Study on the contribution of sport to economic growth llld employment in the EU, 

30 

31 

32 

b!lR:j/ec.ewopa.eu/sQOJ1/Ijbrary/documeOWf.studies/studv=CO!)tribytion-soors-economi&-&!2IDb·finRl·!])t.pdf 
C-403/08 and C-429/08, Football Association Premier League and others, §§ 96-99. 
Media ri&hts are the most important source of revenue foT professional sport; this revenue is redistributed to lower 
levels of the sporting pyramid through solidarity mechanisms that are part of the financing of grassroots sport in 
Europe. 
Source: Eurostat 2013 (%of individuals who accessed internet in the last 3 mont,hs preceding the Eurost&t survey) . 
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during the next 5 years global digital spending on entertainment and media will increase at a 
rate of 12.1 %, whereas non-digital spending will only increase by 2.8%.33 

-

Table 1: Use of the internet for communication, entertainment and other selected activities, by age group, EU 
27, 2012 (%of internet users) 

sending/receiving emails 

listening to webradlos or watching web television 

playing or downloading games, Images, films or 
music 

playing networked games v;ith others 

uploading self-created content to websites 

creating websites or blogs 

finding information about goods or services 

reading online news, newspapers 

internet banking 

use of services related to travel 

making an appointment with practitioner 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

16-24 years lil25-54 yearo l? 55-74 years 

Source: Eurostat3~ 

Digitisation has deepl d the ways works and services are consumed by largely 
increasing the ran available to the audience and possibilities to personalise 
access m a way, Its" e users' lifestyles and fosters access to culture. For example, 
streamin n · g and video-on-demand services provide viewers with more flexibility 
whe g pr mes, listening to music, reading books or newspapers. The 

of technological devices, such as tablets and smartphones, facilitates such use 
onsequently, consumers now increasingly expect to access content at any time 

Digital techtlology also brings new opportunities to distribute content as a substitute or as a 
complement to established forms of distribution such as physical sales (e.g. COs, DVDs and 
books), linear TV broadcasting, and cinema release. It has also made the production and 
distribution of content more efficient and less costly, resulting in a reduction in certain types 

33 
PWC, Global entertainment and media outlook: 2012-2016 (PWC 2012), 

http:/!wwvv.pwc.com/us/eiJpressreleases/2012/digjtal-now-embedded.jhtml. "In 2016, 67% of total global spending on 
entertainment and media growth will be generated by digital spending" 
34 hrtp:!/epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/cache/fTY OFFPUB/KS-SF-1 1-050/EN/KS-SF-12-050-EN.PDF 
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of transaction costs - for instance, the internet allows for a much more efficient matching 
between owners and users and for easier monitoring of consumption. On the other hand, some 
new uses (e.g. digitisation of out of commerce works) involve significant costs due in part to 
the large amount of transactions involved often relatives to contracts concluded prior to 
Internet. The ease of digital production and the marginal costs of online distribution have also 
vastly expanded the scope for individuals to self-publish, reaching consumers directly online. 

All in all, more content is available to EU citizens than ever before, and the last years have 
seen a plethora of new services coming into the market. The number of licensed digital music 
services worldwide is steadily growing (about 400 at the end of201 0 and more,Jhan 500 at the 
end of 2012).35 In the digital music sector, cloud computing and the shift fro"?'": wnership to 
access-based models of consumption is changing the ways in which consumers a . digital 
content, enabling e.g. subscription to extensive libraries on a streaming rather an ·~~W;Qload-
to-own basis. Digital sales grew by 8.0% globally to US$5.8 billion and .

4 
• f~t'lnore 

than 35% of global recorded music sales in 2012. Although downloa. ~ tinue to 
account for a large part of global digital revenues (71 %), the numb 
streaming service globally grew in 2012 by 44% to 20 million a. 
already account for 23% of digital revenues (91% in Swederyi~: 
downloading is still the dominant form of digital music cons "· 

if 
The number of on-demand audiovisual services availab pe' (film VoD) grew from 
142 in 2006 to more than 1300 in 2013! VoD~:!film on nted for 0.16% of the EU 
audiovisual market in 2011, growing by ~ore than· d to 2010. 52% of film VoD 
services are established in another market ,~n ception market", and 32% ar~ 
established in the US.3~ With regard to the . "b /on platforms, the number of IPTV 
platforms in the EU27 has increase@steadi 6 in 2008 to 130 in 2011).37 In 2011, 
consumers spent around €600 million " aB£1" m on demand in Europe.38 Spending on 
physical video media (DVD/Blue-rft( D ~"nted to € 8.3 billion, down 7.7% compared 
to 2010. Digital delivery over the ~ternet still generating fairly small revenues but is 
growing fast. Nevertheless, · s remain, for the time being, the major distributor of 
audiovisual content, with 10, nnels available in Europe. Broadcasters' net revenues 
totalled over €73 billim~ 

The online games " t is e of the fastest growing markets in recent years and it is 
expected to grow h ing on games online accounted for approximately €4 billion 
in UK, nee, taly, Spain, Netherlands, and Belgium in 2011.40 In Europe the 
onlin · w from US$ 3.5 billion in 2010 to almost US$ 4 billion in 2011 and 
is sx xceed, S$ 6.5 billion in 2016.41 

arket within the EU countries was estimated in 2011 to account for not more 
t the book market. By 2013 it is estimated to have grown to.~~. of Hi~ book 

market in rmany and almost 13%1in the UKl2 More and more e-books are available and 
book publishers increasingly offer digital content such as e-books and apps in addition to 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

IFPI (Digital Music Report 2013, http://wwYv.itpi.org/content/librarv/DMR2013.pdf) 
Data from European Audiovisual Observatory 
MA VISE/European Audiovisual Observatory, Yearbook 2011, http://www.obs.coe.int 
European Audiovisual Observatory 
European Audiovisual Observatory 
Newzoo, http://www.newzoo.com, lnfographics/ Keynotes. 
PWC, Global entertainment and media outlook, 2012-2016 (PWC 2012) 
Rudiger Wischenbart, The Global eBook Report, 2013 
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traditional printed books, thus entering into direct competition with online retail platforms. 
European citizens have access to 2· million e-books; and researchers download almost 2.5 
billion full text articles every year.43 Certain of these platforms still privilege distribution of 
content over proprietary networks (so called "walled gardens") via distribution on the 
internet.44 Educational publishers45 also increasingly offer resources (e.g. textbooks) in digital 
formats throughout the EU. 

There are also new ways of creating and distributing educational resources. Communities of 
individuals and institutions are engaging in the production of so called "Open Educational 
Resources" (OER). These are materials made available by their creators unde open licences 
allowing (depending on the specific licence used) these materials to be reu~~ dapted and 
redistributed.46 Around the world different policy initiatives are being implement support 
the development of 0 ER. In its Paris Declaration of 2012, UNESCO has m I~dge 

for authorities to actively promote OER. The recent Communication 
"Opening up Education"47 also encourages the use ofOER. 

New technologies have also exponentially increased the numb 
heritage online. For instance, the cinematographic archives of" 
have reached more than 6 million views and more than 16.000 s 

ce on Y ouTube 
nee July 2012. 

• ,.;fA'!.~~ 
2.2.3. The internet value chain and the role of copyrig1tl'lr/tlie:lft # t economy 

To understand the role and impact of copyrigh1ltin the~ · conomy, it is necessary to 
understand the flow of services and revenues along alue chain (Figure 1). 

The changing market conditions for the dist · onsumption of content the new 
technologies and new distribution cl}jlnels s vices, e-book sellers, VoD services, 
etc) have allowed for the emergence ( ors and distribution patterns, (b) new 
remuneration and reward models, and (~ t creation patterns. 

L 
(a) New types of intermediari~betwe _ reators and the creative industries on the one 

hand and consumers \ther riave emerged in the value chain. In some cases 

43 

44 

45 

46 

intermediaries opera e\y different basis from competing "classical" (off-line) 
distributors, not are ~ot subject to certain national regulatory requirements. 
Online servic Amazon, iTunes, Sp.otify, Deezer, Xbox, as well as news 
publishingr , ve developed new distribution systems and compete with the 
existing aye ors as different as book and newspaper publishing, music, film 

. Horizontal internet platforms such as YouTube and Facebook have 
e n nannels to distribute content and also monetise the availability of 

rve content with advertising revenue and/or revenue from consumer data. 

httn;! v>vw.cmba-alliance.eiJL 
The fonnats offered by certain major multinational retailing platfonns (e.g. Amazon) are also inextricably linked to 
their proprietary devices and are not interoperable with other fonnats or capable of being used on devices of other 
vendors (e.g. e-books). · 
Educational publishing represents between 15 and 20% of the publishing market at EU level. 
The Open Courseware Consortium now has more than 30 thousand complete modules available; the number of 
Massive Open Online Courses MOOCs, a relevant new phenomenon in higher education has rapidly grown to 394 
in Europe alone in January 2014, while it was 357 in October; the number of individuals (a vast majority of which 
are teachers) sharing resources and experiences through the OpenEducationEuropa.eu is around 40 thousand. 

47 
Communication from the Commission "Opening up Education: Innovative teaching and learning for all through 

new Technologies and Open Educational Resources", 25 September 2013, COM(2013) 654 final, see: 
http:/iec.europa.eu/education/news/doc/openingcom en.pdf 
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(b) The flow of revenues between market participants involved in the production and 
dissemination of creative content has been undergoing significant changes. Creative 
content is remunerated on-line in a variety of ways, including: directly by consumeJs 
(services like iTunes or subscription services like Spotify), or via a share of 
advertising revemies (e.g. Y ouTube ). Some business models are based exclusively on 
advertising; the consumption of creative content is "free" for the consumer, but the 
distributing platform pays for the content (through licensing agreements) and 
collects and analyses vast amounts of consumer data, and/or targets advertising. New 
technologies allow internet-based intermediaries to track and analyse user behaviour, 
including the consumption of creative content produced by third~. arties, when 
accessing their services. Using "big data" analysis, this informatioh$p ides them 
with the possibility to profile consumers and target advertising at them. ' .. ,'~,venues 
generated through such advertising in turn finance or cross-subsiQ;i he r6~ ~ctive 
internet platforms. New business models are also being explorh . 
sector, with new flows or revenues emerging from compliment 
student support, assessment and certification, advertising) . 

. (c) Finally, the trend of direct interaction in the online een creators and 
consumers (e.g. through blogs) is also gaining im is the use of open 
licences. While in a pre-internet economy, it wa· a ssible for a creator to 
disseminate his or her work to a $rge a ;Jf • nee consumers without the 
intermediation of a producer or publisher o me the risk and the cost of 
(re-)production, some digital content can· . 
For example, individual creators of !:1~ o evenues from advertising posted 
along the original content ~ey ar i at no cost. Moreover, creation of 
professional content is increasi 1 to consideration precise information on 
the prevailing tastes and ha~t .. . g. this is the basis of investment in original 
series by Netflix). Also,"'"l:iser-g ed content (UGC) is often integrated by 

~ professional content pr. · · (e.g.· roadcasters) in their programming. 

These evolutions, however, do ge the fundamental fact that investment in creative 
content remains at theRIJ ng of this internet-based value chain. Publishers (books, 
newspapers, scientific t"ourn and producers (music, film and TV producers, including 
broadcasters) inve h the creation of original content. Record companies invest 
US$4.5 billion a, 11 6% of the trade value of the industry - in artists and repertoire. 
530,00 ifl ere issued by European book publishers in 2011. It is estimated that 
Eurg an .. dcas commercial and public) reinvest around 40% of annual turnover of 
€8'5 , It content i.e. some €34bn annually in local European content. For comparison, in 
2012 N~ · nvested US$1 00 million of its US$1.5bn turnover (20 11) in the production of 

. In addition, public funding can also play a role in financing protected 
content, sue as broadcasting, audiovisual works or, textbooks48

. 

As an increasing number of consumers49 want to have access to "professionally produced 
content" (e.g. television series) and the use of internet-based content distribution platforms 
becomes increasingly easy, consumption of such content through these platforms is growing. 

48 
Public and philanthropic investment is also considerably being used for the production of Open Educational 
Resources. 

49 
Study on Digital Content Products in the EU, IBF International Consulting (2013) 

http:/iec.europa.euiconsumersienforcement!sweep/digital contentidocsidcs complementary studv en.pdf 
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Economies of scale mean that platforms become important distributors in the internet value 
chain, mounting a challenge to "traditional" distributors. 
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Figure I: Internet value chain 

Content 

(Based on analysis of 
user behaviour) 

Public Data 

The Internet Ecosystem 

Authors /Artists /Audiovisual and Record Producers/ 
Newsi?Jlpers and oks Publishers/ Broadcasters/ 

"\ Ot ive Industries ..._.,......._... 

User-generated 
content 

Nothwithstanding technologiG' and reduced transaction costs in the digital 
environment, significant qi~i~tences 1 he availability of online services within the Member 
States exist, and ~sers~~~t¥: t~ be frustrated by limit~~ cross-border access to digit~! 
content and, desptte gres · mtted cross-border portabthty. [Add feedback from publzc 
consultation] 

Traditi 
env 
envi 

going through a transition period., Monetising content in the digital 
hallenge, as does the development of viable business models in an 

ensed services compete with illegal services free-riding on protected 
her challenge is the possibility for certain institutions (e.g. libraries and 

blishments) to develop, on the basis of exceptions to copyright protection, 
odels that compete with normal channels of sale. 

According to a recent survey,50 96% <)fEU citizens agree that it is important that inventors; 
creators and performing artists can prote9t their rights and be paid for their work but at the 
same time 42% of Europeans (and 57% of 15-24 year old) consider it is acceptable to~ 
download or access copyright-protected content illegally"when it is for personal use.5YThis 

50 2013 OHIM IP perception survey 
51 

This is also related to some users' sentiment' that IP mainly serves the interests of elites, mentioning large 
companies and successful artists as the primary beneficiaries of the IPR rules and their enforcement (2013 OHIM IP 
perception survey). 
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reflects, more broadly, a gulf between consumers - who expect to be able to use and re-use 
content easily and in a variety of ways - and rights holders or producers who need to make 
sufficient revenue in order to continue creating and investing and who have a legitimate 
expectation that their property rights be protected.52 At the same time, the transition to digital 
content presents both opportunities and challenges for the use of protected content by public 
service institutions, such as libraries, archives, schools and universities, in an environment 
where their activities may, in certain cases, become close to those undertaken by commercial 
distribution channels. 

Against this background, European rules must continue to evolve to provide.~an appropriate 
"enabling framework" that incentivises investment by rewarding creation,i1fi stimulates 
innovation and the exploitation of the full potential of digital technologies in an 
of undistorted competition, that facilitates access to creative content and th" distr 
knowledge, and that protects and promotes the rich cultural diversity tha 
European society. 

2.3. The legal framework for the dissemination of content o 

Directive 2001/29/EC (the "InfoSoc Directive") was designe 
Information Society and to implement the two 1996 Wie 
Copyright Treaty (WCTi3 and the WIPO Performances 
harmonises several aspects of copyright that ar~essent, 
works and other protected subject matter. This Dire, · 

opyright to the 
reaties -the WIPO 

s Treaty (WPPT).54 It 
aking available online of 

read in conjunction with all 
other EU Copyright Directives,55 including the D · 
on which political agreement was reached in)~3. In 
limitations and exceptions to rights,~t has 

·-¥.Tiff 

n ollective Rights Management 
of the definition of rights and of 

gether with Directive 96/9/EC (the 
"Database Directive"), Directive 20 9/2 e "Software Directive~!), Directive 
2006/115/EC (the "Rental and Lendin and Directive 2012/28/EU (the "Orphan 
Works Directive"). .,.{ 

.sl 

The EU directives also refle ' bligations of the Member States under the Berne. 
¢7"!. 

Convention, and the Rome Conv and of the EU and its Member States under the WTO 
TRIPS Agreement and?:t 96 WIPO Internet Treaties mentioned above. Since the 
conclusion of the Info '~' 1 ive, the EU and its Member States have also negotiated and 
concluded a furthe¥r reaties: the Beijing Treaty on the Protection of Audiovisual 
Performances56 e esh Treaty to improve access to published works for persons 

impaired or otherwise print disabled. 57 Moreover, the EU has reflected 
"islation as it stands in the texts of agreements concluded with a large 

52 
One st);! commissioned by Creative Commons explains that "70% [of content users] have downloaded content 

just for themselves, while 46% have shared what they downloaded with others. 49% have posted or uploaded content created 
by others to a blog or website. Others say they have made new works using others' content by incorporating it (13%), or 
changing or altering it (8%). 8% say they have remixed or mashed up content." Creative Commons Corporation, Defining 
"Noncommercial". A Study of How the Online Population Understands "Noncommercial Use", September 2009, available 
online at http://wiki.creativecommons.onu'Defining Noncommercial. 
53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

http:/ ivvww. \.\·ipo. intitrcaties/en/ip/wct/ 
http://www.wipo.int/treaties/en!ip/wppti 

http://ec.europa.cu!internal marketicopvrightiacquis/index en.htm 
http://W\vw.wipo. in!/treaties/en/ip/beijing/ 
htlJJ://www. wipo.intiedocs/mdocs/copvrightien/vip dc/vip de 8 rev.pdJ: 
The UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities that is now part of the EU legal order also contains 
obligations for the State Parties, concerning access to information and cultural material (Articles 21 and 30). 
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number of third countries. 58 The details of these provisions including the terms of protection 
therefore legally bind the EU and the respective third countries, including the terms of 
protection. 

According to Article 167 (4) of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, the 
Union shall take cultural diversity aspects into account in its actions under the other 
provisions of the Treaties. Moreover, the UNESCO Convention on the protection and the 
promotion of the diversity of cultural expressions to which the European Union is a Party 
recognises the importance of intellectual property rights in sustaining those involved in 
cultural creativity.59 

The Info Soc Directive harmoriises several rights of authors and neighbouring ri'' .. ~holders60 

which are essential for the digital transmission of works and other protected subj~~ . matter 
online. The Directive also seeks to harmonise "exceptions and limitations" , but 
most of them are optional (Member States have a choice whether to 
national law). 

Exceptions to copyright are not the only tool to facilitate certai 
increasingly, different stakeholders have seen the need to 
facilitate uses. In the structured stakeholder dialogue "L,L 
made ten pledges to overcome problems European citiz~-11:; 
four areas: cross-border portability of content, mer gen" ted c 
and access to audiovisual works and audiovisual her r 

get .. 
E~rope", participants 

ac in ac~eding content in 
tent, data and text mining 

The InfoSoc Directive also implements inte 
Protection Measures61 and Rights M~ageme 

·onal. ~l!gations concerning Technological 
.%'1[1? 62 atte>n. 

'~ 
As regards the enforc·ement of copyri A 1 • the InfoSoc Directive makes provision 
for sanctions and remedies and requir b&4'states to ensure that rights holders are in a 
position to apply for an injunction"'fkainst 1 tinediaries whose services are used by a third 
party to infringe copyright or r ., hts. Procedures and remedies against infringements of 
copyright are also foreseen e 2004/48/EC63 on the enforcement of Intellectual 
Property rights (IPRED). 

58 

59 

20 (the "£-commerce Directive"), also contains provisions 
ent of copyright. 

.euro. a.eu/trade/ olicv/countries-and-reo-ions/aareements/ 
to the UNESCO Convention on the protection and the promotion of the diversity of cultural 

60 
Producers, performers and broadcasters are holders of so-called "neighbouring rights" in performance and 

productions. Authors' content protected by copyright is referred to as· a "work" or "works", while content protected by 
neighbouring rights is referred to as "other protected subject matter". 
61 Pursuant to Articles 11 WCT and 18 WPPT 
62 Pursuant to Articles 12 WCT and 19 WPPT 
63 

Directive 2004/48/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 29 April 2004 on the enforcement of 
intellectual property rights; . 
http://eur-lex.curopn.eu/LexUriServiLexllriSen'.do?uri=CELEX:32004L0048R(Oll:EN:HTML 

64 
Directive 2000/31/EC of the European P-arliament and of the Council of 8 June 2000 on certain legal aspects of 

information society serVices, in particular electronic commerce, in the Internal Market; 
http:/ /eur-lex.europa.eu/Lex U riServ/Lex UliServ.do ')uri~CELEX :32 000 L003 I :En: HTML 
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3. PROBLEM DEFINITION [TO BE FINALISED IN LIGHT OF RESPONSES TO THE PUBL/€ 
CONSULTATION} · 

" The developments described in Section 2.2 represent an_ opp<;>rtunity for all players in the 
value chain- creator-s, producers, distributors and end-users - to seek out new uses, users and 
services by capitalising on the potential offered by technology. In this environment, the 
fundamental principle of copyright protection remains sound: to the extent that copyright is 
enforceable, it overcomes the j)t:Q_b~em o.f ~'free-;riging", eUminating unauthori~ access to _ . / 

~-- . .. ....- ............... '\•...... "'» •• ·' -· ·¥ ·- {""All! •..-• ..... '} ....... '-.~'·!- .-----~ ...... 

creat~ve works and thu~ continuing tO--pi:oYid~ incentives. for crea#oq. Furtheiriore;--a well- , 
functionh1g syStem" of copyright protection ensures . the property. rights of ri holders as 

· guaranteed under the Charter of Fundamental Rights. 

However, a number of challenges _Q.ave arisen as uses, S((rvices, and user patterns with 
changing· technology. 

. 
Firstly, there are issues relating to the exact defmition of the scope 
transmissions. Current law and practice could be seen as having led 
reaching" of copyright and in others to excessively complex u·< :.eJ rtS 

Secondly, while internet e}1ables the delivery of content :s(;CU 

potential is not always served by either market practice or 
toss borders, this 

framework. On the 
anywhere. Copyright
contexts and cultural 

Ja .... Although the territorial 
.lti-ter:ritc)ria licences, it can be used 

to this are the contractual 
providers which may restrict cross 

nentati<)n of the internal market. Market 
only to maximise revenues, but also for a 

11ed to consumer demand, cost of providing 
consumer protection-etc. 

one hand, consumers increasingly expect to be able to 
protected content, on the other hand, is oft6f uv•.u 

preferences, with national exploi~tion models bet' 
· scope of exclusive rights does not im~de the 

to limit the cross-border availabili:tr of 
restrictions imposed by rights hoiars 
border acces and/or portability and n:::sl 
players seem to limit cross border 
variety of other reasons, including 

• • • servtces, taxatton Issues, conltl 

The third- set of issues 
framework across the 
limitations to rights 
Most I 

insufficiency of harmonisation of the copyright 
relates in particular to the framework for exceptions and 

.... / .. , of harmonisation achieved by the EU acquis is limited. 
and many are drafted in a manner that allows for wide 
at national level (e.g. exceptions for private copying, for 

u r o1rh disabilities). 

is a need to ensure that the legislative framework sufficiently and clearly 
of technology development, as well as of new uses and user expectations in 
~ono1rnv, while continuing to deliver a high level of protection for copyright · 

holders.65 lack of clarity is illustrated inter alia by the number and range of case~ referred 
.to the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) touching on questions as diverse as 
browsing and hyperlinking, consultation in library premises, o~ the exception for private 
copying. This leads to the perception by some that the digital needs of copyright users are not 
addressed adequately in a range of areas, or that artificial barriers to innovative uses of 
content are imposed. ~ 

I 
6S Recital 9, InfoSoc Directive 
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Fifthly, concerns have been raised about the adequacy of remuneration for authors and 
performers not only in the online environment. There are substantial differences in regulatory 
approaches across the EU and substantial differences in terms of the relevant rights, 
mechanisms and methodology for remuneration across different sectors of the creative 
industry. There are also concerns as to the remuneration of creators of user generated content 
and the need to have mechanisms to clearly identify the authors and right-holders of UGC. 

Finally, the development of internet and digital technologies have added another challenging 
dimension for the enforcement of copyright, opening the door for new forms of large-scale 
infringements which are difficult to tackle in particular in a cross-border con,text as is more 
and more often the case.66 At the same time, citizens and consumers of onl· content are 
often concerned about the respect of their fundamental rights, such as the righ 
freedom of expression or the protection of their personal data. 

These problems are summarised in Figure 2 below. 

Figure 2: Problem tree 

66 Enforcement of copyright is aiso challenging when open licences are used. There is a frequent confusion between 
open licences and public domain. Through an open licence a rights holder grants a user permission to anyone, 
under certain restrictions, but keeps the copyrights. Infringement may occur for example if the open licence does 
not include commercial exploitation by third parties and an infringer does such exploitation. 
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3.1. The definition of rights and the functioning of the digital Single Market 

The changing patterns of distribution and use in digital networks raise important questions 
about the definition of rights in the online environment, as well as the territorial application of 
the rights framework. Linked to the territorial application of copyright are the contractual 
restrictions on the territorial availability of services that are used by some market players for a 
variety of reasons, irrespective of their actual ability to provide for multi-territorial services. 

3.1.1. Territoriality of copyright 

Copyright is territorial (referring to national territories) in the sense that theJights granted 
under copyright are provided for in national law, and not in the form of unitcfQr::Rghts at EU 
level. For example, the author of a book does not have a single EU-wide right ofre,P~;:,oduction 
but 28 different national rights of reproduction. The geographical scope of each Of{ s~ 28 
rights is limited to the territory of the Member State that grants the right in .. · 

The internet offers, more than ever before, the possibility to distribut~ ~ municate 
y fall under 

te in which the 
the p)l lie) andunder the 

State in which the 

content across borders. As a result, a single online cross-border tr 
the territorial scope of the exclusive national right granted by th 
transmission is initiated (e.g. the French right of making availa 
territorial scope of the exclusive national right granted 
transmission is received (e.g. the Belgian right of m a e). A service provider 

·:ill! 
responsible for such a transmission must therefOre acqu 
State in which it initiates the transmission but a 

e not only in the Member 
"Ewrrra:rnle, in all Member States to 

which the content is transmitted. 67 

On the basis of the current legal,.Jame c ss border infringemenfs including 
transmissions over the internet, the~"' m. st c se law of the Court of Justice of the 
European Union (CJEU)68 suggests th .· van::lf~terion to localisewherean infringing act 
of making content available to t ubli urs is the "targeting" of persons in another 
Member State. According to thi proa , the copyright-relevant act (which must be 
licensed) occurs at least in th · ies which are "target~d" by the allegedinfringer. A 
service provider "targets""~· oup o stomers residing in a specific country when it directs 
its activity to that gro.J;ip:~ ia advertisements, promotions, a language or a currency 
specifically targeted at"' gr 

The territoriality co is understood as the requirement to clear rights country by 
country: "ty of rightsholders to take action against alleged infringers on a country 
by c. is. .'fore has an impact on the freedom to provide and receive services 
ac~:di , and o the Digital Single Market in general. It also increases transactions cost~ 
for onli ice providers, to the extent that the rights for the different territories cannot be 
cleared b i'ngle transaction (e.g. with a producer or with a collective management 
organisatio Indeed, whereas the territoriality of copyright does not prevent the possibility to 
grant multiterritorial licences for a particular work, difficulties arise when the rights for 

67 
If EU copyright were based on a unitary title instead of on national, territorial rights, any licence would by default 

(insofar as not limited contractually) be a pan-European licence. 
68 '" .. See in particular Case .C-173/11 (Football Dataco vs Sportradar) and Case C-5/11/ (Donner) for copyright and 
related rights, and Case C-324/09 (L'Oreal vs eBay) for trademarks. See also Ginsburg, Where Does the Act of 'Making 
Available' Occur? (httu:/iwww.mediainstitute.onr/!Pfi?O 12il029l2.php). With regard to questions related to jurisdiction, the 
Court, has differentiated according to which provision of the Brussles I Regulation was applicable, see joined Cases C-585/08 
and C-144/09 (Pammer and Hotel Alpenhof), Case C-170/12 (Pinckney vs KDG Mediatech), and pending Case C-441/13 
(Pez Hejduk). 
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different territories are in different hands. Sometimes, even the rights in a work with regard to 
a single territory are in different hands. The sector where these types of problem has most 
frequently arisen in the past is the licensing of rights in musical works69 which is normally 
done by collective rights management organsiations. This is the reason why the proposal for a 
Directive on collective management of rights on which the European Parliament and the 
Council reached a political agreement on November 201370 includes a whole title on the 
multi-territorial licensing of online rights in musical works. 

Finally, just as exclusive rights, exceptions and limitations to these rights are territorial. There 
are few express mechanisms for the cross-border effect of exceptions to exclu~,ive rights save 
where the legislator has introduced mandatory exceptions. This is the case with1{h mandatory 
exceptionfor Jechnical copies in Article 5(1) of the Infosoc Directive and to a' "h. er extent 
the mandat?ry. exceptions .in the. Software. and the Databas~ Directive.7 ~ is irrl~\~j,that 
content which IS made available m one terntory under an optional excepJ;f ne .t);f'ember 
State cannot be legally accessed in another Member State under the terrlJ!) xception 
where that exception has not been introduced into the law of th ate. This is 
discussed further in section 3.2.2 below. 

Further details are presented in Annex D. 

3.1.2. Contractual restrictions that segment the interna. mar 

As explained above, despite the territorial natur:f'of. p ts holders ar~free to issue 
a multi-territorial or pan-European licence in a s· . This is particularly the case 
where right holders (e.g. a book publisher or ~h;p pro ,..,.., ) have the rights for all territories 
in their hands. Nevertheless, even ~en ri ' rs,posess all the rights to issue multi-
territorial or pan-European licences, ey e exclusive licences with a limited 
territorial scope e.g. matching the territEi ber State. This is particularly the case in 
the audiovisual sector. Territorial fm o the norm in this sector. 

As a result, while a rapidly gr ariety of online services is available, and citizens can 
choose between an ever wide ir accessibility varies. Some services are available in 
many or all Member Stat~s;r~: via localised webstores. Other services may be available only 
through a single websitf whC however, may allow for cross-border access, regardless of 

"' where the customet:~ e.Sta or resides. Many services are on the other hand (a) available 
only in a single """' ber'! or in a limited number of Member States; and/or (b) available 

69 

70 

71 

'ding in a specific Member State (i.e. not allowing cross-border access). 

i f righ ,. unctions very differently in different sectors. Licensing on the basis of 
eJ clusivity - in the sense that a single licensee is exclusively authorised to market a 

or other subject-matter in a specific Member State or territory is more prevalent 
sual sector than in other sectors such as music or software. With regard to 

A 2012 study, undertaken by KEA and IBBT-SMIT Institute of the Vrije Universiteit Brussel (VUB) estimated that 
online music services face significant transaction costs - costs which are additional to the costs of licences 
themselves: pan-European services which offer. more than one million titles can face transaction costs of up to 
€260,000 and may require as much as six employees (full-time equivalent). The identification of right holders can 
take up to six months, and negotiations up to two years. 

Formal adoption is expected in spring this year. Deadline for implementation by Member States is 24 
months after the date of entry into force of the Directive. 
See the judgment in Premier League referred to above and the UsedSoft judgment. There is also the system 
established by the Orphan Works Directive. 
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premium audiovisual content (e.g. new films, shows, series or live sports), however, the 
business model is as follows .. High upfront investments are required, and rights are usually 
licensed on the basis of territorial exclusivity. This is facilitated by the fact that most of the 
relevant rights in premium audiovisual content tend to be held.by one rigtholder (the film 
producer). In such a situation, the economic exploitation rights for a specific Member State 
are licensed exclusively to a single national distributor, and the right holder (usually the film 
producer) guarantees not to authorise any other distributor to market the concerned content in 
that Member State. The national distributor, on the other hand, undertakes not to provide any 
cross-border access to the exclusively licensed audiovisual content (in order not to disturb the 
territorial exclusivity of other national distributors that conclude a similar lk~'npe agreement 
with the right holder, and to ensure its own territorial exclusivity). '~. 
This contractual transfer of rights to several national distributors ( enjo 
exclusivity for a specific territory) leads to a situation where differe ·· 
various national rights in the EU. Acquiring a Pan-European licence th 
that holds all the rights is therefore no longer possible.72 

Clauses in licence agreements that guarantee absolute territorial ~ 
price discrimination along national borders and are normall gne to maximise the 
revenues of rights holders and national distributors. The cases, linked to the 
financing of a film production through the pre;;sale o atio e loitation rights (before 
production starts). Absolute territoriality claus~'. howe . egment the Internal Market 
along national borders 73 and limit cross-border acce "ht-protected content. Limited 

4 

availability creates frustration for consumer~ho to be able to access and carry 
content across borders and are often qot prop ~ about territorial limitations. 

The distinction between agreemenfr q se orial exclusivity and those based on 
absolute territorial exclusivity74 is a gyrl under EU competitionJaw, applicable to 
all vertical agreements, including a~eeme r premium content, which is relevant in this 
context. According to this appr ch, 'tjghts lders and service providers may, under certain 
circumstances, agree on alloe · .J(cJusive territories to single distributors with regard to 
active sales. Pn the othe un ~ other circumstances justify the finding that such an 
agreement is not liable.. . competition, they are not allowed to exclude the possibility 
of passive sales:75 T e~ gativ~'r ffects of contractual agreements based on absolute territorial 

72 
rences in who holds the national rights required for the economic exploitation of creative 
es in the national rules on authorship and transfer of rights which are hardly harmonised at 

ple, the ules on which persons contributing to the creation of a film are to be regarded as authors may 
el (e.g. whether the cameraman or the cutter are film authors). 

ier League Cases, the CJEU reiterated that the freedom to provide services is for the benefit of both 
providers and , pients of services. The Court also stated that absolute territorial exclusivity results in artificial price 
differences betWeen the partitioned national markets. According to the Court, such partitioning and such artificial price 
differences are irreconcilable with the fundamental aim of the Treaty, which is the completion ofthe internal market. While 
intellectual property is, in principle, capable of justifYing a restriction on the free movement of services, restrictions can be 
allowed only to the extent to which they are justified for the purpose of safeguarding the specific subject-matter of the 
intellectual property concerned. The specific subject-matter of copyright demands that right holder are remunerated 
appropriately for the exploitation of their works. The specific subject-matter of copyright, however, does not guarantee the 
possibility to demand the highest possible remuneration._A premium paid to right holders in exchange for absolute territorial 
exclusivity goes beyond their appropriate remuneration. 
74 

Understood as eliminating all competition from third parties, including from parallel importers and exclusive 
licensees for other territories (passive sales). 
75 

Or "spillover", understood as sales resulting from a service provider's response to unsolicited requests from 
individual customers residing outside the territory for which the service provider acquired the exclusive licence. 
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exclusivity (that prohibit all cross-border sales includin~ passive sales) can currently only ~ 
addressed through the enforcement of competition law. 6 Competition law decisions provide 
industry-wide guidance for companies as to their agreements' compliance with EU 
competition rules. Nevertheless, competition law is enforced ex po_st on a case by case basis, 
and assessments are necessarily fact-specific. Moreover, the provisions in the TFEU on 
competition law are separate fro~ those on the fre.edom to prov.de and receive services in_ the 
Single Market . 

In9ependent from possible te~ritorial exclusivity. clauses in licence agreements between 
rightholders and distributors, restrictions on cross-border access may also the result of 
contractual limitations imposed on consumers by sendee providers if e.g. an 
onl_ine service provider has acquired !i multi-territorial or pan.-European it may 
allocate customers residing in a s~itic Member State .to a specific national 

• I 

reasons (profit maximization, diff~rent VAT rates, languages for cu.s_•tQnru: 
protection, levies, etc). 

• 

· The figure be.low presents an economic framework for the analysis 
copyright licensing agreements and in contracts with cortSwmelrs 

:riC'tiOtlS in 
Is are pres-ented 

in Annex D. 

Figure 3: An economic framework for the analysis: copyright 
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76 

77 

In this ~gard. and following tbe Premier League/Karen Murphy judgment. on 13 January 2014, the Commission 
initiated fonnal proceedings territorial licensing 1estr ictions for pay• TV content 
Based on "Territoriality of the making available right" by Charles River Associates 
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3.1.3. The definition of rights in the online environment 

There are a number of open questions with respect to the definition of rights in the online 
environment. 

3 .1.3 .1. Two rights for a single transmission 

Online services imply for the purposes of the Infosoc Directive, in a single economic 
transaction, both the right of communication to the public (including the right of making 
available) and the reproduction right. Indeed, each digital transmission of copyright protected 
content entails, in the current state of technology and law, several reproducti9q~ including at 
the start of a transmission (e.g. the uploading of the work to a server pri6r its making 
available)78 and at its end (notably when content is downloaded by the final l:!q~f2-79 The 
cumulative application of the two rights may increase transaction costs fo e liclTI:~iug of 
works for online use, since the reproduction right is autonomous and inde dif;ay be 
held by a person other than the holder of the communication to the publi above at 
3 .1.1 ) .. Problems are less likely to arise when both the rights are in single right 
holder. 

3.1.3.2. Online transmission and the exhaustion of rights 

An area of uncertainty relates to the question ~ wheth ciple of exhaustion of the 
distribution right applies in the digital environment, ,as · hysical gootls. Consumers 
and other users who purchase a physical copy of a;~ subject-matter are generally 
free to dispose of that copy e.g. via reselling ~&,~vi a gift. 80 So-called "download-to-
own" services allow the customer to.,use the·· · co tent (e.g. the digital copy of a film) 
for an unlimited period of time, andgt~er,efo ,t· e, to a certain extent, sales contracts in 
the physical world e.g. the purchase1f:f lmJ>ofi a DVD. The question arises whether 
customers should equally be able tg:::Wispo copy acquired via the online service. 81 With 
regard to computer programs, t CJ~U ruly-A in Case C-128/11 (Oracle vs UsedSoft) that a 
right holder who has conclucj,e 1 act including a licence where a transfer of ownership 
occurs cannot oppose the resale of · cence that allows downloading his computer program 
from his website and u · r an unlimited period of time on condition that the re-seller 
make his own copy u e Court however stressed the lex specialis character of the 
Software Directiv 

··'i' 
a dig 
work a 
systems ha 
users·: Seco 

· e environment for other types of content raises issues, however, that do 
physi environment. Firstly, it remains to be seen how persons disposing of 

, e.g. by re-selling it, can be prevented from keeping and using a copy of the 
rds. Effective technical protection measures such as "forward-and-delete" 
,',rdly been deployed and, probably more importantly, may not be acceptedcby 

ly, the implications of the possible creation of a second hand market for copies 

78 
This reproduction at the start of the transmission needs to be differentiated from the permanent reproductions a 

service provider may undertake to build a database for the provision of its services. 
79 

Some of these reproductions are, however, covered by the mandatory exception provided for in Article 5(1) of the 
InfoSoc Directive, and thus do not need to be licensed. See also case C360/13 Meltwater, pending reference before the CJEU. 
80 . 

This is possible because of the principle of exhaustion of the distribution right according to which right holders 
cannot oppose the resale of a copy when the first sale in the EEA was made with their consent. 
81 

To date, rights holders have usually been in a position to control the further dissemination of digital copies of their 
works after first sale. 
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of perfect quality that never deteriorate are difficult to assess. Finally, the digital market js ig 
a state of flux, and there are indications that there may be a shift from "download~to:-~own;,. 

services to "~92E.~~.:8Jl~~.~;:~ervi9~'': ,(fJllat:t~¢d . by .. e.g, .. a .periodically ,paid ,S\1\l$Ct;ip~!pp_ fee). 
Such access-based services do not resemble sales contracts at aU and, in the absence of any 
transactional purchase, the question-of reselling digital content, for example; simply does not 
arise. It is also important to note th~t many services offer the possibility for subscribers to 
share digital files (e.g. the sending of a newspaper article or the sharing of a play list with. 
friends) as they would do in the "physical world" with physical copies. 

• 

3.1.3.3. Legal uncertainty on linking and browsing 

Several cases are pending before the CJEU82 in which the question has been 
the provision of a F!i~.Ql?..J~,,J.~,.Qg!,!~t.ftiJ.t~l'in .. act ... of .cominunicati6n to the pul:,r 
available to tile public subject to )he authorisation of the right noJ.Ciei~J 
browsing the it?temet (e.g. viewing a web-page) regularly creates tentpo 
and other subject-matter protected under copyright on the screen 
his computer. A question has been referred to the CJEU83 as 
always covered' by the mandatory exception for temporary acts.1 

user 
works 

memory of 
• coptes are 

provided for 
in these cases, 

activities for internet 
.. in Article 5(1) of the InfoSoc Directive. Until the CJEU ~•v•"'" 

th.ere remains legal uncertainty as to how copyright ex~ 
users and right holders alike. • 

Further details are presented in Anhex K. 
• 1 

3.2. _ Exceptions and limitations and the internal market 

There has never before been so mucf to consumers. Possibilities for 
access and use of digital content have last decade in line with dev~lopments 
in digital technologies, and including expectations of how digital 
technologies can be harnessed policy objectives, have grown accordingly. In 
view of such technol~gical for new modes of exploitation, calls for new 
exceptions to exclusive . made. Indeed high transaction costs associated with 
new uses and media justify new exceptio.ns e.g. where the market is slow to 
provide permissions ~t, l:)ny analysis of whether ·exceptions are justified has to· 
consider· whether · mechanisms are equally likely to appear and solve tne 

enabling new modes of exploitation and use cif creative 
~~~s may also result in a reduction in transaction costs e.g. it may be 

which would otherwise not have taken place become feasible, 
ex~unJ>le, enabling a more efficient matching (semj or fully automated) of 
, .... u between owners. and users. 

framewor:k for .an ~conomic assessment of exceptions to copyright 

From an economic perspective, assuming the optimal scope of copyright, _exceptions to .~pyright are not likely 
to be warranted absent clearly identified and persistent market failures. Such market failures may in particular 
arise from the existence of transaction costs. Exceptions to copyright are therefore more likely to be justified 
when transaction costs prevent mutually ·beneficial transactions. In the extreme case of missing markets, 

~ 

82 

83 
Cases C-466112 (Svensson), C-348/13 {Bestwakr International} and C-279/13 (C More entertainment). 
Case C-360/13 (Public Relations Consultants Association Ltd). Sc;e also httR:/IYr'WW.$!JRt~;mecouruov.uk/decid!til
casesfdocs/UKSC 2011 0202 rre$$Surotnarv,pdf 
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transaction costs erode the gains of trade between right holders and potential users of copyrighted works so much 
that no trade occurs. To the extent that the formation of such markets in the future is unlikely, there may be an 
economic case for introducing an exception to copyright, as such an exception can then enable at least some uses 
of the creative work without adversely affecting incentives to create new work. However, where feasible, a 
market-based solution is generally more efficient socially as it allows both the authors and users to "negotiate" 
payments thus supporting efficient allocation of creative works to valuable uses and efficient levels of creative 
effort. 

To the extent markets have formed for a specific use of copyrighted works, externalities can potentially 
introduce a case for exceptions. In order to identifY the circumstances in which exceptions are socially desirable 
it is however important to ask whether external effects arise from the ideas or information.~ssociated with a 
creative work rather than the form in which these ideas are expressed. It might well be th~( n the external 
effects are in fact associated with the ideas and information (which are not protected by copyri d hence do 
not require a new exception to be realized. On the other hand, exceptions may be well placed in eire 
which copyright can be employed to effectively prevent access to and the reuse of the ( lly u 
information or idea (thus giving the right holders market power over access to these el 
their creative works) - in such circumstances exceptions may be the best way to rele 
externalities associated with information embodied in creative works. Significant 
ex-ante negotiations for access further strengthen the case for exceptions in the 
from new uses. However, the implementation of certain exceptions meant to 
costs or externalities may run into difficulty when the dissemination and 
some effort on the part of the right's owner. It is then worth asking 
alternative intervention cannot overcome the problems associated 
incentives for efficient levels of creative efforts. 

due to transaction 
acce to the work requires 

arket mechanism, or an 
while preserving enough 

Assuming further that markets for creative works exist, mar e part of right holders may result in 
a deadweight loss which could potentially be curbed by ader e ns. However, it cannot be established on 
the basis of the economic theory alone whether exc I . narrowed or broadened in response to a 
reduction in the cost of making copies of c~~tttive w t {bout by technological advances). Indeed, in 
this case more creative works are produced, adi e deadweight loss arising (favouring broader 
exceptions), which is to be considered agains 5 et welfare gain to be potentially generated from 
each new work (favouring narrower excep ns). , ore, it cannot be established on the basis of theory 
alone whether exceptions should be b ed or n wed down as a consequence of the expansion of the 
consumption possibilities of creativ (again' brought about by technological advances). Nevertheless, 
there may be a case for exceptions in p Cl!!~h. when they allow for the development of product qualities that a 
copyright owner could not due1o transaction costs and technological constraints. Exceptions are 
also more likely justified where, resulting from a potential users irreversible investment in a 
new use (service) that re to existing copyrighted work, an increase in right holders' bargaining 
power gives rise to (also called "hold-up problem") as this risks introducing dynamic 
inefficiencies to invest in creative 

~--------------------~----------------==--~ 

... o,,un•trdoes not take full account of technology developments 

arises with regard to the legal framework for exceptions and limitations. 
exceptions may be outofdate in light of consumer patterns of technology 
library collections). Secondly, as uses and services have changed and 

is in some cases a lack of clarity as to what is allowed (e.g. text and data 
mmmg, private copying and cloud computing-based services) under certain exceptions. 
Thirdly, questions arise as to whether new internet-enabled activities (that are already 
flourishing in some cases) need to be covered by new exceptions (e.g. user generated content, 
e-lending): these issues become all the more complex since in some cases the beneficiaries of 
a framework based on exceptions will, apart from individual users, be commercial providers 
of services (internet platforms), or could be developing functions which compete with the 
commercial provision of services (libraries for the distribution of their collections). The effect 
on right holders, in terms of prejudice to their interest and effects on the normal exploitation 
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of their works, needs to be carefully assessed, as well as the effects on other types of 
stakeholders and the macro effects on society (eg. the reduced or increased availability of 
existing and future educational resources for education). 

For most existing exceptions a common theme emerges: they are optional and lacking in 
detail. As result there is insufficient harmonisation of the scope and conditions of the 
exceptions as implemented by the Member States. This leads to over-restrictive interpretation 
in some cases and also stands in the way of cross-border effect for Member States' national 
exceptions. More generally, with regards to the EU system of optional exceptions, some 
stakeholders criticize the (alleged) lack of flexibility in the EU and national "xopyright laws 
due to the system of a close list of exceptions and plead for the the ir[ff':"' uction of a 
supplementary degree of flexibility in the national copyright systems, as well as\ U level. 
Others however consider that this system, which corresponds the closest. o th -.~,-~mber 
States' legal systems, provides the necessary flexibility and ensures a 11'\ 9flegal 
certainty for all stakeholders (including those benefiting from exceptions)' 

3.2.1.1. Library collections 

Libraries benefit from a broadly-worded exception to the repr 
specific acts of copying e.g. for preservation purposes. 
implementations vary greatly, and are not always cle "~~'f!~_ 

esponding national 
evant conditions: the 

covered, 84 the type of 
86 Five Member States87 

that can made and to format-

purpose, whether format-shifting is allowed, :Jj.e typ 
beneficiary institutions, 85 the number of copies th 
take a restrictive approach with respect to the numB 
shifting. National restrictions impair the abil 
border cultural projects, and may,~mpai 
digitisation activities (when these o~c ·- 0 

located).88 · 

institutions to take part in cross
of some instutions to outsource 

Member State in which the library is 

The lnfoSoc States to allow libraries to provide for the 
urposes of research and private study without the 

authorisation of rights holde , sultation occurs on the premises ofthe library.89 In a 
digitally-connected socie~~striction of consultation to physical premises misses the 
opportunity offered by,:'*" chno'ftt y to provide efficient access for research and private study 

ce, Lith ia reports that cinematographic works are not covered by the transposition of the exception . 
. 1 of the 3rd report on the implementation of the 2005 EP and Council Recommendation on Film Heritage. 

mber States, the national library is a beneficiary of this exception, but not the corresponding film 

The sole purpose of 'preserving and archiving' may comprise the making of a copy to replace a work where the 
original is damaged, lost, destroyed (e.g. UK, EE) or unusable (LT, EE) in full or in part (e.g. FI refers to technical 
reconstruction); must be restored (e.g. FI, NL); or requires conversion from an obsolete format (format-shifting) or to avoid 
further deterioration of the work's medium (anticipation). Most Member States expressly mention the use of digital copying 
technology and copying onto digital carriers, but several Member States have limited this exception to written texts. Some 
Member States also limit the exception for preservation purposes to those cases where a new copy is not available either from 
the right holders or on the market (e.g. UK, EL, FI). 
87 Germany, Italy, Ireland, Romania, Malta 
88 De Wolf Study for the European Commission 
89 

Although photocopies, digital scans or downloads can however be made available between libraries; and copies can 
be shared by some institutions, for a fee, under the Inter-Library Loan system. See e.g. British Library Document Supply 
Service. See Case C-117/13- Technische Universitiit Darmstadt v Eugen Ulmer KG. 
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purposes.90 In the Scientific, Technical and Medical (STM) sector where publications have for 
long been available in digital format, rights holders and libraries have entered into agreements 
to enable remote consultation to collections, thus internalising in their arrangements the 
positive externalities associated with research and private study.91 On the other hand, terms 
may not have been agreed with publishers for all back catalogue collections of libraries e.g. 
pre-dating the digital age. For these works, institutions (university and national libraries, 
research institutions, archives) and users (students and researchers) are unable to exploit the 
efficiencies inherent in digital distribution, and the positive externalities generated by research 
and private study are not realised. 

"" New technologies also offer the possibility for heritage institutions to provid~~~peral online 
access to their collections as part of their public interest missions. This new.,, lopment 
allows an exponential explosion of visits. Current exceptions do not envisa · l}lJ~ by 
public heritage institutions, therefore potentially limiting the possibility xj:)mition 
of 20th century works (which are often still protected by copyright). 

Unlike scholarly publications, digital markets for 'trade' publicat~ 
entertainment) are only just beginning to emerge in the EU, with:" .fuoo ~~,"~king up only 2% 
of the book market.92 E-lending is not possible under an exceptio the jill. Publishers and 
libraries are in'the early stages of experimenting with differen\~l!si models fore-lending 
including the use of different contractual provisions t ntrod\ice frictions" in e-Iending. 
These are conditions designed to mimic some oflfhe con "~ociated with the lending of 
physical copies of books in order that e-lending d o ine the normal channels of 
business since the eff~ct of li~raries providj,II&, esse 7~},~11 unrestricted online access to e
books (even as a "pubhc" servrce) yvould qe to ~J,l.Rflaprthe normal sale of e-books. They 
include, variously, limiting the nurh~er oftla~~~'B~ simultaneous consultations, setting a 
maximum number of consultations be new~fchase is triggered,93 requiring download 
on the premises during business ho ck periods after publication. 

90 
At least one M~f- e 

otiati · g licence agreements with publishers e.g. in the 
ix" publishers offered their e-books to libraries;94 or 
offered to them or that the titles are out of date. On 

network" (See chapte 1 o 
etherlands, interprets this exception as to cover distant consultation in a "closed 

eport on the implementation of the 2005 EP and Council Recommendation on Film 
Heritage) 
91 

) and 87% of arts, humanities and social sciences journals were accessible electronically 
10 13 MWC STM Re ort. df) and by 2011, 60% of academic spending on content was 

utsell's Information Management Benchmark Survey, 2012). Accordingly university and research 
rimarily access to scholarly content) benefit to a certain extent from insitutional subscription licences 

provide access to all licensed content across the range of their IP addresses i.e. typically across the 
whole of a uni ty's network (campus) and- if the university has adopted appropriate protocols, products and software 
(Virtual PrivatetNetworks, EZProxy) then from any computer anywhere. 
92 

Thee-book market is most developed in the UK (around 10%, probably because oflanguage reasons and proximity 
to US market which is already very developed, more developed offer and limited presence of bookshops).In other large 
Member States the sale of e-books roughly represent only 2 to 3% of the market of the book publishers in trade publishing 
(Germany, France, Italy). In the US, by contrast, eBook sales represent 31% of the market. 
93 

See the recent agreement concluded between Albin Michel and libraries in France providing that an e-book 
purchased by a library can be lent 100 times (can be simultaneously) a year. Thee-books available for lending are selected by 
the publishers and should exclude bestsellers. In the UK, as of July 2012, 70% of UK public libraries were engaging in e
lending. In the US a number of pilot projects have been announced, including by Hachette and Macmillan, as well as a 
partnership between Penguin and 3M to make Penguin's ebooks available through the New York Public Library and 
Brooklyn Public Library for a period of one year (announced in June 20 12). 
94 CILIP briefing paper, version 3, July 2013 
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the other hand, one experimental business model in Denmark, which enabled easy loans for 
extended periods of time and no waiting period,95 was discontinued as it appeared to 
cannibalise the emerging e-book market.96 

Further details are presented in Annex G. 

3 .2.1.2. Private copying 

Member States are allowed to implement in their national legislation exceptions or limitations 
to the reproduction right for copies made for private use and photocopying.97 Most Member 
States impose levies on goods typically used for such purposes (blank me,dia, recording 
equipment, photocopying machines, mobile listening devices such as m~Jlfu 4 players, 
computers, etc.) in order to compensate right holders for the harm they suffer whe 
made without their authorisation. Private copying levies systems are therefor mecfi · tn to 
compensate right holders for acts of private copying.98 In that context, lev,~ , nt for 
right holders. 

With the constant developments in digital technology, new typ increasingly 
respond to consumers' expectations e.g. access-based business ng certain types 
of cloud-based services. However, the lower transaction costs o ~. . "In theory by more 
efficient digital technologies are. not always reali .. s. ed. Inde;~1f~ e~~sers/consumers cop?' 
files they have purchased onlme onto a num,ber of'"· ev1ces '~;e.g. MP3 files onto their 
computer, tablet and/or mobile phone), instances~ o ' o · ,. ng' can occur whereby the 
consumer pays twice for one and the same copy: e of the contractually agreed 
licence fee (the access cost) and secondly thr justice' levy imposed on certain 
categories of devices. The status quq,leads t ve of legal uncertainty. In some cases, 
payments made by end-users are not1!'el~ted ual consumption of copyright protected 
content even though technology enable· e p"f1 quantification of copies made by any 
given individual. The levels of pri 4 co "lnWievies paid by consumers on media devices 
(which enable private copying) · e Mentber States are higher than they would have been 
otherwise, as they take into ,a I copies made by end-users, irrespective of whether 
those copies could have be !read· unerated via licensing agreements or not. 

Consequently, consum, higher prices for media and devices subject to Ievies,99 

platform operators c~!wgh cq s of developing new business models and right holders face 
patitilnt:Rfs. Joo 

OK, see nex G 

ish pilot project Ereolen.dk (2011) involved the two largest Danish publishers and a number of local 
the lending of Danish trade e-books. The publishers have withdrawn from the pilot project because, at 

number of loans of e-books reached about six times the number of sales of the same product (ClLIP 
briefing paper, rsion 3, July 2013). 
97 Article 5(2)(a) and (b) of the InfoSoc Directive. 
98 

Case C 467/08 Padawan [2010] ECR I 10055, paragraph 22, and Case C 462/09 Stichting de Thuiskopie [2011] 
ECR I 5331, paragraph 27 
99 

In many Member States with levy systems in place, rates applicable to devices enabling use of on-line services 
consisting of on-demand delivery of copyright protected content are relatively high. For example, according to International 
Survey on Private Copying Law and Practice 201- de Thuiskopie/WIPO 2012, a mobile phone is subject to a levy of €2,50 in 
Belgium, €16 in Germany and a tablet is subject to a levy of € 0.09 to €50 in France. Those amounts could be adjusted 
(lower) in order to take into account the possibilities offered by licensing in the digital environment. 
100 

The impact of the status quo on right holders could be negative as the increasing reliance on levies would prevent 
them from fully exploiting the licensing mechanisms which are optimal in the digital environment as they allow calculating 
the payment on the basis of each consumer's willingness to pay. Moreover, with no changes to the status quo right holders 
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Against this background, in his recommendations of 31 January 2013 101 which concluded 
stakeholdersmediation process on private copying and reprography levies, Mr Antonio 
Vitorino while recognizing the shift from ownership to more access-based business models 
(including certain type of cloud-based services), identified double payments occuring in the 
digital environment among those issues which could have a negative impact on new, 
innovative business models. He therefore suggested that in order to favor their development 
and growth in the EU it should be clarified that copies that are made by end-users for private 
purposes in the context of an on-line service that has been licensed by rightholders do not 
cause any harm that would require additional remuneration in the. form of private copying 
levies. 

Further details are presented in Annex F. 

3.2.1.3. User generated content 

Since citizens can copy, use and distribute content at little to no financi types of 
online activities are developing rapidly, including the making of :i. r generated 
content", when users take one or several pre-existing works, chaq SI o g to the work(s) 
and upload the result (such as a "kitchen video", or "mash;;; ~ e internet e.g. to 
platforms, including social networks, blogs, private webs,~ GC is not "new" as 
such. However, the development of social ne~!?rking Wid so dia sites which enable 
users to share content widely, has vastly changee¥the scat s activities and increased the 
potential economic impact these activities have J h holders of the pre-existing 
works. Under the current legal framework, su~ u ~e subject to acquiring authorisation 
from the relevant rights holders if the initia'f wor ) (yProtected by copyright. 103 104 The 
development of digital tools has also:ithcreas~" entia! economic interest for the creators 
of UGC, who may themselves enjo protection. There nevertheless remain 
technological obstacles to the abili eators to identify themselves, and to reap 
economic reward for their efforts. 

eveloped in such a way that the hosting by large 
platforms of such content · cover y authorisations from rights holders (notably in the 
music sector), with bo diaries and rights holders (including, in some cases, UGC 
creators) sharing in sing revenues so generated. However, coverage is not 
comprehensive, an~m forms/individual blogs cannot benefit from the legal certainty 
provided 'blan ' arrangements though micro-licences may increasingly be 
availab lace for some users. 105Transformative use of "print" (literary works, 
fin ation, tography, design, architecture and other visual works) and audiovisual 

7 
conte licensed in a systematic manner. However, some media companies are 

as otherwise their revenue derived from levies could be out weighted by positive results of levy 
adjustment and. resulting increased demand. See Case C 463112 Copydan Bandkopi 
101 ht1])://ec.europa.eu/internal markelfcopvright/docs!levv refonn/130 131 levies-vitorino-recommendations en. pdf 
102 

User-generated content (UGC) can thus cover the modification of pre-existing works even if the newly-
generated/"uploaded" work does not require a creative effort and results from merely adding, subtracting or associating some 
pre-existing content with other pre-existing content. 
103 Rights of reproduction, adaptation, and communication/making available to the public 
104 In the case those initial works were originally distributed through open licences, there is also the need to assess if 

such licences permitted the production of derivative works or if they imposed any further restrictions (requirement 
to also distribute the derivative under a similar open licence or prohibiting commercial exploitation). 

105 
Small-scale licensing is being developed in the music industry and in the print sector (see the results of Licences for 

Europe (Working Group 2) in Annex B and the presentations available on: https:!/ec.europa.eu/licences-!'br-europe
dialogue/sites/licences-tor-europe-dialmwe/files/WG2-UGC.pdf) 
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developing platforms themselves enabling active developers to re-use published content, 
including for publishing purposes. 

The evidence across all sectors is that currently UGC is flourishing (as of2013, 100 hours of 
video content are uploaded to Y ouTube every minute). The lack of case law on the issue also 
suggests that rights holders have so far refrained from preventing its emergence, with notable 
isolated cases relating to the assertion of moral rights. User groups (in the context of Licences 
for Europe) have noted however, that, a small portion of UGC may in fact be prevented, and 
that legal uncertainty as to the possible application of certain exceptions e.g. for quotation, 
and parody places legal risks on end-users. In Licences for Europe, th positions of 
stakeholders were too divergent to agree on a common line. 

Further details are presented in Annex E. 

3.2.1.4. Text and data mining (TDM) 

Text and data mining, content mining, data analytics 106 are differe o describe 
increasingly important techniques for the exploration of vast amol!;Y d data (e.g., 
online journals, web sites, databases etc.). The use of text minin ~, 6f research has a 
big potential to foster innovation and bring about economi~,zy,in tar benefits. 107 Some 
stakeholders are concerned that the EU might already be lostfi'~'"';o o other regions of the 
world where TDM is increasingly becoming co~on pr ientific research. 

Through the use of software or other automated , alysis is made of relevant 
texts and data in order to obtain new knowled~ ts, patterns and trends. The texts 
and d~ta. used for n;ining are eithe~ fr~ely ~C'~~sible the internet or accessibl~ through 
subscnptwns to e.g. JOUrnals and penWdtcals ~~ ccess to the databases of publishers. 

Usually when applying TDM technolo made of the relevant texts and data (e.g. 
on browser cache memories or i ' RAM memories or to the hard disk of a 
computer), prior to the actual al}_a opyright law, it is often considered necessary 
for the making of such copie~v4~ the case where there is already a lawful access to the 
relevant text and data), to o t horisation from the right holders 108 in order to mine 
protected works or othe,r's; atter, unless such authorisation can be implied (e.g. content 
accessible to general p}:iblic ut restrictions on the internet, open access). Some types of 
of text and data miO:mg ever fall under the exceptions for non-commercial scientific 
research j~l 5(3 a the Info Soc Directive and Articles 6(2)(b) and 9(b) of the 
Datab tiv hich are however optional and have not been implemented in the 

fa #' ber States. Some consider that the copies required for text and data 
vered by the exception for temporary copies in Article 5(1) of the Info Soc 

It has also n suggested that (certain techniques for) text and data mining do not at all 
involve copying and therefore are not covered by copyright. None of this is clear, in particular 

106 For the purpose of the present document, the term "text and data mining" will be used. 
107 

Big data technologies such as text and data mining have, considered together, the potential to create 250 bn EUR of 
annual value to Europe's economy (20 11 Study of the McKinsey Global institute: Big data-The next frontier for innovation, 
competition, and productivity) 
108 

It is common practice in Europe for researchers to contractually transfer their copyrights to publishers 
109 

Directive 96/9/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of II March 1996 on the legal protection of 
databases. 
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since text and data mining does not consist only of a single technique, but can be undertaken 
in several different ways. 110 

Questions arise as to whether, and to what extent, existing subscriptions (notably to scientific 
publications) or licence agreements allow for text and data mining. Researchers consider that 
if a researcher or research institution, or another user, have lawfully acquired access to digital 
content, including databases, the autorisation to read this content should include the 
autorisation to mine it. 

It has also been argued that it is difficult, onerous and time-consuming to negotiate such 
agreements with the right holders, 111 and that text and data mining is ;tlJ.~refore often 
undertaken without an explicit permission to do so lawfully. Concerns have"a1~"~>:geen raised 
as to the importance of ensuring the establishment of safe and efficient infrastruct~ for text 
and data mining, including a secure access to databases used for mining a; cori r, their 
usage. As an outcome of Licences for Europe, representatives of STM J( have put 
forward practical initiatives to facilitate licencing of subscription based coM 

Further details are presented in Annex I. 

3.2.1.5. Persons with a disability 

Digital technology greatly facilitates accessible publishin 
80-90 % of the top titles (books) are simultane~usly pi£ an accessible format for 
persons with print disabilities. 112 However, it is esti ted resent only 7%113 to 20%114 

of all titles are available in such formats. 115 In ember States there are agreements 
between rights holders and organisations s ·fit. the ally impaired for the production, 
distribution and makin~ available ~or ace rrilats (mainly books), inter alia for 
purposes of education. 11 Such agreeme ' howe.tevre not in place in all Member States and 
only provide access to a fraction of ·s prks·af1d other subject matter available to persons 
without disabilities. '" 

The exception for persons wi ility as provided for by Article 5(3)(b) of the InfoSoc 
Directive 17 is generic and,U!:,Ovides guidance for its implementation. While a number of 
Member States use the 1~~ of the exception, 118 others impose limitations as regards the 

110 

Ill 

ment in Innoweb would seem to imply that a licence is required so far as the 
in the context of comparison websites (see Case C-202/12 Innoweb vs Wegener). 

ort "Value and Benefits of Text Mining to UK Further and Higher Education" highlights the 
r a ual researcher wishing to mine numerous publications which relates to identifYing the right 

perm iss~ s to mine. 

84% of the top 1000 titles in 2012 (source: RNIB), in France close to 90% (source: Exception 
it d'auteur et developpement de l'offre de publications accessibles a !'ere numerique. Catherine Meyer-

). 

114 
Source : Exception "handicap" au droit d'auteur et developpement de l'offre de publications accessibles a !'ere 

numerique. Catherine Meyer-Lereculeur, Mai 2013 
115 

These figures represent availability in some but not all accessible formats. Accessible formats include Braille, large 
print, e-books and audiobooks with special navigation, audio description and closed captioning for films, etc. It is important 
to distinguish between accessibility from the outset (when a book is created or a film edited in a format that makes it already 
acessible) from the "assistive solutions" which usually involved the retrofitting of some accessibility features in existing 
materials. The first one being significantly cheaper that the second one. 
116 E.g. theLIA project: http://www.progettolia.it/cn 
117 

The exception may be implemented for any use, for the benefit of people with a disability, that is directly related to 
the disability and of a non-commercial nature, to the extent required by the specific disability. 
118 e.g. Spain, Hungary, Belgium, Poland. 
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beneficiaries, possible uses and formats, provide for strict administrative conditions, or 
restrict the application of the exception to cases where the works are not commercially 
available in the special format. Some Member States lay down a requirement for 
compensation to rights holders 119 while others do not. The complexity of the application of 
the exception in some countries increases the transaction costs of libraries and other 
organisations which intend to make works accessible to visually and hearing impaired 
persons, and thus reduces the number of potentially available accessible formats. The recently 
agreed treaty in WIPO on access to published works for persons with a print disability will 
address some of these issues including the mandatory nature of the exception. 

Further details are presented in Annex J. 

3.2.2. Lack of cross-border effect of exceptions 

As mentioned in 3.1 above, there are few mechanisms to enable the 
optional exceptions to exclusive rights. This means that content which 
one territory under an optional exception cannot be legally accesse 
under the terms of that exception where the Member State has q JJ:~e the exception. 
For example, differences in national laws as to the exception fC ate pgpying may create 
confusion for consumers in the internal market as regards~h, · nd what is not when 
accesing content across-border. In a similar vein, compe ·· tion .," right holders for some 
categories of exploitation of their protected corif~nt (sue pri~ilte copying) in the territory 
of one Member State often has no impact on th~ ·'figations in another Member 
&~. • 

3.2.2.1. Persons with a disability 

With respect to persons with a disabi · ,l1:!9 of cross-border effect of the exception 
makes it impossible for beneficiariesrff r'Wiember States to access books, educational 
material or journals in accessible ,~~rmat e under the copyright exception of another 
Member State.120 The cost of 'li g a nfaster version of a Braille file is close to €1 ,500 
and €3,000 in the case of th rsion of a DAISY file 121 recorded from scratch. The 
cost of an audio-descrip.Y.o for a film can be as high as € 2500. 122 If such files made 
under an exception ca"' t borders, these costs are duplicated for libraries or blind 
organisations in co.. tn sh the same language. In the case of educational material, the 
lack of cross-bor ; 

4 

f so likely to deprive visually impaired persons of cross-border 
. ies.l23 

pyrighted works for the purpose of illustration for teaching is covered by an 
e InfoSoc Directive and the Database Directive, allowing educational 

119 
e.g. Denmark, Germany (except for the production of individual copies), Finland and Sweden (if the beneficiary 

permanently keeps a copy). 
120 

In the EU, the existing licence-based cross-border exchange mechanism is carried out in accordance with a 
Memorandum of Understanding between publishers and blind organisations signed in 2010. The European Trusted 
Intermediaries Network (ETIN) provides a framework for the cooperation but it has had limited effect so far. 
121 http:/iwww.daisv.org/ 
122 Examples provided by European blind organisations. 
123 

The pertinence of the problems related to lack of sufficient harmonisation and lack of cross-border effect is clearly 
indicated by the recent adoption of the Marrakesh Treaty to improve access to published works for persons who are blind, 
visually impaired or otherwise print disabled (June 20 13); http:// www.wipo.org 
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establishments and teachers to use extracts of e.g. novels, songs or films in the classroom or to 
complement teaching. Member States' implementation of the generic exception at EU level 
varies considerably in terms of the materials that may be used, the type of educational uses 
allowed, or whether licensed solutions are preferred over the use of an exception. 124 In 
particular, the application to e-learning appears to be limited in certain Member States, where 
the exception covers only face-to-face teaching, or is submitted to strict conditions in the 
online environment. This becomes also a barrier when exploring blending ways of teaching 
and learning, complementing face-to-face with distance. Furthermore, even in face-to-face 
learning, if new technologies are exploited as teaching tools, these may Imply access to 
educational materials online (even ifthe students are face-to-face with the teaq " . 

jf. 

The diversity of the conditions foreseen in national legislations, combined wit J:: lack of 
cross-bor~~r effect ?f. the exception, creates legal .u~ceitainty for ~ducation esta6f~,~~ents 
and practitiOners wiilmg to offer cross-border trammg or e-learnmg pro Tpachers 
who use protected materials for the purpose of illustration under the te eption in 
one Member State may run the risk of infringing copyright in an State when 
they make material available to cross-border students via onl services and 

'~ repositories or distance learning courses. Furthermore, the in~ .~:$ient sparency on the 
rights and obligations associated with each resource might ·~ · er for the promotion 
of sharing practices involving teachers and other individu, if ent countries. 

This problem is likely to grow with increasing "mand order education and online 
training solutions. Over the next 10 years, thee-lea IS projected by some to grow 
fifteen-fold, acc?unting for .30% of the whol~u.cati rket.

125 
Le.gal. uncertainty on ~he 

status of educatiOnal matenals, nota~ly ma~e le, oss-border, IS hkely to undermme 
the ease with which online educatiorla' resou'~ e put together and disseminated. 

Further details are presented in Anne 

3.2.2.3. Private copying 

,.Jptions and limitations in the cross-border environment 
are also apparent in relatiQ e purely national nature of private copying and reprography 
levy schemes which anf~se rovide fair compensation to rights holders. Member States' 
ap~roaches. diverg~~ cho~ce of produc~s which ~re subject to levies. The level~ of 
tanffs applicable. ross " also differ substantially e.g. m 2010 a blank DVD was subJect 

France, € 0.48 in Denmark, € 0.0139 in Germany. In the same year, a 
it ernal memory of 32 GB was subject to a levy of € 36.00 in Germany 

as equi ped with a touch screen), € 18.00 in Hungary, € 10.00 in France, € 4.34 
d € 0.9 in Italy. 126 

Typically, . es are claimed upon either the production or importation of a product, 
irrespective-~[ whether they have been paid on the territory of another Member State or 
whether the product will subsequently be sold to another Member State. Consequently double 
payments occur in the majority of such cases. In a similar vein, as the result of case-law of the 

124 
In some Member States the exception is accompanied by a remuneration system (e.g. BE, FR, DE) whereas in other 

Member States (e.g. OK, FI, SE, UK, ES for online use) different types of licensing systems are in place to cover the use of 
copyrighted works in the educational context. In certain Member States the legislation does not explicitly refer to 
remuneration or compensation mechanisms (e.g. LU, EL, IT except for anthologies, PT, LT, RO, SK). 
125 Industry research- IBIS Capital and Edxus Group, httQ;L!edxusg1.:2.!!J.1.cQm/digiiafuation-ot;·education-will-resulHn

fi.tleen-fold-growth-for-e-leaming-market-over-the-next-decade/ 
126 International Survey on Private Copying Law and Practice 201- de Thuiskopie/WIPO 2012 
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CJEU 127 levies may no longer be imposed on goods that are acquired for purposes clearly 
unrelated to private copying (i.e. by professional users). Nevertheless, most Member States 
continue to apply levies indiscriminately to all sales. 128 This can also result in undue 
payments. 

To mitigate double and undue payments resulting from cross-border transactions, as well as 
the indiscriminate application of private copying levies, most Member States provide for a 
priori exemption or ex post reimbursement schemes. In case of the former, an upfront 
exemption is offered to those liable for payment. As far as ex post reimbursement schemes are 
concerned, those who paid levies unduly are entitled to seek reimbursement J.rom the entity 
which collected a levy. However, not all Member States have such scheme#l. lace 129 and 
those that exist are not always sufficiently efficient, often makin~ it burd me and 
complicated for individuals to claim back the unduly paid levies. 1 0 Th app .,~~.of 
diverging levy systems in conjunction with the sub-optimally functioni . ~ptron 
and reimbursement scheme lead to high transaction costs for individua'f~ ing back 
unduly paid levies. 

· sparate national levy 
ing this issue either via 

c simplification of the levy 
clear and predictable ex ante 

The recommendations resulting from the mediation on private co 
led by Mr Antonio Vitorino 131 also acknowledged the numerous, 
movement of goods and services in the internal market , 
schemes create. Mr Antonio Vitorino recommenqed, int 
shifting the liability of payment to retailers (in ~lith a ca 
systems would also be required), or through the estd 
exemption schemes. ,, 

3.3. Identification of rights OWIJJrship( 

Distributors and consumers have claime" 
ownership of rights in the EU, and/ ~t 

s insufficient clarity with respect to the 
rmines the ability of the market to deliver 

efficient licensing. 

"' There are many private datao1r'S:~ works and other subject matter held by producers, 
collective management or · ation d institutions such as libraries, which are based to 
a greater or lesser exte use of (more or less) interoperable, internationally agreed 
'identifiers'. Identifier om pared to a reference number embedded in a work, are 

127 

./ 
128 

wan vs SGAE); Case C-521/1 I (Amazon.com International Sales and Others v Austro
ft zur W ahrnehmung mechanisch-musikalischer Urheberrechte Gesellschaft mbH) 

S continue to apply levies indiscriminately and provide with a 'mutualisation' system whereby the level of 
· lbrder to take into account those entities which acquire products subject to a levy for purposes clearly 

unrelated to prf copying (e.g. Czech Republic, Greece, Poland), International Survey on Private Copying Law and 
Practice- de Ththskopie/WIPO 2012 
129 

For example Austria, Croatia and Estonia neither envisaged an ex ante exemption nor ex post reimbursement of 
transactions involving products sold to persons other that natural persons acquiring products in question for purposes clearly 
unrelated for private copying. 
13° For example, in Germany manufacturers and importers if products liable for the payments of levies who entered 
into contractual relations with the collecting society which perceives the levy are allowed to deduct the amounts payable for 
products sold to professional users; however, for entities with no contractual relations with the collecting society, the 
reimbursement is only possible upon the presentation of a proof of payment. In a sales-chain in which a number of 
intermediaries are involved, it is not unlikely that the product for which a levy was paid will ultimately be sold to a 
professional user who he will have no possibility of reimbursement as he will hardly know the identity of the entity who paid 
the levy. 
131 http:/iec.europa.euiinternal m3rket/copvright/docs/levv rctorm/ 130131 lcvies-vitorino-recommend3tions en.pdf 
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specific to the sector in which they have been developed, 132
, and identify, variously, the work 

itself, the owner or the contributor to a work or other subject matter. There are notable 
examples of where industry is undertaking actions to improve the integration and 
interoperability of such identifiers and databases, as illustrated by Licences for Europe, and 
beyond. The Global Repertoire Database 133 should, once operational, provide a single source 
of information on the ownership and control of musical works worldwide. ARROW 134 aims to 
enable the identification of rights holders and rights and to clarify the rights status of a literary 
work including whether it is orphan or out of print. FORWARD 135 aims to achieve the same 
goal for cinematographic works. The print sector has further developed a "Toolkit" for 
improving micro-licensing in the context of Licences for Europe. In the audioJ~.~al sector, on 
the other hand, the attachment of interoperable identifiers to TV and film produc · ns is not 
the norm, and accessible databases and registries are rare. 

The UK Copyright Hub 136 is seeking to take identification systems a 
create a linked platform, enabling the identification of rights hold 
automated licensing across different sectors. 

Despite the above, it is still the case that commercial users cann ~ ntify who owns 
the rights to a given work etc. in a given Member State, and lVI. als cannot always 
find out how they should seek a licence or to what exteJJ,tliit . thorised to re-use the 
work in the production of derivative works. Qut;§,tions m/se as hl1:her industry initiatives 
such as those outlined above should not be suppl~fuente a! EU registry, resulting in 
a central rights database for rights ownership an rdation of subsequent rights 
transfers. The level of demand for such an a ;proac . ~e practical issues relating to the 
establishment of such a comprehen~ive da .,. and} ega! issues relevant to the Berne 
Convention, have yet to be examined~ln ~eta 

In parallel, the question also arises ~1 t&f1h~rol'et, · the public sector in supporting efforts of 
industry to establish interoperable .rfqrms fonltl;re identification and remuneration of content, 
see, for example, the Linked Content'.:\ oaliti!n, 137 which was established to develop building 
blocks for the expression an#in~u ment of rights and licensing across all content and 
media types. It include de~~~ ment of a Rights Reference Model (RRM), a 
comprehensive data mo· I types of rights in all types of content, whether published by 
major industry play$rs, vidual creators. 

The design and .L .. 1ft m of such tools should ensure a high standard of protection of 
fundam~'· fi cusing in particular on the right of privacy of the users. Also, such tools 
shot! revent different uses of copyright-protected materials allowed by 
copy 

132 

133 

134 

135 

136 

137 

re presented in Annex L. 

E.g. the International Standard Recording Code (ISRC) is used to identify recordings, the International Standard 
Book Number (ISBN) is used to identify books 
http:/iwww.globalrepertoiredatabase.com/ 
h tto:i /v,rww.arrow-net.eu/ 
http:/iec.europa.euiinformation societv/apps/projectsifilctshcet/index.cfm?project ref-=325135 
http:i/www.copvrighthub.co.ukJ · 
\VWW .l inkedcontentcoal ition.org 
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3.4. Mass digitisation of cultural heritage materials 

New technologies are an opportunity for libraries and public memory institutions to 
exponentially increase visibility of their collections. "Mass digitisation" is normally used to 
refer to efforts by institutions such as libraries, archives, museum and other heritage 
institutions to digitise (e.g. scan) the entire content or part of their collections, going beyond 
the objective simply of preserving specific items, having rather the objective of preserving 
cultural heritage with a view to making it available to the public. 138 Estimates as to the 
proportion of collections still to be digitised vary. One study suggests that while museums 
have digitised some 25% of their collections (with only 3% not to be digitised), libraries and 
archives, which have greater proportions of their collections which do not need:tp- be digitised 
(69% and 36% respectively), have nevertheless digitised only 1% of their collech to date. 
Overall it may be the case that some 58% of the collections of cultural herita insti are 
awaiting digitisation. 139 The scale of the task is enormous, with one stud. ing: at in 
total some €1 OObn will be necessary over time. 140 In the specific cases o~ J age, it is 
estimated that 1 million hours of film could be digitised in the hold' ropean Film 
Heritage Institutions. 141 The European Association of Film Ar estimates that 
only 1.5% of holdings are digitised. 

Libraries', archives', museum' and other heritage institlf -'0' 6ns comprise a wide 
range of works - from works in the public dofi1~in and o commerce to the latest 
"in commerce" works, including by virtue of f~al de ements. Thus, agreements 
need to be found with rights holders for the digitis ng available of in copyright 
works. This entails transaction costs for cultur hen stitutions: identification costs to 
ascertain whether works are in the P,!lblic d no" and search and negotiation costs to 
find rights holders and to negotiate '1\reeme osts vary substantially from project to 
project and from field to field. In the s$.~ f nd audiovisual works, the transactional 
costs are particularly high, due to t J xity created by the existence of multiple right 
holders and the territoriality of rights 

In some sectors and in somi ~--- er States solutions have been found to mm1m1se 
transaction costs while prgJ the itimate interests of rights holders. 142 In all sectors the 

~ Orphan Works Directi~ve sociated database will lower the costs associated with 
unlocatable rights ols:· ers, eliminate the potential "hold up" problem whereby the 
inability to clear a prevents the digitisation and making available of an entire 
work. In t ip or, the roll-out of the ARROW system is minimising identification costs 

h f works: public domain, out-of-commerce, or in commerce. One 
n the,~ arch time per book to have decreased from 4 hours to 5 minutes. 143 

will achieve the same outcome for the cinematographic sector. 144 The 

138 
E.g.¥ orts by libraries to digitise novels form the early part of the 20th century or whole collections of pictures of 

historical value. 

139 

!.pdf 
140 

h ltp:/ iec.europa. eu/in formation societv/activities/ digital I ibraries/doc!recommendation/staff\vork immaper 127 -'1 tina 

« Comite des Sages » Report « The New Renaissance » 
http://ec.europa.eu/infomlation societv/activities/di;!ital libraries/doclrefgroup!final report cds.pdf 
141 DAEFH study: http:/iec.europa.euiavrolicv/docs/librarv/studies/heritage/exec summarv en.pdf 
142 

See examples in Annex G(ii) 
143 http://\vv.;w.arrow-net.eu/sitesidefmllt/files/Seeking%20New%?0Landscapes.pdf 
144 The European Association of Film Archives (ACE) estimates that 20% of their holdings are orphan. 
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implementation of the 2011 Memorandum of Understanding on Out-of-Commerce Works 145 

is reducing search and negotiation costs by providing a framework for voluntary collective 
management backed, where necessary, by extended collective management, presumptions of 
representation or equivalent mechanisms: public sector institutions have no longer to seek 
out or negotiate with all relevant contributors on an individual basis. Neither can a single 
contributor "hold up" the conclusion of negotiations. 

However, problems remain with regard to the clearing of rights in cultural heritage content. In 
terms of the legal framework, not all Member States have implemented a legislative 
framework for licensing based on extended collective management, presumptipns of transfer 
of rights or similar mechanisms which can back up the implementation of tbe:.~morandum 
.of Understanding in Out-of -Commerce work. Secondly, these mechanims d~t~ have a 
cross-border effect: e.g. the extended effect of a licence is applicable only i the co).uffi' in 
which the agreement was concluded. For cultural heritage institutions i11-sP c~j!fctive 
licensing arrangements are not emerging in sectors other than print. For{~ while an 
agreement was reached on principles and procedures for the digitsa · and ng available 
of European cinematographic heritage works in the context o Europe, this 
agreement sets out a voluntary approach for invidual rights lie by producers on a 
film-by-film basis as well as for agreements with collective · gement organisations 
representing authors' rights. It does not apply to works 'f1 lders have opted "for 
whatever reasons, to withdraw from circulation'~roadd e further expressed interest 
in pursuing collective licensing agreements for th nd making available of the 
works in their archives. There has been so far no a ts for the digitisation and making 
available of audio archives. The Europeana s utfcrs proj ill run between 2014 and 2017. 146 

Further details are presented in Anne'IG. 

~~ 
3.5. Mechanisms to ensure the~a e ~muneration of authors and performers 

The EU directives recognise for ;\ls an erformers a number of exclusive rights and, in 
the case of performers whose""p ;~ ces are fixed in phonograms, remuneration rights. As 
regards the rental rights, a rs an rformers have been explicitly granted an unwaivable 
right to equitable remune here are few provisions at EU level governing the transfer of 
rights from authors or ~ for to publishers or producers 147

• 

ably in the replies to the Green Paper on the online distribution 
of audio. s, that authors and performers are not adequately remunerated in 
partigJ;tlar, b ot so jV,as regards on line exploitation. Some stakeholders are ofthe opinion 
thaf't~cur ent, mainly national, rules do not suffice and that therefore action at the EU level 
would 5 ecessary. National systems aiming to ensure fair remuneration of authors and 
performer -~ he use of their works and performances have been built over decades on very 
different cyl ural and legal traditions. Mechanisms to try to ensure such adequate 
remuneration are often linked to regulation of contracts or even to labour law regulation. 
Some Member States have introduced a legal requirement for the final distributor to 
remunerate authors/performers for the exploitation of their works. The role played by 

145 

Works 
146 

Memorandum of Understanding on Key Principles on the Digitization and Making Available of Out-of-Commerce 

http:i/cc.europa.eu/i nfonnation society /apps/pro iects/factsheet/index.ctln?pro ject ret=6?05 91 
147 

See e.g. Directive 2006/115/EC, Article 2(4)-(7) (the "Rental and Lending Directive"). Also Directive 
2006/116/EC (the "Term Directive") as amended by Directive 2011/77/EU makes provision to enable performers to 
terminate contracts on transfer and assignments in the event that the producer does not exploit the phonogram in question. 
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collective management societies and by collective bargaining agreements also varies among 
the Member States. All in all, there are substantial differences in regulatory approaches across 
the EU and substantial differences across sectors of creative industry. These different 
approaches are likely to become more evident as multi-territorial exploitation by on-line 
service providers becomes more frequent. 

Further details are presented in Annex M. 

3.6. Enforcement 

The shift to digital technologies has allowed creators and other economic ac1o!i in the value 
chain to find new ways to market their products but has at the same time opeh~!l he door to 
new forms of infringements, in particular commercial-scale infringements .. ing at 
generating profit. Concerns have been raised as to whether some of the. the 
current legal framework (IPRED and Article 8 of the Infosoc Directiv~f 
balancefort he enforcement of copyright in the digital age. On the ori~ 
measures seem to be insufficient to deal with the new challenges br~"' 
of digital content on the internet in particular in an online cross-; , 
hand, there are concerns about the current balance between enft nt o copyright and the 
protection of fundamental rights. More generally, effe s efficiency of IPR 
enforcement may be improved while underpinning its le ·n t e wider context of the 
copyright reform. 148 1JJ 
3. 6.1. Rules on gathering of evidence and ident · 

adapted to the digital environment 

Articles 6, 7 (gathering and preserving evid · 
tools to right holders to access informa 

right of information) of IPRED offer 
""iriiiY etc. in order to effectively protect their 

IPRs in civil court procedures. Ho 
infringements of copyright occurin 
of infringements in case of 
infringing content and which 

ese~tools are not always adapted to deal with 
et, in particular to identify or keep evidence 

propose tools allowing the dissemination of 
t out of these activities. 

First, problems stem fro ct that these provisions have been implemented differently 
across Member States,.;! hich t leads to different levels of enforcement of copyright and 
second makes i~ ?ilfic , ply cross-border measures, in particular the cross-border 
collection via:· ce. 1 gences relate for example to the condition imposed to use the 

· particular whether it is possible to use this tool as a preliminary 
in t . ontext of an already existing proceeding, or the use of a "commercial 

m to be able to access this tool (see Annex N for further details). Because of the 
.. · t e transposition of Articles 6 and 7 of IPRED into national law by Member 

States, a co' . ould be faced with a measure requested by a foreign court which is not known 
in its own sfate, and could then be reluctant to execute it. In the IP field, some national courts 
have already refused to execute a measure aiming at preserving evidence requested by a court 
from another Member State. The finding of the Consultation on the civil enforcement of IPR 
is that only very few repondants indicated that they had obtained a court order decision to 
request an intermediary established in another Member State to provide information on the 
identity ofthe infringer. 

148 Communication from the Commission on content in the Digital Single Market, COM (2012) 789. 
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Second, further difficulties arise when these tools are used in the online environment. The fact 
that almost all responses to the Consultation on the civil enforcement of IPR concerning 
problems of identification of infringers related to infringements occurring on the internet 
highlights this. 149 The main problem in this area relates to the articulation between the rules 
on the identification of infringers and the protection of personal datal privacy (half of those 
who reported in that Consultation that they were denied access to information reported that 
the refusal was based on personal data protection and privacy). If!PRED stipulates, in recitals 
(2) and (15) as well as in Article 8(3)( e), that its provisions are without prejudice to the 
protection of personal data, neither IPRED, nor other pieces of EU legislation contain specific 
provisions on the retention and disclosure of personal data to copyright _.~· ders for the 
purposes of IPR civil enforcement. 150 (see Annex N for further details). It {yy' . • orted, in 
particular in the Consultation on the civil enforcement of IPR, that the articulatio . ~etween 
the different rules is often not provided in the Member States legislation7 · h is"'}' y to 
af~e.ct the effecti:eness of measure~ implementing Articles 6, 7 and 8 wqj,e 
ra1smg concerns m terms of protectiOn of personal data. Problems of effect1v 
are linked to the period of retention of data, the possibility for inte i oviders (and 
their willingness) to legally disclose alleged infringer's identitie ";;yuracy of the d.ata 
disclosed. The problem is particularly salient for infringers ope nymously, changmg 
IP addresses rapidly and channelling the revenues they · tivity through empty 
shell companies. At the same times, cases of ox~~rzealo ent of copyright allowed 
by the use of the tools provided for by IPRED w~fe ~e o nnex N for further details). 

3.6.2. Rules on provisional measures and pe 
against copyright infringements in tl]e4Jn--line e 

!{ 

The main problem relates to the exf~t to ..JJ··· possible to involve intermediaries not 
only to help identify infringers as exany~' abo:\!;~put also in putting an end to infringements 
of copyright on the internet. EnfoJlteme cdpyright can in the first place be directed 
towards the actual perpetrator of th~ tpfring . nt himself, but this is often difficult given the 
ubiquitous nature of infringe ~ he internet and the possibility for infringers to operate 
in an anonymous way as decn e . For cases where direct action against the perpetrator 
of the infringement is nq,if. ' e or very difficult, involving intermediaries can be a solution 
to put an end to the in£ gem This is the reason why EU law provides rules on injunctions 
against intermediar· · and 11 of Directive 2004/48/EC and Article 8 of the Info soc 
Directive). Ho les appear to be ineffective to deal with infringements of 
copyri h temet, which is particulary problematic in cases of commercial-scale 
infri to revenues. 15 

/o' 

The pr seems to stem from the fact that there is no harmonised understanding of the 
types of · ediaries covered, of the types of injunctions that be ordered against 
intermediari_ , in what circumstances they may be issued, under which conditions and within 

/ 

!49 
Of 136 responses received on problems relating to the identification of infringers, only around 3% did not relate to 

infringements on the internet. See http://ec.europa.eu/internal market/consultations/20 I" /intellectual-property-rights en.htm 
150 

This situation was reflected in the consultation on the civil enforcement of IPR: 68% of 146 respondents declared 
having faced problems in the identification of (alleged) infringers of their IPR. However, the consultation does not allow 
saying whether these problems were all related to data protection or had other reasons. 
151 

The Consultation on the civil enforcement of IPR seems to reflect this: Very few stakeholders took a stand on the 
issue of injunctions imposed on intermediaries (28 respondents stated clearly that they obtained a preliminary injunction and 
25 indicated that they obtained a permanent injunction). Other respondents indicated that preliminary injunctions were not 
granted due to an exemption of the intermediary from liability, difficulties in proving the intermediary's knowledge or 
involvement in the infringing activity or lack of sufficient merit of the claim. 
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which delays. There is in particular a need to clarify how to articulate the possibility to 
impose injunctions on intermediaries given the prohibition for Member States to impose a 
general monitoring obligation on internet service providers which is also part of the EU 
acquis. 152 The lack of clarity concerning the extent to which intermediaires can be involved 
does not only affect the effectiveness of the protection of IPR but is also likely to raise 
concerns in terms of protection of fundamental rights, for example the freedom to conduct a 
business or the freedom of expression (see Annex N for further details). 

There is therefore a need on the one hand to clarify the extent to which intermediaries can be 
involved to help putting an end to copyright infringements on the internet, whiJe on the other 
hand ensuring that other EU legal provisions including fundamental rights arw:<flH taken into 
account. ~~ ;£, 

3. 6. 3. Insufficient relief to copyright holders for infringements to their rig 

Compensation to the right holder for the prejudice suffered as a result 
copyright is generally low and has little deterrent impact. More parti mternet, it 

ual damages 
et at levels that 

is difficult to prove the exact scope of the infringing use and th 
that have occurred. Right holders claim that in many instances 

11 

are neither dissuasive nor even compensate the right h 
expenses). 153 This problem has also been acknowledged If; 
recognised the difficulty for judges to assesi)the le~q 
increasing the use of experts to improve the level o · d 
details). 

losses (and legal 
" er States, e. g. France 

mages and recommended 
on (see Annex N for further 

Also, in spite of Article 14 of Directive 2001'/~ in actice, copyright holders are rarely 
reimbursed all legal costs and other~xpenJ~~i cur to protect their copyright through 
litigation. This, together with the low - Images awarded, may inhibit copyright 
holders' possibilities and readiness6.tt> m oceedings, even in cases of infringements 
with a commercial purpose involvfri' sign , nt levels of profits for the infringer. As the 

ji' 

Consultation on the civil en£ t of IPR showed, right holders might refrain from 
litigation if they held the co ~~'bing lenghty, costly and do not expect to get properly 
compensated. 154 

3.7. 

une 

m evolve, without EU action? [to be finalised in light of 
consultation] 

can be envisaged in the event that the EU does not act, depending on the 
"' cases, likely developments, especially long term, are extremely 

the cross-border availability of content, trends vary by sector. Publishers may 
continue to t multi-territorial licences for e-books, while some e-books retailers are likely 
to continue-into the longer term to fragment the market for commercial reasons unrelated to 
copyright. In the music sector, the explosion of legal services means that consumers in all EU 
Member States have access to a wide range of services at national level. Restrictions by 
platforms and/or rights holders may limit cross-border access, but cross-border portability of 

152 Article 15 of Directive 2000/31/EC. 
!53 

For example, during the IPRED Consultation, Austrian association 'Film and Music' indicated that damage claims 
are rarely deterrent in cases of structurally infringing sites since the profits are very substantial and the abilities to hide assets 
due to the aforementioned problem of being able to do business anonymously. 
154 51% of the respondents have indicated that they would refrain from litigation because of such reasons. 
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services - already a reality on major platforms - is likely to become the norm in the short
term. The availability of audiovisual content is likely to vary depending on the originating 
producer and distributor. Broadcasters which control the rights in their programming are 
likely to continue to make their productions available cross-border, while ad-supported 
programming and premium content (sports, films) are likely to continue to be restricted on a 
territorial basis in the long term. Cinematographic works that are part-funded by national 
distributors are likely to continue to be distributed on the basis of exclusive territorial 
licensing and, to that extent, consumers demand for cross-border services would continue to 
be unmet. 

If no changes were made to the EU legal framework, over the medium to Ion." 
territorial exclusivity clauses in licence agreements can be addressed on a case 
through the enforcement of EU competition law, which may also set a cede 
industry concerned. 

The rapid growth of online services in all sectors in recent years stron 
many cases rights holders and distributors/intermediaries would cof to negotiate 
terms for the making available of content. It is also likely that !IT et and consumers 
will continue to seek ways to exploit the potential of digital te gie. Irrespective of the 
uncertainties arising from the legal framework e.g. UGC h !shed, and businesses 

·""' have experimented with re-use business mod~ls. So issues of uncertainty, for 
example questions relating to exhaustion in th~'online ent, may quite feasibly be 
made less relevant by the further evolution of acce_" sing models. Nevertheless, in 
the absence of EU intervention consumers, dist~}2utor ight holders alike would run risks 
in respect of some uses and services,, and na 'fV" rt nd the CJEU would continue to be 
called upon to clarify aspects of the ~mewot d hoc basis. 

Some services are likely to continue-~ p \.V h, if not a priori commercial in character, 
nevertheless have the potential to eorpe ,it.h normal commercial channels. This includes 
services offered by public ser · I~stitutid~s, such as libraries and universities (e.g. e-
lending, e-learning) or devel0 · dividual users (e.g. UGC). As shown in Licences for 
Europe rights holders are · roving e availability, scope and ease-of-use of licences for 
such uses. Agreements ights holders and users will continue to have the advantage 
of enabling cross-bord in several Member States educational use is agreed upon by 
virtue of collectiv e emes, enabling educational establishments to provide cross-

/{. same time, many users argued during Licences for Europe that such 
tcient to address current problems. Without EU intervention content 

under exceptions will not be available cross-border. For instance, 
tablishments making materials available under an exception on a cross-border 
ontinue to run the risk of infringing copyright in Member States other than the 

Member Sta m which they are established. They would only be able to use digital materials 
across borcfers for teaching purposes when this use would have been negotiated with right 
holders under a specific licence agreement. 

In the absence of EU intervention, the lack of harmonisation could be exacerbated, as 
Member States are likely to continue to review national copyright legislation at different 
speeds and in different ways. This could lead to over-restrictive interpretations in some 
Member States, and insufficient protection for rights holders in other Member States. For 
example, as regards persons with disabilities, intermediaries (libraries, blind organisations) 
will continue to face high transaction deriving from the application of divergent national rules 
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and from the lack of cross-border exchange and access to works by consumers (persons with 
disabilities) will continue to be limited. With regard to private copying, the discrepancies 
between the levy systems applicable in different Member States will continue to lead to 
double payments by consumers (payment on devices etc. as well as payment for licensed 
services), high transaction costs for all business involved, and disincentives to the 
development of innovative licensed services. The lack of clarity surrounding legal issues 
related to text and data mining would continue to result in legal uncertainty and transaction 
costs for researchers, unless the relevant stakeholders agree on solutions facilitating the use of 
text and data mining techniques. So far the debate has been polarised and no consensus has 
been reached. 

Given the high stakes involved, the market is likely to continue to develop syste o enable 
t~e better identificati~~ of .con:en: online, fo~ licensing an~ remunerat~~JtJurp "i:&?tiVThe 
Lmked Content CoalitiOn Is a~mmg at formmg a consortiUm of stanoat~ d~es and 
r~gistries. The bodi~s :~at. ha~e invested heavily in :h~ Global Repertoire ~a~b . ?ate are 
likely to pursue the Initiative m order to recoup their mvestments. S, JA= _ Isat10ns are 
likely to increase their coogeration with a view to improving int~r pera "~rs has recently 
been the case with ISAN 1 5 and EIDR). 156 Nevertheless some gfi: es ikely to remain. 
TV and film producers are proving slow to adopt interoper s,''and in Licences for 
Europe gave little indication that they are ready to commkt o general rule. The UK 
Government and UK industry have put signifi~ant re ,;a in o the development of the 
Copyright Hub, but no other Member States have i they are ready to match such 
efforts. 

With regard to the definition of right~ the n ar o rights in order to provide online 
content services (the right of commrlhicati ublic and the reproduction right) will 
continue to affect transaction costs in t c~ en these rights are in different hands. 

If problems with regard to remune(ftio thors and performers are established, it is 
unlikely that the situation for autho~ and rformers will change in any significant way 
without EU intervention. tes are not likely to deviate from the regulatory 
approach they have taken. , an roducers, publishers, authors and performers are not 
likely to re-negotiate c nerally. Even if there are changes in the Member States, the 
practices will continpe . As a result, with the increased multi-territorial exploitation 
of works perfor ·f!lw unerated differently for the exact same use of the exact same 
performa iil' ifferent Member States. 

Wit. ent, should no action be taken there is a risk that the deficiencies in 
ight 1scourage creative artists and authors from producing content while 

ld be encouraged to develop commercially in many cases because of the low 
"cing effective enforcement. In the case of damages, if there is no policy 

interventio the costs of investigating, taking legal action against, and rectifying an 
infringement will continue to not be compensated in full, placing the copyright holder at a 
disadvantage and neither serving as a deterrent nor compensating the right holder's actual 
losses (and legal expenses). What is more, inefficiencies and unclear relationships between 
copyright and fundamental rights (protection of consumers' personal data, right to information 

155 

156 
International Standard Audiovisual Number, an ISO unique identifier for audiovisual works and versions 
EIDR - Entertainment Identifier Registry - is a universal unique identifier system for film and 
television assets 
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and right of expression of citizens) could, over time, undermine their trust in the legal system 
and, in particular, the respect of copyright. 

3.8. Does the EU have the right to act? 

3.8.1. Legal basis 

The EU's right to take action follows from Article 114 of the TFEU, which confers on the EU 
the power to adopt measures for the establishment and functioning of the internal market and 
from Articles 53 and 62 of the TFEU which constitute the specific internal market legal basis 
for services. A wide range of EU instruments in the area of copyright have already been 

,-),.., 

adopted pursuant ~o these legal bases. With r~gard to Option 4, the EU's right:~~,__action a~so 
follows from Article 118 of the TFEU, which confers on the EU the power·"t establish 
measures for the creation of European intellectual property rights that rovid' rm 
protection throughout the Union. 

The proposed actions would be instrumental to achieving a better functi 
market and facilitating the free movement of goods and services. 
rules would create a level playing field and facilitate access. 
Further, copyright and related rights are protected as propertf 
Fundamental Rights of the European Union, and are large 
legislation. 157 Addressing the fragmentation of rules wo 

un 
' under secondary EU 

those services which exploit copyright protectedlonten 
e e free movement of all 
those services which rely 

upon the existence of exceptions 

Finally, Article 167(4) TFEU provides that th 
its action under other provisions o~the T 
promote the diversity of its cultures. AI~ r 

e cultural aspects into account in 
p icular in order to respect and to 

ions take into account the implications 
of EU action for cultural diversity. 

3.8.2. 

ustified, it is also necessary to respect the principles of 
subsidiarity and proportio lity s t in Article 5(3) and (4) of the EU Treaty. The 
subsidiarity principle j he assessment of two aspects, the necessity and the added 
value of the European "' tion. 

As regards the l},e?essi rationale for European action stems from the trans-national 
pr s. Some problems can only be addressed at EU level, notably the 
d 

1
p· of rights as well as the clarification of the scope of the exceptions: 

• ber Stafes have vast leeway on the implementation of exceptions, and they have 

!57 

. . qifferent approaches (scope, beneficiaries, acts, works covered etc.) in line 
wft,Ifeir cultural and legal traditions. In the absence of an EU initiative, different 
na~ional approaches will continue and there will be insufficient harmonisation to 
enable the proper functioning of the internal market e.g. the lack of harmonisation of 
the exception for education hampers the dissemination of materials cross-border in 
transnational educational projects. 

Where there is a demonstrated need to update or extend the scope of certain 
exceptions, this would not be possible without intervention of the European Union. 

See e.g. Directives referred to above. 
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National legislation currently does not allow for access to works and other subject 
matter made available under an exception or limitation beyond national borders. 

With regard to restrictive clauses in licence agreements between service providers and rights 
holders, abusive conduct is dealt with on a case by case basis but Member States have not 
intervened or adopted relevant legislation, nor would national action guarantee a level playing 
field across Member States. 

As regards the added value of European intervention, the objectives of the proposed action 
are better achieved by action on the part of the Union. EU intervention has the inherent 
advantage of being able to assure cross-border access to protected conteli}j" for example 
ensuring equal conditions for the adequate remuneration of authors and perfofu'i& · cases of 
multi-territorial exploitation. 

As regards the enforcement of copyright, the legal framework has alre ·. 
regulated at EU level in particular with Directive 2004/48 and Artid~ 
Directive. These rules have applied broadly subsidiarity in the 
leaving large discretion for Member States, in particular on rules c 
of intermediaries to identify infringers or to put an end to inft 
calculation of damages. However, the development of the · 
infringements of copyright haves shown that more coor 
avoid diverging interpretation of these provisioQJ in ordi 

e globalisation of 
IS uired at EU level to 
e a more efficient but also 

balanced enforcement of copyright including in cas er infringements. 

Under the principle of proportionality, the 
exceed what is necessary to achieve the ob · 
different policy options considered ;iitas be 
described in the relevant part of this im 

4. OBJECTIVES 

Treaty. The proportionality of the 
d and the result of this assessment is 
t. 

would be, enabling the full potential of digital 
II players in the value chain, while maintaining long-term 

The general objectives 
technology to be exploit 
incentives to create ne';{Cont 

More specifical1~,?e~ · hould aim at enhancing legal certainty, ensuring fair share 
across thevalue,§ij~in, pro ing cultural diversity, enhancing consumer choice, competition 
and t~ · 'Ov~~~.£t of goods and services in the Single Market, including improving 

ledge"iV(he digital environment while encouraging innovative and sustainable 
/aels in p:rticular through an effective and balanced enforcement of copyright, on 

ight holders and distributors/intermediaries. 

Operational the intervention should aim at increasing cross-border access to legal offers in 
the digital environment and lowering the transaction costs for the use of content in the online 
environment. It should tackle the problems that have been identified as obstacles to copyright 
enforcement, in particular for infringements committed with a commercial purpose. The rights 
that are recognised, with the appropriate boundaries, should be meaningful in the online 
environment, and the tools to enforce those rights should be available. At the same time the 
framework should guarantee the protection of fundamental rights, namely the right to 
property, the protection of personal data, the right to privacy and to information as well as the 
freedom of expression of all citizens. 
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The objectives are summarised in Figure 4 below. 

Figure 4: Objectives 

l 
Ill 
l ___ ~j 

Create a Single 
Market for digital 

content 

Enhance free 

Enhance cross-border 
access to legal o.lfeiS in 
!be digital environment 

Enable the full potential of 
digital technology to be 

loited 

Maintain long-term 
incentives to create new 

business models 

Lower the transaction costs for use of content in !be 
online environment 
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The following sections reflect current discussions and need to be updated in 
light of the responses to the public consultation 

5. POLICY OPTIONS {TO BE FINALISED IN LIGHT OF RESPONSES TO THE PUBLIC 

CONSULTATIOJ!} 

can be envisaged. 

Should there be no noteworthy improvement over the mid-term, Option co~/Jt:~·jf!J be 
replaced or complemented with measures described under Options 3 andlgr )' 

' 5.1. Option 1 -Status quo 

No policy intervention. This option would consist in relying maJ; et to improve the 
availability of content online, on Member States to take1f1l'lfi!:CJfiv' _ "e of the total policy 
space available under the lnfoSoc and other D('tectives nd orifjhe''courts, and notably the 
CJEU, to clarify provisions of the Directives r1fevant 'iii elopment of new uses and 
services. 

5.2. Summary of impacts of Option 1 

The impacts of Option 1 are descri~d in 
("How would the problem evolve, witho,,. 

> • 

which presents the baseline scenario 
z ''). 

5.3. Option 2 - Guidance,c her tates and stakeholders and support for market 
initiatives [to be findtise ht of responses to the public consultation] 

Option 2 would comp ·'f-~~mission guidance to Member States as well as to market 
players, in line with th urreri'Pflegal framework, coupled with support for market initiatives. 
Guidance to M b 's could be achieved through a Communication or 

,.,;*1 is op ould exploit to its maximum extent the current legal framework and 
;)ifzarket the development of solutions for the use of content online, with a 

backsto · gulatory clarity. It would recall the principle developed by the CJEU in rulings 
related to ... j{[ltions and exceptions, in particular the requirement that the principle of strict 
interpretaticjffof the exception/58 should be balanced against the need to ensure that the 
interpretation of the conditions of exceptions enables the effectiveness of the exception, and 
its purpose to be observed. 159 

Moreover this option would provide active support to Member States and stakeholders, 
building upon initiatives and investments to date in order to deliver short-term and practical 

158 

159 

C-5/08, lnfopaq International, C-145/10, Painer, C-403/08 and C-429/08, Football Association Premier League 
and others 
C-145110, Painer 
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benefits. It would also foresee market monitoring where market developments need in the first 
instance further observation and analysis before determining the most appropriate next steps. 

5.3.1. Territoriality and absolute territorial restrictions in licensing agreements 

With regard to territoriality, this option would entail issuing a Communication or 
Recommendation on the interplay between copyright, territorial exclusivity and the freedom 
to provide and receive services in the Internal Market, as developed in the case law of the 
CJEU Such an instrument could also contain main principles with regard to the localisation 
of the copyright relevant act in cross-border situations (elaborating e.g. on the "targeting" 
approach). 

5.3.2. Rights in online transmissions 

In addition to monitoring the effect that the implementation of the · 
Management (CRM) Directive has on the aggregation of rights, the !! 

monitor market developments via a dialogue with stakeholders and~ 
regards the aggregation (or not) of the reproduction right and the 
the public/ making available. It would also undertake marke 
development of services allowing for the sharing of files arl 

unication to 
as regards the 

lis~ and technologies 
r ~,,~existence (or not) of 
w'would build on CJEU 

allowing for a second hand digital market. It would als 
obstacles to hyper/inking and browsing. Finalfy, the 
judgements and provide guidance on the currentlllegal fo w as regards the principle of 
exhaustion in digital transmissions and how copyrif/ el ''inking and browsing. 

" 
5.3.3. Registration, rights ownership and lie · ·n 

The Commission would promote dUd sup .. stty initiatives aimed at streamlining 
licensing and developing metadata an · hts.,""''!i$/els to enable creators to identifY their 
works, for example by issuing calls" .,der 'to develop tools and technology to support 
implementation of Web Content De~f(j,ratio/lft;~WCDs). In addition, the Commission could set 
up a dialogue with Member Stat( ?4,stakeholders to develop national copyright hubs which 
could simplifY the identifica 1\ anagement of rights, and support projects to ensure 
interoperability between t d deszgn or support initiatives to integrate "orphan works" 
and public domain regi es and databases with WCDs and the evolving Hub network. 

5.3.4. Adequate .of authors and performers 

Under th · Commission would establish a dialogue with stakeholders and Member 
State · · t ke the different national approaches to the transfer of rights and the 

of aut. ors and performers, including collective bargaining agreements, 
rangements (including contractual clauses) and transfer of rights mechanisms 

gement by collecting societies. Such a dialogue would serve as a platform to 
assess the f lative merits and limitations of different approaches, and to enable the 
dissemination of best practice across EU Member States. 

5.3.5. 

160 

Exceptions and other mechanisms to facilitate use 

Libraries and archives: The Commission would provide guidance on the scope of the 
exception for preservation (applies to all works, including those born-digital, to all 
kind of public cultural heritage institutions including those with film and audiovisual 
holdings and includes format-shifting); set up a stakeholder dialogue to promote best 

For example, by using the information exchange mechanism established by the CRM Directive. 
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practice in the provision of remote access for purposes of research and private study, 
building on the approach in the STM sector; and promote contractual arrangements 
between rights holders and libraries at national level for e-lending. In addition, the 
Commission would support the maximum implementation of the MoU on out of 
commerce works andwouldfacilitate the adoption offurther MoUs, includingfor the 
making available of audiovisual and audio works in the archives of public service 
broadcasters and libraries. 

·Education: The Commission would clarify that the exception for illustration for 
teaching applies to e-learning activities undertaken by define beneficiaries 
(recognized establishments as well as enrolled students), including ole ed forms of 
teaching and learning (mixing face-to-face and distance) and therefor ,<J.qble acts 
of reproduction and communication to the public/making availa ovetf(§e,c;ured 

•'t,,;,"'J:t¥ 

networks which are exclusively accessible to the beneficiaries o · i(jn; and 
issue guidance as to the extent to which works and other subjec be used, 
in line with the three-step test. 

TDM: The Commission would provide guidelines to Me -~ clarify to what 
extent text and data mining activities/techniques are cov not) by copyright 
and to what extent they fall under the scope o is research exceptions 
(InfoSoc and Database Directives). Thff.,Commi ."' d encourage the maximum 
imJ?len:entation by Me_mber St~tes of~he~xis "ation for non-commercial 
sczentific research while ensurzng thezr ;et:!1JJ l ith the three-step test. The 
difficulty to draw a dividing line betv;;,.~'t!i!;! corii ial and non-commercial research 
would have to be taken into account ·· · n t. 

;;:,/:} 
Disabilities: The Commissi ide guidance to Member States to 
encourage, for all disabilith~;,' rder exchange of accessible format copies 
by recommending models /J\mec · s of cooperation and transparency measures 
to facilitate it. The ~ ·. waul also encourage Member States to reduce the 
restrictions in the tation of the existing exception while ensuring 
compliance with e-step test. 

Private copy cl d re raphy: The Commission would provide guidance to Member 
States as {tilt ion of the private copying exception to online services and to 
addres · e eros - order aspects of the levy schemes. The guidelines could also 

licability and methods of calculation of levies by laying down criteria 
ary t 

7 
ablish in particular which categories of copies made in the context of 

e servzces (including cloud-based services) should be taken into account in the 
ation of fair compensation. 

: Licenses for Europe showed the difficulties to agree on a problem definition 
and the polarisation of views on this issue. In view of this, the Commission would 
clarify the type of acts that are covered under the current optional exceptions for 
quotation, parody and incidental inclusion (e.g. music playing in the background of a 
consumer video) and encourage the maximum implementation of these exceptions by 
Member States. In addition, the Commission would provide support to industry 
initiatives which aim to develop metadata and rights expressions models which 
enable creators of UGC to identify their works. 
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5.3.6. Enforcement 

To address the lack of efficiency of measures allowing to identify infringers and to put an end 
to the infringements while at the same time ensuring that fundamental rights are taken into 
account, measures could be brought forward to involve intermediaries on a voluntary basis, 
with an emphasis for cases where the infringed content is used for a commercial purpose. 
The aim of better tackling infringements committed with a commercial purpose and focusing 
the enforcement towards actors which take monetary advantage of infringing copyright is to 
reinforce the efficiency of the tools used to combat copyright infringements while avoiding 
potentially overzealous enforcement when this is not the case. This could, fqr example, be 
done via a Memorandum of Understanding and/or guidance to clart.fj; e role of 
intermediaries in the IP infrastructure, in order to better identify infringersl~ d stifle 
infringements when they are committed with a commercial purpose. 

At the same time, clarification of the safeguards in terms of freedom of e 
private life and data protection for private users could be provided. Sue 
also recall the applicability of national legislation transposing 
processing of personal data by intermediaries in the IP infr 
aforesaid national legislation will be monitored by the 
authorities pursuant to Article 28 of Directive 95146/EC. 

mpliance with 
t n(i ional supervisory 

To address the problem of low and 'erratic' dm?JPges, 
on how to calculate damages. Regarding t; 

measures/damages, guidance addressed to Mem 
calculation of damages which takes into Cfi'i&unt a 
triggered by the cross-border natureff'!f the i ~ · t. -Member States would be encouraged . 
courts. Judges from these courts sh 
the EU Observatory on infringement 

uld be provided to courts 
cross-border corrective 

es could deal specifically with the 
nal costs that might have been 

With regard to the enforcemep ight across borders within the Union, Member States 
could be provided with gui ce on rgences in provisional measures to preserve relevant 
evidence of an infringemen opyright that has taken place in another Member State and 
possibilities on how to duce 

5.4. cof Option 2 [to be finalised in light of the replies to the public 

der 0 on 2 would be achievable in the much shorter term than the actions 
'Ptions '3a, 3b and 4. They would contribute in the short-term to maximising the 

ent legal framework, notably as to the application of CJEU judgments in the 
matters of toriality, rights in the online environment and on the maximum scope of the 
exceptions and limitations to copyright. They would also contribute to the development of 
market solutions for the use of content online which could be achieved in a shorter term. 
However, they may sometimes not be sufficient to address certain issues discussed in this IA. 

The specific impacts of Option 2 for each subject matter are described below: 

5.4.1. Territoriality and absolute territorial restrictions in licensing agreements 

Guidance on the extent to which the cross-border provision of copyright-protected content 
can - or cannot - be prohibited in contracts between rights holders and distributors/service 
providers would contribute to legal certainty and could increase the cross-border availability 
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of protected content to some extent. On the other hand the likelihood and extent to which right 
holders would voluntarily follow the Commission's guidance in a non-binding instrument is 
difficult to assess, and the non-binding nature of the instrument could limit its effectiveness. 

This option may not be szif.ficient to align industry practices in all sectors and complete the 
internal market for digital content. The impacts on consumers will depend on the extent to 
which right holders and distributors follow the non-binding instrument voluntarily. If the 
Commission's guidelines were to be applied only partially, consumers would continue to face 
restrictions on access to some content services. 

Under this option, rights holders and distributors would still be able to qpgly territorial 
exclusivity and price-discrimination along national borders. Cross-border cJrr/p~)'[tion would 
only increase to the extent that right holders and incumbent distributors voluntaril]ll low the 
non-binding instrument. 

5.4.2. Rights in online transmissions 

Under this option the Commission would take a prudent approac 
market will develop, and how the CJEU will rule on a number o 
Neither positive nor negative impacts will accrue in the short tel 

5.4.3. Registration, rights ownership and licensing 

The prof!osed initiative co~ld be of practical~1Jenefit ~user intermed~aries and rig~ts 
holders m the short- to medzum-term. In all events, .. ·· dzsttiJ]llJfzon of creatzve content onlme 
will depend, in the medium-term, on accurat~ ,,qation of such content in order to 
decrease transaction costs (identification, set}1'tlf'and neglfttation costs) and thus to facilitate 
the licensing and remuneration oj) onlin~~e t .rwill be crucial for the long-term 
sustainability of online business mo_'{lflS, Yl(h(!l, r of commercial distributors, other 
intermediaries, or rights holders, ashrelta~~L~ t~e"'interests of end-user. Therefore support in 
the short-term for industry initia{iV(S to cz~v'efop metadata and rights models to enable 
creators to identifY their wor · · ives for the attachment of interoperable identifiers to 
works and other subject mat as dialogue with Member States and stakeholders to 
develop national copyrig~ waul be important elements in building long-term benefits 
for the entire value cha;Ji. 

5. 4. 4. Adequate Jt!Jjjf/i. of authors and performers 

Dialogue · the exchange of views and 
comn ''3i' ules and solutions, with the aim of encouraging, where needed, 
legis ·an at . tiona/level. It could be useful to assess the relative merits of different 
mecha . ch as unwaivable rights, collective bargaining or collective management. It 
could als the collection and discussion of economic data and information relating to 
contracts i ifferent creative sectors. However, it is not clear, if there were a general need to 
.act, whether it would be sufficient to provide a solution. Given the existing differences 
between Member States' legal traditions in the area of contract law (and copyright law) it is 
doubtful that the approaches would converge to ensure a level playing field throughout the 
EU 

5.4.5. Exceptions and other mechanisms to facilitate use 

Guidance to stakeholders and to Member States on the maximum scope allowable under the 
current exceptions would clarifY in the short-term the scope of the above exceptions at EU 
level (uses covered, beneficiaries) and their concrete application in the digital environment. 
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This guidance would be useful for all stakeholders, in particular in those Member States 
where the legislation is not clear, where these exceptions have not been introduced at all, or 
where their maximum scope has not been used. In the following cases such guidance should 
serve to ease, in the short-term, disputes as to the applicable framework for stakeholders 
seeking to make available works and other subject-matter, thus decreasing transaction costs: 
(i) the preservation of library collections in digital format; (ii) the application of the 
education exception for e-learning activities; (iii) application of the exceptions for quotation, 
parody and incidental inclusion; and (iv) the application of the research exception to text and 
data mining. It also is likely to be particularly helpful for Member States who are already 
engaged in a review of their national legislation. On the other hand, over thiii'f;J1edium term, 
differences between Member States in the treatment of exceptions in detail ar~ Iiktt)1 to persist 
and exceptions will not have a cross-border efftct. To the extent that Commission <-.'.;' ance is 
not act~ally rejle~ted in national. laws, Option .2 w_ould be insufficient;· mz~ ega! 
uncertaznty. For znstance, even if common guzdelznes for the cross-~Yf ange of 
accessible format copies could have some positive impact on the internaf ey alone 
are likely to be insufficient to achieve uniformity across national fr . 

Guidance from the Commission laying down minimum criteria emption and ex 
post reimbursement schemes could also yield some positi the field of private 
copying and reprography. If followed by all Member ~ schemes in place, it 
could lead to a reduction of instances of double i/)lyment ere copies made by consumers 
on their devices in the context of on-demand servi ' a · · ered to be remunerated via 
licence and they are not taken into account in ~he ation of levies. In a similar vein, the 
common principles that the guidance on the f·wlctionin evy schemes would contain, could 
alleviate the cross-border challengesJJthat c 'if is arate, national levy schemes create. 
By recommending making levies vis{q s, the guidelines could also increase 
consumers' awareness, contributing} rency and legitimacy of the levy schemes. 
If, by contrast, the Commission's g'i4(l not followed or was followed by only some 
Member States, this could p okeVurth disparities of national laws, adding to the 
complexity of the situation. 

It is expected that targets holder dialogue and support for market initiatives will reap 
1' 

benefits over the short_;,imedi and longer term, by building on investments and know-how 
already existing, q{}]i · g cooperative, pragmatic solutions. The success of market 
initiatives to da 'ndica at practical benefits are likely to arise in the near term in 

He · t" sector (e-books, online journals), where the market is developing 

7 
ublis 

2 
, book sellers and libraries are engaged - with greater or lesser -

·perimenfal business models to ensure sustainable models both for publishers and 
'his includes facilitating a blue print for contractual arrangements for e-lending 

and remot #ss to library collections, as well as supporting the implementation of the MoU 
on Out-of-Commerce Works. 

The development of national solutions, under an EU "model" approach and exchange of best 
practice, is expected to continue to be the most beneficial in the short-, medium- and longer 
term in terms of enabling distributors and right holders to achieve projects in practice, which 
provide citizens with access to their cultural heritage. Member States are in many instances 
best-placed to facilitate agreement between the stakeholders within a known and familiar 
environment, including determining national priorities in terms of fonding and scope of 
collections, as well as the conditions for such projects. 
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In the case of the audio and audiovisual sectors, the evidence from Licences for Europe 
suggests that there is a great deal of willingness to seek collaborative solutions to the 
digitisation and making available of audio and audiovisual collections. However, in order to 
reduce the costs of wide-scale digitisation efforts sufficiently (taking into account the 
constraints of public funding), flanking measures promoting the adoption of audiovisual 
identifiers and the interoperability of databases will be needed 

5.4.6. Enforcement 

The impacts of this option depend very much on the extent to which intermediaries, courts and 
Member States react to the guidance providedby the European Commission. 

In view of the positive experience with a recent MoU with stakeholders of a simz' l}ature, 161 

it is expected that such a MoU could exert peer pressure and thereby lead to an imptb:v,e!Jlent 
with regard to the protection of copyright against infringements with a C() · !Ji~pose. 
To the extent that advertisers and payment service providers were to inci< fforts to 
avoid that advertisements are displayed on websites with copyri '· content, it 
would have a strong impact discouraging copyright infringing busi 

ndamental rights 
zztJJ~rn the enforcement of 

Moreover, further clarification of the interaction between cop · 
would help safeguard the fundamental rights of customer 
copyright and avoid unnecessary legal disputes and cost 

However, the efficiency of such an instrument~i e 't!li .~e. ily on the extent to which 
intermediaries believe that such a MoU shields the&'. m lega'ractions. Moreover, the use of 
a self-regulatory option will be of limited sc as a · itations to fundamental rights as 
provided/or in the Charter offunda1J4cntal r · lei. 2.1, need to be provided by law and 
cannot be subject to self-regulation. ·"!t s ou o pointed out that self-regulation cannot 
derogate from EU and national legis/a l11. m force, as it is the case in particular for 
national legislations transposing nflfrctive ~~~6/EC and related case-law of the CJEU (for 
example the rights of the data bje to in}ifrmation (Section IV of Directive 95/46) and of 
access to data (Section V of n. 146). 

aluate damages should help ensure that awards at the very 
incurred by the right holder and more uniform rulings in all 

Guidance to courts on h 
least cover the costs and 
Member States. ,{:.1!1 

5~ cham s in national courts would result in greater specialisation and 
ge~fj;!J would help addressing all three problems related to enforcement: 

etter lfJess the quality of claims and of evidence provided. Judgements should 
re predictable and damages more appropriate to the damage suffered. 

ju,dges should be able to decide on preliminary measures faster and cases 
a within a shorter period of time. 

!6! 
Memorandum of Understanding on sale of counterfeit goods over the internet; see for context: 

http://ec.europa.eu/interna! market!iprenf<xcement!stakcholders/index en.htm#maincontentSec2; and for the text of the 
MoU: http://ec.europa.eu/intemal rnarket!iprenforcement/docs/memorandurn 04052011 en.odf 
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5.5. Option 3- Legislative intervention [to be finalised in light ofresponses to the public 
consultation] 

Option 3 would imply achieving in the medium-term (5-10 years) a much deeper level of 
harmonisation than is currently the case, clarify the framework for some new uses and 
services, and achieve a more systematic cross-border effect. It would be ambitious, requiring 
the co-legislators to agree on a greate;: level of detail on e.g. exceptions and limitations, and 
on a level of convergence of copyright laws that has not been proposed by the Commission to 
date. The changes envisaged under this option could be achieved mainly through the 
available legal instruments, most likely a Directive which would affect ~~ .. era! existing 
Directives (including the InfoSoc Directive, Directive on the legal protectitfiz' atabases, 
Directive on Rental and lending rights). 

5.5.1. Territoriality and absolute territorial restrictions in licensing agr 

Two mechanisms, which are not mutually exclusive, 
territoriality and absolute territorial restrictions: 

• Sub-option a 

of 

This option would entail the creation of a new legal act (i t legal basis) which 
sets out which absolute territorial restrictions in copyri ··t tracts (or in contracts 
on the transfor or the assignment of rights) ma/lbe nuu·· because of its effect on the 
free movementofservices. As in competition law, a., ·n the rationale ofthe CJEU's 
ruling in the Premier League Cases, a distincti~ 'b .IJJC;)!ctive and passive sale/62 would 
be made in that instrument, in the sense that @if! absoluJtrterritorial restrictions (prohibiting 
not only active but also passive s'f!lles) w declared null and void. Accordingly, 
distributors could in principle no lon ted contractually from responding to 
unsolicited requests of customers r~~idin 'W:"'" r Member States than those for which they 
acquired a licence. Territorial resi/1,ctions'f~Ghibiting distributors from actively targeting 
customers who reside outside t territory fdr which they acquired a licence would, however, 
still be possible. 

A safety clause would b. ced according to which absolute territorial restrictions may, 
in exceptional cases, b~ustifie when the right holder is able to prove that they are the only 
way to achieve ,p!Js1!JapR!;ftljfjiJ remuneration. The remuneration of right holders would 
normally b · d appropriate when it reflects the economic value of the exploitation of 
the wo ·e.ct-matter by the distributor, in particular the actual and potential 

urchasing or accessing the work or other subject-matter. Where the 

162 
to Point 51 ofthe Commission's Guidelines on Vertical Restraints (SEC(2010) 411) the Commission 

interprets "acti';'et; and "passive" sales as follows: 
- "Active" sales mean actively approaching individual customers by for instance direct mail, including the sending of 
unsolicited e-mails, or visits; or actively approaching a specific customer group or customers in a specific territory through 
advertisement in media, on the internet or other promotions specifically targeted at that customer group or targeted at 
customers in that territory. Advertisement or promotion that is only attractive for the buyer if it (also) reaches a specific 
group of customers or customers in a specific territory, is considered active selling to that customer group or customers in 
that territory. 
- "Passive" sales mean responding to unsolicited requests from individual customers including delivery of goods or services 
to such customers. General advertising or promotion that reaches customers in other distributors' (exclusive) territories or 
customer groups but which is a reasonable way to reach customers outside those territories or customer groups, for instance 
to reach customers in one's own territory, are considered passive selling. General advertising or promotion is considered a 
reasonable way to reach such. customers if it would be attractive for the buyer to undertake these investments also if they 
would not reach customers in other distributors' (exclusive) territories or customer groups." 
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total number of customers purchasing or accessing the digital copy of a work or other 
subject-matter within the EU can be determined with a high degree ofprecision (i.e. in cases 
where customers make a payment in exchange for acquiring, or obtaining access to, a digital 
copy of a work or other protected subject matter), right holders should be, in principle, 
deemed to be able to achieve appropriate remuneration. 

With regard to the contractual relationship between service providers and end-users, a 
provision would be introduced reinforcing the principle that service providers are not 
allowed to discriminate against customers on grounds related to nationality or place of 
residence, unless directly justified by objective criteria. When relying on,~uch objective 
criteria (which should be further elaborated), service providers would be require, roactively 
to provide their justification in a transparent and easily accessible way on t ebsites. 
Audio-visual services would explicitly be made subject to this provision. This · 
would be needed to ensure that the intervention produces real results for /J 
of increased access. " 

• Sub-option b 

This option would entail the introduction of a clear definition ofw ... ~re t e~"ebpyright relevant 
act is localised in cross-border situations (i.e. for which tJ~fJJker~~q,(~s a service provider 
needs to obtain a licence). Two distinct solutions (mutuallj,''";r··? si~~j could be considered: 
the "country-oforigin" and the "targeting" app~f)ach: 

(1) A "country-oforigin" principle for the mmunication to the public, 
" 

(2) 

163 

164 

including the right of making availab~ wou introduced, in the sense that the 
copyright relevant act (that needs · •'" · is deemed to occur in a single 
Member State (the "counti)/lofori "country-oforigin" would be defined 
as the Member State in whic rovider is established. 163 Accordingly, a 
service provider would 01 btain a licence for that Member State, 
regardless of where the c essing the service are established or reside164 

(e.g. outside the se ~"' ·~" ider 's country of origin). A necessary measure to 
establish country oforzgi have a sufficient level of harmonisation to avoid the 

opping", Clear criteria of establishment should be adopted 
risk. Moreover, the - so far largely national - rules on 

and transfer of rights would have to be harmonised at EU 
es on remuneration of individual creators and performers. 

. e ted rules would also have to be adapted to ensure that right holders 
co~J, for e~nmple, still obtain an injunction against intermediaries established 

_ "de the country where the provider of an illegal, non-authorised service is 
· ed (even if there would only be a copyright infringement in the service 
er's country of origin). 

Alternatively to the introduction of a "country-oforigin" principle, the "targeting 
approach" developed by the CJEU for localising a place of infringement could be 
further developed to take account of licensing. A service provider would need to 
obtain a licence for all targeted Member States only, regardless of where the 

With regard to individuals, the point of attachment would be their Member State of residence. For transmissions 
originating in third countries, a catch-all element would need to be introduced. 
Provided this takes place within the EEA. 
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customers accessing the service are established or reside. 165 Enforcement rules 
would also have to be addressed for infringements which occur in territories where 
the work can be accessed but where there is no targeting. 

Under both options, the level of the licence fee to be paid to the right holder would still be a 
function of all customers that access the work or other subject-matter in question, including 
those established or residing outside the country of origin" or, respectively, outside the 
targeted countries. 

5.5.2. Rights in online transmissions 

Under this option, it could be clarified in a legally binding manner that, in t!;ie 
InfoSoc Directive, the principle of exhaustion applies to copies acquired via 
own services in the online environment (to the extent required to achieve a · nal 
equivalence to the ''physical world''). In addition, a mandatory copyri that 
explicitly covers linking and browsing could be introduced. As to th6, 
making available rights, two alternatives can be envisaged: 

• Alternative a 

This would oblige right holders always to authorise, or trans. i to authorise, both 
the reproduction and making available rights together (': ghts '')for the purpose 
of online transmissions. Transitional provisions!fiJould *e to 'ntroduced to allow for the 
adaptation of existing contracts and mandates to .c ec~g~a ties and the compatibility 
with the EU and the Member States international oB ionS'' urther accesed. 

• Alternative b 
;:\~ 

This would entail the redefinition ofihe ,repr . and making available right so that one 
becomes incidental to the other, leav~nlfi~!{. o o.n~t{ht applicable to digital transmissions. As 
a consequence, for example a dfJrtnloaa:..f~pwn online service would, only require the 
clearance of the reproduction right. ' ransittifnal provisions would have to be introduced to 
allow for the adaptation o contracts and mandates to collective management 
organisations. 

5.5.3. Registration, r' rship and licensing 

ablish a system of rights registration in the EU, resulting in a central 
ghts·o. rship, as well as recording of subsequent rights transfers. Potential 
able t use the registration system as a tool to determine which works are still 

er copyright, and to determine which right holders they need to contact in order 
· nee. Right holders, on the other hand, could use registration entries as 

evidence i ontractual negotiations or litigation. However, for the avoidance of doubt, 
registration would not be a prerequisite to enjoyment of copyright protection as this would be 
incompatible with the "no formalities" rule in the Berne Convention. 

165 

• Sub-option b 

A "targeting approach" would achieve for exclusive rights under copyright what Alternative 3a would achieve with 
regard to contracts: passive sales into non-targeted Member States would be possible without acquiring a separate 
licence for those Member States. 
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In addition to sub-option a, and subject to further assessment of its possible scope (domestic 
works or beyond) and feasibility notably in view ofthe EU's and Member States' compliance 
with its international obligations (including those arising from bilateral trade agreements), 
this option would make the extension of the term of protection beyond what is mandated in 
international agreements (50 years post mortem for authors, 50 years post 
publication/communication for performers and producers) dependent upon registration in a 
EU central database. 

5.5.4. Adequate remuneration of authors and performers 

This option would consist in determining and harmonising the mechanisms r~ uired to help 
achieve adequate remuneration of authors and performers throughout the!?£ 'his could 
include, for example, harmonised rules as regards contractual clauses between , , .. ors and 
performers on the one hand and producers/publishers on the other (e.g. so ' es oJ;:~jpuses 
could be blacklisted) as well as modalities relating to the transfer ivly per 
sector (e.g. presumption of transfer of rights could be established). 

5.5.5. Exceptions and other mechanisms to facilitate use 

Libraries and archives: This option would harmon 
implementation in national legislation of excep · 
access for the purpose of research ancti:.rivat · 
scope of the exception, two solutions can be env 

m · e mandatory the 
ervation, for remote 

or e-lending. As to the 

• Alternative a: The preservation e,_xc· wou apply to all works, including 
those born-digital, and include;;fownat-s "g. An exception for remote (off-
premise) online consLt5JPtion .Jfi, e if research and private study would 
apply to those works to hi s and conditions apply at the time of 
purchase, as long as e"'~e'twork could be assured. The e-lending 
exception would appt\,in a !'(fjlfer which would be functionally equivalent to 
physical lending "' lude 'conditions to make it compatible with the three 
step test. In a ass digitisation would be promoted through giving 
cross-borde~ft ect to ember States' legislation underpinning voluntary 

~-fw?~zh 

agree me s for~: · making available of out-of-commerce works. 

• . e preservation exception would be extended to enable 
re r ti mass digitisation of all works in libraries' collections 

ing all legal deposit materials), whether or not in-commerce. Remote 
'ttld be extended to cover the same works. 

ation: This option would harmonise and make mandatory the implementation in 
l legislation of a separate exception for illustration for teaching that would 

e applicable to e-learning activities. It would specify the types of works 
(including films and other audiovisual works), subject-matter and databases covered, 
use in whole or in part and other requirement to ensure compatibility with the three
step test conditions e.g. the exemption of text books and works dedicated to teaching, 
and the requirement that the use of the work be for illustration purposes only. It 
would be applicable to closed (secure) networks. 

TDM: Two alternatives can be envisaged: 

• Alternative a: This alternative would harmonised and make mandatory the 
implementation in national legislation of a specific exception for text and 
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data miningfor the purpose of non-commercial scientific research applicable 
not only in the case of works and other subject matter but also to the sui 
generis protection of databases. The exception would apply under the 
condition that the user has lawful access to the material that is to be mined 
In order to have full impact, contractual arrangements providing the lawful 
access to the material (e.g. a subscription) should not override the exception. 

Alternative b: The scope of this alternative is broader. The mandatory exception 
would apply to TDM undertaken for both non-commercial and commercial scientific 
research in so far as the permitted uses do not enter into competition with the 
original content or service. As under alternative a, the exception woilt · ']Jly under 
the condition that the user has lawful access. 

Disabilities: Harmonise and make mandatory the implemenfjJ 
legislation of an exception for disabilities and the cross-b,fn 
accessible formats made under such an exception. The scopl!' 
exception would difftr according to the alternative chosen· 

Alternative a: This alternative would harmoni 
exception only for people with a print dis 
down in the Marrakesh Treaty would be im 

e mandatory . an 
he obligations laid 

Alternative b: The scope of this !fter. 
exception would not only apply ( 
Alternative a) but also to heariil 
goes beyond print ma~Jiial (s 

der. Firstly the mandatory 
th a print disability (as in 

people. Secondly the alternative 
iov sua! works). 

Private copying and reprograp : 
the operation of the releva~i8 

• Alternative a: Clarifyi'ttg whi ategories of acts of reproduction could cause 
harm requiring,;,qO,rrzp,g,~§ation in the context of licensed digital transmissions 
and laying down ihe::minimal requirements levy schemes need to fulfil in 
particula1f'tl!'ift'Jirds exemption and/or reimbursement of undue payments as 
well as tl1eir tran~arency. 

Alterftatz ~asing out levies together as the development of digital 
;;!!./! 

se~f£liS will minimise the harm private copying inflicts on right holders. 
~co#tftring, transitional measures to mitigate possible negative impacts 

wzll beJmtroduced 

: Users' creation of UGC for non-commercial purposes could be addressed by 
tinct solutions: 

• Alternative a: Further harmonising and making mandatory the scope of 
application and making mandatory the implementation in national legislation 
of the exceptions for quotation, parody and incidental inclusion, including by 
ensuring that national implementation enables an effective application of these 
exceptions. 

• Alternative b: Introducing a new UGC-specific exception to be implemented by 
all Member States, enabling the use of pre-existing works for transformative 
purposes to create derivative works. The exception would only apply for uses 
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which have a non-commercial purpose, and should not become a substitute for 
the normal exploitation of the work. 

5.5. 6. Enforcement 

Some of the measures proposed in Option 2 as "soft law", e.g. the involvement of 
intermediaries in the gathering of evidence in online cases or to end infringements of 
copyright, clarification on the calculation of damages, in particular in cross-border cases, the 
preservation of evidence in cross-border copyright infringements, or the delineation between 
copyright enforcement and data protection and other fundamental rights, could be 
transformed into legal requirements. This could be done through a revisia if IP RED in 
conjunction with Article 8 of the lnfoSoc Directive. A key element of the refJ ould be to 
properly define the concept of "commercial scale or purpose", in order to use it .;.(l,priteria 
to reinforce the involvement of intermediaries while ensuring that the focus."' n orc~~eht is 
not put on individual users acting without any commercial purpose. Tht~ aben in 
compliance with fundamenta(rights, including freedom of expression, dAt tion and 
procedural safeguards, including requirements of clarity and forese law limiting 
such fundamental rights. 

Some elements might remain in the form of 'soft law' as the 
legislative competences. This would concern, e.g., the r~ 
dedicated copyright chambers in courts. 

5.6. Summary of impacts of Option 3a [to b 
public consultation] 

5. 6.1. Territoriality and absolute ~~~ritori in licensing agreements 
>i.';Jif 

A legally binding instrument that pre/'{!gpts thft",l:J, of absolute territorial restrictions in 
copyright licence contracts could e "'an~i1Jlpo1%nt step, achievable in the medium-term, 
towards the completion of the Digi ingle~t;ftfrket, in particular in sectors where territorial 
exclusivity agreements are co~'l,. .. ·{r· in the audiovisual sector). While such an instrument 
would constitute a limitation vfo£:%1t1f~i1Jtlj£4dom to conduct a business and the property rights of 
the licence provider, this be justified provided the provision is carefully calibrated to 
ensure its adequacy CfJ;! p rtionality, in view of the Treaty fundamental freedom to 
provide and receive/ e ' · s ss borders. 

This optiqrzJ:,m~. ow cr s-border competition between distributors, who would be able to 
enter ·4f:lffl~ke ,~f,C::gh passive sales. Allowing for increased cross-border access could 
fawL· ge; comp!ljnes with a cross-border network, over national network operators. 
Infrea . 6mpetition could lead distributors to review their offer and prices and, in the long 

a significant impact on the structure of the market. 

The inabilitytof right holders to guarantee absolute territorial exclusivity to distributors may 
reduce licence fees. This could be (partially) compensated by the fact that some distributors 
will increase their customer base and therefore pay higher licence fees. Because of the 
possibility of passive sales, right holders will no longer be able to price-discriminate 
effectively between national markets. This option may also have a significant effect on the 
financing and production of audiovisual content. It may also have an effect on cultural 
diversity. 

This option would increase cross-border access to digital content for consumers, in particular 
in the audiovisual sector. The elimination of contractual obstacles, combined with increased 
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cross-border competition, would lead to a larger choice of services. In addition, this option 
would limit the possibilities for service providers to deny access to services to consumers 
because of their place of residence. This additional element would create pressure on service 
providers to make their services available across the internal market. 

Consumers in higher-value territories- should prices be subject to equalisation - may benefit 
from the more aligned prices coming from cross-border competition, whereas customers in 
lower-value territories may have to pay higher prices than under the status quo. 

These effects could be less pronounced in the case of services/content catering for local 
audiences and/or operating in languages not often used outside a specific ~' ber State, as 
demand for actual cross-border access will likely be more limited The effect~ e greater 
in the case of service operating in widely spoken languages or providing less nguage 
sensitive" content (e.g. music). 

5. 6. 2. Rights in online transmissions 

Should the market monitoring proposed in Option 2 lead to the CJ 

intervention was warranted, the application of the principle of 
to-own services in the online environment could have the folio a . The revenues of 
right holders could decrease significantly due to the emergWt: a ·nd-market of perfect 
digital copies. In the absence of well-working technical ""otec measures, re-sellers could 
abuse the principle of exhaustion via illegally kf'tping a·.. e re-sold work. This would 
have an unpredictable effect among the right hal· the cycle to investment. In 
theory right holders could increase the price if'ir ale to a certain extent. This may 
not, however, be easily accepted by consu ~ Distn" tors may have fewer incentives to 

:1ft" # 

innovate as regards certain aspects of their owever, the opening of online second-
hand stores would become possible. Co ?h. d most likely benefit from lower prices. 
First, because they could legally ~C]/qui d-hand copies and second, because the 

··"'·iii. existence of a second-market waul ~ eate p ure to reduce prices for the first sale as well. 
They would also be able to le ose of the digital content they have acquired on line 
(e.g. to give it to heirs or as a"'gl 

The impacts of a man yright exception covering linking and browsing primarily 
depend on how the"" ule on the pending cases. If linking and browsing are not 
subject to right ">' rs risation under the status quo, this option would not change 
anythin rease legal certainty. If, on the other hand, either browsing or linking is 
deem ir . ·;ght holders' authorisation, the introduction of a mandatory exception 
fowl ities wo'tld ensure that neither links to protected content nor the browsing of the 
interne d infringe copyright. 

The bundlin of rights could result in a shift of value among rights holders. Authors of 
musical works that form part of the Anglo-American repertoire, for example, usually transfer 
their right of reproduction to music publishers, and grant a mandate to a collective 
management organisation for the exploitation of the communication to the public and making 
available right. Such a splitting of rights would no longer be possible. Either the publisher or 
the collecting society would have to be granted both rights by the authors. At this stage, it is 
unclear whether a bundling of rights would rather favour, for example, collecting societies or 
publishers, therefore it is difficult to assess its effects on the distribution of wealth in the value 
chain. Its impact on competition should also be carefully assessed In any event, further 
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assessment of the compatibility of such measure with the EU and Member States and 
international obligation will be refused. 

Distributors would benefit from lower transaction costs if they would only have to approach a 
single entity in order to acquire a licence for both rights. This may, on the other hand, no 
longer be needed if the Directive on Collective Rights Management produces the desired 
effects in terms of aggregation of rights. It is not possible at this stage to assess whether this 
measure will produce benefits for the end user. 

5.6.3. Registration system 
i;;s 

The practical functioning of any registration system would need significant r .«aarrn 
governance and financing, whether and how such a system could be made interop 
other public or private rights databases, how to make the system accessi~ft mal 
as large rights holders, and how to make such a system cost-effective for zfll 

There will also be a need to determine the right incentives for regi 
link between registration and term of protection could provid 
analysis is however required to assess the feasibility of this opti 

5. 6. 4. Harmonisation of remuneration of auth;;j/ and 

The impacts of harmonisation of the framework for. 
only in a long-term perspective given the sigrz.ifi . 
approaches. Any proposals will need to be g,a~fully 
overall welfare gains. "' 

cross the EU could appear 
zvergences between Member States' 

rated to ensure that they lead to 

In this context, further information neerft ted on the actual levels of remuneration 
of authors and performers in dif.J en as well as on the contractual practices, 
negotiation mechanisms, presum · s o , ansfer of rights and the role of collective 
bargaining. On this basis, the of tHis option on authors and performers on the one 
hand and broadcasters, film an ,,,»d producers, book or newspaper publishers, games 
publishers etc. on the otp will have to be assessed, in particular in terms of costs and 
distribution of revenue "'': the chain. 

5.6.5. chanisms to facilitate use 

king mandatory certain of the existing exceptions would improve the 
al market within the medium-term (between 5 and I 0 years), taking 

the length of the negotiation and transposition processes. Providing a detailed 
scope fi provisions would need to be combined with a mechanism to ensure that these 
exception .. . ,i/e cross-border effect through mutual recognition or a similar mechanism 
(solutions YJ!i:luld need to be found for the issue of fair compensation) if so as to ensure legal 
certainty for the market and for the beneficiaries of the exceptions. Expanding the scope of 
existing exceptions or establishing new ones when required should be done on the same basis. 

Beneficiaries of the exceptions such as libraries, and archives would have legal certainty as 
to the application of the exception for specific acts of reproduction. They would further 
benefit from lower transaction costs for the making available of their collections for purposes 

166 
The US register has minimum search costs of $330, putting a search beyond the means of most casual users of 

copyright 
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of research and private study as a result of legal certainty under an exception for works 
which are not otherwise made available under licenced terms. Providing a legal underpinning 
for voluntary licensing arrangements for the mass digitisation and making available of 
library collections would ensure that such collections were accessible cross border, thus 
bringing significant internal market benefits. Schools, universities, other education and 
training institutions, and students would benefit from legal certainty for the use of content for 
illustration purposes, and lower transaction costs. Libraries and organisations serving the 
visually impaired would also benefit from the cross-border circulation of content in 
accessible format and the consequential reduction of transaction costs. Distributors of 
products and services subject to the levy systems would benefit from legal certljjrlty and lower 
transaction costs. Research and innovation would benefit from legal certainryil""'· gards an 
exception for text and data mining. 

o+!>-f"'• 

Costs for consumers would be reduced, and they would have wider a~r.je~qf 
intermediaries such as libraries and archives. New types of UGC couldttif; 

con" t via 
creators 

creation of 
ers, including 

of remixed content would benefit from greater legal certainty as r.e 
UGC. Double payments for the private copy levy would be elimi 
persons benefitting from the 'disabilities' exception, would bt;rn 
content for purposes of research, study, cultural materials, a 
border. ./ 

o eater access to 
·. ment including cross 

The interests of rights holders are not expected 
the existing exceptions (provided a good solution ·· 
when relevant) as long as specific conditions lCJ.l!Jl!SU 
maintained or clarified. The same respect · 

• :xi:ltl 

efl.~di(:ed bfv the making compulsory of 
mJi.qJi~~e issue of fair compensation 

fiance with the three step test are 
ep test should be assured for new 

exceptwns. .:zv 

, "11., · itage materials, taken together with the Greater accessibility to, and preser d 
preservation of incentives to crea 
harmonisation of exceptions fo 

tribute positively to cultural diversity. The 
s wit. a disability and for UGC would improve the 
t to property on the one hand and, on the other, 
'disabled persons or the freedom of expression. 

balance between the fundam 
fundamental rights such r1 hts o 

5. 6. 6. Enforcement 

In addition to the i tion 2, legal harmonisation ofthe term 'commercial scale' in 
IP RED s~h ,j'&. the enjorcement of copyright more effective while also complying with 

t ····tq~ certainty. More effective scrutiny of infringers would reduce the 
hay older!p::onsiderably but at the same time help to avoid too heavy a burden on 
privat . mers who might infringe copyright without commercial purpose or scale. Such a 
distincti also help to protect the fundamental rights of consumers as those could be 
better take o account in the gathering of evidence, the enforcement of right holders' right 
to informal on and in the execution of provisional and precautionary measures. Furthermore, 
a harmonised definition of 'commercial scale' would facilitate the cross-border enforcement 
of copyright in such cases. Clarification on the calculation of damages would benefit those 
right holders who litigate against infringements and indirectly also all other right holders by 
increasing the deterrent effect of enforcement through higher payments of damages and 
potentially a greater likelihood of prosecution. 

More effective and balanced enforcement of copyright, in particular across borders is 
important for the increased cross-border business in creative content. Only if right holders 
can be sure of the proper enforcement of their copyright across the EU will they be ready to 
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make their works available across the entire internal market. At the same time, in order to be 
ready to engage in and benefit from cross-border shopping, private consumers need the 
reinsurance that they do not risk being prosecuted heavily for minor copyright infringements 
because of differences in national laws of which they were not aware. 

Greater willingness to engage in the Digital Single Market from both sides, rights holders and 
consumers, would also open opportunities for entrepreneurs basing their business on 
copyrighted works to develop business cross-border. In this way cultural diversity could be 
enhanced across the whole EU 

5. 7. Summary of Impacts of Option 3b [to be finalised in light of the r;" onses to the 
public consultation] 

The approaches outlined under Sub-option b (for territoriality, rights 
environment and some of the exceptions and limitations) would inj; 
"intrusive" than Sub-option a, and could in some cases be going be"J!p 
necessary in terms of curtailing exclusive rights. 

5. 7.1. Territoriality and absolute territorial restrictions in lice 

The introduction of the country-of-origin principle, combine_,4 rmonisation of the 
rules on authorship, ownership, transfer of rights and enff!P'f!~flr d increase the cross-
border access to protected content and contr~'IJt_te to {f bette unctioning of the internal 
market for digital content. A licence issued for t igin would - if not limited 
contractually - de facto become a pan-European, would, however, represent a 
complete change of paradigm and a seriou~}liwitatz the territoriality principle. The 
introduction of a "targeting" apprO{!fih wot/ld v~ a positive impact on cross-border 
access to protected content, but a([h sa t would not question the territoriality 
principle as such. 

.• f 
Both a "country of origin" and a .;'?grgeti approach would reduce transaction costs for 
distributors operating on a m ter~'tt.orial basis in those instances where rights in different 
territories are in different ha would only need to acquire a licence in the country 
of origin/targeted countr)Jl However the "Country of origin" is likely to lead to problem 
in the functioning of c.: if tz anagement as it is likely to trigger a withdrawal of rights 
from collective m_a'ljJI nisation. 

Under the " Ulfl~ of on 'principle, a service provider can use the licence in its country 
of origjn iblyq(J&ainedfrom a person holding the rights in that country only) in order to 
actj :z· t conl~Woutside its. country of origin as well. When rights are territorially 
fragm e. when different persons or entities hold the rights for different Member States, 

ider established in one Member States may therefore undermine the economic 
t holders in other Member States. According to the "targeting" approach, this 

would only e the case with regard to passive sales (active sales into Member States for 
which no licence was obtained would still irifringe copyright). 

As it would also be difficult to define reliable criteria for determining the place of 
establishment, the introduction of a "country of origin" principle would pose the risk that 
service providers may establish themselves in countries that have a weaker legal framework 
in terms of copyright protection. This could also prompt rights holders to withdraw their 
online rights from a large number of collecting societies, therefore creating a risk of 
repertoire disaggregation. This could affect cultural diversity. The "targeting" approach 
would not pose such risks. 
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Finally, Option 3b would also represent a longer term exercise than Option 3a, as the 
harmonisation of the rules on authorship, ownership, transfer of rights and ·enforcement 
would present political and technical challenges. 

5. 7.2. Rights in the online environment 

Should the market monitoring proposed under Option 2 lead to a conclusion that legislative 
intervention is needed, the redefinition of rights would significantly affect distribution of 
revenues between different right holders in those cases where different entities hold the right 
of reproduction and the right of communication to the public (including the right of making 
available) for the same work. One of these two entities would simply not havetg be asked for 
a licence anymore. Transitional provisions would have to be in place, 6ilo~,i'lg for the 
renegotiation of contracts and mandates (and the allocation of remuneration airfq);lg rights 
holders) in order to safeguard the position of an entire group of right hQl!J s thd~'buld 
otherwise be expropriated and hence to mitigate the negative impact o{; lVersity. 
Distributors would benefit from lower transaction costs if they had only ~ , . a licence 
for a single .right inste~~ of a licence for two separate right~, w'J# ?fpitlfts are in the 
hands of different entztzes. Insofar as the lower transactzo. · os passed on to 
consumers, consumers would benefit from lower prices. 

5. 7. 3. Exceptions and other mechanisms to facilitate us 

Option 3b would have more pronounced effectAn stake. 
of ways. With respect to disabled persons, Opt' 
exception to a broader circle of persons with 
visually impaired. The exception and its cr 
hearing impairment as well as to audiiJvisua 

an Option 3a in a number 
provide the benefit of the 

(consumers), and not only to the 
ct would extend to persons with a 

On the other hand, Option 3b propose:~ es a scope for exceptions that could go 
" beyond the minimum necessary to fdfilita ss and to reduce transaction costs, going in 

some cases as far as to enable non-e' mere l services to compete with licensed services on 
the basis of an exception (rat on the basis of authorisations, as it the case with 
licensed, commercial seryi o ample, the expansion of the exception to enable 
libraries and archives t ailable protected content that is otherwise distributed online 
by rights holders . w nd significantly the opportunities for cultural heritage 
institutions t ctions available to the public. However, the option risks 

tion y enabling them to compete on an uneven footing with commercial 
mi . mal commercial channels, and therefore risking incentives to create 
7 Simi"' ly, the introduction of a UGC-specific exception, without safeguards, 
rights holders of the possibilities to licence the use of their works or other 
or the purpose of creation of derivative works. This is likely to damage 

existing a emerging licencing solution. It also risks the emergence of alternative, non
licensed b siness models, competing with licensed approaches, and thus risks long-term 
incentives to create and produce. While in some cases drawing a distinction between 
commercial and not commercial uses may pose interpretative problems, the .introduction of an 
exception encompassing both non-commercial and commercial TDM (even if applicable on 
condition that permitted uses do not enter into competition with the original content or 
services) does not seem justified by any market failure, considering the existence of a well-

167 
This has to be assessed according to the commercial value of the content that would be made available by cultural 

institutions. For example, for the vast majority of European cinematographic works, the revenue is obtained in the first two 
years after release. 
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functioning market of TDM licencing between publishers and commercial users, eg. in the 
pharmaceutical sector. The entire phasing out of levy schemes as a result of the diminishing 
harm caused to right holders in the on-line environment would be harmful in. the short- to 
medium-term for rights holders and on cultural diversity. At the same time, this may allow for 
the development of new business models, allowing right holders to identify new sources of 
revenues. 

Finally, Option 3b would have a similar effect on the internal market as Option 3a, as it 
would be based on the principle of deeper harmonisation and mantj.atory implementation. 

5.8. Option 4- A unitary copyright title and European Copyright Code,,[to be finalised 
in light of responses to the public consultation] I' · . 

Option 4 would be achieved through a Regulation setting out common EU ruffs andiJ~[CJfing 
national legislation with a legal base of Article 118 TFEU A single EU cq ~+:: "tti,ffVould 
be developed to replace national copyright titles. Under a unitary title, tsg v; rights 
would be defined as being protected in the whole territory of the E r a unitary 
title to be effective, there would need to be exhaustive harmonisati applicability, 
of the entire copyright framework. To that end, a European Cop · ould be created. 
So far, harmonisation has focused principally on rights a (and even in that 
respect there are divergences). This would mean that in Q the effectiveness of a 
unitary title, all other elements in a "Copyright lfipde" w~ ld ne to be harmonised fitlly this 
includes: all exclusive rights that are not fully harm · · ng the adaptation right, the 
definition of protected subject matter; the thresh orzgznality; authorship; ownership; 
moral rights; term of protection; exceptiop~LJnd , ifations; copyright contract law; 
enforcement law and practice. AEut;c[Jpean d'bde would thus replace all national 
legislation on copyright, and all nationql titles. It is likely to imply the need to 
establish either special copyright cout;t.i'df:t e natto'1zallevel or an EU-level copyright court. 

&{ ·~<:' 

5.9. Summary of impacts of d/!iion 4 ·• e finalised in light of responses to the public 
consultation} 

By virtue of establishing tzt nd a European Copyright Code, copyright could no 
longer be invoked to j segmentation of the internal market for the provision of 
co~tent servi~es. C~py "'" t pr ction would ?e valid on the same b~sis throuf!hout the EU 
Thzs has as zts cof!P'?l led to harmonzse all aspects of copynght law zn all Member 
States. T. " · ment of a code and title would be a technically and politically 
challe. ·ng into account the significant divergences between Member States' 

many r vant aspects of copyright law, and practice. Thus it is expected that it 
over the long term (1 0-12 years), that the creation of a single European code 

esult in benefits for the internal market. At the same time, once the common 
framework . eed, it will be of immediate application as no separate implementation in 
Member States will be refused. 

For rights holders, distributors, consumers, and the interests of cultural diversity, the actual 
impacts are likely to depend in part upon the intermediate steps that are taken towards 
establishing a uniform regulation of copyright in the EU (harmonisation of different areas at 
different times). The following sections assume that no intermediate steps are taken. 

In order to ensure as a minimum that right holders erifoyed the same level of protection 
throughout the EU, there would need to be a harmonisation of the application of rights (e.g. 
in the audiovisual sector, different contributors enjoy different sets of rights in different 
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Member States) as well as of the notions of authorship and ownership, of contractual 
transfers of rights, and of moral rights. This implies the need to arbitrate a compromise 
between the droit d'auteur tradition and the Anglo-Saxon 'copyright' approaches. Firstly, 
there would need to be common agreement on what is being protected. In parallel with this, 
there would need to be the definition of protected subject matter, and the threshold of 
originality would need to be harmonise d. The level of fair compensation for the use of works 
under an exception (when applicable) would be determined at EU level. The impact on right 
holders would depend upon the agreed EU level of compensation. 

The economic impacts for rights holders and distributors are likely to vary, depending on the 
sector in which they are active. The removal of all territorial restrictions is lille¥2i.fo increase 
the price of licence fees, as authorisations (and services) would cover the entire~PJfl This is 
likely to favour larger companies with a cross-border network, over n ionalwmetwork 
operators. In the audiovisual sector, for example, where 87% of current ;j:'. · · ifl/fional 
networks (broadcasting, cable, IPTV, cinema) and only 13% is internafi} lite), the 
requirement for national networks to compete with internet distribut; ternational 
reach) is bound to have a severely disruptive impact on content distribution, 
advertising markets, and media plurality. On the other he/'· pacts could be 
mitigated by the development of licensing practices b e number of users 
targeted/actually served. Secondly, in order to ensure a ~L enefits for consumers 
the exceptions and limitations to exclusive righ{j)would harmonised entirely, and 
made mandatory. This would be beneficial for use; t enjoy EU-wide conditions 
for the use of protected content, and untramme( ass- order access to content made 
available under an exception, as well as to co ~'7it mad' ailable under licences. 

In general transaction costs will be rf!Pdicall , application of one single uniform set of 
rules through the EU). This will bene a(g49/(in the value chain and will lower entry 
barriers for new entrants. It will al§J( imp legal certainty for all stakeholders. 

Finally, the impact of this optiorvon 1 tural diversity would need to be carefully assessed. 

6. 

6.1. ciency [to be finalised in light of responses to the public 

n in · ction is only meant to address the effectiveness and efficiency of the 
erventiJn chosen in the different options and does not exclude a combination of 

This is particularly important to keep in mind in view of the wide scope and 
of the issues covered in this Impact Assessment. 

As regards .f. e effectiveness of the options, Option 3 (legislative intervention) and Option 4 
(European Copyright Code) would be able to provide legally certain solutions that are 
necessary for enhancing the cross-border access to legal content and to improve the cross
border provision of services. In the long run, Option 4 would be able to reach a higher level 
of uniformity than Option 3, since it would provide a full harmonisation of the copyright 
framework. In the case of Option 3, the scale of favourable impact on cross-border access 
would depend on the exact content of the legislative intervention on the different subjects and 
on the implementation by Member States in light of their different copyright laws and legal 
traditions. On the contrary, both Options 1 and 2 would leave it to the market and to 
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individual Member States to address the identified problems. Option I would be ineffective in 
cases where there are legal obstacles to cross-border access and Option 2 would have 
moderate impact. Non-binding guidance may prove useful tools on matters where Member 
States have not used to its maximum extend the possibilities of the current directives, notably 
as regards limitations, but this would depend on the take-up by the Member States. Obstacles 
to cross border access would however remain to quite some extent. 

As regards lowering transaction costs, once again, Options 3 and 4 would create a 
harmonised legal framework. As a consequence of common rules in the Member States, the 
level of legal certainly would increase also for users and intermediaries, in pgrticular if the 
cross-border application of provisions were clarified. Option 4 would imply pj;:ifJ~er level of 
harmonisation hence its effect would be the most positive in the long run. Optfdt1s. I and 2 
would leave transaction costs unchanged although Option 2 could help low.~:zg if~~tion 
costs in those matters where stakeholders' cooperation is required. Boftf1J;~'~> · however 
entail the risk of increasingly divergent national laws over time thatt9J01jl 
increase of transaction costs for the use of content online. This r · ""' 
hence it has the least favourable impact. 

thel egislative options 
armonisation could 

increase legal certainty, also in the cross-border ,context $' uid , some matters that lack 
clarity today (Option 2) would increase clari'J; b7Jt it ld}ot be effoctive in creating 
uniformity similar to Options 3 and 4. Option I w/mig n ' ge the current situation and 
would be ineffective. "' "''""~ 

As regards the efficiency of the optiql!l, the rtant difference concerns Option 4. The 
single copyright title would take a signiflc t of time to achieve; hence this option 
would be very inefficient in the sholj fer. ong term, it is likely to deliver the most 
results, in particular in view of thefqct thd . tnber States' procedures of implementation in 
national legislation of future copyri :\ directive(s) are likely to be long and complex. Options 
I and 2 may both deliver somep'Os~: esult, also most likely in the longer term. The existing 
and future market initiati ke time develop and in that respect it may take a long time 
till they become e.fficie contrary, if legislative intervention were chosen (Option 3), 
a new legal framew;J ady deliver results in the mid-term. 

6.2. Other iJ:!l s nalised in light of responses to the public consultation} 

As relff't ,W*ental rights, Option I would maintain legal uncertainty as regards the 
artjo · n etween j/fjrerent rights such as the protection of personal data, the freedom of 
expres '"~ r to conduct a business and the right for intellectual property to be protected, in 
particuliilf!0 ~.,. cases of injunctions to block infringing websites or injunctions to disclose the 
identity of tt(jPfngers. Option 2 could clarify to a certain extent the existing legal framework 
but would lfe of rather limited effect since any limitations to fundamental rights need to be 
provided by law according to Article 52.I of the Charter on fundamental rights. Option 3 and 
4 would bring legal certainty and ensure that a proper balance is struck between the different 
fundamental rights, in particular the protection of personal data when injunctions are 
ordered to identify persons infringing copyright when enforcing copyright. 

The options considered in this L4 do not have any environmental impacts. 
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7. MONITORING AND EVALUATION 

The methods and timetable for monitoring and evaluation would depend on the choice of 
legal instrument. 

For several options presented in this Impact Assessment, further analysis will be carried out 
in order to collect the necessary data and assess in more detail the possible impacts on the 
relevant stakeholders. 

Certain policy options presented in this Impact Assessment (Option 2) already include a 
market monitoring exercise, which could contribute to the preparation of urther policy 
initiatives already in the short term. ' 

If a legislative option is chosen (Options 3 or 4), appropriate indicators will bf!J: ,J cted to 
monitor progress towards meeting the specific objectives defined in this ~'?J ct AJ ent 
and an evaluation will be carried out five years after the transpositipn r levant 

·&;, 
legislation. :rJJ~ 
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8. ANNEXES TO THE IMP ACT ASSESSMENT [TO BE SUBSTANTIATED FOLLOWING 

PUBLIC CONSULTATION] 

8.1. ANNEX A- RESULTS OF THE PUBLIC CONSULTATION LAUNCHED ON 
5DECEMBER 

[TBC] 
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8.2. ANNEX B- OUTCOME OF LICENCES FOR EUROPE 

1. Cross-border portability of subscription services: joint statement by the audio-
visual industry. 

Today, subscribers to audio-visual services online, e.g. consumers watching movies via an 
Internet service provider or web-store, are often denied access to services legally bought in 
their own EU country when they cross national borders. 

This will change: 
<±~ 

R~p~esentatives o~ the audio-visual sector have issued a statement affl~g ~~eir 
wiilmgness to contmue to work towards the further development of cross-border portability. 
Consumers will increasingly be able to watch films, TV programmes and ot udi a! 
content for which they have subscribed to at home, when travelling in the · 
holidays. This is already largely the case with music, e-books, magazines 

[Signatories: Association of Commercial Television (ACT), Europeaq · 
producers (CEPI), Europa Distribution, EUROVOD, Federation Y:. 

(FERA), International Federation of Film Distributors Associatio 
of Film Producers Associations (FIAPF), Independent F. " 
International Video Federation (IVF), Motion Pict~ Assoc 
Coalition (SROC), Society of Audiovisual Authors (SA 

ope_ 
rnational Federation 

ion Alliance (IFTA), 
A), Sports Rights Owners 

2. Improved availability of e-books ac nd across devices: a Roadmap 
by thee-book sector. 

·"-
Despite progress consumers are often ~ti transfer their e-book content from one 
device t? another .due t~ different tt~ook '~1:1*.* ts and other restrictions. Nor can they easily 
find onlme offers m particular fr9m smaller ryarket players. 

'*;;"""'·· \ 
This will change: 

uthors will continue promoting cross-border access, 
ty of e-books through several initiatives, such as ePub, an 
ake it possible to read e-books across different devices. As 

asingly be able to access your e-books online anywhere and from any 
ailer works with interoperable formats. 

uropean Writers Council (EWC), European Booksellers Federation (EBF), 
ociation of Scientific, Technical & Medical Publishers (STM), Federation of 

shers (FEP), European Publishers Council (EPC)] 

3. Easier licensing for music: commitments by the music sector. 

Use (and re-use) of music on major platforms is largely covered by blanket licence 
agreements between producers, publishers, authors' collecting societies and those platforms. 
Small businesses or individuals who want a licence for e.g. the use of background music on 
their website may have difficulties to acquire the necessary licences. 

This will change: 
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Record producers offer a new pan-European licence enabling background music on 
websites. For authors and publishers, their collective rights management societies have 
committed to spreading best practice on existing licensing schemes. This will make small
scale licences available in all EU countries, e.g. for background music on websites and 
small-scale web/podcasting. 

[Initiatives by International Federation of the Phonographic Industry (IFPI) and the European 
Grouping of Societies of Authors and Composers (GESAC)] 

4. Easier access to print and images: a toolkit by the print industry. 

Today, users do not always know what they can or cannot do with a text or picture~'~l1d if and 
how they can get a licence. ,, · 

This will change: 

A range of new licensing solutions will allow all users (from bus· 
know what they are able to do with text and images and 
streamlined licensing solutions if needed. This includes the ide~ti 
information to users about licensing and licensing conditi "~ as 

viduals) to 
ssion through 

.#of rights holders, 
ay-per-use payment 

systems. 

[Signatories: European Publishers Council (EPC), Eur a! Artists (EVA), European Writers' 
Council (EWC), Federation of European P 0~graphe FEP), International Federation of 
Reproduction Rights Organisations "~RRO tio a! Federation of Journalists (IF J), 
International Association of Scientific, Tech ·ca I Publishers (STM)] 

5. Enabling the identification and rights online: an industry roadmap. 

Web self-publishers, such as c 
by copyright. Yet, often they 
re-using existing cont~n 
infringements oftheir r""h s, 

ostin their new songs or videos online, are protected 
ily) obtain identifiers for their works, or licences for 

enting them from monetising their works or stopping 
ey wish. 

· ,,~rs" - ":'i!l be abl_e to attach a machine-readable identifica~ion to 
or_9er to facthtate clmms and acknowledgement of authorship and 
This will make it easier to use (and re-use) content. Through more 

"onal "hub" websites, like the new industry-led Copyright Hub in the UK, 
industry wr celerate the development of an efficient market helping users to get the 
licences they need. 

[The Web Content Declaration (WCD) has developed out of the Linked Content Coalition (LCC)- an 
industry alliance aiming to facilitate licensing through the enhanced exchange of rights information 
(information about the right owner and the licence conditions)] 

6. More active reader involvement in the online press: a declaration on improving 
the user experience., 
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In the digital environment, an increasing number of newspapers and magazines are 
encouraging dynamic interaction between users and press publishers. 

This will change: 

Press publishers will engage with readers to improve user experience, including via the 
uptake of User Generated Content (UGC) in their online publications and services. This will 
include improving information about what users can do with press publishers' content and 
what press publishers can do with users' content, including on how to better identify and 
protect content, as well as education, awareness-raising and sharing best practices across the 
sector. 

[Signatories: European Magazine Media Association (EMMA), 
Association (ENPA), European Publishers Council (EPC)] 

7. More heritage films online: an agreement on principles an 

Film heritage institutions struggle to fund the digitisation of E ., 
clear authorisations with rightholders. European cinematotra 

ge films, and to 
itage that would 

otherwise be accessible to citizens is left on the shelf. 

This will change: 

Film heritage institutions and film producers 
about digitising, restoring and making av · 
approaches for sharing the costs 0'~ digiti 
heritage institutions to free up valuab. 
guaranteeing the rightholders an apprppri 

? 

a clear agreement on how to go 
Eur n film heritage. This includes 

d remuneration. It will enable film 
in their archives while 

[Signatories: Association des 
Directors (FERA), International 
Audiovisual Authors (SAA 

es Europeennes (ACE), Federation of European Film 
of Film Producers Associations (FIAPF), Society of 

8. rchives through digitisation: discussions between public 

ers have archives compnsmg millions of hours of TV footage. 
ights the myriad of rightholders today makes the use of such material 
time-consuming. 

Broadcasters and rightholders have for the first time agreed to find solutions for the 
digitisation and making available of broadcasters' TV footage archives. 

[Signatories: European Broadcasting Union (EBU), Society of Audiovisual Authors (SAA) not 
excluding dialogue with other relevant parties.] 

9. Improving identification and discoverability of audio-visual content online: a 
declaration by the audio-visual industry. 
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Some European audio-visual producers have been slow to adopt interoperable identifiers for 
their productions. This, and a lack of interoperability between the standards available in the 
marketplace (ISAN and EIDR), has made rights management, including licensing and 
remuneration, difficult. This puts a brake on the availability of content online. 

This will change: 

The declaration represents, for the firsttime, broad support for international, standard audio
visual work identifiers from across a wide spectrum of actors in the European sector. Making 
current standards interoperable and using them widely will help to take audi -visual works 
out of the digital 'black hole' and streamline their distribution and discoverabilt 

[Signatories: Societe civile pour !'Administration des Droits des Artistes et l'vlu · 
(Adami), British Film Institute (BFl), European Coordination of Independeqf' 
European Association of Regional Film Funds (CineRegio), Entertainment Identtfie 

tetes 
" EPI), 
(EIDR), 

ng Societies 
ctors (FERA), 

de l'Audiovisuel · 
( AA)] 

Eurocinema, European Organisation of Movie and Television Prod 
(EuroCopya), European Film Promotion (EFP), Federation of Eurq 
International Federation of Film Producers Associations (FIAPF), II)i""'"' 
(INA), ISAN International Agency (ISAN-IA), Society of Audiovi ' 

10. Easier text and data mining of subsc~;"jption-b· 
researchers: a commitment by scientific publf~lie s. 

Researchers are increasingly keen to engage ~ ~ 
'scanning' of text or datasets in search of e.g. -~ si 

data mining, i.e. the automated 
ni 1 t correlations or recurrences. Even 

.when researchers have a subscriptio~to sci 
they will be able to mine them in the a 
addition, researchers sometimes fac 

This will change: 

other publications, it is not clear that 
ecific authorisation from publishers. In 

!ems to mine text or data. 

Scientific publishers hav~4: · censing clause for subscription-based material as a 
solution, further suppoged necessary technological solutions to enable mining. This is 
expected to allow rese w. her ine, for non-commercial scientific research purposes and at 
no additional cost,?j~ cribed by their university or research institution. Researchers 

/®nect to a web-based "mining portal" through which they can access the 
ructli. the participating publishers and mine publications subscribed by 

arch institution. A "click-through licence" for individual researchers 

[Signatories:,; y 1111112013, the following publishers had signed up to this commitment: American 
Chemical So'ciety, British Medical Journal Publishing Group Ltd, Brill Publishers, Elsevier BV, Georg 
Thieme Verlag KG, Hogrefe Verlag GmbH & Co. KG, Institute of Physics I IOP Publishing Ltd, John 
Wiley & Sons Ltd, New England Journal of Medicine (Massachusetts Medical Society), Oxford 
University Press, Springer Science+ Business Media Deutschland GmbH, Taylor and Francis Ltd, 
Wolters Kluwer Health (Medical Research) Ltd] 
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8.3. ANNEX C (i)-THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE DISSEMINATION 
OF CONTENT ONLINE 

Directive 2001/29/EC (the "InfoSoc Directive" or "the Directive") was designed to update 
copyright to the Information Society and to implement the two 1996 WIPO Internet Treaties -
the WIPO Copyright Treaty (WCT) 168 and the WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty 
(WPPT), 169 and, as such, it harmonises several aspects of copyright that are essential to the 
making available online of works and other subject matter. This Directive has to be read in 
conjunction with all other EU Copyright Directives, 170 including the Directive on Collective 
Rights Management on which political agreement has been reached. Most nota_Qly, in terms of 
the definition of rights and of limitations and exceptions to rights, it has to J5e'!r~ad together 
with Directive 96/9/EC (the "Database Directive"), Directive 2009/24/EC (tH oftware 
Directive"), Directive 20061115/EC (the "Rental and Lending Directive" and tive 
2012/28/EU (the "Orphan Works Directive"). 

The EU directives also reflect the obligations of the Member Stat 
Convention, and the Rome Convention, and of the EU and its Mem~~~' 
TRIPS Agreement and the 1996 WIPO Internet Treaties Jltion' 
conclusion of the InfoSoc Directive, the EU and its Member S · ve. so negotiated and 
concluded a further two WIPO Treaties: the Beijing Treat <!ction of Audiovisual 
Performances 171 and the Marrakesh Treaty to inJQrove a ""ess b 1shed works for persons 
who are blind, visually impaired or otherwis, print 2 Moreover, the EU has 
reflected the provisions of EU legislation as it st ·~· ts of agreements concluded 
with a large number of third countries. The d~~~~ provisions therefore legally bind 
the EU and the respective third countries. 

The InfoSoc Directive harmonises s~eral r thors and neighbouring rightholders 173 

which are essential for the digital tr<}nl¥ works and other protected subject matter 
online: (a) authors, performers, pt\duce broadcasters have an exclusive right to 
authorise the reproduction of their ., ks or ther protected subject matter; (b) authors have 
the exclusive right to authorise; unication to the public of their works, including the 
making available of such s in su a way that members of the public may access them 
from a place and at a tfme 1 idually chosen by them; and (c) performers, producers and 
broadcasters have an '~' s ight to authorise the making available of their works and 
other protected su ~c such a way that members of the public may access them 
from a p q time individually chosen by them. The rights granted under copyright 

168 

169 

170 

171 

172 

"onal law, and not in the form of unitary rights at EU level. The 
hese national rights is limited to the territories of the Member States 

btto://www.wipo.int/treaties/en!io/wct/ 
http://www. wipo. int/treaties/eniip/wopt/ 

http:/ /ec.euro pa.eu/intemal mark et/copv ri2.ht/ncq uis/index en.btrn 

http://www. wipo. int/trenties/en/i p/beijin2./ 
http://www.wipo.intiedocs/mdocs/copvridlt/en/vip dc/vin de 8 rev.pdf. 

The UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities that is now part of the UN legal order contains obligations for 

173 
the State Parties, concerning access to information and cultural material (articles 21 and 30). 
Producers, performers and broadcasters are holders of so-called "neighbouring rights" in performance and 
productions. Authors' content protected by copyright is referred to as a "work" or "works", while content protected 
by neighbouring rights is referred to as "other subject matter". 
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The Directive also seeks to harmonise those "exceptions and limitations" (mostly, those that 
existed in Member States' legislation before the negotiation ofthe InfoSoc Directive), and in 
so doing sets out a catalogue of exceptions and limitations to the exercise of the exclusive 
rights. An "exception" or limitation to an exclusive right means, effectively, that a right 
holder is no longer in a position to authorise or prohibit the use of the work or other subject 
matter: the beneficiary of the exception is already authorised by law to use that material e.g. 
by copying it or making it available. Exceptions and limitations may only be applied "in 
certain special cases which do not conflict with a normal exploitaiton of the work or other 
subject-matter and do not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the rightholder" 
(three-step test). 174 

Exceptions and limitations have been provided for in order to facilitate the 
content in specific circumstances, for example where the transaction c 
acquiring authorisation outweigh the economic benefits of doing so (e. 
copying); or to facilitate the achievement of specific public policy obje~}i 

· n,
4 

rivate 
as press 

horisation" 
s, and those 

t o needing to seek 
at Annex C. 

reporting, criticism or review. The exceptions and limitations provi " 
to beneficiaries such as individuals, researchers, teachers, pub· 
reporting on news and public events to use protected materia 
authorisation from the rights holders. The list of exceptions 1··, :.rr-1-.r 

$! 

In the same manner that the definition of the rights is ter ' 
the territory of the Member State), the definition~[ the li nd exceptions to the rights 
is territorial too (so an act that is covered by an exg~~l? ember State "A" may require 
the authorisation of the rightholder in a Memb~tate'il 1 175 176 

In some instances, Member States ~; obli rectives to compensate rightholders 
for the harm that a limitation or excepti to ts inflicts upon them. In other instances 
Member States are not obliged, but tp ' . provide for such compensation. So while 
exceptions are a rather blunt and irre~1..ersib e . l, the scope for compensation can mitigate the 
potential economic harm to ri ts h<lders ffr the use of their material. Indeed, exceptions 
may improve or reduce welf: !# · ing on their necessity, scope and design. Exceptions 
are likely to be justified .':Yi>& ransac n costs prevent mutually beneficial trade, leading, in 
the extreme case to "mi ·rng ets"- the failure of services to emerge at all. 177 

Exceptions to cop the only tool to facilitate certain uses of works online and, 
increasingly, dif: alders have seen the need to work together with a view to 
facilita .;· ample where technical and/or financial collaboration is decisive to 
achi relev als in a sustainable manner. Indeed, rightsholders and users are 

174 

175 

176 

177 

178 

orkingv'together on projects in various sectors and Member States. 178 Initiatives 

S Agreement, Art. 13, WCT Art. 10, WPPT Art. 16, and Berne Convention Art.9(2), the 
Beijing and Marrakesh Treaties 
Only the exception established in the recent Orphan Works Directive (a mandatory exception to 
copyright and related rights in the case where the rightholders are not known or cannot be located) has 
been given a cross-border effect, which means that, for instance, once a literary work - for instance a 
novel - is considered an orphan work in a Member State, that same novel shall be considered an orphan 
work in all Member States and can be used and accessed in all Member States. 
See also Marrakesh Treaty to Facilitate Access to Published Works for Persons Who Are Blind, 
Visually Impaired, or Otherwise Print Disabled, VIP/DC/8 REV. 
2013 Study Assessing Copyright Exceptions (Charles River Associates), paragraph 43 [not yet 
published] 
Examples, include the Dutch project « Beelden van de Toekomst » and Europeana « Sounds » 
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to back such efforts are being undertaken at EU level, notably to faciliate mass digitasation 
efforts. These include the 2011 Memorandum of Understanding on Key Principles on the 
Digitization and Making Available of Out-of-Commerce Works which aims to facilitate the 
digitization and making available by European libraries and similar institutions of books and 
learned journals in their collections which are out-of-commerce. 179 180 In the structured 
stakeholder dialogue "Licences for Europe", participants make 10 pledges to overcome 
problems European citizens may face in acceding cultural content in four areas: cross-border 
portability of content, user generated content, data- and text-mining and access to audiovisual 
works and audiovisual visual heritage. As part ofthe 10 pledges, film heritage institutions and 
film yroduc~rs concl~ded an a~re~ment on principles and proce?ures. for. the.r~~izatio~ ~nd 
makmg available onlme of audtovisual content held by film hentage mstitutionslif} ddttiOn, 
broadcasters and rightholders agreed to find solutions for the digitisation ~h aking 
available ofbroadcasters' TV footage archives181

• " 

The ARROW project is another example for a joint user- right owner int · 
of facilitating the licensing of copyright protected works. 182 

The InfoSoc Directive also implements international obligatio · g Technological 
Protection Measures (TPMs) 183 and Rights Management Info 184 order for online 
business models to develop and to facilitate rights manag· ine networks, rights 
hold:rs ?eed to ?e able to identify works .a.nd "<JJ:her su,t[e , and authorship, and to 
provtde mformat10n on the terms and conditiOnSI'of use w TPMs have been deployed 
to implement different online business models t~i d needs of the consumer (e.g. 
allowing streaming of content, or downloadin nd :,:~c conditions such as the number 
of copies that can be stored on different de iSJb 6 and 7 of the Infosoc Directive 
oblige Member States to provide fd,adequ rotection against the circumvention of 
such technological measures and agai al or alteration of rights management 
information. Indeed, TPMs effectiv~~ ~n ,,1~:r development of online business models. 

Finally, as regards the enforce t <if copyHght, Article 8 of the Infosoc Directive makes 
provision for sanctions and re 1l d requires Member States to ensure that right holders 
are in a position to apply fl ~unc n against intermediaries whose services are used by a 
third party to infrin~{ co '"' ht or related rights. Procedures and remedies against 
infringements of COQY • tare f so foreseen in Directive 2004/48/EC 185 on the enforcement 
of Intellectual PrQ 'o

51 PRED). This Directive is the specific EU measure that seeks 
to provi -~ ive, proportionate and dissuasive measures, procedures and remedies 

179 

180 

181 

182 

183 

184 

185 

· enforcement of the IPR across the Union when it comes to the 

s out of commerce when the whole work, in all its versions and manifestations is no longer 
com ercially available in customary channels of commerce, regardless of the existence of tangible 
copies of the work in libraries and among the public (including through second hand bookshops or 
antiquarian bookshops). 

http:/ I ec.europa.eu/intemal_ market/ copyright/out-of-commerce/index_ en.htm 
http://ec.europa.eu/licences-for-europe-dialogue/en/content/final-plenary-meeting 
http://www.arrow-nei.eu/ 
pursuant to Articles II WCT and IS WPPT 
pursuant to Articles 12 WCT and I9 WPPT 
Directive 2004/48/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 29 April 2004 on the enforcement of 
intellectual property rights; 

httu:/ /eur-lex.europa.euiLex UriServ/Lex UriServ .do ?uri=CELEX:32004 L0048 Rf 0 I): EN: HTML 
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application of civil law procedures in case intellectual property rights provided for by EU law 
and/or by the national law of the Member State concerned are infringed. 

Article 3 of IPRED sets out its general objectives and specifies that the measures that are 
transposed by the Member States must (i) be fair and equitable, (ii) not be unnecessarily 
complicated or costly and (iii) not entail unreasonable time-limits or unwarranted delays. 
Moreover, according to paragraph 2 of that article, they must also be (i) effective, (ii) 
balanced and proportionate, (iii) dissuasive, (iv) applied in such a manner as to avoid the 
creation of barriers to legitimate trade and (v) providing safeguards against their abuse. Other 
provisions cover, in particular, evidence-gathering powers for judicial authorities (Articles 6 
and 7), powers to force offenders and other parties commercially involved ini~~nfringement 
to provide information on the origin of the infringing goods and of their distribuN~' network 
(Article 8), provisional and precautionary measures such as interlocuto · 
seizures of goods suspected of infringing (Article 9), as well as definitivej; 
11) or provisions on the payment of damages (Article 13). ' 

in particular 
), also contains 

Directive 2000/31/EC 186 on certain legal aspects of information so. 
electronic commerce, in the Internal Market (the "E-commerc. 
provisions which are relevant to the enforcement of copyd 
Member States should ensure that service providers . h 
permanently accessible to the recipients of the servic 
information, such as the name ofthe service pro~der hi 

i 5 provides that 
easily, directly and 

tent authorities certain 
ographic address and other 

business details. 

Articles 12 and 13 of the same Directive limit,t~liabi internet service providers for the 
communication network or for the 

limits the liability of internet service 
that they are not aware of illegal content 

t, they take action to remove or disable access 

mere transmission of information and the ill' 
'+;j;;.J1? 

temporary storage of information. Art" le 
providers for the storage of informatio · , 

Jf 

and that, on gaining knowledge of iU'egal 
to such content. 

Article 15 prevents Member tate imposing a general obligation on information society 
service providers to moni:t~ information which they transmit or store, and from imposing 
a general obligation a[tivel seek facts or circumstances which may indicate illegal 
activity. At the sa f, ber States may establish obligations for information society 
service provider, cate to the competent authorities, at their request, information 
enablin~, of recipients of their service with whom they have storage 

ent 

oted that the review discussed in this Impact Assessment should be seen against 
f efforts by Member States to review copyright legislation in the light of the 

d challenges of digital technology, including those in France, Germany, 
Ireland, the" etherlands, Poland, Spain, and the UK, as well as by third countries such as the 
US and Australia. 

186 Directive 2000/31/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 8 June 2000 on certain legal aspects of 
information society services, in particular electronic commerce, in the Internal Market; http://eur
kx .europa.eu/LexU riServ/Lex UliServ .do ?uri=C ELEX:3 2000L0031 :En: HTM L 
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8.4. ANNEX C (ii)- LIMITATIONS AND EXCEPTIONS TO COPYRIGHT 

Article 5 of Directive 2001129/EC 

Article 5 

Exceptions and limitations 

1. Temporary acts of reproduction referred to in Article 2, which are transient or 
incidental [and] an integral and essential part of a technological process and whose 
sole purpose is to enable: 

(a) a transmission in a network between third parties by an intermediary, or 

(b) a lawful use 

of a work or other subject-matter to be made, and which have no 
economic significance, shall be exempted from the reproduction right 
Article 2. 

2. Member States may provide for exceptions or limitations to the .. ,. .. ,..,..,.rn 

provided for in Article 2 in the following cases: , 
~,4. 

(a) in respect of reproductions on paper or any similar mediuml>7~ 
any kind of photographic technique or by some other pro 
with the exception of sheet music, provided that 
compensation; 

(b) in respect of reproductions on any medium rna 
and for ends that are neither directly nor indir 1 
rightholders receive fair compensatiQJl whic 
application of technological measur~' refer 
matter concerned; 

person for private use 
cial, on condition that the 

c~ t of the application or non
rticle 6 to the work or subject-

(c) in respect of specific acts of re~oductll.:,, ade by publicly accessible libraries, 
educational establishments or . s, or .. By archives, which are not for direct or 
indirect economic or commer ge; 

(d) in respect of ephemer~~ ings o works made by broadcasting organisations by 
means of their own fa ·titie · for their own broadcasts; the preservation of these 
recordings in offici ay, on the grounds of their exceptional documentary 
character, be pe 

(e) in re ductions of broadcasts made by social institutions pursuing non
ch as hospitals or prisons, on condition that the' rightholders 

ompensa ion. 

es may provide for exceptions or limitations to the rights provided for 
in Articles y Cl 3 in the following cases: 

(a) use for the sole purpose of illustration for teaching or scientific research, as long as 
the source, including the author's name, is indicated, unless this turns out to be 
impossible and to the extent justified by the non-commercial purpose to be achieved; 

(b) uses, for the benefit of people with a disability, which are directly related to the 
disability and of a non-commercial nature, to the extent required by the specific 
disability; 

(c) reproduction by the press, communication to the public or making available of 
published articles on current economic, political or religious topics or of broadcast 
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works or other subject-matter of the same character, in cases where such use is not 
expressly reserved, and as long as the source, including the author's name, is indicated, 
or use of works or other subject-matter in connection with the reporting of current 
events, to the extent justified by the informatory purpose and as long as the source, 
including the author's name, is indicated, unless this turns out to be impossible; 

(d) quotations for purposes such as criticism or review, provided that they relate to a 
work or other subject-matter which has already been lawfully made available to the 
public, that, unless this turns out to be impossible, the source, including the author's 
name, is indicated, and that their use is in accordance with fair practice, and to the 
extent required by the specific purpose; 

(e) use for the purposes of public security or to ensure the proper performan 
reporting of administrative, parliamentary or judicial proceedings; 

(f) use of political speeches as well as extracts of public lectures or sim~ a 
subject-matter to the extent justified by the informatory purpose and pro~ffi 
source, including the author's name, is indicated, except where 
impossible; 

(g) use during religious celebrations or official celebrations or 
authority; 

(h) use of works, such as works of architect~$f: or s be located 
permanently in public places; 

(i) incidental inclusion of a work or other subject-rna ther material; 
,,~ 

(j) use for the purpose of advertisin91~he pu~li~~ ~~~J!iiti. or sale of ar:istic works, to 
the extent necessary to promote the event, excluc:hfi1~.JDY other commerctal use; 

(k) use for the purpose of caricature, 12 . patriche; 

(I) use in connection with the demofi~rat10n epair of equipment; 

(m) use of an artistic work in of a ouilding or a drawing or plan of a building 
for the purposes of reconstruc m ilding; 

(n) use by communicat~· king available, for the purpose of research or private 
study, to individual m "' the public by dedicated terminals on the premises of 
establishments refc ragraph 2(c) of works and other subject-matter not 

g terms which are contained in their collections; 

ain cases of minor importance where exceptions or limitations 
nder n¢ onal law, provided that they only concern analogue uses and do 
free circulation of goods and services within the Community, without 

prejudice ther exceptions and limitations contained in this Article. 

4. Where th,t¥ ember States may provide for an exception or limitation to the right of 
reproduction pursuant to paragraphs 2 and 3, they may provide similarly for an 
exception or limitation to the right of distribution as referred to in Article 4 to the 
extent justified by the purpose of the authorised act of reproduction. 

5. The exceptions and limitations provided for in paragraphs 1, 2, 3 and 4 shall only be 
applied in certain special cases which do not conflict with a normal exploitation of the 
work or other subject-matter and do not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests 
ofthe rightholder. 

Protection of computer programmes: Articles 5 and 6 of Directive 2009/24/EC 
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Article 5 

Exceptions to the restricted acts 

I. In the absence of specific contractual provisions, the acts referred to in points (a) 
and (b) of Article 4(1) shall not require authorization by the right holder where they are 
necessary for the use of the computer program by the lawful acquirer in accordance 
with its intended purpose, including for error correction. 

2. The making of a back-up copy by a person having a right to use the computer 
program may not be prevented by contract in so far as it is necessary for that use. 

3. The person having a right to use a copy of a computer program shall be;:~~titled, 
without the authorization of the right holder, to observe, study or test the functi~W,.ng 
of the program in order to determine the ideas and principles which underlie ''"a1J 
element of the program if he does so while performing any of the acts,~0 · w 

displaying, running, transmitting or storing the program which he is entit1t3 t 

Article 6 

Decompilation 

I. The authorization of the right holder shall not be required w 
code and translation of its form within the meaning of poiy,~ 
are indispensable to obtain the information nece§~ary to chiev 
an independently created computer program wtfu othe 
following conditions are met: 

.... ro . tion of the 
d. of Article 4(1) 
e i.fiteroperability of 
s, provided that the 

(a) those acts are performed by the licensee or. 
copy of a program, or on their behal~ ape 

son having a right to use a 
ned to do so; 

(b) the information necessary to achi . e 
readily available to the persons referre 

(c) those acts are confined to the p 
order to achieve interoperabili 

.;!fi<-

bility has not previously been 
a); and 

iginal program which are necessary in 

2. The provisions of paragra h 1 s ot permit the information obtained through its 
application: 

(a) to be used for goal 
created computer "". g 

(b) to be 
in de 

n to achieve the interoperability of the independently 

thers, except when necessary for the interoperability of the 
tnputer program; or 

(c) development, production or marketing of a computer program 
imilar in its expression, or for any other act which infringes copyright. 

e with the provisions of the Berne Convention for the protection of 
Literary an Artistic Works, the provisions of this Article may not be interpreted in 
such a way as to allow its application to be used in a manner which unreasonably 
prejudices the right holder's legitimate interests or conflicts with a normal exploitation 
of the computer program. 

Protection of databases: Articles 6 and 9 of Directive 96/9/EC 

Article 6 

Exceptions to restricted acts 
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1. The perfoimance by the lawful user of a database or of a copy thereof of any of the 
acts listed in Article 5 which is necessary for the purposes of access to the contents of 
the databases and normal use of the contents by the lawful user shall not require the 
authorization of the author of the database. Where the lawful user is authorized to use 
only part of the database, this provision shall apply only to that part. 

2. Member States shall have the option of providing for limitations on the rights set out 
in Article 5 in the following cases: 

(a) in the case of reproduction for private purposes of a non-electronic database; 

(b) where there is use for the sole purpose of illustration for teaching or ~· · entific 
research, as long as the source is indicated and to the extent justified by t 
commercial purpose to be achieved; 

(c) where there is use for the purposes of public security of for the pu, 
administrative or judicial procedure; 

(d) where other exceptions to copyright which are traditionally , 
national law are involved, without prejudice to points (a), (b) and 

3. In accordance with the Berne Convention for the protection €i 
Works, this Article may not be interpreted in such a way 
be used in a manner which unreasonably prejudices "t e r 
interests or conflicts with normal exploitation ofttfie data 'ill 

Article 9 

Exceptions to the sui generis right 

Member States may stipulate that lav®t.Il use 

ary) 
"application to 

der's legitimate 

the public in whatever manner may, w· orization of its maker, extract or 
re-utilize a substantial part of its contenfs: 

.;*it, 
(a) in the case of extraction for riv te purp ses of the contents of a non-electronic 
database; 

(b) in the case of extractip the p oses of illustration for teaching or scientific 
research, as long as Ht is indicated and to the extent justified by the non-
commercial purpose to~ d; 

(c) in the case o a /or re-utilization for the purposes of public security or 
an admi · dicial procedure. 

nding;_ ghts: Articles 6 and 10 of Directive 2006/115/EC 

the exclusive public lending right 

tates may derogate from the exclusive right provided for in Article 1 in 
respect of public lending, provided that at least authors obtain remuneration for such 
lending. Member States shall be free to determine this remuneration taking account of 
their cultural promotion objectives. 

2. Where Member States do not apply the exclusive lending right provided for in 
Article 1 as regards phonograms, films and computer programs, they shall introduce, at 
least for authors, a remuneration. 

Article 10 

Limitations to rights 
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I. Member States may provide for limitations to the rights referred to in this Chapter in 
respect of: 

(a) private use; 

(b) use of short excerpts in connection with the reporting of current events; 

(c) ephemeral fixation by a broadcasting organization by means of its own facilities 
and for its own broadcasts; 

(d) use solely for the purposes of teaching or scientific research. 

2. Irrespective of paragraph 1, any Member State may provide for the same ~inds of 
limitations with regard to the protection of performers, producers of phojlqg{ams, 
broadcasting organizations and of producers of the first fixations of films>;;~''' it 
provides for in connection with the protection of copyright in literary and artist 
works. 

However, compulsory licenses may be provided for only to the extent t 
are compatible with the Rome Convention. 

3. The limitations referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2 shall be a:". 
special cases which do not conflict with a normal exploitation oftil . 
do not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests oft? i 

3. Member States may exempt certain categorie~of est 1 ish 
of the remuneration referred to in paragraphs 1 and 
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8.5. ANNEX D- TERRITORIALITY OF COPYRIGHT 

Protection under copyright comes into existence automatically with the creation of a work and 
does not, contrary to industrial property rights like e.g. trade marks or patents, depend on 
registration with a public body. 

Copyright is also territorial (referring to national territories) in the sense that the rights 
granted under copyright (e.g. the right of reproduction, i.e. the right to prevent the 
unauthorised copying of protected content; or the right of making available, i.e. the right to 
prevent unathorised dissemination of protected content online) are provided for in national 
law, and not in the form of unitary rights at EU level. For example, the authqt.Qf a book has 
not a single EU-wide right of reproduction but 28 different national rights "b~t~~roduction. 
The geographical scope of these 28 rights is limited to the territory of the Membe'it te that 
grants the right in question. · · 

The Internet offers more than ever before the possibility to distribute/c 
across borders. As a result, a single online cross-border transmi 
territorial scope of the exclusive national right granted by the . 
communication is initiated (e.g. the French right of making avail~ 
same time, under the territorial scope of the exclusive natio. • · 

content 
under the 

in which the 
. . blic) and, at the 
fed by the Member 

. the Belgian right of 
nsmission must therefore 

iates the transmission but 
transmitted (possibly 27 more 

State in which the transmitted content is received by th 
making available). A service provider respon~i\!>le for · 
acquire a licence not only in the Member State i 
possibly also in all Member States to which the 
Member States). 1?, 

!I( ~~~ 

Despite the territoriality of copyrigh"'rightn~! =ate free to issue a multi-territorial or pan-
European licence in a single contract. ># • • • fiarly the case where rightholders (e.g. a 
book publisher or a record prod er') rights for all territories in their hands. 
Nevertheless, even when righthol · pose all rights to issue a multi-territorial or pan-
European licence, they may sue t'xclusive licences with a limited territorial scope 
(e.g. matching the territory o a State or based on linguistic criteria). 

gal framework for cross border infringements including 
transmissions over th the most recent case law of the Court of Justice of the 
European Union J gests that a relevant criterion to localise where an infringing 
act of rna · cp~ t avai a le to the public occurs is the "targeting" of persons in another 

· ." A · g to this approach, the copyright-relevant act (which must be 
. rs at 191 t in those countries which are "targeted" by the alleged infringer. If 

is applied to licencing, a service provider would not need to acquire a licence 
tates in which the service is receivable but only for those that are actively 

ervice provider "targets" a group of customers residing in a specific country 

187 
See in particular Case C-173/11 (Football Dataco vs Sportradar) and Case C-5/11 (Donner) for copyright and 

related rights, and Case C-324/09 (L'Oreal vs eBay) for trademarks. See also Ginsburg, Where Does the Act of 'Making 
Available' Occur? (http:i/ww\v.mediainstitute.onr/lPI/2012/l 02912.php). With regard to questions related to jurisdiction, the 
Court, has differentiated according to which provision of the Brussles I Regulation was applicable, see joined Cases C-585/08 
and C-144/09 (Pammer and Hotel Alpenhof), Case C-170/12 (Pinckney vs KDG Mediatech), and pending Case C-441/13 
(Pez Hejduk). 
188 If, to the contrary, each act of accessing a service were already sufficient for a copyright relevant to occur in the 

Member State of access (regardless of whether that Member State was targeted by the service provider), passive 
sales would be possible to customers residing in Member States for which a licence has not been acquired. 
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when it directs its activity to that group, e.g. via advertisements, promotions, a language or a 
currency specifically targeted at that group. 

A targeting approach as a legislative option, would require an online service provider to 
acquire the rights for e.g. a specific song for all Member States actively targeted .. Actively 
marketing that song throughout the whole EU without acquiring an authorisation for all 
Member States would infringe copyright in all those Member States in which the rights have 
not been cleared. For example, if an online platform acquires a licence to sell a digital copy of 
a specific song for Member State A, it would only be allowed to activ~l' market it to 
customers located in Member State A. .f 

The licensing of rights functions very differently in the different sectors. 
example, phonogram producers usually hold their own rights (in the phol}f 
the rights of performers (in the performances fixated on the phonograijls 

for 

contractually transferred to them for the whole of the EU. Difficulti · 
licensing have mainly arisen where the online rights of authors 
the hands of collecting societies. Collecting societies operate o, 
hold the (online) rights only for a single Member State (o 
repertoire where they have the rights for all territm] 
Commission proposed in 2012 a Directive on Cojective ights 
facilitate the delivery of multi-territorial licences in i 
services that require multi-territory licences of mus: 

icists) are in 
asis and usually 

case of their own 
the reason why the 

nagement Organisations to 
~s for the benefit of all online 

From the perspective of a customer that is d~ i~access, a service abroad, this disadvantage 
is mitigated strongly when s/he able se the work in question from other 
distributors that are active in his or her tate of residence. This is often the case 
with regard to protected content ot~,~r t , tum audio-visual content (i.e. other content 
than e.g. films, series and shows, or:Mive s ?~), where distribution is not organised on the 
basis of territorial exclusivity. 
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Table Al - Territorial coverage of large online music service providers:189 

(November 2013): pro-music.org. Pro-music provides 
services. The information is compiled by organisationsrWf:tive in 

legitimate online music 
including GERA (Global 

producers), GIART and FIM Entertainment Retail Association-Europe), IFPI and 
(performers), !Ci\1/P and IMPA (music publishers), and 

In the audio-visual sector, the rights are the basis ofterritorial exclusivity, 
especially as far as premium audio-V:iSual (e.g. new films, shows, series 
or live sports). 190 In such a situation, itation rights for a specific Member 
State are licensed exclusively to a , and the rightholder (usually the 
film producer) guarantees not to other distributor to market the concerned 
content in that Member State. ' e national on the other hand, undertakes not to 
provide any cross-border ace ¢]exclusively licensed audio-visual content (in order not 
to disturb the territoria~e 'vity o1 other national distributors that conclude a similar 
licence agreement with/ ri older). 

monopolx* 
situatio "'~ 

hts to national distributors (all of which enjoy a national 
distribution of the concerned audio-visual content) leads to a 

persons hold the various national rights in the EU. Acquiring a Pan
se th gh a single entity that holds all the rights is therefore not possible Eur 

./' 
anymo 
right o{ 

ith regard to a film, for example, a French film distributor may hold the French 
d ction and the French right of making the film available online, whereas a 

189 

190 

191 

The ta le expresses the availability of webstores in Member States. In particular as far as local, non-English/US 
repertoire is concerned, there can be differences between the various local webstores of an online music service 
provider with regard to the availability of individual songs or albums. 
With regard to broadcasting, the type of audio-visual content that is not licensed on a territorial basis - and that is 
therefore most widely available cross-border - tends to be nationally produced programming that has limited mass
market appeal beyond national borders. Rights for US films and television works and international sporting events, 
on the other hand, tend to be licensed exclusively to different national or regional broadcasters. 
To a lesser extent, differences in who holds the national rights required for the economic exploitation of 
creative content also derive from differences in the national rules on authorship and transfer of rights 
which are hardly harmonised at EU level. For example, the rules on which persons contributing to the 
creation of a film are to be regarded as authors may vary at national level (e.g. whether the cameraman 
or the cutter are film authors). 
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Belgian film distributor may hold the equivalent rights for the territory of Belgium. An online 
service provider that intends to market a film via the internet to e.g. French and Belgian 
customers will therefore have to acquire a separate licence from the French and the Belgian 
distributor. Acquiring a licence only for the Belgian territory and actively marketing the film 
nevertheless also to customers residing in France would not only infringe copyright in France 
(the rights holder being the French distributor) but also the Belgian distributor's contract with 
the film producer (which protects the French film distributor's territorial exclusivityvia 
obliging the Belgian distributor not to provide cross-border acccess to its services). In order to 
avoid legal sanctions, the Belgian online service provider will therefore geoblock its service 
and restrict its accessibility to customers residing in Belgium (respectively to cUstomers using 
a Belgian IP address). 

Absolute territoriality and geo-blocking can incite consumers to turn to co 
products as a substitute 192

• 

The territorial exploitation of audio-visual content through several na o 
distributions enjoying territorial exclusivity may have multiple reas 

First, the industry structure in the audio-visual sector is tradition$! 
to the production and distribution (cinema operators, br/ 
content. As far as the online distribution of audio-visual w6r 
internet-based companies also play an importan1f~le. 

ing 

Second, audio-visual productions are expensive an 
rights (before production) to different natio 

need via pre-selling national 
on the basis of territorial 

exclusivity. 

Third, the territorial exploitation 
distributor in each Member State allo 
and maximises producers' revenues 

content through a single, exclusive 
Cliscrimination betwe~n national markets 

Fourth, audio-visual producer 'strib tors also stagger the media platforms through 
which a film is marketed ("r ows"). The standard sequence for a feature film, for 
example, is cinema rele3t o/DV /Blu-Ray, VoD, pay-TV and finally free-to-air TV. 
This means, for exam will not be possible to purchase a feature film thorugh an 
online platform in a,.gi , e , er State for as long as this film is shown in the cinemas there. 
The length and ~~{exa .eifology of the release windows are usually negotiated between 
rightholcl, nd •··· · ibuters, often within the framework of public funding conditions or, 
some 'fue era ~pplicable Member State regulations .. Release windows for the same 

ork often differ between Member States. Licencing contracts based on absolute 
lusivity support the system of release windows. Via shielding national 

· external competition, absolute territorial exclusivity clauses also ensure that, 
for examplt:r e release chronology that was agreed for a specific film in one Member State is 
completely segregated from a potentially different release chronology in another Member 
State. Accordingly, a distributor that is, for example, still showing a film in the cinemas in 
one Member State will not face any competition from another Member State in the form of an 
online VOD offer. 

192 Brett Danaher & Samita Dhanasobhon & Michael D. Smith & Rahul Telang, 2010. "Converting Pirates 
Without Cannibalizing Purchasers: The Impact of Digital Distribution on Physical Sales and Internet 
Piracy," Marketing Science, INFORMS, vol. 29(6), pages 1138-1151, 11-12. 
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Customers that are - because of their place of residence - denied access to the buying (or 
watching) of e.g. a particular film cross-border from a particular online service provider, often 
cannot access that film from another, local online distributor. For example, the local 
distributor that enjoys territorial exclusivity in the Member State in which the concerned 
customer resides, may choose to follow a different media chronology and may, for example, 
offer that film online only several weeks later. It may also choose not to exploit that film in 
that Member State through an online platform at all. It is also possible that the producer 
cannot find any local distributor interested in purchasing the online rights for that Member 
State (while distributors in other Member States are at the same time still prohibited to 
provide their services in that Member State). Whatever the reason, custome siding in the 
"wrong" Member State can be completely prevented from purchasing a particu m online, 
although that film would be readily available in other Member States. 

Table A2 - Territorial coverage of large Over the Top (OTT) 193 

vider/94 

territorial exclusivity clauses in licence agreements between 
right , restrictions on cross-border access seem to often be also the 
result 6 actual limitations imposed by service providers themselves on consumers. Even 
if e.g. an o service provider has acquired a multi-territorial or pan-European licence, it 
may allocat a specific national store to customers residing in a specific Member State. 
Service providers may choose to do so because of the resulting possibility to price-disriminate 

193 

194 

Over the Top (OTT) refers to audiovisual services provided over the internet rather than via a service 
provider's own dedicated managed network. It is usually delivered directly from provider to viewer 
using an open internet/broadband connection; accordingly, there is only little infrastructure investment 
required on the part of the provider (in particular as compared to IPTV services that are based on 
closed, proprietary networks). 
The table expresses the availability of webstores in Member States. In particular as far as local, non
English/US productions are concerned, there can be differences between the various local webstores of 
an online service provider with regard to the availability of individual audio-visual works. 
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between national markets, or because they want to offer customers an experience tailored to 
local languages and preferences. 

Absolute territorial exclusivity arrangements segment the Internal Market along national 
borders. 

The CJEU has developed a distinction between agreements based on territorial exclusivity 
and those based on absolute territorial exclusivity.195 In the context of broadcasting offootball 
matches 196

, under competition law, rightholders (as interpreted by the Premier League 
judgment to mean those that hold rights in football matches) and service providers may, 
under certain circumstances, agree on allocating exclusive territories to sin~!e distributors 
with regard to actives sales, but they are - unless other circumstances justifY ifi~nding that 
such an agreement is not liable to impair competition - not allowed to exclude the('> ibility 
of passive sales (following the express request of a consumer residng · the ilory 
covered by the agreement). 

It is important to note, however, that the mere prohibition of te 
regard to passive sales) in agreements between rightholders and 

195 With regard to copyright, see in particular the Premier Leag 
429/08). The Football Association Premier League (F APL) license fthe n to oadcast the matches of the 
English premier football league. In order to maximise tl!j value ts, the F APL licences only one 
broadcaster per territory. In the Premier League Cases, the a exclusivity of these licences was 
ensured via contractual terms that obliged the broadcasters satellite broadcasts and to limit the 
circulation of the decoders to the territory for which th ence. The cases were prompted by the 
attempts of the F APL to stop the marketing and the di evices that were imported by a publican 
from Greece into the UK. The Greek sateij]e broa /{had bought the rights for Greece from the 
FAPL at a cheaper price than the British broadc. Pa,t for the UK. Accordingly, the decoding devices 
imported from Greece were much cheaper t l9iahle in the UK from BskyB (in addition, the Greek 
decoder imported by the publican was n ic ommercial use). The two main parts of the CJEU's 
ruling in the Premier League Cases con e freed011 to provide services and competition law. The part of the 
judgment on the freedom to prov· s rendered the provisions of national civil and criminal law 
sanctioning the unauthorised impo of the decoder card unenforceable. The part of the judgement 
on competition law eliminat ek broadcaster's contractual obligation not to sell decoder cards to 
customers established in ano. r State (the UK). 
196 With regard to t ng of copyright, football matches which are - save for incorporated 

anthems, loggJ' et tected by any EU rule of copyright , but which may be protected by 
national ru e lar the Premier League Cases (Joined Cases C-403/08 and C-429/08). The 
F · tion Premier League (F APL) licenses the rights to broadcast the matches of the English 

ue. In order to maximise the value of these rights, the F APL licences only one 
er per, itory. In the Premier League Cases, the absolute territorial exclusivity of these 
was ensured via contractual terms that obliged the broadcasters to encrypt their satellite 
ts and to limit the circulation of the decoders to the territory for which they obtained a licence. 

were prompted by the attempts of the F APL to stop the marketing and the use of decoding 
devic that were imported by a publican from Greece into the UK. The Greek satellite broadcaster 
NOVA had bought the rights for Greece from the FAPL at a cheaper price than the British broadcaster 
BSkyB paid for the UK. Accordingly, the decoding devices imported from Greece were much cheaper 
than the ones available in the UK from BskyB (in addition, the Greek decoder imported by the publican 
was not licenced for commercial use). The two main parts of the CJEU's ruling in the Premier League 
Cases concern the freedom to provide services and competition law. The part of the judgment on the 
freedom to provide services rendered the provisions of national civil and criminal law sanctioning the 
unauthorised importation and use of the decoder card unenforceable. The part of the judgement on 
competition law eliminated the Greek broadcaster's contractual obligation not to sell decoder cards to 
customers established in another Member State (the UK). The part of the judgment on copyright 
precluded the broadcast in the UK (as a matter of EU law) where it contains works of authors and those 
that benefit from Article 3 of the Infosoc Directive. 
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automatically guarantee that end-users will be able to access a particular service cross-border. 
The decision of whether to serve customers residing in a specific Member State still lies with 
the service provider. Even in the absence of contractual clauses prohibiting the service 
provider to provide a service cross-border (at least with regard to passive sales), it may choose 
to restrict the accessibility of its service to a limited number of Member States for other 
reasons. 

Smaller distributors, for example, sometimes lack the financial resources or the technical 
infrastructure required for a pan-European service. Therefore, they may choose a more 
focused business model, based on making their service only available in a lim"ted number of 
Member States. 

· Distributors offering advertised-based services may also have limited interest ilL tending 
their service to customers residing in other Member States than the on r wfi'r· 'hey 
concluded advertising agreements with local companies. If, for exampl ~·. vider 
only gets paid by advertisers for viewings/clicks made by users residlh 
Member State (which might be the only Member States in which .J 
products in question), the service provider has nothing to gai 
clicks via providing access to users residing in other Member 
providing access to users in such other Member States 
rightholders legitimally expect to be paid for those users . 

ating additional 
. Qvt e to the contrary, 

additional costs, as 

• With regard to paid-for services, where users rna 
digital copy of a song, the concept of passive sales· 
a. situ~tion, dis.tributors can. charge each cus~r initr 
d1rectily contnbutes to their reven~, reg 
rightholders can directly claim a certai 

r e.g. each download of a 
e y to feasible approach. In such 
a passive sale a certain fee that 

ere the customer is residing; and 
these revenues that are resulting from 

cross-border passive sales. 

The territoriality of copyright is inh· ent i e current copyright system and can, as such, 
only be eliminated via intr European Copyright Code providing for unitary 
exclusive rights (as oppose to I copyright codes providing for national exclusive 
rights). Naturally, this c~ one at national level. 

The negative effects o ontr al agreements based on absolute territorial exclusivity (that 
prohibit all including passive sales) can currently only be addressed 
through th ent o competition law. 197 Competition law decisions provide industry-
wide nies as to their agreements' compliance with EU competition rules. 
N~Y: comp91 Ion law is enforced ex post on a case by case basis, and assessments 
are ne Ily fact-specific. Moreover, the freedom to provide and receive services in the 
Single lis under rules of the EU Treaty separate from its competition law provisions. 
Another di lty lies in the current legal uncertainty as to the precise scope of permissible 
provisions i'n licence agreements based on territorial exclusivity. Finally, views among 
stakeholders also differ as to how to define passive sales in the context of online services 
related to copyright. 198 

I Economic framework for analysis: Copyright territoriality and territorial restrictions in 

197 

198 

In this regard, and following the Premier League/Karen Murphy judgment, on 13 January 2014, the 
Commission initiated formal proceedings territorial licensing restrictions for pay-TV content. 
Some stakeholders argue that e.g. services provided on an English language online platform do not 
allow for a proper delineation between active and passive sales. 
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licensing agreements 

The key economic mechanisms, through which territorial restrictions in licensing agreements 
may affect social welfare, can be broadly categorized into three groups: (1) the use of vertical 
restraints for interactions between parties within the vertical supply chain and between supply 
chains (2) price discrimination and (3) transaction costs. The effects of these mechanisms are, 
naturally, strongest when absolute territorial restrictions are applied. The magnitude of these 
effects would diminish according to the degree to which territorial restrictions are reduced. 

1. (1) Vertical interactions and interactions between supply chains 

2. Exclusive territorial agreements can generally contribute to a segmentation o , .rkets, thus 
impeding an important objective of the Internal Market. It should be noted, however,v'';" not all 
effects of exclusive territorial agreements should be considered to be per se negati this , the 
economic literature has shown that such agreements may solve extemaliH s double 
marginalization, investment incentive provision problems, free-riding). ~ 

3. It should be noted that the models in which vertical restraints pear somewhat 
This being said, 

particular territorial 
sensitive to small changes in assumptions and often exhibit ambi 
economic theory provides some arguments on how vertical res 
restrictions) may enhance social welfare. ' 

4. As summarized in the diagram in section 3. "efficie for vertical agreements may 
include: 

:) - Solving a free-rider problem. Advertisilt~d pl nt, in particular for movies, is often 
specific to a linguistic and cultural con~~t in w ntent is sold and to media that will expose 
the content. Local distributors, exhibitors a d p e more likely to invest in such activities if 
they can capture the value that these activi elusive territories may contribute to avoiding 
that rival distributors, who have not m~ · the m:. ent in the placement, benefit from the investment 
(free-riding). · 

6. rs along the value chain are often confronted with agency 
externalities. For example, producers or distributors have to rely 

in prime-times and incur investments in high quality equipment 
(e.g. seating, large scree lity sound and cleanliness). The cinemas might not be willing to 
make these investm ".h vie is simultaneously offered by an online provider in the same 

199 

prob em might be diminished if the release windows are aligned across all the 

Ideally, the conclusion on the relative magnitude of the above effects and the overall impacts of policy 
changes would be made on the basis of comprehensive empirical analysis. However, the body of 
relevant empirical literature on the subject is still relatively small and in part is plagued by 
methodological problems and lack of data. It would indeed appear that, overall, the available evidence 
is not yet stable. Moreover, comprehensive empirical analysis would in principle have to encompass a 
large number of differentiated products, dissemination channels, different national markets and account 
for the fast, but uncertain, pace of adoption of online content dissemination. In order for the results of 
such an analysis to be directly useful for policy recommendations, it would not only have to account for 
the main mechanisms through which social welfare might be affected, but at the same time consider the 
ways in which industry structure could respond to policy changes. 
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production in exchange for territorial exclusivity, can therefore be important for creative industries 
because of the inherent revenue uncertainty. This mechanism allows for sharing the risk between the 
producer and commercial users. 

<1. - Allowing for uniformity and quality standardization. Vertical restraints may help create a 
brand image by imposing uniformity and quality standardization on the distributors. In this way, the 
attractiveness of the product to final consumers and sales can be increased. For example, by imposing 
territorial restrictions on distributors, the audio-visual producer can assure that a film will be 
mediatised in a standardised way across a territory which shares common cultural and linguistic 
elements to avoid confusion and loss of value. 

~'- Economic theory, on the other hand, identifies circumstances, in which vert 
be harmful to welfare, and in particular consumer welfare, for example: 

- Dealer or supplier collusion. The concern here relates to the fact that vertical r 
downstream competition. While this is not necessarily harmful to welfare. 
circumstances it might be - for example, resale price maintenance may remo 
between retailers 

- Softening competition. Also called "strategic delegation", this ef 
vertical restraints in order to change the nature of downstream co 

a strategic use of 
to relax competition 

in the upstream markets. 

- Raising rival's costs -foreclosure. Entry of complito 
made more difficult by the use of certain vertical re~ 
ability of existing rivals to exert competitive constr · 

- Commitment problem. This problem q~ be a 
the supplier who wants to offer a rival retai 
first retailer has invested in inventory 1 
impossible for the first retailer to sell i 

of the supply chain might be 
atively, the concern is that the 

eakened. 

e mcentive for opportunistic behaviour of 
e (or better terms more generally) after the 

I retailer will undercut, making it practically 

10. In creative industries, t or potential harmful effects of vertical restraints to arise 
4 

needs to be assessed on a case-by-cas as economic theory does not provide robust arguments for 
them to be systemic. This · the assumptions, under which they are predicted to arise, are not 
always satisfied in these It also needs to be kept in mind that the harmful mechanisms, as 
identified in the eco~i . typically ignore the dynamic aspects of social efficiency that may 
also be present. In · , rtical restraints may in some cases be inefficient from the static 

· t of view, they may also be important in preserving incentives for creation, to 
us be dynamically efficient (tomorrow's consumers point of view). 

12. Pric .··. ·~;crimination is a situation in which similar products are priced differently insofar as 
the price difJ~tentials are not justified by the differentials in costs of production or distribution. In 
order for price discrimination to be effective, three conditions must be satisfied. First, the firm must be 
able to distinguish between different consumers or groups of consumers who share some demand 
characteristics. Second, arbitrage, that is resale of goods in the secondary market which is not under 
the control of the firm, must be absent (or preventable). Third, the firm must possess some degree of 
market power. By ensuring that the above conditions are satisfied, territorial licensing facilitates price 
discrimination. 

1 '< Clearly, price discrimination increases profits of a firm. But it is also well established in the 
economic theory that it may have positive effects on the surplus of the consumers, and thus total 
welfare. Indeed, economic theo redicts that in the static sense, rice discrimination unambi uousl 
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reduces welfare only when it does not result in an increase in total output, whereas in other 
circumstances the effect on welfare is ambiguous. 

14. Consider, for example, two territories in which consumers differ in their average valuation of 
the product. With price discrimination, the high valuation territory will be charged a higher price, 
whereas the low valuation territory will be charged a lower price. Thus, there will be cross
subsidisation of low-valuation consumers through high-valuation consumers and, correspondingly, an 
undersupply to high-valuation consumers and oversupply to low-valuation consumers. Such a cross
subsidisation results in a loss of social welfare. To compensate for this loss, price discrimination has to 
increase overall output. In other words, price discrimination is statically beneficial when it allows for 
serving an additional market that would not be served under a uniform pricing ;;cheme (because 
consumers' willingness to pay in this particular markeris lower than the uniform price). 

15. Additionally, price discrimination can entail important dynamic effec be 
considered as well. By way of example, ensuring certain level of profits, pri~ 
enhance the incentives to invest into production and quality of content. Tq\ potential 
benefits from price discrimination in terms of investment into new r ;,p -M ong others, 
influenced by three factors: (i) dispersion of the consumer valuation of,; u~'ti~ore generally 
heterogeneity of demand); (ii) magnitude of the sunk and fixed costs; long· ·f the product. 

Hi These dynamic effects would appear to be particularl;5,; 
Therefore, while overall welfare effects that come about thro{gh t 
are ambiguous, changes abolishing the ability of &i.le right· Ide 
carefully assessed. 

17. (3) Transaction costs 

18. Transaction costs are "frictions1) whic 

an· 1 of price discrimination 
price discriminate, must be 

transaction costs, to the extent they are always detrimental to welfare. Moreover, 
because transaction costs associated with sing reduce potential revenues, they may also 
decrease entry (or incentives for exti~sion) r e provision of music and audiovisual services, 
prevent formation of new markets.afld th~§ also a feet welfare negatively in a dynamic sen'se. 

,;t5~:-?~ 
H On the premise that it 's'tr~~action costs, and all else given, a limitation on the practice 
of territorial licensing, is 1' · · .~.· omote cross-border trade of content. Besides the obvious benefits 
of trade to consumers in e fom1: f greater availability of products, the benefits may also accrue to 
exporting producers~i» ... Jt higher profits, as the potential market size expands with trade. 
Moreover, the largima , in an industry characterized by large sunk costs, can bring about 
larger i · tS • '" ·mprove the quality of the products- thus again improving social welfare. 

.. . transaction costs can be reduced by changing the legal framework without 
· incentives of the producers, such changes should be considered. However, in such an 

is a straightforward, but important consideration that has to be kept in mind: some 
transaction c are an unavoidable consequence of licensing content, and therefore intrinsically 
linked to copyright as such and the role it plays in providing incentives for production of content. 

Moreover, importantly to the assessment, it should be noted that while removing some 
sources of transaction costs, an intervention which limits the practice of territorial licensing 
may introduce other sources of transaction costs. For example, by removing territorial 
principle of licensing, the scope actual and potential audience would be more difficult to 
determine, which would increase transaction costs due to business uncertainty (resulting in a 
need for more complex and comprehensive contracts). Because there are different sources of 
transaction costs, the likel im acts need to be assessed in a com rehensive framework and 
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all such sources need to be identified and considered with respect to their relevance. 
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8.6. ANNEX E- USER-GENERATED CONTENT 

User Generated Content (UGC) is understood in this Impact Assessment as referring to cases 
where a pre-existing work is taken by a user as a starting point for his/her own expression, 
modified or transformed in one way or another, and then made available online. A typical 
example is where an individual takes a music track, adds his/her video, and uploads the result 
onto a platform. It may also include the merging of two pre-existing works ("mash-ups"). The 
threshold may be lower than "a certain amount of creative effort"?00 It excludes the case of 
"mere upload", where a user merely distributes on the internet (by uploading and sharing it) 
pre-existing works without having intervened in any way on the work. I also excludes 
"creation from scratch", i.e. the case where a user creates a new work "from sti h", without 
relying on a pre-existing work. 

UGC involves (1) the reproduction right and (2) the communication to the pu 
where the UGC work is only made available to a limited group of f~,cn 
including the right to make available . V:J 

(1) The reproduction right: There will be at least a "reprod rt" in any User 
k to generate a Generated Content since the user will start from 

new/modified version of that work. 

In addition, UGC involves the adaptation right e~~ry tim xisting work is a copyright 
protected work, since the user will, in some way, ar e or modify it.201 Article 12 
of the Berne Convention provides for an exclu~iv authors to authorize adaptations 
of their works: "Authors of literary or a 'st~ work all enjoy the exclusive right of 
authorizing adaptations, arrangement~ and efations of their works." The Berne 
Convention does not explicitly author· tates to provide for exceptions to the 
adaptation right but it is generally Jieco t they may provide for an exception for 
parodies and caricatures, which at\ then be considered as "excused adaptations".202 

Contrary to the reproduction '" the communication to the public/making available 
right, there is no express rul ct to adaptations in the Infosoc Directive (unlike the 
Software Directive and ig;t; tabase Directive). However, the broad manner in which the 
reproduction right in ,,icle that Directive is formulated and the CJEU's jurisprudence 
on the scope ofthe.t, p right notably in Infopaq203 and Eva-Maria Painer204 seem to 
cover adaptation .,.. icfi' 1se to a further reproduction within the meaning of Article 2. 
The pend' Ilposters205 will shed further light on the scope of Article 2. 

200 

201 

202 

203 

204 

205 

Proposed definition by the OECD 
In the same sense, M. Ficsor, "Comments on the UGC provisions in the Canadian Bill C-32: potential dangers for 
unintended consequences in the light of the international norms on copyright and related rights" (23 October 2010), 
available at http://www.coovrightseesaw.net/archivei?sw 10 item=31, p. 3. 
S. Ricketson & J. Ginsburg, International copyright and Neighboring Rights, Oxford University Press, 2005, p. 
483-484, as quoted by M. Ficsor, "Comments on the UGC provisions in the Canadian Bill C-32: potential dangers 
for unintended consequences in the light of the international norms on copyright and related rights" (23 October 
2010), available at http://www.copvrightseesaw.net/archive/?sw 10 itemo=31, p. 5. 
Judgment of the Court of 16 July 2009, Case C 5/08, Infopaq - Infopaq International A/S v Danske 
Dagblades Forening 
Case C-145/1 0- Eva-Maria Painer v Standard VerlagsGmbH 
Case C-419/13- Allposters v Stichting Pictoright 
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(2) The right to make available: Uploading UGC on a Web platform or site, whether for 
commercial purposes or not, amounts to communication to the public and/or making 
available206 

Consequently, when UGC involves copying and adapting parts of pre-existing works and is 
communicated to the public, a licence from the right holder covering the user's activities will 
be necessary, unless exceptions to the reproduction, communication to the public (making 
available) and adaptation right apply.207 In several cases open licences alreag provide this 
authorisation to anyone willing to produce UGC. 

In addition to the mandatory exception for technical acts of reproduction provide 
5(1) ofthe Info Soc Directive, three exceptions in the Directive are relevJ least part, 
in the event that UGC is created and distributed without the author~ fie right 
holder(s): ·· 

(a) Quotation for criticism or review: Article 5 .3( d) of the InfoS 
States to provide for an exception or a limitation to the rights p 
(i.e. the reproduction right and the public communicati 

allows Member 
fo~ n Articles 2 and 3 

tations for purposes 
er subject-matter which 

less this turns out to be 
ted, and that their use is in 

he specific purpose". 

such as criticism or review, provided that they r(!)ate to 
has already been lawfully made available to 1~e ub 
impossible, the source, including the author's n 
accordance with fair practice, and to the extent 

All Member States either already hai.\Jor ha 
the InfoSoc Directive?08 Variations pers 

e such exception when implementing 

• "Quotation" is often co nsf' red , · <!aning that only parts (or "small parts" of a 
work may be reprodu this is not always the case and some countries (the 
Netherlands) are mo an others (France, Luxembourg), while in Ireland, it 
is debatable whe size o the quotation matters or not; 

It is sometim 
respected 
Membe 

that the intellectual legacy of the pre-existinffi work must be 
d in a recognizable way (Estonia, Belgium2 9

), but not all 
that condition; 

·~· tates (Belgium, Italy) prohibit quotations for commercial purposes; 
n ~§):ifue Me er States, the quotation may not prejudice the commercial exploitation 

e work or otherwise cause a prejudice to the author, in some other Member 
uch condition is not mentioned or not existing. 

aricature or astiche: Article 5 .3(k) of the Info Soc Directive allows Member 
States to provide for an exception for ''for the purpose of caricature, parody or pastiche". 

206 

207 

208 

209 

in the sense of Article 3 of the InfoSoc Directive "the exclusive right to authorise or prohibit any communication to 
the public of their works, by wire or wireless means, including the making available to the public of their works in 
such a way that members of the public may access them from a place and at a time individually chosen by them" 
See in this sense, !DATE, TNO & IVIR, User-Created-Content: Supporting a participative Information Society, 
SMART, 2007/2008, p.l88. 
See the De Wolf Study for the European Commission 
M.C. Janssens, in La loi beige sur le droit d'auteur, Commentaire par article, Hommage a Jan Corbet, Larcier, ed. 
F. Brison & H. Vanhees, 3rd ed., p. 139. 
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There is currently a case pending before the CJEU which should shed light on the scope of 
this exception.Z 10 

• Ten Member States have introduced an explicit exception: 

• Belgium, Germany, Estonia, Spain, France, Lithuania, Latvia, Luxembourg, 
malt, and the Netherlands; 

In a further seven member States, it is considered that even though there is no 
explicit exception, such use may be otherwise authorised by virtue of the copyright 
framework: 

• Austria, Denmark, Finland, Hungary, Italy, Portugal, Sweden; 

In the remaining II Member States there appears to be no provisi 
use of protected content for the purpose of caricature, parody an£r 
X below). ~ 

the 

(c) Incidental inclusion Article 5.3(i) of the Info Soc Directive 
provide for the "incidental inclusion of a work or other subjtfr "'other material". 
The incidental inclusion exception may apply to certain cases of ""c: 0 h as the examples 
often referred to of private video of weddings or other fa~fy events where some 
music may be heard in the background. There is~j' yet n JEU '· gment on the scope of this 
exception, so its scope is unclear. Form a polic po "ew, it can be argued that 
"incidental" does not equal "in the backgrou~ r er refers to "accidental" or 
"unintentional" takings and thus to situation · whic e purpose of the user was not to 
capture the sounds or the images at S'~ke bu c capture happened at the occasion of 
the recording of another element which as ubject matter of the recording/creation 
by the user.Z 11 

t 

"' • It is not implemented a(,all ii\some 

• Austria, Bulga ~~ech Republic, Greece, Italy, Latvia, Poland, Romania, 
the Slova~~J?~~lic, sT~~enia, did not implement the exception; 

Finland,;' erman Ireland, Malta, the Netherlands, Portugal, Sweden and the 
Unit id; 

accepts it in court decisions but the law does not mention the exception; 
· eems to more or less apply in Hungary; 

elusion"" via article 5.3. (h) limits in many countries its scope of application to 
ectural works and sculptures (fine arts mainly) but can hardly be said to apply 

IC and "remix" for instance (Belgium, Estonia, Lithuania, Luxembourg). 

• Sometimes, the purpose of the inclusion must be for reporting on current events 
(Denmark, Spain). 

The overall picture of the legal framework for UGC at EU level is one lacking m 
harmonisation. 

210 

211 
Case C-201/13- Deckmyn & Vrijheidsfonds v. family Vandersteen and others 
De Wolf Study for the European Commission 
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The possible "chilling effect" of the current situation is hard to assess because one would 
need, by definition, to gather information about projects which were not carried out on 
account of fears by users or caricaturists of the risks involved. In the meantime, the growing 
production of UGC suggests that users seem at the moment not to be deterred by an uncertain 
legal framework. 

As of 2013, 100 hours of video content are uploaded to YouTube every minute, and more 
than I million creators from over 30 countries, globally, earn money from their YouTube 
videos. More than 4,000 "partners" use Content ID to monetise the use (and re-use) of their 
material on Y ouTube, including major US network broadcasters, film studi~.s, and record 
labels. For the time being rights holders have refrained from preventing thi:~~l,nergence of 
UGC, and have been rather inclined to embrace the commercial opportunih 212 It is 
predominantly the big platforms that have concluded licensing agreements righ - ers. 
In parallel, right-holders are working on creating solutions for micro-licen< 

tt 

212 For example, in Europe, the licensing of ad-supported services (such as YouTube) accounts for 8% of the digital 
revenues of the members of IFPI or 2.3% of total revenues of IFPI members (IFPI « Recorded Industry in 
Numbers 2012 », p.29) 
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Table A3 - Implementation of Art 5.3.k lnfoSoc Directive - Exception for Parody, 
caricature, pastiche 

AT 

BE 

BG 

cz 
CY 

DK 

DE 

EE 

EL 

ES 

FI 

213 

214 

215 

216 

217 

218 

219 

220 

No explicit exception. Some commentators consider that "the freedom to make caricatures is 
safeguarded under general principles of copyright law and will seldom amount to a reproduction or 
ada tation"213 

Yes, existed since 1886. 

Case law has interpreted narrowly and requires the following cumulative conditions:. the parody must 
itself be original, have a purpose of criticism, be somewhat humorous and may not cause confusion with 
the pre-existing work. It is sometimes further required that the parody not have a commercial purpose 
and not have as its main or sole purpose to cause prejudice to the pre-existing wor~.: he parody may 
not overrule the moral right of integrity (the honour or reputation of the author may. e damaged) 
and article 10 of the EDHR may not be invoked to allow infringements to the moral r integrity. 
The wei hin of these different rinci les is described as a difficult exercice214

• 

Not introduced 

Not introduced 
Not introduced 

No explicit exception. However, caricatures will often be deemed n 
under Section 4 (2) of the Copyright Act and thus fall outside of the co 
existina work215

• 

Yes. The caricature exception existed prior to tl!f1Copyri e216
. It is sometimes considered 

t caricatures do not constitute that this is not even a limitation to copyright bu esu 
re reductions or ada tations 217 

fished work, to the extent justified by 
ational218

• 

ot ~trodu~;Yexplicitly when implementing the Copyright Directive 
catfllogue), but it is admitted that parodies may be made, on the basis 
·~ith this limit that the parody may not be an adaptation of the pre

uires a licence)219
• Some commentators add that arod is reco nised 

Institute for~rmation' IR), Study on the implementation and effect in Member States' laws of Directive 
2. <!.: orrt harmonization of certain aspects of copyright and related rights in the information society, Part 

repo Westkamp, Final report, February 2007, p. 113. 
ssens, in_, Ioi beige sur le droit d'auteur, Commentaire par article, Hommage a Jan Corbet, Larcier, ed. 

n & H. Vanhees, 3rd ed., p. 168. 
for Information Law (IVIR), Study on the implementation and effect in Member States' laws of Directive 

on the harmonization of certain aspects of copyright and related rights in the information society, Part 
reports, G. Westkamp, Final report, February 2007, p. 163. 

Copyrlght in the information society- A Guide to National Implementation of the European Directive, edited by B. 
Lindner & T. Shapiro, Edward Elgar Publishing Ltd, 2011 (Chapter on Germany by M. Schaefer), 223. 
Institute for Information Law (IVIR), Study on the implementation and effect in Member States' laws of Directive 
200 1/29/EC on the harmonization of certain aspects of copyright and related rights in the information society, Part 
II, Country reports, G. Westkamp, Final report, February 2007, p. 230. 
Copyright in the information society- A Guide to National Implementation of the European Directive, edited by B. 
Lindner & T. Shapiro, Edward Elgar Publishing Ltd, 2011 (Chapter on Estonia by V. Naslund), p. 180. 
Copyright in the information society- A Guide to National Implementation of the European Directive, edited by B. 
Lindner & T. Shapiro, Edward Elgar Publishing Ltd, 2011 (Chapter on Finland by K. Harenko), p. 191. 
Institute for Information Law (!VIR), Study on the implementation and effect in Member States' laws of Directive 
2001129/EC on the harmonization of certain aspects of copyright and related rights in the information society, Part 
II, Country reports, G. Westkamp, Final report, February 200:7, p. 197. 
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as a ri ht law220 

FR Yes. The caricature exception already existed before the Copyright Directive and the text was not 

HR 

changed upon implementation of said Directive; caricatures must however comply "with the laws of the 
enre" (which ave rise to numerous court decisions) 221 

HU No explicit provision exists under the Copyright Act. However, legal literature and practice accept the 
exception provided that the use must correspond to the conditions of the quotation exception or (yet this 
view is not shared by all, all the more so if one considers that exceptions must be interpreted 
narrow! l 22 consist in a humoristic-critical imitation of a iven author's s le223

• 

IE Not introduced 

IT Not introduced. However, there is consistent case-law stating that caricature and parody 
the basis of Article 21 of the Constitution that enshrines the fundamental r· t of· 
ex ression224

• 

L T Yes, introduced. 

LV Yes, introduced, similar to Art 5.3 .k. 

LU Yes. The Copyright Act allows caricatures aimed at mocking the 
in accordance with fair practice and that they only use elements stri 

MT 

NL 

not dis ara e the work. 

Yes, introduced. The caricature must be 
accord in to the rules of social intercourse. 

is reasonably permitted 

PL Not introduced. 
~ 

PT Not introduced. Some commentato~ co11si,d~rr~:ulrl1t''ft'is 
merely inspired by an existing work225 

RO Not introduced 

SE No parody exception in th 
case-law, lead to the concl 

SK Not introduced 

SI 

UK 

221 

222 

223 

224 

225 

Copyn)t~ the information society- A Guide to National Implementation of the European Directive, edited by B. 
Lindn#'.y& T. Shapiro, Edward Elgar Publishing Ltd, 2011 (Chapter on France by P. Kamina), p. 214. 
InstitUte for Information Law (!VIR), Study on the implementation and effect in Member States' Jaws of Directive 
2001/29/EC on the harmonization of certain aspects of copyright and related rights in the information society, Part 
II, Country reports, G. Westkamp, Final report, February 2007, p. 262, where no reference is made to such 
possibility. 
Copyright in the information society- A Guide to National Implementation of the European Directive, edited by B. 
Lindner & T. Shapiro, Edward Elgar Publishing Ltd, 2011 (Chapter on Hungary by M. Ficsor), p. 265. 
Copyright in the information society- A Guide to National Implementation of the European Directive, edited by B. 
Lindner & T. Shapiro, Edward Elgar Publishing Ltd, 2011 (Chapter on Italy by S. Ercolani), p. 316. 
Institute for Information Law (!VIR), Study on the implementation and effect in Member States' Jaws of Directive 
2001/29/EC on the harmonization of certain aspects of copyright and related rights in the information society, Part 
II, Country reports, G. Westkamp, Final report, February 2007, p. 396 (referring to article 2 (1) n of the Copyright 
Act. 
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8.7. ANNEX F- PRIVATE COPYING AND REPROGRAPHY 

Member States are allowed to implement in their national legislation exceptions or 
limitations to the reproduction right for copies made for private use and with the use of 
photographic technique or a similar process (i.e. photocopying).226 For those Member 
States that have introduced these exceptions, most impose levies on goods typically 
used for such purposes (blank media, recording equipment, photocopying machines, 
mobile listening devices such as mp3/mp4 players, computers, etc.) in order to 
compensate rightholders for the harm they suffer when copies are made without their 
authorisation. National levy systems are linked to the different traditions ang values 
underpinning the cultural policies of Member States, as well as to economic fa~® such 
as income per capita227

. Currently 21 Member States have levy systems in place2 d 
the overall amount of over €600 min was collected in private copying levies 
2010.229 

Graph Al- revenue from levies across the EU in 2010 
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Member States a 'ese exceptions vary inter alia as regards categories of 
n into account in the calculation of fair compensation, the choice 

·es apply and the level of tariffs applicable to those products. 

Th rivate copying and reprography levies has been discussed on numerous 
ce 1998. The Commission led stakeholders dialogues and consultations in 

6 and 2008. More recently, Mr Antonio Vitorino, former 
Commissi r for Justice and Home Affairs, led a stakeholder focused process of 
mediation throughout 2012230

• This mediation concluded on 31 January 2013 with the 

226 

227 

228 

229 

230 

Articles 5(2)(a) and 5(2)(b) of Directive 2001/29 
htto:i/ec.europa.cu/internal marketicopvrightidocs/levv reform/J30 131 levies-vitorino-recommendations en.pdf 
Spain abolished its system of levies··on 31 December 2011. The government decided to compensate for 
the harm caused by private copying after 1 January 2012 via a payment from the general state budget. 
International Survey on Private Copying Law and Practice- de Thuiskopie/WIPO 2012; this amounts 
includes Spain, but does not include Estonia. 
http://ec.europa.eu/commission 20 I 0-'~0 !4/barnier/docs/speeches/20 120402/statement en.pdf 
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presentation by Mr Antonio Vitorino of his recommendations.231 Subsequently, a 
debate between Member States took place at the Competitiveness Council of 28 May 
2013 to take the stock ofthe situation and assess the possible ways forward. 

a) Private copying and digital transmissions 

Member States approaches diverge as regards the categories of acts of reproduction 
considered as private copying causing harm to rightholders and therefore taken into 
account in the calculation of fair compensation. In the context of digital transmissions 
in the on-line environment, these differences are evident in particular as regards the 
taking into account of permanent copies made by end-users in the contexl.\ f on
demand delivery of copyright protected content (i.e. when the end-user down s a 
copyright protected content and stores it on various devices according to the terril 
use of the service in question) in the calculation of private copying 
levies. 

Indeed, the legislative frameworks in a number of Member States (~ 
such copies should not be treated as triggering levies. 

In the recent discussions on the reform of copyright in the United · m,.fhe introduction of a 
narrow private copying exception is being proposed by the go~elifm~}· It ~, d allow individuals to 
format-shift content they own, and which they acq . d la lly e . t would be possible to store 
lawfully an acquired music file on various devices u y;· b the or his own personal use. The 
government considers that the proposed exception wo I ppropriate compensation to be 
paid at the point of sale, and the exception will caus to rightholders.232 

By contrast, the legislative frame~£rks o 
ambiguous, paving the way for the daim: g d 

e er States remain either silent or 
copying and reprography levies for this 

type of end-users' copies. 

As a result, instances of 'double-di(~pg' occ, whereby one and the same copy is paid twice 
by the consumer: by virtue of. · Ill.. paid "'for the download and through the 'levy' imposed 
on certain categories of prod 

231 http://ec.europa.eu/intemal market/copvright'docs/levv retorm/130 131 levies-vitorino
recommendations en.pdf 

232 http://w>vw.ipo.gov.uk/techreview-private-copving.pdf 
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Table A4- Status of copies made in the context of on-demand delivery of content governed 
by contract under national law [(x) - national legislation allows not to take into account copies already 
paid in the price of the first download in the calculation of levies for subsequent copies made by end-users./33 

233 

AT 

BE 

n/a 

X --·-·--·------------·----------·-·-··--·-

BG n/a 

HR n/a 

cz n/a 

DK n/a 

££ n/a 
--····--------------------

FIN X 
---·--····-·-···---·--·--·------

FR X --------------

DE X 
---------------.. --------------··----···-·-··---

GR n/a 
-------·------·-

HU X 
--·-·-·-···--·----·--·--·--·-··---·-·----------·-·-----

IT X 

LV n/a 

LT n/a 
-------------------------·--.·---------------------------
NL n/a 

PL n/a 

PT n/a 

to legal uncertainty as the approaches Member States take differ 
stakeholders face varying regulatory requirements, depending on the way 

ying and reprography exception are implemented. Payments made by end-

(x) signifies that the legislation of a given Member State makes it possible not to take into account 
copies already paid in the price of the first download in the calculation of levies for subsequent copies 
made by end-users. Such interpretation is based on the assumption that in Member States which 
correctly implemented Article 6(4)(4) of the Directive 2001/29 it should not be possible to claim private 
copying levies for copies made in the context of an on-line service whereby copyright protected content 
is offered on-demand on contractually agreed terms. Consequently, it is understood that in those 
Member States it is not possible to take into account such subsequent end-users copies in the calculation 
of the amounts of levies i.e. to claim levies on top of contractually agreed licence-fee. In all other 
Member States (n/a) this issue has not been explicitly addressed in the legislation, paving the way for 
claiming private copying levies also for those type of end-users copies. 
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users are often disconnected from the actual consumption of copyright protected content even 
though in the digital environnement, the existing technology allows to quantify the copies 
made. Moreover, because the legislations of some Member States make it possible to ask 
levies for end-users copies made in the context of on-line services, the resulting amounts 
imposed on devices can be potentially higher than in those countries where such copies are 
not included in the calculation of levies. 

Given the increasing penetration of internet access and the growth in the number of on-line 
services in which copyright protected content is offered to consumers on demand, 234 and 
provided that consumers will continue to prefer to own content, the overall number of cases in 
which the potential overlap between payments received by the rightholders; ·rtue of the 
agreements concluded with service providers and the payments from Ievie ld also 
increase. However, the extent and the pace of that increase will largely depen on th 
models which will eventually prevail on the market. Indeed, if the penetra~ iff 

services continues at its current pace, there will be fewer copies occurri~atf er's end 
(for. instance those would ?e likely to b~ reduced to cas.es whe:e the ,c~~~~mq~i1¥~hts ~o access 
offlme the content for whtch he has pard e.g. by creatmg offlme. It sf$),. anCf less mstances 
where the application of levies would be triggered. ·· 

(1/Js and services 

Member States approaches also differ substantia,!~Y as re ,frds th hoke of products to which 
levies apply as well as the level oftariffs applicable; ucts. 

As regards the type of products which should b~u ~e "p levies, the CJEU clarified that "the 
fact that that equipment or devices are able.~ "'m co!fjYs is sufficient in itself to justify the 
application of the private copying k~"?35 

"' .. , in principle all media, equipment, and 
devices capable of making copies of c · ,~fected content can be subject to a levy. 
Given lack of criteria at EU level, Mem S' continue to take very different approaches. 

·HJ. 

While some of them opt for a rafher limi . catalogue of products subject to levies (e.g. 
applying levies only to edia),236 others extend the levy schemes to new 
categories of products.237 

234 

235 

236 

237 

In 2012 Digital sales grew by 8.0% globally; the number of subscribers globally grew in 2012 by 44% 
to 20 million and in Europe subscription streams already account for 23% of digital revenues. 
Case C-467 /08 (Padawan vs SGAE). 
For instance Denmark and Portugal decided not to impose levies on any other categories of devices 
(their national schemes are limited to recordable media such as CD, DVD, memory cards etc.) 
With no levies on devices until 2012, the Netherlands decided to extend, as of 2013, private copying 
levies to devices such as audio/video players, smartphones, telephones with mp-3 players, tablets, HDD 
recorders and seHop boxes .. 
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Table A5- overview of products subject to private copying levies in MS with levy systems in 
place (2012/38 

Blue 

Blank ray MP3 Mobile 
Count CD/DVDs discs hones PCs 

Austria -I -I -I X X 

Bel IUm -I X -I -I X 

Bul aria -I -I -I X X 

Croatia -I X -I -I -I 
Czech 
Re ublic -I X -I X X 

Denmark -I -I X X X 

Estonia239 -I X X n/a 

Finland -I -I -I 
France -I X -I 
German -I -I -I 
Greece -I X 

Hun ar -I -I 
Ital -I -I -I 
Latvia -I X 

Lithuania -I -I 
Netherlands241 -I X X 

Poland -I n/a X 

X X X 

-I -I X 

s -I -I n/a -I 
-I -I X X 

Sweden X -I X X 

In a similar vein, while the CJEU did rule that "fair compensation must necessarily be 
calculated on the basis of the criterion of the harm caused to rightholders by the introduction 

238 

239 

240 

241 

International Survey on Private Copying Law and Practice- de Thuiskopie/WIPO 2012 
International Survey on Private Copying Law and Practice, de Thuiskope (21st revision 201 0) 
Subject of negotiations since 2011 
As of2013 private copying levies were extended to devices such as Audio/video players, smartphones, 
telephones with mp-3 players, tablets, HDD recorders and set-top boxes. 
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of the private copying exception"242 it also recognized that Member States enjoy broad 
discretion when determining the form, detailed arrangements and possible level of such 
compensation243

• As a result, Member States continue to use various criteria in estimating the 
degree of harm and the resulting amounts of fair compensation. This raises the costs of 
operation of pan-European entities manufacturing and distributing products subject to levies 
on multiple territories. Indeed, such entities, although marketing on EU-wide basis, need to 
comply with varying approaches taken by Member States both as regards the choice of 
products which are levied and the amounts of applicable tariffs. 

Graph A2 - example of varying tariffs applicable to blank D VDs244 
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A3 - example of varying td{iffs 
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Mobile phones 
€ 40.00 -,..--·-····-······---·-·--·---···-·········-··-···--··-·········--·--·-·····-··--·----·--··---

€30.00 

€ 2 0.00 +-·--·-----·-·····-----···-·-··-·----·---------c 

€ 10.00 +--··---··-·--···-·------··-···-··-·----·-

€0.00 

blank DVD 

Mobile phones 

------·-·-----------------------------' 
Given that the principle of territoriality applies to the collection of levies, the disparities in 
national levy schemes become problematic whenever a product subject to levy is traded 

242 

243 

244 

245 

In Case C-467/08 (Padawan vs SGAE), Case C-462/09 (Stichting de Thuiskopie vs Opus), Cases C-
457111- C-460/11 ( VG Wort vs Kyocera Mita et al), Case C-521/11, Austro Mechana vs Amazon; 
in Case C-521111 (Austro Mechana vs Amazon) 
International Survey on Private Copying Law and Practice- de Thuiskopie/WIPO 2012 
Tariffs applicable to mobile phones with 16 GB internal memory International Survey on Private 
Copying Law and Practice - de Thuiskopie/WIPO 2012. 
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across the EU. Indeed, the CJEU confirmed that the 'harm' suffered by the rightholders arises 
on the territory where the final user resides and therefore needs to be compensated on the 
territory of that state246

• Levies are therefore imposed whenever a product enters a national 
territory (i.e. upon its production or importation) and Member States do not take into account 
the payments of levies already made by virtue of the legislation of other countries. This means 
that one product can be subjected to a levy in several Member States simply because it was 
traded across the borders?47 

To mitigate these undue payments, many (but not all: see table below) Member States provide 
for ex ante exemption or ex post reimbursement of cross-border transactio~. The former 
allows those liable for payment (i.e. manufacturers or distributors in the majori~of cases) to 
obtain upfront exemption of the transactions involving those products subject to'''I~·es which 
will never be 'consumed' in the country in which they were produced or distri uted 
the liability for payment arose. 

umber of 
'¥ 

Given that the Netherlands constitute an important 'hub' through which a ~ig 
electronic equipment and recordable media enter the EU and from whic 
local collecting society (Stichting de Thuiskopie) has concluded anum 
major manufacturers and distributors of products subject to levies. · 
products not intended for the domestic market are excluded fro~~ 
that those products are stored in warehouses prior to their e '" rt, · 

1stributed, the 
agreements with 

e ·~ those agreements, 
i' 

· n to pay levies. Given 
appears to be efficient 

and yields positive effects for large entities operatin!¢jn pan- p . 248 
SIS. 

By contrast, in cases when ex post reimbursemen 
paid a levy for products subsequently export 
~onditio.ns, obtain a refund ofthe afl}:iunt in· 
m questiOn was exported. " 

in place, those who actually 
Member State can, upon certain 

the country from which the product 

In a similar vein, pursuant to the cas9--l Jth U249
, private copying levies must not be 

imposed on goods that are acquired?b)' persdi'i§16ther than natural persons for purposes clearly 
unrelated to private copying, qy 'professional users' such as public administration, 
businesses, SMEs etc.). Ind MS already provide for ex ante exemption of such 
transactions. 

Under the legislation France, entities which acquire products subject to levies for 
professional purpose~e·Jr, o conclude agreements with the entity in charge of the perception 
of levies (Copie France) al1o them not to pay levies for such products. In 2012 over 1500 entities 
were ex~p:i:pt~fro"iffiltayment of private copying levies by virtue of such agreements.250 

246 

247 

248 

249 

250 

-462/09 (Stichting de Thuiskopie vs Opus) 
. C- 521111 (Amazon vs. Austromechana), the CJEU viewed that although the fact that a levy 

has already been paid in another Member State does not prevent other Member State for imposing a 
levy on its territory upon placing the levied product on the market, the person who has previously paid 
that levy in a Member State which does not have territorial competence for the collection of levy may 
request its repayment in accordance with its national law. 

http:iiwww.cedar.nl/uploads/15ifiles/English%20information%20Private%20Copying%20in% 
20the%20Netherlands.pdf 
In Case C-467 /08 (Padawan vs SGAE) 
The list of exempted entities goes beyond 'professional' users such as public bodies and business and 
includes organisations representing visually and hearing impaired people. More at: 
http://www.copiefrance.fr/cms/site/cf-fr/homecf-fr/professionnels/liste-societes-exonerees-pro 
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However, given the practical difficulties which often exist as regards the distinction between 
professional and non-professional users, most Member States preferred to apply levies 
indiscriminately to all sales and to reduce the number of undue payments via ex post 
reimbursement schemes. Some of them apply so-called 'mutualisation' schemes i.e. they 
continue to apply levies indiscriminately to all sales but provide for a reduction in the overall 
amount of tariff applicable, so as to take into account those transactions which involve 
'professional' users not liable for payment.251 

Unfortunately, the aforementioned means to mitigate the undue payments resulting from both 
cross-border transactions and transactions involving 'professional users', tha is the ex-ante 
exemption or for ex-post reimbursement schemes, are not in place in alii (see Table 
below). Moreover, those schemes that exist are not always equally and sufficien fficient, 
often making it burdensome and complicated for individuals to claim back aid 
levies?52 

For instance, in the majority of cases, only large manufacturers and impo 
agreements with collecting societies are ex ante exempted from lev· 
EU borders. Individuals or SMEs acquiring products which inclu intermediaries 

er; ember State (for 
r ursement. The latter 
ften require proof that the 

(e.g. wholesalers) or retailers and selling them subsequently 
example in the context of parallel-trade) will need to see 
becomes impossible in practice since the entitie§ collect" 
levy was actually paid and only those who actu~l!y mad e p ent first (i.e. manufacturer 
or distributer upon the introduction of the produc t et), would be able to furnish 
such proof. 

A similar problem could arise in ~"es w s onal users' (i.e. persons other than 
natural persons acquiring products bear· g purposes clearly unrelated for private 
copying) ac~uire levi~d products fr~~h es (e.g. wholesalers) or .retailers. As they 
would not- m the maJonty of cases"' be a conclude agreements allowmg them to be ex-
ante exempted, they would ne to \eques ex-post reimbursement. Given that the levy is 
normally paid upon the introcl the product to the market and - in the majority of 
cases - only the person pri.\11 · liab I.e. manufacturer or distributer) would have a proof of 
the payment, the reimbuf§;~e fthe 'professional' end-user, can turn impossible in practice. 
The likelihood of unw nted yments is therefore high. 

251 

252 

Such system exists in Czech Republic, Greece and Poland. Until 2011 France applied a similar system 
which was now replaced with an ex ante/ex post schemes for professional users. 
In numerous MS, even if the exemption exists, it requires contractual arrangements between the 
manufacturer/distributor and the collecting society/entity in charge of the perception of levies (e.g. 
France, Germany). The ex post reimbursement, even if possible under national legislation, is usually 
complex and constrained by a number of factors e.g. by the language version of the website of the 
collecting society in question or the requirements of proof that the levy was paid. 
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Table A6 - overview of ex ante exemption and ex post reimbursement models for cross
border and professional sales (2012) [(+)existing scheme, (-)scheme does not exist, (+/-)limited 
scheme] 

Ex ante for 
professional 

Austria 

Belgium 

Bulgaria 

Croatia 
Czech Republic +I-
Denmark + 
Estonia 

Finland + 
France + 
Germany +/-
Greece +I-
Hungary +I-
Italy 

Latvia 

Lithuania 

Netherlands + 
Poland +I-
Portugal 

Romania 

Slovakia 

Slovenia 

Sweden + 

continue taking varying 51-

very likely that nationa{levy 
provide for equallx "' · nt 
Member States s 

Ex post for Ex ante for Ex post for 
professional cross-border cross border 

+I- + 
+I- + 
+I- + 

+I- + 
+I- +I- +I-
+ +/-

+ 
+ 

+I-
+I-
+I-
+ 

+I-
+I-

+ 
+I-
+I-
+I-
+I-
+I-
+I-

U level, it is to be expected that Member States will 
hes. At the same time, without a coordinated attitude it is not 
emes will become more inter-operable and that all MS will 
nte exemption or ex post reimbursement schemes. Indeed, 

e effective recovery of levies only in their respective national 

m, giv . he relatively high share of products potentially attracting levies in the 
trade:253 the instances of undue payments are also expected to remain at 

I. In a similar vein, in the short term, with the share of products subject to 
levies in th ire intra-EU trade at a relatively high level, the indiscriminate application of 
levies to al ·transactions (where no or insufficiently efficient ex ante exemption or ex post 
reimbursement schemes are in place), the resulting number of undue payments will - at the 
very best- also remain at relatively high level.254 

253 

254 

Calculations on the basis ofEUROSTAT data show that between 2010-2012, share ofintra-EU trade in 
product categories CN8 8471, 8519-8528 [ ... ] in total intra-EU imports and exports was on average at 
3.4%. data on the number of products subject to levies in cross-border trade comparing 2008, 2009 to 
2011 
Calculations on the basis of WIOD database (http://www.wiod.org/new site/database/wiots.htm) for 
2011 show that only around 17% of products potentially attracting levies (an assumption was made that 
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they are produced in the sector "Electrical and optical equipment") marketed in the EU were ultimately 
consumed by private individuals. This remains in stark contrast with the amounts of reimbursements of 
levies unduly paid by non-private users. For example in 2012 in France, for the overall amount of 
approx. €200mln perceived, €67.000 were reimbursed to persons other natural persons who acquired 
products in questions for purposes clearly unrelated to private copying. At the same time it should be 
noted, however, that over 1500 entities entered into contractual arrangements with the competent 
collecting society, by virtue of which all transactions involving professional users were ex-ante exempt. 
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8.8. ANNEX G (i) - PUBLICLY ACCESSIBLE LIBRARIES, MUSEUMS AND 
ARCIDVES: SPECIFIC ACTS OF REPRODUCTION 

Libraries and other institutions, such as museums or archives, whose purpose is to maintain a 
collection of cultural artefacts and heritage, and to provide access thereto for research, 
education or private study, benefit from several exceptions in the acquis communautaire. 

Those exceptions aim to facilitate: 

(1) Acts of preservation ofthe collections (art. 5(2) c) ofthe InfoSoc Directive); 

(2) Consultation of some works on the premises of the establishment (art:~ 5 (3) n)) for 
the purpose of research and private study; and jP'~··.· 

(3) Authorizing public lending by libraries (art. 6 of the Rental and Lending 
(2006/115) ). 

To a different extent and in different ways, such exceptions accommodit 
interest missions of the libraries, i.e. preservation and access to kn0:. 
digital evolution of libraries has significantly changed the possibl~.J~pa uch exceptions, 
both on libraries' needs and expectations and on the legiti rote~ on of rights and 
interests of copyright and related rights holders. Librari . p;>to benefit from the 
activities allowed under these exceptions by those dir. a ~fmilar or even broader 
extent in the digital environment, whereas copyri~t owrr fear . at the digital extent of such 
uses would disrupt the balance established by t"' e {when they were adopted, 
excessively prejudice their rights and hamper t e · ment of new services and business 
models in the online world. 

~ 
The activities of libraries and archivl~" can be 

c:lA 
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Ill Ill 
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The frame~)'(s for the reproduction and making available of different parts of libraries' 
collections can be summarised as follows: 

255 De Wolf study for the European Commission 
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Print sector 

PUBLIC 

DOMAIN 

Identification 
of public 
domain works: 
-ARROW 
-FORW 
database 

Once 
identified, no 
rights obstacles 
to digitisation 
and making 
available 

OUT-OF- IN- IN-
COMMERCE COMMERCE COMMERCE 

not made made available 
available under under licence 

Orphan works licence tenns terms 
Directive 
applies to 

digitisation and 
making 

available 
Digitisation 

possible under 

Voluntary an exception, consultation/e-
agreements at remote Lending 
MS level for 

consultation possible, terms 
digitisation and 

not possible apply e.g. 
making security of 

available, based network 
on the Out-of-

Commerce MoU 

Reproduction for preservation exception applies, unless terms and conditions apply 
e.g. e-book licences 

The InfoSoc Directive foresee 
limitations to the reproduction 
publicly accessible librar~. 

ptio under which MS may provide for exceptions or 
· n respect of specific acts of reproduction made by 

cational establishments or museums, or by archives, which 
mic or commercial advantage." are not for direct or ind· ec 

The exception pro article 5(2) c) of the InfoSoc Directive is rather open-ended, 
and likely t urn facts of reproduction undertaken by libraries, to the extent they 

cribed by law), and carried out with no direct or indirect commercial 
dvant . . Acts of preservation and archiving are allowed but not defined -
ration or replacement of damaged or fragile items of a collection, as well as 

at shifting to migrate the format of a work that has become obsolete or for 
s to access to its content are not easy to find. 

National transposition of the exception has sometimes been more restrictive than the directive 
itself: 

• In some Member States the purpose of preservation has been interpreted strictly 
which prohibits libraries arid other eligible institutions from performing some acts of 
preservation, notably format shifting (Germany, Italy, Ireland, Romania, Malta). 

Not all categories of works are covered by the national laws, e.g. in the UK and 
Lithuania the exception does not apply to sound recordings or films, while in Italy it 
does not apply to text-based works. 
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• The number of copies authorised for preservation of works constitutes another issue 
e.g. the UK, Croatia only allow the making of a single copy, while digital 
preservation will involve multiple and serial copying and reformatting". 

Problems regarding relying on the current copyright exceptions to carry out format shifting 
and create multiple copies for preservation purposes were reported in the context of the 2011 
FP7 "Keep" (Keeping Emulation Environments Portable) project. 

Table A7- Examples of implementation in Member States of Article 5(2)(c) ofthe InfoSoc 
Directive - Exception for certain acts of reproduction made by libraries 

MS Objective Beneficiaries 

BE Preservation Libraries of 
(safeguarding the educational 
cultural and scientific establishments, 
heritage) publicly 

accessible 
libraries and 
archives 

BG Reproduction provided Public 
that it will not serve libraries, 
commercial purposes schools or 

other 
educational 

cz Own archival 

, school, 
university and 
other non-
profit 

school-related 
and 
educational 
establishment 

DK Preservation Libraries and 

Possibility to make 
publicly 

copies of missing parts 
accessible 

of a work. 
archives, state 
run museums 

Works Concerned 

All type of works 

Published works 

All types of works Reproduction for 
archiving, 
conservation and 
restoration 
purposes. These 
reproductions can 
be used for 
consultation on 
the spot of the 
premises of the 
establishments 

All type of works, Limited to 
excludes computer restoration or 
programmes but not replacement of a 
computer games. damaged or lost 

items 

The libraries can copy 
articles only from Making of digital 
newspapers, magazines copies is allowed 
and com osite works, for libra users 

117 

o is 
necessary for 
preservation 
purposes 

Reproduction 
in necessary 
quantities 

Delivery of 
copies: 
subject to an 
extended 
collective 
license system 
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The directive hasn't 
been transposed with 
regards to preservation 
purposes. There is an 
existing exception 
authorizing copying 
for "inclusion in a 
personal archive" and 
"for other personal 
use" which is 
considered to cover 
acts of reproduction 
made by libraries. 

Conservation 

preservmg 
conditions of on-site 
consultation for 
purposes of research or 
private study. 

Museums, 
libraries and 
archives 

libraries 
archives 

and 

Archiving Educational 
establishments, 
publicly 

Beyond preservation accessible 
for libraries and 

brief excerpts of books 
and other published 
literary works, as well 
as illustrations and 
music reproduced in 
connection with the 
text. 

Extended authorized 
use for out-of -print 
works. 

All type of works, 

Extended authorized 
use for out-of -print 
works. 

educational 
establishments in 
public ownership or 
forming part of 
institution of cultural or 
scientific character, 
libraries and archives 

All type of works 

Extended authorized 
use for out-of -print 
works. 

All type of works, 
portion of work is 
restricted: minor parts 
or a published work or 
newspapers or 
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subject to an 
extended 
collective license 
and the right of 
the owner to 
demand 
remuneration 

uses 

copies 
sent to 

users requesting a 
co of a work 

Reproduction for 
investigation and 
preservation 
purposes (no 
gainful interest) 

of 
an 

Reproduction of Several copies 
a work to enable may be 
on-site authorized 
consultation when useful 

or needed to 
achieve 
preservation 
purposes 

Sending a copy of 
a work in the 
collection of 
library upon 
individual request 
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IT 

LV 

the purpose of 
scientific research and 
public library supply, 
as well as for the 
internal purposes of 
the entity (but only for 
extracts of work) 

museums, 
publicly 
accessible 
archives 

periodicals articles 

Preservation Libraries 
educational 

of All type of works 

The legislation covers 
less restrictive acts of 
copying, going beyond 
strict preservation 
purposes. It formulates 
the exception 'for the 
services of the 
institution'. 

establishments, 
publicly 
accessible 
libraries (in 
ownership of 
the State) and 
museums, 
publicly 
accessible 

The legislation targets 
reprography of literary 
and printed works in 
public libraries and 
other establishments, 
and reproduction of 
sound and video 
recording in one single 

archives co 

Reproduction of works Libraries, 
for the needs of archives and 
libraries and archives: museums 
preservation, 
restoration, 
re lacement 

All types of works 
subject-matter 

LU Preservation (to Educational 
the establishmeii)s, 

publicly 
accessible 

safeguard 
'heritage') 

Reproduction of a 
work to enable 
on-site 
consultation 

Reproduction of a 
work to enable 
on-site 
consultation 

NL Restoration and or Limited to 
retention of a work 

and 
s, 

PL Maintaining and Educational All type of works 
protecting collections establishments, 

museums, 
libraries and 
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restoration or 
replacement of a 
damaged or lost 
items 

Format-shifting 
allowed (the 
legislation allows 
'keeping the work 
in a condition in 
which it can be 
consulted if there 
is no technology 
available to 
render it 
accessible') 

Limited to 
restoration or 
replacement of a 
dama ed or lost 

A single copy 
allowed, one 
reproduction 
is allowed 

:i,th regard to 
p 
and 

Restricted to 
one copy of a 
work in their 
collections 

Any number 
of copies 
limited to 
what IS 

reasonably 
necessary for 
preservation 
purposes 
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archives 

RO Specific acts of Publicly 

Sl 

UK 

reproduction 

Reproduction for 
internal use provided 
that it has no 
commercial purpose 

Preservation and 
replacement 

(stricter prov1s1ons: 
acts carried by libraries 
limited for the purpose 
of replacement) 

accessible 
libraries, 
educational 
establishments 
museums, or 
archives 

Publicly 
accessible 
archives, 
museums and 

educational 
institutions as 
well as 
libraries and 
educational or 
scientific 
establishments 

items 

All types of works of reproductions for 
their own collection (1) internal 
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sound 
films and 

and (2) 
existing 

("own") copies 
held in .·· 
establishmefh 

~, 

to 
restoration or 
replacement of a 
damaged or lost 
items 

Sending a copy of 
a work in the 
collection of 
library upon 
individual request 
(for research and 
private study) 

Delivery of 
copies 
(amount is 
limited to one 
copy of the 
same article 
or no copies 
of more than 
one article 
contained in 
the same issue 
of a 
periodical) 
legislation 
requires 
payment of a 
sum at least 
equivalent to 
the cost 
attributable to 
the production 
of the copy 
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8.9. ANNEX G (ii) - PUBLICLY ACCESSIBLE LIBRARIES, MUSEUMS AND 
ARCHIVES: MASS DIGITISATION 

The term "mass digitisation" is normally used to refer to efforts by institutions such as 
libraries and archives to digitise (e.g. scan) the entire content or part of their collections, going 
beyond the objective simply of preserving these collections and, normally, with the objective 
of making them available to the public e.g. efforts by libraries to digitise novels form the early 
part of the 20th century or whole collections of pictures of historical value. The exception 
under Art 5(2) c) of the Info Soc Directive does not cover projects of mass-scale digitization: 
it does not go beyond the notion of"specific acts of reproduction". Recital40 qfthe Directive 
rather encourages recourse to specific contracts or licences for activities thq.f4g~ beyond the 
"specific acts of reproduction" enabled by the article 5(2) c). · '· 

One Study has estimated that in total some €1 OObn will be necessary ovej-:tt, e to l5 ':?.1! the 
EU's complete heritage online.256 One survey has found that of the col.jec ·' elcf in the 
EU's libraries and archives which responded to the survey, some 20% tlv digitised. 
Art museums are the most digitised with 42%; while national 4% digitised 
of a target of 62% of their collections. The EU Staff W of 27110/2011 
(SEC(2011) 1274 finali57 accompanying the Commissi on the 
digitisation and online accessibility of cultural rvation (C(20 11) 
7 5 79 final) 258 summarises progress in di as follows: 

Table A8 -Progress in digitisation by type of 

Institution 
Awaiting 

Archives 1% 63% 

Broadcasters 6% 66% 

Museums 25% 72% 

Libraries 1% 30% 

Other 

257 

I. pdf 

258 

259 

0% 15% 85% 

31% 11% 58% 

are involved in digitisation projects259
• 

Sages» Report «The New Renaissance» 
• finjfr.rn, <>ti.~n_ society I activities/ digital_libraries/ doc/refgroup/ final_report _ cds. pdf 

http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/activities/digital_libraries/doc/recommendation/staffworkingpaperl274fina 

http:/ /eur-lex.europa.eu/LexU riServ/LexUriServ .do?uri=OJ :L:20 11 :283 :0039:0045: EN :PDF 
-These costs include the following (many of which not related to copyright): 
Creation/conversion costs: Overhead (staffing, space, depreciation on equipment, quality control), Fixed capital 
expenditure (equipment, training, software licensing); Variable production costs (per-item output costs - variable 
depending on type and quality - rights clearance). 
Long-term Management costs: Overhead (staffing, space, depreciation on equipment); Capital expenditure 
(equipment, storage infrastructure, training, software); Variable retro-conversion costs (format-shifting, 
management); 
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In light of the high costs of digitisation, public private partnerships (PPPs) are increasingly 
used to help share the si~nificant costs of digitisation projects (sponsoring/donation, indirect 
commercial exploitation, 60 direct commercial exploitation,261 collaborative digitisation.262 

The transaction costs associated with rights clearance specifically include (i) identification 
and search costs - identifying rights holders and locating them, and (ii) bargaining costs -
obtaining permission to use the work, negotiation of a mutually beneficial trade, drafting the 
contracts as well as monitoring and enforcement costs (workflow of metadata, updating and 
keeping databases, keeping the contact with rights holders). 

An example of the magnitude of the transaction costs involved in right cle5lf nee by Film 
Herita?e Institutions is provided by the Belgian Royal Cinema~h~~ue ~hat estf' ,~~hat _these 
costs he between 15% and 30% of the cost of the process of dtgttlsatwn263

• Anotl:t · sttmate 
is provided by the EYE Film Institute in terms of working hours264

• Dtp.:. 2 ye two 
employees dedicated their work on a full-time basis to clear the rights Ei:f: 0 films 
that were made available through the former VoD service Ximon.nl. :"~ 
The role of Libraries, archives and similar institutions has changed 
The same has happened to public expectations in relation to ~ 
Dutch Project "Images for the. future"265 is often quoted 
digitisation of film and audiovisual heritage. However i · 

environment. 
age online. The 

ractice in terms of 
aged to deliver online 

tisation of 96.700 hours of 
"ich only 18% are available 

the 6008 films digitised by the 
· ilding and 7% were available on 

access to the digitised content. Images for the FlJc~re has 
film and video from the Dutch Sound and Vision titu 
via education platforms and only 0,9% are availabl 
EYE Film Institute, only 35% can be used ougtde E 
the VoD service Ximon.nl266

• 

A number of instruments have been ,ct; 
transaction costs to clear copyright a.Etlth 

~'$,~ 

both EU and national level to lower 
Ilitate the digitisation and display of library 

Is of commerce . collections which fall outside the n' "' a! cha 
.,. ? 

Firstly, the Orphan Works Ditre~r 012/28/EU) sets out common rules on the digitization 
and online display of so-ca orph orks that are part of the collections held by European 

260 

261 

Google and cultural institutions, as part of the Google Book project - Library 
ly Google Art) use digitisation as a component of their wider business model, where the digital 
· rmally accessible for free to the end user. Although Google has not been explicit about its 

g the quality of its services as a search engine seems to be a core business objective. 

content: a 
European boo· 
British Library;" 

stment by the private partner in digitisation is 'paid back' by the direct exploitation of the digitised 
content, including public domain works, is sold to the end user. Examples: ProQuest PPPs for early 
n6ish Royal Library, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale di Firenze, Dutch Royal Library; Cengage Gale

oomsbury- The National Archives. 

262 
E.g. crowd-sourcing where the private partner is not a business organisation, but a multitude of people providing 

either manpower or 'micro-funding' to digitise collections. 
263 Digitisation cost varies accordingly to the quality of the original material and the final definition. The European 

Film Gateway project estimated a cost of 1 050€ per hour. The EYE Film Institute estimates this cost to lie between 
€1600 and 2200€ per hour. 

264 

265 

266 

http://ec.europa.eu/avpolicv/docs/refllcinemaisept 11/evc.pdf 
http:/ /wvvw.evefilm.nl/en/co llection/images-tor-the- future 
The VoD service Ximon.nl is closing down on 29 January 2014. Among the reasons quoted by Ximon itself is the 
expiry of public funding, but also the fact that the Dutch market is not big enough to generate a sufficient demand 
for this niche service, while the cost of clearing rights for the VoD distribution of films in other Member States' 
markets was too high (due to complexity, in particular for catalogue works). 
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libraries. Orphan works are works like books, newspaper and magazine articles and films that 
are still protected by copyright but whose authors or other rights holders are not known or 
cannot be located or contacted to obtain copyright permissions. The directive provides for 
common rules, in particular an EU-wide orphan works exception or limitation predicated 
upon the "diligent search" requirement, to make digitization and online display of orphan 
works legally possible?67

. 

The Commission's Impact Assessment for the Orphan Works Directive showed that in the 
print sector, the most common and conservative estimate that European studies have put 
forward is that 5-10% of works included in library collections of print media:(lre orphan. In 
some archives and libraries the figure rises to 50%. It also showed that,;s'd1Jle, estimates 
suggest that as many as 90% of photographs contained in collections might be orph~® works; 
and that in the audio-visual field, a survey by the Association dt;§~~pnema~~ques 
Europeennes had estimated that 12% of the films contained in the 24{fir ives that 
responded to the survey were orphan works. ~ 

In connection with orphan works, the ARROW, (Accessible Re 
and Orphan Works towards Europeana), is a project of a con · o uropean national 
libraries, European and national publishers . and collec · . rhent organisations, 
representing publishers and writers which aims to find . en.:tt rightsholders, rights 

'l 

and clarify the rights status of a work includingl~hether'~ · o nor out of print. ARROW 
is an automated tool to facilitate rights informatio in any digitisation project 
involving text and image based works.268 Once thg an orks directive is implemented, 
the ARROW search tool is expected to fag.i:Ir~te lib' . s when carrying out the diligent 
search for absent rightholders as req~ed by;fhttr4 iv . ARROW is currently operational in 
9 Member States and at an advanced s e oftm entation will be operational in 7 more 
Member States. At this stage it is ~pr' ratiSnKf for literary works, not for visual art or 
audiovisual works. In the audiovisu~ secto e FORWARD project (Framework for a EU-
wide Audiovisual Orphan Wor Reg~try) alms to design and implement a EU-wide system 
to assess the rights status (in '1 hans) for all types of audiovisual works by federating 
the information resource ltiple ational clearing centres. The project will deliver its 
first results most likely. 1 -2 

The Orphan Worl¢'tc!i so foresees the creation of a single online EU database of 
Orphan Vf s,JfW"aim o w ich is to enhance transparency, both for rightholders and users, 

' 7 -~'J\-0,. 

s dig · and made available by libraries and other cultural institutions under 
he dat ase, that will be managed by OHIM (Office for the Harmonisation of 

arket) is currently under development and expected to be up and running by the 
· plementation deadline of the Directive. 

One study2
,; has examined the diligent search and rights clearance processes required to 

enable the British Library to digitise a selection of holdings as part of a mass digitisation 
project. The sample consisted of 140 works, 10 from each decade between 1870 and 2010. 
The study found that of the total number of potentially in-copyright works, 43% were orphan 
works, equating to 31% of the total sample. It further found that whilst it could take 1,000 

267 
http:/ /ec.europa.eu/intemal_ market/copyright/orphan_ works/index_ en.htm 

268 
ARROW is currently fully operational in 9 Member States and at an advanced state of implementation in 7 more 

Member States: http://www.anow-net.eu/news/anow-plus-l'inal-conterence.html 
269 

htto:i/,,vww.anow-net.et!lsites/default!tiles/Seeking%20New%20Landscapes.pdf 
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years for one person to clear the rights of just 500,000 books manually -equating to 4 hours 
per book - the use of the ARROW system would reduce this dramatically to less than 5 
minutes per title to upload the catalogue records and check the results. 

The second instrument to have been developed at EU level is the Memorandum of 
Understanding on Key Principles on the Digitization and Making Available of Out-of
Commerce Works (20/09/2011). This aims to facilitate the digitization and making available 
by European libraries and similar institutions of books and learned journals in their collections 
which are out-of-commerce. Under the MoU, a work is out of commerce when the whole 
work, in all its versions and manifestations is no longer commercially availaqJ~- in customary 
channels of commerce, regardless of the existence of tangible copies of the wo' . n libraries 
and among the public (including through second hand bookshops or antiquarian shops). 
The MoU encourages voluntary contractual agreements between right h "gital 
libraries based on collective agreements negotiated in the country of fir~( of the 
work,270 which should set out the permitted uses of works. When a rf~ has not 
transferred its economic rights to a collecting society, the society w · the rights of 
the same category of works in the State of first publication, i o manage these 
rights, provided that it has made efforts to alert the rights h oU serves as a 
blueprint for collective licensing agreements negotiated arp.§l_:_ · olders, libraries and 
collecting societies at national level. 

The MoU recognises that some Member States m · 
largest possible effect of the licences granted by t ' 

ct legislation to ensure the 
mg societies (e.g. by establishing 
g society or the recognition of an in legislation a presumption of representatio ,'()h coli 

"extended effect" to the licences gra~d). 

France and Germany have already ~dop s~f10n to back the effects of the MoU. The 
French act (LOI n° 2012-287 du .,r~r rna 12271 relative a !'exploitation numerique des 
livres indisponibles du xxe siecl t~plishe principle of mandatory collective management 
for the digital exploitation of.!:> "' merce books (an "unavailable" book is one published 
in France before 1 Januar 1 is no longer the subject of a commercial release by a 
publisher and which is ntly the subject of a publication in printed or digital form), 
unless the author or in question opposes such management. The German act 
(Entwurf eines Gese~e tzung verwaister und vergriffener Werke und einer weiteren .. ~ 

rrec sgesetzes) contains a legal presumption of representation by a 
lation to works whose rightholder are not members of the collecting 

A registry o t-of-commerce works will be set up and authors not opting out of this 
Hi be presumed to be represented by the collective management organisation 

· respective field (text or image). Libraries holding such works in their 
collection be authorized to reproduce and make those works available for non
commercial purposes. Other Member States already had frameworks in place e.g. Danish 
copyright law, which enables the making available of documents held in a library's collection 
under the frame of an extended collective licence. 

270 

271 
See infra. 
French Law n° 2012-287 of I" March 2012 on the Exploitation of Digital Books Unavailable in the Twentieth 
Century, J.O., n° 0053,2 March 2012, p. 3986. 
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The signatories of the MoU recognise that EU-level legislation may need to be enacted to 
ensure that publicly accessible cultural institutions and collective management organisations 
which enter into a licence are legally protected in a cross-border context. 

Taken together, the aim of these instruments is to respond to the fact that the transaction costs 
relating to the costs represented by rights clearance are likely to be affected by the following 
factors: 

- Age of the work or other subject matter - the older a work is the more difficult it may 
become to locate the right holder. 

- The availability of collective licensing - the process is much cheaper and qut' 
instances where collective licensing agreements are in place providing a clear '"'"l""n~'·"v 
framework for the negotiation of rates and permissions. 

In most sectors there is a long-standing tradition of collective rights mana!) 
behalf of authors (e.g.in the field of music and print). This has th " · 
clearance of rights in light of the massive number of right ho 
whether as a result of the digitisation of a wide number of 
library) or as a result ofthere being a large number ofre~ 
of content. ~ 

ay be involved, 
of dmtent (books in a 

'(ders in a given piece 

Against the background of established collecti, 
::r~ 

nt organisations, National 
urope. In 2012, the Dutch Royal Projects inspired by the MoU have started to ~m~ 

Library cleared with national CMOs the rigJ;f'l~di 
from 1850 to 1940 available to thetipublic 3; 
launched by the Norwegian CMO Kopin"' 

iti nd make content from magazines 

has as its aim the making availagJe 
Norwegian literature of the 20th cenf~ 

oedicated website?72 A pilot project 
tiona! Library ofNorway ("Bookshelf'') 

users of a Norwegian IP address of all 

nee can be more complex for two reasons: firstly 
an V producers is the norm; and secondly an individual 

ny different contributors. Although exploitation rights are 
nds of film producers, the making available right may not 

rs in the case of pre-digital films. This means that in principle 
must be re-assessed, and individual contributors re-contacted for 
not transferred their rights. 

notable and successful agreements leading to digitization of extensive archives 
orks have been reached. In the Netherlands the "Images for the Future" 

project of zation and making available. Of the archives of the Netherlands Institute for 
Sound and \iision (Sound and Vision) in Hilversum, of EYE film Institute in Amsterdam, and 
of the National Archive in The Hague. the FES (Fund for the reinforcement of Economic 
Structure) is providing a budget of 154 million Euros over 7 years (2007-2014) to restore, 
preserve and digitize a total of91.183 hours ofvideo, 22.086 hours of film, 98.734 hours of 
audio, and 2.5 million photos from these archive, as well as to distribute them through various 
services~ Audiovisual works have been cleared on the basis of voluntary extended collective 
licensing arrangements with representatives of all relevant stakeholders, leading to a revenue 

272 http://tijdschriften.kb.nl/. See the press release (in Dutch) at www.pictoright.nl/nieuws/images/KB-en
rechtenorganisaties-werken-samen-bij-toegang-cultureel-erfgoed.pd£ 
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share for the commercialization of the collections (e.g. where viewers pay per download). 
Agreements are based on the principle of "revenue sharing" rather than up-front payment to 
right-holders. 

In the context of Licences for Europe, an agreement on principles and procedures was reached 
between representatives of film heritage institution, film producers, and audiovisual authors 
(directors, screenwritersi73 for facilitating the digitisation of, access to and increased interest 
of European citizens in European cinematographic heritage works. This sets out the principles 
upon which voluntary agreements at national level between institutions and rights holders for 
negotiated cinematographic works (on a film-by-film basis) within the colJe,gtions of film 
heritage institutions could be reached, and sets out a 'roadmap' for negotiati'6 tween the 
parties. This document was inspired by the "Images for the Future" principle o , 'revenue-

~"·'·"' sharing". Due to this agreement, costs will be reduced substantially, as ri older~ ·1 be 
remunerated if and when profits are made. This agreement will be applit;, lm- y-film 
basis. The extent to which it could contribute to the facilitation of it: sation is 
currently unclear. 

National libraries also contain extensive collections of non
works as well as audio archives. Public service broadcaster 
television and radio content programming in their archiv . learing process would 
entail finding each and every rights-holder ancjtheir r contracts, interpreting and 
checking the scope of their rights, renegotiating o in basis for new uses of their 
materials. A single refusal or impediment coui9 , e entire process. For example, the 
BBC has calculated that clearing rights fo~tfie, who · BC archive would cost GBP 72 
million in staff alone and take three.:~ears. ZPJl. stlmated the number of contracts to be 

?74 . ;;;;::~;;;.·' 

70,000 per year.- · 

273 

274 

Association des Cinematheques Europeennes, Federation of European Film Directors, International Federation of 
Film Producers Associations, and Society of Audiovisual Authors 
htto:/iwww3.ebu.cbHiies/live/sites/ebuitliesiKnowledeeiPublication%20LibrarviEBU-Viewpoint-
Copvrhrht EN.pdf 
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8.10. ANNEX G(iii) - PUBLICLY ACCESSIBLE LIBRARIES, MUSEUMS AND 
ARCHIVES: CONSULTATION OF COLLECTIONS FOR PURPOSES OF 
RESEARCH AND PRIVATE STUDY 

Article 5(3)(n) of the InfoSoc Directive establishes an exception to allow for the consultation, 
for the purpose of research or private study, of all types of works (e.g. books) and other 
subject matter (e.g. a broadcast) held in the collection of libraries, museums, etc., via 
dedicated terminals on the premises of these establishments . The exception applies to works 
and other subject matter to which no purchase or licensing rules apply ·at the time of 
incorporation of the copies of the works (or other subject matter) in the C<?Jiection of the 
establishment. There is currently a case pending before the CJEU which sli<5qhi_ clarify the 
scope of Article 5(3) (ni75 ':~~~J;,. 

Academic and research libraries 

Since the conclusion ofthe Info Soc Directive, digital networks have bee' 
both scholarll76 and trade publications have become readily avai~a · 
2008, 96% of STM and 87% of arts, humanities and social scienc~-ifJo 
electronically,277 and by 2011, 60% of academic spending on con1'i 
As of 2012, all STM journals were available online, wit!;}.· f1 
small journals; some journals in the humanities)?79 

·· 
'l~ 

Commonly, the institutional licences offered by:wpu,!Jlis M works in digital format 
enable research organisations, universities etc to p~"" "d e access to the 'born-digital' 
publications under licence to members of that i$1ituti 80 According to the "Generation Y" 
study on the information-seeking b~~avio · o students born between 1982 and 
1994 (JISC & British Library, 201Zj, ~-jo inated as the main research resource 
across all subject disciplines. A signif~~ · ttJj1/ (22%) of respondents to a 2005 survey 
preferred to conduct their e-browsiiJ ·" rorri't omfort of home, with medical researchers had 
the highest response at 29% (Ma ulligSI , 2011 ). 

Journal articles are more imp' . cholarly exchange in STM areas than in the arts & 
humanities, where books .au onograp s play a more significant role Ebooks made up only 
about 17% of STM bo k;ev· ... es in 2011. STM predict high growth rates, particularly in 
reference works and 
longer to move 1. 

rapl{s in the sciences, while it is expected that textbooks may take 
. 'f.281 

Academi~_.ifii:'€1 f~ 
acq ___ · if/. und:§'1 a ran 

h libraries therefore hold collections of material in a range of formats, 
of conditions - some allowing for remote access, others not, some in 

ot. digit Kt others 

n only be made available for remote consultation if a licence (or the terms and 
conditions a icable at the time of purchase) allow for it, or if the work in question falls 
under the scope of a relevant voluntary agreement concluded as a result of the MoU on Out-

275 

276 

277 

278 

279 

280 

281 

Case C-117113- Eugen Ulmer KG v Technische Universitat Darmstadt 
Commonly referred to as Scientific, Technical and Medical (STM) publications 

http://www.stm-ns9oc.org/2009 10 13 MW( STM Reporl.Qdf 
Outsell's Information Management Benchmark Survey, 2012 
http://www.stm-assoc.on!.l20 12 12 11 STM Report 2012.pdf 
Either access within the university network or remote access via secure authentication protocols, depending on the 
IT infrastructure of the university. 
htto://wv;w.stm-assoc.org/20 12 12 11 STM Report 20 12.pdf 
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of-Commerce books282
• It has been estimated that the peak age of needed articles in the STM 

sector varies substantially by discipline, with one study putting the peak age in humanities at 
about 20 years ago, in chemistry, engineering and medicine 10 years ago, and computer 
science, life sciences and information science 5 years ago.283 

The 3rd implementation report on the Film Heritage Recommendation highlights that 12 
Member States mention in their reports that exception 5(3)(n) has been implemented in their 
national legislation in relation to cinematographic works. 

Table A9- Implementation in Member States of Article 5(3)(n) of Directive- Exception for 
on-site consultation in libraries 

AT Notim 

BE Research and private study 

BG Research 
purposes 

for scientific 

Libraries, educational 
establishments (teaching and 
scientific establishments), museums 
and archives. 

~f4l ' 

Public libraries, saliools or 
educational estatlish 
museums and ,.archi:JJ~~~t- with 
educational .or~~" cons€hratfon 

A: thorized acts: communication and 
fuaking available 

tf / 
~--~--------------------~~~~----~~~~-

CZ Not im lemented 

CY Not im lemented 

DK Personal viewing or study 

DE 

;>· 

EE 

EL Not im lemented 

ES Research 

educational Authorized acts: communication and 
museums and making available 

il 
?'Libraries, museums and archives 

Educational establishments 

Authorized acts: communication and 
making available 

Payment of equitable remuneration is 
required, the number of copies made 
simultaneously available cannot 
exceed the number of copies of the 
works owned b the institution 

Authorized acts: communication and 
makin available 

282 

283 

284 

htto:f/ec.europa.eu/intcrnal market/copvright/out-of~commerce/index en.htm 
http://www.stm-assoc.org/20 17 12 11 STM Report 20 12.pdf 
Source, Guido Westkamp, Queen Mary Intellectual Property Research Institute, "The Implementation 
of Directive 2001/29/EC in the Member States" (February 2007), p.46 
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FI Research and private study 

FR Research and private study 

HR Not im lemented 

HU Research and private study 

IE Not im lemented 

IT Research and private study 

L T Research and private study 

LV Not im lemented 

Archives, libraries or museums 
open to the public 

Libraries, museums and archives 

Libraries, educational 
establishments, museums and 
archives 

Libraries, 
establishments, museums 
archives. 

Payment of equitable remuneration is 
re uired 

Authorized acts: communication and 
making available 

Requirement that further copying or 
communication is made 

im ossible. 

Authorized acts: communication and 
making availabl~~};. 

Authorized acts: communication and 
making available 

LU Research and private study educational Public communication 
museums and 

MT Research or private s ublicly accessible libraries, Authorized acts: communication and 

NL 

PT 

RO Notim lemented 

SE Notim lemented 

SK Notim lemented as such 

SI Notim lemented 

UK Not available 

.. chives, educational making available 
~~stablishments or museums 

.!f 

Libraries, museums and archives 

Libraries, archives and schools 

Beneficiaries are financed in whole 
ublic authorities · 

libraries, museums, archives or 
educational establishments 
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Table Al 0- Academic libraries (including national and university) in the EU, 2011 

""' "' ""'"0"' ...:.: "' "' ""'~ ""' "' • <.>,...... 
Q <.> Q <.> ... <.1 = .... Q ~ Q <.> Q ..c <.> . ·c .... <.> .s ~ ·~ ....... <.> <.1 z .... :::: 
Q ~ Q <.> "' Q > <.> "' en'- '-'Q"' z ... z-:;;= "' .... .Q ~ = , .... .c 

.Q "Sn ~ E ... Q .... <.> 

:.::3 :; <.> "' :~ -~ ~ <.> = ;;.. .. 
1Jl ... <.> z ~ z >..C 
~ ~ ~~ 

AT 77 33,933,800 3,931,600 11,019,600 1,750 

DE 105 484,872 19,745,070 4,834,971 5,465,786 1,347 1,818,780 

OK 91 20,000,000 3,200,000 4,000,000 2,919 9,300,000 

FI 811 2,840,000 239,000,000 92,000,000 

HR 826 751,079 55,078,762 5,247,901 8,658,260 

HU 28 202,187 

IT 31 207,260 13,580,645 6,290,615 3,708,618 

LT 49 234,516 23,163,016 8,049,108 7,732,533 

LU* 85 2,460,000 

MT 14 294,135 293,739,000 367,693 

NL 1,121 3,521,649 87,229,053 8,031 

RO 40 185,057 604 507 3,653,096 

SI* 52 1,995,012 6,494 13,054,565 308,948,2 I 4 

SK 199 17,150,068 2,423 61,700 20,867,597 

UK 976 127,628,000 10,559 

4,505 10,715,767 289,069,596 274,053,848 52,343 28,057,817 407,424,678 

~r Source: EBLIDA, Knowled Info n Centre (KJC) 
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8.11. ANNEX G (iv) - PUBLICLY ACCESSIBLE LIBRARIES, MUSEUMS AND 
ARCIDVES: E-LENDING 

The current legal framework for the lending of library collections dates from 1992285 and 
2001 and is calibrated to the lending of physical copies of such works. In the EU, public 
libraries primarily lend trade books and audio or audio-visual materials.286 University and 
research libraries and archives predominantly lend STM publications. Both public and 
university/research libraries increasingly expect to be able to provide their patrons with the 
opportunity to borrow library materials electronically.287 

· 

In contrast to sc.holarly public.at.ions (see Annex G (iii) on .ren:ote consultatio'}",~& purpose~ of 
research and pnvate study) digital markets for trade publicatiOns, on the othedi. , are JUSt 
beginning to emerge in the EU, with ebooks making up only 2% of the book rna ~. 288

• The 
situation of the e-book market in the EU is in stark contrast to the USA, Ji'··. eBo . ·ales 
represent 31% of sales,289 and where we see the beginning of some coml&e endmg' .290 

E-book availability is growing steadily in many Member States, and W'a arket are 
evolving rapidly, including not only traditional book retailers, b 
retailers, as well as new digital platforms which provide both 
facilities (e.g. Central Bookhouse in the Netherlands). 

Publishers and libraries are likewise experimenting wit iness models for the 
making available of works online, at nationaltJFvel, irect supply of ebooks to 
libraries by publishers (particularly in the STM sec by aggregators291

, the sale 
of individual ebooks or grouping in packages, and, purchase of an ebook by a library 
with an annual platform fee to cover hostingp~ the ier's website. Accordingly, some 
agreements authorize temporary do~~Voad t cri er's device (PC, tablets, etc.) while 
others authorize temporary access (strea in latform hosted by the library's supplier 
(publisher or aggregator). 

Publishers/library business xperimenting with contractual provisions to 
introduce "frictions" (i.e. con '" · J use) in e-lending, to mimic some of the constraints 
associated with the lending o p ~1 copies of books in order that elending does not 
undermine the normal cha· of business, including the emerging market for ebooks, by 
making it "as easy to. ·Jorro .. e-book for nothing as it is to buy one".292 Such frictions 
include the numbet"JO wa~e simultaneous consultations, the number of consultations 
before a new p~ · ~ ered,293 requiring download on the premises during business 

286 

287 

288 

289 

290 

291 

292 

ective 
diovisual make up I 8% of loans from small libraries to 38% from larger libraries in France 
available yet regarding the exact extend of the demand 

" market in the EU is a nascent market. It is most developed in the UK (25%, probably because of 
langu_% reasons and proximity to US market which is already very developed, more developed offer and limited 
presence of bookshops).In other large Member States the sale of e-books roughly represent only 2 to 3% of the 
market of the book publishers in trade publishing (Germany, France, Italy). 
Whereas eBook sales represent 15% in UK, 2% in Germany, 3% in France or 0,5% in Spain (Enders Analysis). 
Some European estimations are slightly more optimistic, e.g. 5% for Germany 
[http:/ /www.lemonde.fr/economie/article/20 13/1 0/09/livre-numerique-la-fracture-europeenne _ 3492453 _ 3234.html] 
Amazon Kindle Owners' Lending Library 
E.g. 'OverDrive' 
See FEP briefing paper in annex 2 

293 
See the recent agreement concluded between Albin Michel and libraries in France providing that an e-book 

purchased by a library can be lent 100 times (can be simultaneously) a year. The e-books available for lending are selected by 
the publishers and should exclude bestsellers. In the UK, as of July 2012, 70% of UK public libraries were engaging in e-
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hours, or holdback periods after publication. In Sweden the Stockholm City library, a mid
sized, independent publishing house and a technology company specializing in e-book 
publishing and distribution have joined forces to trial a dual licensing model for e-books a 
pilot project. 

Some national pilot projects have been reviewed or have been abandoned by the parties. The Danish 
pilot project Ereolen.dk (0 2011i94 for example involved the two largest Danish publishers and a 
number of local libraries and concerned the lending of Danish trade e-books. The publishers have 
withdrawn from the pilot project because, at a given moment, the number of loans of e-books reached 
about six times the number of sales of the same product. Publishers argue that .this model was 
"cannibal ising" their sales of e-books in Denmark?95 

· ~ 

In the UK in July 2013, only two of the "Big Six" publishers offered their ebooks to libran 
Netherlands, on the other hand, all big publishing houses have reached individual.,.· ence with 
the Bibliotheek.nl (BNL). 

Research libraries benefit from wider access to journals as a result qf 
but complain that the lack of control inherent in having access to s~: 
physical books) is not consistent with their mission to collect an 
also voiced concerns about restrictions in the availability of bes 
e-books compared to the price of purchasing hard copies297 

bundles, 
than buying 

rial. They have 
about the price of 

What emerges from the wide range of different~odels 
used in any specific case represents a trade-off be 
the lending restrictions mimic the constraints OQ p 
The closer the model is to competition with o · ifl'ary sa 

lopment is that the model 
accessibility i.e. the closer 

ending then the greater the supply. 
annels the more restrictions there 

are on availability. 

" With respect to hard copies of books, a,JJ rs ar~~ ·Itled to fair compensation for the lending 
of their works under an excepti~~ har · a in the EU by the Rental and Lending 
Directive. [Total levels of remunera · are H:s ed in annex, ranging from x- y ]. One Member 
State has announced plans to public lending right (PLR) to ebooks and audio books 
borrowed onsite at public libraries . downloading books onto e-readers.298 Authors have 
indicated that publisher cts do not provide for the remuneration of authors for the 
lending out of e-book ence.It is noted that libraries also lend content other than 

r of pilot projects have been announced, including by Hachette and Macmillan, as well as a 
~d 3M to make Penguin's ebooks available through the New York Public Library and 
·· riod of one year 

s could be read on several devices incl. IPAD. It is planned that in the future there should be apps available; 
tion is used; the libraries paid for every book that is lent out (approx. 16-18 DKR). The price started at 
pr. click and fell to 16.50 DKR pr. click when the libraries had lent out more than 145.000 e-books. 

Boo at were older than one year range between 15 DKR and 13 DKR 
-the libraries can limit the loans of each loaner 
-he book can be borrowed for a month and can be renewed for one more month within 90 days. 
-there will be a "buy" button on the webpage. However, this has been tested by some booksellers so the plan is on hold 
295 See figure in annex 2 
296 CILIP briefing paper, version 3, July 2013 

297 
EBLIDA has quoted as an example that in August 2013 only six of the Bookseller official top 50 ranking for 

eBooks were available for libraries to purchase and has referred to a recent research (February 2013) by Shelf Free, which 
found that 85% of e-books aren't available to public libraries in the UK. They have also complained about the price, quoting 
as an example Khaled Hosseini's "And The Mountains Echoed"- available for individual readers from some vendors at 99p, 
but costing libraries £42.50 to buy. 
298 UK Government response to the Sieghart Review. 
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printed matter e.g. according to available statistics the share of non-book lending in Germany 
is 17.91 %of total loans (audio and audiovisual works and other subject matter). 
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Table All -Public libraries in the EU, 2011 
..... .... ..... ~ ~ Q Q Q 

"' "0 
'"' ... ., 

~ r: ... ., ... ., ·- ., bll::l 
..Q .:: ; ..Q ., .: "' ~ 

..Q .: Q 
6- ... 6 .~ ~ ·-..::: c 6::::: ... ., 

IZJ :="§f.: "0 '"' .: ·;;; ., ., 
~ 

= bll ., .. Q Q > = .: .. ... 
Zc.....:< z .. "' ~t; ....:< Zt; ~ ~ ... = 

AT 1473 996540 10624472 21010783 9753414 914 

cz 5407 1430991 57214068 66500906 46543222 4878 84000 

DE 9550 7900000 124000000 380000000 125000000 11620 18300000 

DK 544 22000000 44600000 36300000 4319 12 

ES* 5075 13570814 8867886 60657759 111469607 12821 695147 

HR 319 530261 375116 11939357 8150810 1650 43453 

HU 3530 1548528 44065386 26228147 17308437 4141 

IE 348 881320 12002316 35091006 17123490 1546 

LT 65 690564 18619307 20214908 11121177 3803 60603 

LU** 21 290000 30 

LV 819 446050 9276163 14195776 9876559 2152 

NL 1177 4009000 30667000 100025000 59683825 8340 

PL 8290 8915894 132534240 124058298 79597263 23457 

PT 194 1163480 644990 906566 6207919 2422 

SE 1212 2753208 39572088 69532068 67398013 5553 4347 

SK 1916 485822 16745247 17475143 5945505 1462 44 

UK 4698 I 1412000 102305000 309472000 306591000 21779 7963 

TOTAL 44638 56734472 629803279 1301907717 918070241 I 10887 19195569 

Sou"'' EBLIDA, Knowledge Infom;~' (KJl} 
*Year of data collection 2010 

**Year of data collection 20 
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18177696 

23900000 

14519091 

6541229 

18603831 

2840800 

3506959 

2151935 

33009641 

1502467 

19000000 

2198285 

97721130 

243673064 
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Table A12- Public lending right- remuneration in EU Member States 

rJJ 

~ 

AT 

BE 

cz 
DE 

DK 

EE 

EL 

ES 

FI 

..... 
= ., 
8 ., .. ,_ 
en 
"" .... 
0 ., 
c.. 
0 

annuallum sum 

Per loan= €0.0219 (reference year 2014) 

sum 

Loans based 

Govt. lump sum contribution of€1.50 per 
registered member of a public library an,d 
€1.00 per registered member of t'!\ 

FR universi libra , around €10,000,000(1) 15; 

HR 

HU 

IE 

IT 

LT 

LU 

"' II) ,_ 

= ~ 0 ..... 0 "" = ;S Vi 0 
8 = = 

"" "" "" !: 

581,000 70% 

566,322 

16,000,000 

21,874,512 100% 

120,420 60'X 

200,000 

1,401,370 50%(3) 

166720 70% 

77,470 100%%a lies 

17,400,000 

12,790,000 

SK 

UK 2,833,365(4) 
/ 

Source: http://www.plrinternational.com/established/established.htm 

"' "' ... ,_ 
.s .. .. ..c 
!: .~ 

::0 "' ~ = c.. 

50% 

50%(3) 

30% O'X 

0% 

"' "' 
., ., ·;::: ·;::: 
"" "" 
,_ ... :§ :§ 
"' .~ !8 

::0 = = ., 
c.. '<:i 

"' 

100% N/A 

100% N/A 

= 
~ 
"' ~ 
0 
"' "" ..... .. .., 

.... 
0 ,_ 
"" ., 
;>, 

2010 

2013 

2012 

2012 

2010 

2011 

2007 

2011 

2011 

2011 

2012 

2012 

(1 )Part of this remuneration is generated by a royalty collected from bookstores, totaling 6% of the retail price for 
works purchased by lending libraries (France is under a fixed book price system). In exchange, libraries cannot 
demand a discount of more than 9% from bookstores (before 2003, the discount was set freely and could be as high 
as 20%). 

(2)distribution for 2008 

(3)in the print sector 

(4)calculation on basis of figures supplied by PLR International 
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Table Al3 -Implementation of the (derogation to the exclusive) public lending right in 
Member States 

MS 

AT 

BE 

Beneficiaries 

accessible institutions 

Institutions that are approved or 
officially established by the public 
authorities for the educational and 
cultural purpose 

BG Copyright Act 2000 granted authors 
the exclusive lending right. However 
unclear whether law provides for 
derogation to the exclusive lending 
rights 

CZ Libraries, archives, museums, 
galleries, schools, universities and 
other non-profit schools-related an 

CY 

DK 

DE 

EE 

EL 

educational establishments 

Public libraries, non-comm~rc · 
collection and docum~l'ff~~1 
centres, scientific instit · 

Library, archive, 
school, univers· 
profit school
estab · ep 

lery, 

!P 

ries, the elementary 
raries and the Danish 

National Libra for the Blind 

Publicly accessible institutions 

Public libraries 

No PLR system in operation yet. 

Authors and publishers have 
exclusive lendin riaht in Greek 

e of works 

All 

Literary works, databases, 
photographic works, scores 
of musical works, sound and 
audio-visual works 

'r science, 
an cartographic 

tlfer I iterature) 
/ 

riginals or reproductions of 
ublished works 

Printed books, audio-visual 
material, music, art, posters, 
hotos 

Original or copies of the 
work (Article 27 (2) and 17 
(2) 

Literary works, audiovisual 
and musical works 

Original or copies of artistic, 
scientific, musical 
compositions, audio-visual 
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Remuneration I Other details 

Yes 

Yes (remuneration granted also to 
publishers) 

Healthcare institutions, institutions 
created for t blind, visually-

dea and hearing 
d research 

from an 
t of the 

sound or 

Government plans to set up PLR 
system in 2014 using authors' 
organisations to distribute 
payments. 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 



ES 

Fl 
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copyright law but government to date works 
has not engaged m licensing 
discussions with authors' 
or anisations 

Libraries, archives, museums in Books, records, DVDs 
public ownership or belonging to 
institutions of general cultural, 
scientific or educational interest 
without ainful intent 

Public libraries Literary works, audiovisual 
and musical works 

Libraries of teaching institutions 
benefit from an exemption from the 
payment of the remuneration 

Yes 

FR Public libraries Public lending restricted to a 
work subject to a publishing 
contract for its publications 
and distribution m a book 
format 

HR Public Libraries 

HU Public libraries 

IE 

IT 

Public libraries 

Libraries and record libraries$ 
belonging to the State or to pubii& 
authorities and making )oans' 
exclusively for purposes of c 
promotion and personal stucly 

MT Establishments which are accessible 
to the public 

Original or copies 
categories of 
excluding buildings 
works of applied art,jl¥' 
that are mutually f'nt 
institutions,D ; 

in~rint works 
tt,e exception of . :;";; 

music ;scores and sheets), 
honograms and video 
cordings embodying 

cinematographic or audio
visual works 

Yes 

"Release window" for sound or 
audio-visual works 

Literary works, audiovisual Yes 
and musical works 

Literary works, audiovisual Yes 
works and musical works 

Literary works, audiovisual yes 
works and musical works 
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Institutions and establishments 
carrying out specialized lending, 
thematic lending or a lending to a 
targeted public, teaching and 
research establishments benefit 
from an exemption from the 
payment of the remuneration 

Government 



NL 

PL 

PT 

RO 

SE 

SK 

SI 
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Maltese Civil Copyright Act 2000 
implements the Lending Right 
Directive but excludes public 
libraries. No PLR s stem at resent. 

Libraries or other establishments 
accessible to the public, such as 

educational 
institutions, 

and scientific 

Libraries, archives and schools 

Public lending establishments 
(public libraries, school and 
university libraries, museums, public 
archives, public foundations and 
non- rofit rivate institutions) 

Agencies of an institution allowing 
access of the public 

Libraries or other establi 
accessible to the public, 
educational and scientin~· 

Public libraries 

funding to National Library to set 
up PLR system in 2014. 

Literary works, audiovisual Yes 
and musical works 

Literary works, audiovisual 
and musical works 

Literary works, audiovisual 
and musical works 

Excluding original 
copies of~orks, ~ 
with a comtflunicatio 
public purpos ' to 
use exist a 
referens;e"~orks des.i)n'ated 
for i~jn · !'l!~onsultation 

for ing between 
ion~~~ no PLR 

sys operating m 
Rom a 

.i' 

iterary works and musical 
orks 

Literary works, audiovisual 
works and musical works 

Libraries acting for visually
impaired people and the National 
Library of the Netherlands, 
teaching and research 
establishments ,'l; benefit from an 
exemption fror, ' payment of the 
remuneration . .r 

No, will pro!:) 
course of2,0'f 

"'!b. 
Yes, hoJeve 
li 

uced in 

es t not if the work is lent 
ough the libraries of educational 

tablishments as well as through 

Release window for sound and 
audio-visual recordings 

Yes 

Yes 

Literary works, audiovisual Yes 
works and musical works 

Exception specifically Yes 
reserved to books. 

Government planning to 
extend exception to audio 
books and some categories 
of e-books on 1 July 2014. 
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8.12. ANNEX H: EXCEPTION FOR THE PURPOSE OF ILLUSTRATION FOR 
TEACIDNG 

The InfoSoc Directive foresees an exception to the use of copyrighted works for the purpose 
of illustration for teaching (non-commercial purpose). This includes for example extracts of 
novels, songs or films used as illustration of the topic of a course in the classroom or on a 
dedicated website to complement the teaching. 

This exception is drafted in a broad way, allowing Member States to provide an exception to 
the reproduction right and the communication to the public right (including the right of 
making available to the public) as well as the distributionright for the purpose$;;;pf illustration 
for teaching on the condition that the source is indicated and to the extent justifie~· the non-
commercial purpose to be achieved. The notion of "illustration for teaching" is not ned but 
can be understood as allowing a teacher to use a work to give example, to~ ort 
his/her course. The condition of illustration may be interpreted differentlx on the 

''")< 
types of works used (e.g. part of a novel but entire work if it is a poem or;'a ph). The 
directive does not limit the categories of works that could be cove. t ception and 
does not determine the beneficiaries. The wide formulation of s ?#' o ,~~exception allows 
for its application in the context of e-learning. JT 

Member States' implementation of this broad exceptio siderably: they have 
introduced this exception in their national la~s with~ ery erent measures as to the 
beneficiaries of this exception (public or private ed tid , teachers and students), the 
type and extent of works covered (extracts, for . an quantity allowed), the type of 
educational uses (anthologies, copies for exa !,~publfc. rformances, etc). The condition of 
illustration is sometimes missing in national I s (e.g. PL, IT, DK). Most Member 

'·"ijll' 

States tend to limit the use of the excepf on s of works. Certain types of works are 
out of the scope of the exception .( 1 cores in FR) or allowed under specific 
conditions (e.g. audiovisual works,6~n be . .. after two years upon release in DE). Some 

*· 1¥ Member States (e.g. FR, DE, <\~not aamit the exception for textbooks or other works 
made explicitly for educatiomrl"p •· s. A report drafted in October 201 0 in the framework, 
of the EFG projece99 an~t d thi ception in 11 Member States. It also came to the 
conclusion that there wrft~l:)T" crepancies about its implementation among Member States. 

The national lawsJ~ '?\ alw,. s deal with e-learning, even if ReCital 42 of the InfoSoc 
Directive explic' · · c u ~''afutance learning in the scope of the exception. The application 
of the ~~ce" learning appears to be problematic in certain countries which limit the 
excen(on t ce-t ,y teaching (e.g. HU, ES) or allow the publication online only under 
strrel'f:~· (e.g.{n Italy the publication on the internet is allowed for images or music of 

or bad quality). Other countries (e.g. FR, BE, UK) require that the 
'Takes place through closed and secure networks ofthe education bodies. 

Recital 36 of the Directive leaves the fair compensation for right holders at the discretion of 
Member States. In some Member States the exception is accompanied by a fair compensation 
system (e.g. BE, FR, DE, NL, PL) which can be put into practice through collective 
agreements (e.g. FR300

). In other Member States (e.g. EL, HU, LT, RO), the use of works 
under the teaching exception does not give rise to the payment of compensation. 

299 

300 
.b.tto://w~vw.efgprojcct.eu/uownJoadsiD 5 3 Final Guidelines ~Qyright Q~r_q]1Ce 9Jilins;.,pg.f 
In France, two agreements, one for written publications and visual arts and the other for musical and audiovisual 
works, define the conditions of application of the exception. 
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Different types oflicensing systems are in place in certain Member States (e.g. DK, FI, SE301
, 

UK) to cover the use of copyrighted works in the educational context. The licenses granted 
would allow teaching institutions intensive use than it would normally be possible to do under 
and exception. In several Member States, small-scale licensing solutions for so-called print 
content (text, image and visual arts) are being developed in the educational environment for 
uses by students and for the development of course material. Teachers and educational 
establishments can acquire micro-licences for the use of protected works. For instance, the 
collecting society CEDRO has launched a new online platform "Conlicencia"302 offering "pay 
per use" licences and institution wide annual licenses for the use of copyrighted material 
(books, magazines, newspapers and music sheets). In Germany, similar initj~tives ("MVB
RightsLink and RightSphere"303

) provide copyright clearance in the form of""a''da~):.stop shop 
for different possible commercial and non-commercial uses of educational content~ ere the 
potential user can receive the price of, and purchase, a licence online. " 

The diversity of the situation in Member States is illustrated in Table Al4~ 

:", Li~it~tions ~~dexceptionf in J.VIS Iegislatibll~based on A.tticie 5(~)(a)ofPir~ct~~e:.:Imiistrati~n'io~1 teachingli;~~··•.· 

MS Examples of limitations I exceptions in MS 
legislation 

Compensation foreseen for use under the exception 

AT yes 

BE Communication of works for teaching purpose allowed. ~yes 
through closed networks. 

BG 

cz 
CY 

DE Making works available to the pu 
teaching allowed "exclusive! 
limited circle of those takin 

ES ac s duction, distribution, not specified 
e public (textbooks excluded) if 
•~~~~.0se in the classroom. 

FI ;ties for ant~~Jogies (reproduction of extracts yes (extended collective licence) 
allowed 5 years after the publication of 
bopks excluded). 

FR Reprod~10n of works allowed through digital yes 
worksp~ce to pupils, students, teachers, researchers 
direct! concerned. 

HR 

HU 

301 

302 

303 

Extended collective licensing in DK, FI, and SE. 
See http://conlicencia.com/ 
See http:/iwww.mvb-rightslink.com/ 

yes 

no 
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IT 

LT 

LV 

LU 

MT 

NL 

PL 

PT 

RO 

SE 

SK 

SI 
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The exception does not apply if there is a licensing 
scheme. 

Publication on the internet allowed for images and 
music of low resolution or degraded. 

Specific rules for anthologies (reproduction of extracts 
of works allowed 5 years after the publication of 
works: textbooks excluded). 

yes (if licensing scheme in place) 

Partially: remuneration foreseen only for reproduction of 
works in anthologies. 

no 

no 

not specified 

not specified 

yes 

yes 

no 

UK The exception does not apply if there is a licensing 
scheme. 

A few Member States are conducting a dom st;!f cop t review in order to update their 
current exceptions still in complianc~with 29/EC304

. 
0[;1 

The diversity of the conditions foreseJm 1 legislations for implementing the 
exception creates a complex legat1 fr~ffi~'\Y, hese differences do not seem to raise 
significant problems as long as the"'~,ducatfo:l}~s delivered in the premises of the education 
establishments and within n · nal '·:border~. However, the development of cross-border 
education and e-learning sol ··•~;;flies that increasingly educational content becomes 
available across borders. 'Jfii lies mainly in higher education (languages and curricula still 
represent natural obst ~ development of cross-border exchanges in primary and 
secondary educatio.~. 

Differences in national can create legal uncertainties for education establishments, 
.;r·<<':::~~t~ 

uderi articularly those involved in cross-border programmes or e-learning. 
e use a copyrighted work for the purpose of illustration under an exception 

•fber State may be found to infringe copyright in a second Member State when 
e available cross-border to students following distance learning courses or 
-institutional courses. 

y 

Developme~ts teaching and learning through new technologies, including cross-border 

Cross-border education takes place in higher education through students' mobilitds (students 
enrolled in a full study programme abroad or in study or training period abroad3 5

) but also 
through training programmes offered by institutions of different Member States, via multi-

304 

305 

E.g. the copyright review led by the UK Government also focuses on the exception for education. 
http:/iw\vw.ipo.gov.uk/tcchreview-education.pdf 
The 2013 "Education and Training Monitor" shows that degree mobility is the most dominant form of learning 
mobility (covering 7% of all students enrolled in higher education in the EU), with EU credit mobility programmes 
also contributing significantly (1, 1% of students). 
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institutional courses, branch campuses or franchising agreements306. In some cases, these 
cross-border programmes also imply the mobility of teachers delivering a training course in 
several Member States. 

Evolutions in Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) are leading to new modes 
of teaching and learning. E-learning is increasingly used as a support tool to the traditional 
face-to-face courses (e.g. additional webpages hosting supplementary materials, assignments, 
copies of presentations by the teachers), in which case it is referred to as "blended learning". 
In principle, if the access is restricted to the students enrolled in a specific course, the use of 
such webpages will have a limited cross-border dimension. However, e-learn,ipg can also be 
offered as a standalone training module, with no required presence in a classri;i'Qil. In such a 
case, the cross-border dimension may be stronger. Many universities hav2

· · vel oped 
distance-learning courses or programmes which allow students to access ed ationa !)tent 
anywhere. Finally, e-learning programmes can also be offered jointly 
established in different Member States. 

pen Online 
tablishments to 

ducation"307 the 
' 

a combining face-to-

The development of OERs (open educational resources) and MOQ 
Courses) is currently changing learning methods and may lea 
adapt their business models. In the recent Communication " 
Commission encourages the development of innovative le, 
face and online learning. It has also launched the,,"Open f@ucati 
at sharing educational resources available orii?ne in :~ · 
MOOCs Scoreboard309 illustrates the fast-growin~ 

Europa"308 platform aimed 
languages. The European 
s in the EU (81 courses in 

March 2013 and 394 in December 2013). Ove the n years, the e-Learning market is 
of the whole education market310

. projected by some to grow fifteen-fold, acco 3 
:if) 

This fast growth of open education practj es r questions, such as to the use of OERs 
in the context of teaching. OERs ar~ k ributed under open licences, but authors 
may add specific limitations on th~~uthon ses under such licences (e.g. not authorising 
derivative works or commercia xpl~itatio by third parties). Open licences encourage the 
community of practice and teaching resources in the education sector.m In this 
context, there is a need [I transf rency on the rights associated with each resource and 
the potential limitation ghts. 12 

306 study identified 253 cross-border higher education programmes (covering only branch campuses or 
g" agreements) operating in the EU: http://ec.europa.eu/education/higher
idoc/studiesiborders en. Jdf 

307 
Communication on "Opening up Education: Innovative teaching and learning for all through new Technologies 

and Open Educational Resources", see:. ht!p://ec.euroJ?.Q~uieducati.Q.n/news/doc/opening£.Qm en.QQ.f 
308 

309 

310 

311 

312 

h11o://oneneclucationeuropa.eu/ 
http://openeducationeuropa.eu/enieuropean scoreboard rnoocs 
Industry research- IBIS Capital and Edxus Group, htto://edxus!?.roup.com/digjtalisation-of-education-will-result-in
tiftccn-fi)ld-growth-fi)r-c-learnin!?.-markct-over-the-ncxt-decadc/ 
Open licences are in particular relevant for European education systems as the European Commission has 
introduced an open access requirement in its Erasmus+ programme. This implies that in any project funded through 
that programme beneficiaries will have to release its educational materials under open licences. 
The actual ownership of the copyrights of derivative works produced using initial works that were released under 
open licences (with or without limitations) is not always clear. 
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Furthermore, it is worth noting that educational publishers313 are also adapting their offers to 
the increasing use of digital technologies in education. All major educational publishing 
houses in the EU (including small and medium sized publishers) nowadays provide content in 
digital formats and the capital and management skills to develop special software or 
applications for teachers and educational establishments.314 

In the specific area of film literacy, the Commission is currently carrying out a study on the 
showing of films in European schools315

• This study will provide information on the current 
practices by film schools in order to achieve their institutional objective of teaching about 
film and with films. 

313 

314 

315 

Educational publishing is a very important component of the publishing sector, the largest cultural industry in 
Europe with a retail market value of about 40 billion €, representing between 15 and 20% of the market at EU level, 
and up to one third of the total in some Member States. 
Half of the revenues of Pearson, the largest educational publisher in the world, are now digital. 
See presentation on https://ec.europa.eu/digital-agendaien/news/cinema-expert-group-subgroup-tilm
heritage-meeting-2728-november-20 13-read-presentations 
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8.13. ANNEXI-TEXT ANDDATAMINING 

Text and data mining consists of various tools, techniques or technologies for the automated 
processing of large volumes of texts and data that is often unstructured or not uniformly 
structured316

• Mining is undertaken for purposes of e.g., identification and selection of 
relevant information, retrieval, extraction, interpretation, analysis etc. of such information, 
and the identification of relationships within/between/across documents and dataset. This 
allows the miner to obtain new knowledge and insights, patterns and trends. These techniques 
are increasingly been used across a wide range· of sectors and are particularly, although not 
exclusively, relevant in the field of scientific research. ."'-

The large scale use of text and data mining is a relatively new develop~ 
techniques and software are used for mining. With the evolution of techno ·:-;~ these 
t~chniques and software ar~ most probably going to evol~e. as well.. FrOJ!1'1i. egar'7p~~int of 
view, the novelty and evolvmg character of text and data mmmg techmque~ r~ rnber of 

,t;:~ ,~ 

uncertainties across different fields of law (data protection, fundamental ·rrg tract law, 
eluding for 

xtent to which 
copyright and database rights, technical standards etc.). As far 
databases) is concerned, there is still considerable uncertain 
different text and data mining techniques imply copyright rele 
the case may be, they are covered by one or more of the e~e 

§.ftiv~ es or not, and, as 
s·:~,((limitations set out in 

)P the EU copyright legal framework. 
~t 

Besides the legal aspects, practical and techni~al.~sue 
access to the proprietary infrastructures hosting titS~ en 
their stability and security. ,y;J~ ··~ 

1se as regards how to ease 
o be mined while safeguarding 

,i 
Different scenarios may arise. A wffle pro~ f content (copyright protected or not) 
currently used as a source for mining i ·· ible on the internet317 (e.g., blogs, web 
sites, free sections of online news~ape 0 azines, databases, open access scientific 
journals, etc.). We understand tha(ITtining o,.,. is content is commonly taking place without 
any contractual relation betwee .;. o~ner/rightholder and the miners. At the same time, some 
platform operators have been access to automated analysing of the data on their 
platforms, including to datal: ided by third parties (e.g. social networks), for reasons other 

y 

than copyright. 

A different issue <'~es ¥,..W ontent is not freely available online but hosted in proprietary 
databases/Lufras ures (businesses or public authorities databases, subscription based 

".·"'~.''~~ :/ 

publisbed''cgijtenfs s magazine, newspapers and scientific journals other than open 
acs,es~. 18 etc)f If the' tent owner decides to grant access, it does so by defining conditions 
and pu . es in a contract. Today, scientific articles and research data are considered to be 
the mai e of mining for scientific research purposes. Research institutions or 
universities ically have access to scientific publications through subscription licences 
concluded with the publishers. However, such licences usually only authorise the 

316 

317 

318 

For a description of what text and data mining is, please see chapter 3.2.1. 
It has been argued in legal literature that content made available on the internet, has been made 
available with the right holders 'implied consent. This interpretation has been upheld by the German 
Federal Court of Justice, in the case Abbildung von Kunstwerken als Thumbnails in Suchmaschine 
[Display of Works of Art as Thumbnails in Search Engine], GRUR, 628 (2010), See "Google and the 
thumbnail dilemma "Fair use" in German copyright": 
http:/ /moritzlaw .osu. edu/ students/ !!:rou ps/is/fi I es/20 I 3/0 8/8-Potzf berger. pdf 
The growth of open access publications is challenging the traditional subscription model by making 
scientific publications freely available on-line 
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reading/consultation of these publications but either do not regulate/authorise or explicitly 
exclude text and data mining. 

When it comes to copyright protected content, the possible need to obtain a specific 
authorisation to carry out mining (on top of. the authorisation to access the content for 
reading/consultation purposes) depends on a) whether such mining involves a copyright 
relevant act (in particular an act of reproduction or extraction of data from a database) and b) 
whether this act may be covered or not by an exception or limitation in the territory where it is 
carried out. 

It is our understanding that current text and data mining techniques usuaiJ~.~involve the 
making of a copy of the relevant texts and data or of parts of them (e.g. oti'of;g~ser cache 
mem~ries or in computers' RAM me:nories or to the hard disk of a. computer).319 -~~~~ying of 
copynght protected content constitutes an act of reproductiOn pro · d una~ the 
rightholders' exclusive rights granted by Article 3 of Directive 2001/29/,.,: iele 5 of 
Directive 96/9/EC. The copying of such texts/data/databases for the pur}5"C s 
also constitute an act of extraction which is protected by the exclus· · 
maker of a database under Article 8 of Directive 96/9/EC. 320 

Certain acts of reproduction or extractions carried out in th.e · ext and data could 
however fall under the exceptions for non-commercial s~i h in Article 5.3 a) of 
Directive 200 1/29/EC and Article 6.2 b) and 9 b4Jof Dir '' ive 9 : /EC. Those articles leave a 
broad margin of manoeuvre for Member States t. ·~ some conditions, national 
exceptions allowing the reproduction and extraot ntent for the purpose of non-
commercial scientific research. If an exceptl€tn app miners do not need to obtain 
rightholders 'authorisation to engag~ in th# H ever, the research exceptions are 
optional and not all Member States have; p them into national law. 

Examples of Member States that have ~;rot ini . .s.m d the exception in Article 5.3 a) of Directive 
4"-"'J\f, <'".·~ "*' 

2001/29/EC are Denmark, Finland an&Jtaly. otlJer Member States have implemented that exception 
in a more restrictive way, than pro. · in thlDirective. Article L. 122-5 of the French Copyright 
Act, limits the use of works for·· of research" to "reproduction and presentation of extracts 
ofworks".321 

.;r 
The German copyright a~t limi e research exception to certain copyright relevant acts, such as the 
making available of~pni~.* f a work to e.g., specifically limited circle of persons for their 
personal scientifi · ;;r: arcfi regards reproduction, the German act provides that it shall be 
"permissib)< · ngle copies of a work or to have these made [ ... ] for one's own scientific use if 
and tc#tii~' a ~euch reproduction is necessary for the purpose and it does not serve a 

32°>' rp_ose". ,c? 

d German laws do however not contain any obligations to indicate the source. 

Article 34 o Spanish Copyright Act also contains an exception for research which is undertaken 
for non-comrllercial purposes. It is mandatory to indicate the source of the work.323 

319 

320 

321 

322 

323 

An analysis is thereafter made of relevant texts and data through the use of programmed algorithms, 
software or other automated processes, in order to obtain new knowledge and insights, patterns and 
trends. The result from the analytical part of the mining would generally be combined, related or 
integrated with other existing or new information and knowledge 
See the recent judgment of the CJEU in Case C-202/12 (Innoweb vs Wegener) 
http://wl.v\v.culture.gouv.fr/culture/infos-pratiquesidroits/exceptions.htm. 
http://www.2.esetze-im-internet.de/eng!isch urhg/englisch urhg.html. 
https:!/www.boe.es/buscar/pdt71996!BOE-A-1996-8930-consolidado.pdf 
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Moreover, to date no Member States has adopted specific copyright legislation covering text 
and data mining on the basis of the research exceptions. We are also not aware of any judicial 
decisions in the Member States touching upon text and data mining, to what extent such 
activities may be copyright-relevant and whether they could be captured under the research 
(or other) exceptions laid down by the EU acquis. 

In June 2013, the UK put forward a draft proposal to include a specific exception for text and data 
mining in its national copyright Iegislation324

• The proposal refers to the existing exception in Article 
5.3 a) of Directive 200 1/29/EC for non-commercial scientific research. In addition to the UK, other 
Member States (for example France and Ireland) are also discussing the possibility ,to introduce an 
exception for text and data mining in their national legislation. 

It has also been argued that the mandatory exception to the reproduction right m 
Article 5.1 b) of Directive 2001/29/EC could apply to at least certain minin hniq 
exception covers temporary acts of reproduction that enable lawful use,;P 
subject-matter, provided that the copies made are transient or incidehttl 
unclear whether text and data mining would generally fulfil the co 
5.1, since mining techniques usually seem to imply the maki 
temporary and transient. 

Market situation 

Text and data mining was initially used moS;tzy in t sciences and drug 
discovery325 but is today becoming a common tooL~!!S>o sciences, humanities, social 
media, security, business and marketing and ~~vfu'"Ut~, legal field. Text and data mining 
techniques are used on a daily basis not only,;B'Y~esearcf\lfs but also in business, in particular 
in the fields of pharmaceuticals, e:)lemist ~, tih.g and indexing services, libraries, 
suppliers of mining tools and services, g · ers et9" -6 

.t' ~0>.'Wi&ff? 

Text and data mining was thus inttL~lly m ""'~l~~!sed in life sciences, with the potential to 
transform the way scientists use he 1\eraturti?'Some studies indicate that text and data mining 
can save reading time, inform~~i '4 ling time and costs.327 

~------------------------------------------, 
nd data are produced and put online every day through economic, 

academic and societal act 
of around 40% per ye , 

he volumes of such "big data" 1 are predicted to increase at a rate 
"fi . I . d . I 1 329 m 1cant potentia economic an soc1eta va ue. 

326 

327 

328 

329 

p:/ r .ipo. .uk/techreview-data-analysis.pdf 
. .. !#and data mining constitutes an important tool for the discovery of patterns and relationships in 
bio ·cal and medical research, which is beneficial to the health care sector and to consumers. In this 
con 'e use of text and data mining techniques has already enabled new medical discoveries, e.g., 
by th

4 
mking of existing drugs to new medical applications and by improving human curation. See the 

response from the British Library to the Independent Review of Intellectual Property and Growth, p. 31, 
Case D: http://pressandpolicy.bl.uk/imagelibraryidownloadl'v1edia.ashx?MediaDetailsiD=886 and 
http://wvvw.biomedcentral.com/ I 471-21 05/l 0/326 
"Journal Article Mining: A research study into Practices, Policies, Plans and Promises", by Eefke Smit 
and Maurits van der Graaf, 2011, p. 6. 
"The Value and Benefits of Text Mining", JISC, 2012. 
"The Value and Benefits of Text Mining", JISC, 2012, p. 3. 
It was reported in 2011 that if US health care could use big data creatively and effectively to drive 
efficiency and quality, the potential value from that data could be more than $300 billion in value every 
year. In Europe, it is argued that government expenditure alone could be reduced by EUR 100 billion a 
year in operational efficiency improvements alone by using big data. "Big data: The next frontier for 
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The global research community generates over 1.8-1.9 million new scholarly articles per year.JJu The 
number of articles published each year and the number of journals have both grown steadily for over 
two centuries, by about 3% and 3.5% per year respectively. The reason is the equally persistent growth 
in the number of researchers, which has also grown at about 3% per year and now stands at between 6 
and 9 million, depending on definition.331 

In the field of scientific research, text and data mining facilitates the research process and 
makes it more efficient, in patiicular by dramatically speeding up text and data analysis. This 
increases research efficiency and, as a consequence, the potential to achieve new discoveries. 
Text and data mining is also an important tool for ensuring, through peer revitw, the quality 
and accuracy ofresearch.332 i' 
Leg~! uncertainty as reg~r~s copyright a~d .text and data mining have con:e t~ t,~fore in 
particular as regards mmmg of subscnptron based content such as s Ific "z!:j~als 
published under the "traditional" model under which researchers transf~, · ylrght to 
STM publishers. Here, the practical question arises as to whether mining ~s¥1 ubject to 
a specific contractual agreement between publishers and research · i addition to 
the authorisation to access granted through a subscription licen _,,t)J, it appears that 
most subscription licences do not include a specific authorisati xt apa data mine. Some 
may explicitly forbid it333

• 

In this context, researchers and research institJtions iversity libraries) consider 
that if they have lawfully' acquired access to di it , including databases, the 
autorisation to read this content should include thelll¥g n to mine it. In addition, they 
report high transaction costs mostly due to th r institutions having subscribed to 
scientific journals to contact a largj) num hers to negotiate and obtain the 
authorisation to mine their collect1ons!34

• n,,ed to negotiate with each and every 
publisher335 also makes the process (im~~c§msufuin{ Researchers have reported cases where 
they have had to keep ongoing rese · ch ()fi~}I01d 'for weeks or months while waiting for the 

'>;/ 

330 

331 

332 

333 

334 

335 

/ 

innovation, comg~'titiO and productivity", McKinsey global Institute, 2011, p.2: 
http://www.mckin .com m ;}'ghts/business_technologylbig_ data _the_ next_ frontier _for _innovation 
"The STM erview of scientific and scholarly journal publishing", 2012, p 5. 

_ 12 12 11 STM ReJoit 2012. df 

hers have explained that the peer-review of mining based research involves a repetition of the 
ining process as the one undertaken for the research that is being reviewed. In this context, the 

eeds access to the material on the basis of which the mining was undertaken. 
icle "Open Content Mining" by Peter Murray Rust, Diane Cabell and Jennifer C Molloy and 

slide nr 9 of the following presentation held by a researcher in the Working group on Text and Data 
Mining in Licences for Europe: http://www.slideshare.net/rossmounce/content-mining 
The main costs are related to the negotiation of a large amount of licence agreements and also to the 
setting up of text mining: "The Value and Benefits of Text Mining", flSC 2012, p. 3. 
An example concerning the PubMed database that contains biomedical literature: in that database there 
are 587 publishers with more than 1000 papers published each since 2000, see "The STM report - An 
overview of scientific and scholarly journal publishing", 2012, p. 54. Another example provided by a 
researcher at the University of Bath is that the 500 most relevant journals for his research are published 
by 120 different publishers and that the 3 biggest of those publishers combined can provide him with 
less than 50% of the material to which he needed access: 
htto:i/www.slideshare.net/rossmounce/content-mining 
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signing of a licence agreement336
• Moreover, it has been held that access is often provided 

only to abstracts of articles337 and not to the full texts, thus limiting the effectiveness of 
mining. 

Researchers and libraries argue that they are in a position of weakness in negotiations with 
publishers and that it is difficult to convince the latter to include text and data mining in 
existing licence agreements338

• Moreover, in some cases, the benefits oftext and data mining 
can be significantly reduced if not all the relevant literature is captured, i.e., if one of all 
relevant publishers whose consent is sought for the project refuse access to his content. 
Finally, research institutions have pointed out that text and data mining shouldpot be limited 
to non-commercial research339 

Rightholders, in particular representatives of STM (scientific, technical edical) 
publishers have held that licensing of text and data mining for scientific" oses 1 K.ing 
place, although they rarely receive requests for an authorisation to use -c: e t; or the 
purpose of text and data mining.340 The reasons for this could be t~ lly high 
transaction costs described above341

, but also the legal uncertain the matter, 
which could be stimulating the emergence of a "grey market":, · ientific journals 
may be actually taking place in a number of cases without it hav! ecifically licenced 
with the original subscription. 

Even when mining is licensed and takes place, c,~cems ~ve bee. reported as to the security 
and stability of publisher's technical i.n~rastructure os~ii\:~~~co~tent, due to t~e intrusive 
nature of automated processes and mmmg softwa mgtechmques usually mvolve the 
copying of large quantities of content stoJ;ecf~jn pro ,)etary databases). In this respect, 
contractual agreements may be used,js a toil t ol'technical access to proprietary data, 

336 

337 

338 

339 

340 

341 

ld by a researcher in the Working group on Text and 
.slideshare.net/rossmounce/content-minina 

See slide nr 10 ofthe following, 
Data Mining in Licences forE ro 
See "Beyond genes, prote· 
articles", Blake C, htt J:/ 
concludes that the abs 

stracts: IdentifYing scientific claims from full-text biomedical 
n.nih.gov/ ubmed!l9900574?do Jt=Abstract where the author 

articles Clo in general contain only 8% of the scientific claims and that it 
access to the full text articles. See also the presentation by Jean-Fred 
g for biomedical Research", http://www.slideshare.net/libereurope/the
-fontaine-mdc-berlin 

In a study :Untlertake blishers, 60% of the seven interviewed publishers replied that they grant 
··· ' d mining requests in most or all cases. 32% of the seven interviewed publishers 

at t ow text and data mining for all and any purposes without authorisation needed, 
g the 28 that have an open access policy for that. 35% of the seven interviewed publishers 
that they do generally, upon a request for authorisation, allow mining in all or the majority of 
nd another 53% said that they allow it in some cases. Again, 53% held that they will decline 

minih equests if the results can replace or compete with their own products and services. See "Journal 
ArticJff Mining: A research study into Practices, Policies, Plans and Promises", by Eefke Smit and 
Maurits van der Graaf, 2011, p. 5. 
Wellcome Trust, Submission to the UK IPO consultation on copyright, 2012, p. 8 
http://www. wellcome.ac. uk/stellent! groups/ corporatesite/ @policy_ communications/ documents/web_ do 
cument!wtvm054838.pdf; Open Knowledge Foundation, submission to the UK IPO consultation on 
copyright, 2012 http://science.okfn.org/20 12/03/21/response-to-ipo-consultation-on-text-mining
copyright-exception/ 
"Journal Article Mining: A research study into Practices, Policies, Plans and Promises", by Eefke Smit 
and Maurits van der Graaf, 2011, pp 5 and 31 where only 21% of the seven interviewed publishers 
responded that they receive more than 10 requests for mining per year, and these are larger publishers. 
CRA report "Assessing the economic impacts of adapting certain limitations and exceptions to 
copyright and related rights in the EU- analysis of specific policy options", p. 41. 
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even independently from profit considerations. Publishers are also concerned that mining may 
result in the making, and subsequent dissemination, of derivative and/or substitutive products 
such as summaries or news-clipping based on their publications and are keen to regulate this 
contractually. 

In order to improve the current market situation, representatives of publishers have developed 
a series of initiatives aimed at facilitating licensing agreements for the purpose of text and 
data mining. In particular, in November 2013, as an outcome of the "Licences for Europe" 
stakeholders' dialogue, a group of STM publishers presented a declaration of commitment 
covering both contractual and technical initiatives to streamline licences for non-commercial 
mining of subscription based scientific publications342

. /"'2,, 

As reported in this declaration, the signatories have established (and committed r,, 
sample licence clause, to be included in existing subscription agreement~,l,gnreqli' """or as 
part of subscription renewal) at no additional cost for the final user auth<ilis. n, and data 
mining for non-commercial research purposes A web based click-throu~ allowing 
individual researchers to request this authorisation has also been$' chnological 
solutions which could complement the model clause and practie 1ly f: , ... te access to the 
scientific publications for mining purposes are also being devel ne $the main projects 
in this respect is the "Prospect" mining hub developed by, 'Prospect" will allow 

;§!' 

researchers to access content subscribed by .,Weir in~ itut10 Irectly in the publisher's 
infrastructure and facilitate its mining for exampl'~ throu formatting. 

Other initiatives are being carried out at natio hese include work between 
publishers and rights clearance agents and colle~ling s · s to implement licensing systems 
to facilitate easy, "one-to-many" rig~~ clear a PLS Clear in the UK344

. 

342 

343 

344 

http://www.stm-assoc.onr/2013 II II Text and Data Mining Declaration.pdf. See also the 
Commission document "Licences for Europe: ten pledges to bring more content online" 
http://ec.europa.eu/intemal_ market/copyright/docs/licences-for-europe/131113 _ten-pledges_ en.pdf 
http:/ /vvww. crossref.o rg/ 
http://www.plsclear.com/ 
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8.14. ANNEX J- EXCEPTION FOR PERSONS WITH A DISABILITY 

Article 5(3)(b) ofthe InfoSoc Directive enables Member States to provide for an exception to 
the rights of reproduction, distribution and communication to the public/making available for 
"uses provided for the benefit of people with a disability, which are directly related to the 
disability and of a non-commercial nature, to the extent required by the specific disability". 

This exception is implemented in the laws of all Member States but its implementation varies 
considerably. There are significant differences as regards the scope of the exception both as to 
the beneficiaries and the works covered. Some countries (e.g. L T, MT or SE) limit the 
accessible formats that can be made under the exception; others (e.g. A~" DK or NL) 
prescribe remuneration for the rights holders345 or only allow for the appfi · n of the 
exception where a work is not commercially available (e.g. UK, DE). 

For example, in France the exception is applicable to persons with motori§!J, 
psychological, cognitive or physical disabilities above a certain limit set by ad~i 
In the UK the provisions is applicable to only visually impaired and peo who 
physical disability, to hold or manipulate a book or to focus or move their' 
nonnally be acceptable for reading - recordings of perfonnances rovided that the 
work used is not available in the desired fonn. In Lithuania the re on. lawfully published 
works is restricted to non-commercial educational, teaching af!.<;l.{ 1c €arch purposes. And in 
Sweden only libraries or organisations with special 12ennissi !!' fro e government are allowed to 
produce talking books freely, to communicate copieSi'throug netwo' directly to disabled people, 
and to make copies of radio or TV broadcasts le who are deaf or hearing-
. . d 346 1mpmre . 

The diversity of the conditions prescj~bed b · la;' s when implementing the exception 
creates a complex legal frameworK withi . While there are indications that the 
legislation imJ?lementing the excepf countries is complex to apply even 
domestically,3 7 the differences usttaLJy rafs jor concerns in the cross-border context. The 
lack of the cross-border effect of the 31except n makes it impossible to access special format 

<l l\ 
copies made under an exceptipill! • er Member State. 

In order to address this on a g obal scale, the Marrakesh Treaty was adopted in the 
World Intellectual Pro nisation (WIPO) in June 2013.348 This Treaty facilitates the 
access to publishe~ rsons who are blind, visually impaired, or otherwise print 
disabled. The Tr~f.Y c andatory exception to copyright that allows organisations for 
the blin.c!t vott:1 distribute and make available accessible format copies to visually 
impa· .:~ . ns w ·tt the authorisation of the right holder, not only domestically but also 

•
349 Ow he one hand, the scope of the Treaty is more limited than the scope of 

· "ties" exception in the InfoSoc Directive, on the other hand, unlike the Directive, it 
ensures th S-border effect of the national exception. The Treaty enters into force once 20 
Contracting arties have ratified it. 

345 

346 

347 

348 

349 

This possibility is explicitly recognised by recital36 of Directive 2001/29/EC. 
See more examples in the problem definition and in Table Al5. 
See for example: Exception "handicap" au droit d'auteur et developpement de l'offre de publications accessibles a 
!'ere numerique. Catherine Meyer-Lereculeur, Mai 2013. 
lJ.ttp://www. wipo.inth)leetings/~n/doc de!nils. jsp?doc @.=245323 
It is to note that the Marrakesh Treaty does not only aim at facilitating the making and digital transmission of 
accessible format copies but also the distribution of physical copies, including across borders. 
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Finally, Article 7 of the Audiovisual Media Services Directive350 obliges Member States to 
encourage media service providers gradually to make their services to people with a visual or 
hearing disability (e.g. by sign language, subtitling, audio-description or easily understandable 
menu navigation). In most Member States the public service broadcaster has the legal 
obligation to provide subtitles with their television programmes.351 The actual implementation 
of this provision however seems rather varied in the EU.352 

Market developments 

In practice, people with visual impairment and other print disabilities (e.g. dyslexia) are the 
most concerned by the exception in Directive 2001129/EC. Therefore this/s~ction mainly 
focuses on the developments of the accessibility of books and other print ma'~i~J~as well as 
of audio-visual content for visually impaired and otherwise print-disabled pe ' s. The 
European Blind Union estimates that there are 30 million blind and partial~, hte sons 
in geographical Europe and an average of one in 30 Europeans expeite t oss.353 

Accessible formats include Braille, large print, e-books, audiobooks witlf:l 
etc. 

Books and other print material in accessible formats are eithe "'y the publishers 
themselves or they are made, under licences or an exception · ed entities (libraries, 
blind organisations, etc.). For example, the EPUB form,? PUB3) is commonly 
used for e-book publishing. EPUB3 includes a ~alth o ? atures at can be used to enhance 
accessibility for visually impaired persons.354 Thes e be incorporated at the time 
of production or later, for example by the specialis 

As an illustration, in 2012 in the UK 84% oft 
This is a sharp increase compared to the\dlgures i 
0 % in 2009)355

• Still, when examining th 
accessible format. 356 In France it is 

were published in accessible format. 
ous years (73% in 2011, 45% in 2010 and 
t, only 7 % of books are also available in 

to 20% of books are available in at least one 
accessible format.357 

When books are not publishe~ essible format (Braille, for instance), such formats are 
produced by libraries or b · d orga ions. There are agreements between the publishing 
industry and blind orgaqtsa ·n a number of Member States. 

·~ 

For example, In ItalJ:ith · reement between the Italian Publishers Association (AlE) and the 
Italian Union oft 'Tind a ally Impaired (UIPI) inter alia with a view to providing all visually 

350 

351 

352 

353 

354 

355 

356 

357 

358 

t he necessary school books in an accessible format. 358 

10/13/EU of the European Parliament and the Council of 10 March 2010 on the coordination of certain 
provis laid down by law, regulation or administrative action in Member States concerning the provision of 
audiovisual media services. 
See details per Member State in Table A16. 
State of subtitling access in EU (EFHOH) 2011 report 
http://media.wix.com/ugd/!c2e099 098aaba4b05ee8t7fed8b0add0b8c332.pdf 
h tw:/!>vww .euroblind.om/resourcesiinformation/nri215 
EPUB is one of the most widely supported open, free e-book format. It was developed by the International Digital 
Publishing Forum. It is a reflowable, platform-independent electronic book. In EPUB3 the features of the DAISY 
format were incorporated into the EPUB format (20 11 ). http://www.daisv .org 
http:i/www.rnib.org.uk/aboutus/Research/reports/reading/Pages/accessible titles 20 I '.aspx 
http://www.rnib.org.uk/professionals/publishing/Pages/publishing industrv.aspx 
Source: study "exception« handicap»" (2013) 
LIA project: http://www.progettolia.it/en 
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In the Netherlands, a collective agreement between the Dutch Publishers Association and Dedicon 
which ens.ures accessibility of works for people with a disability via a library or 'Loket aangepast
lezen' .359 

No matter whether the accessible formats are produced under a licence or under an exception, 
the actual production costs of an accessible format are significant (and they are dependent on 
the actual format). 

The cost of producing a Braille page is between EUR 1.40 and EUR 8.29, depending on the level of 
complexity and the genre. For instance, making a 1000-page long novel accessible in Braille would 
require 17 Braille volumes that cost around EUR 8,400. The production costs of the ;Br ille version of 
a 400-page science text book is close to EUR 8,000 and the 150-long language text-IJI·' ts close to 
EUR 2,400. The production costs of a fully accessible DAISY format (audio-book wft . · vigation 

360 . tools) are around EUR 3.400 for a 1000-page long novel and EUR 390 for a 150- e long ,~&uage 
text-book. The cost of an audio-description track of a 90-120-minute long utj'i<f' EUR 
2,500.361 

Because of the prohibitive costs of production, in the last few year 
develop licence-based models of cross-border exchange of ace " 
avoid the duplication of production costs between countries sha 

in particular to 
sa e language. Today 

f hundreds of copies the cross-border exchange of accessible formats is limite ·~ 

per year. 

For example, in the Netherlands, 200-300 titles are imif 0 titles are exported annually. 
As to educational titles, 50-100 are imported and 5-.f exported in a year. As to the UK, in 

" 2012/2013, 476 titles in Braille and 9 titles in DAI.S~1orma .·~resold abroad. 
;%• §~ _ -;s~tl?:~ ;-

Currently two multi-lateral projectsil!lre run~pyJpunrishers and blind organisations/libraries 
which aim at f~cilitating the making a9~~~{oss-q~d~r ex~hange of access~b.le format copies: 
the TIGAR proJect (Trusted Interm~,~iary'·Glqb§-1 Accessible Resources)36 m WIPO and the 
ETIN project (The European Tr~ste~;;}nternifdfaries Networki63 in the EU.364 Both projects 
aim to improve the accessib" ~ n~; amount of copyright-protected accessible materials 
available for people with print IS I~s across borders through trusted intermediaries (Tis-
blind organisations) an blish long-term sustainable solution(s) for the cross-border 
exchange of accessible 

op., 

1 nd aims to have pan-European coverage with initial focus on 
m t e EU, the EEA and Switzerland. TIGAR aims to have global 

excha 
also supp 
States. 

loping countries. They also have different mechanisms for their 
pr oses de-centralised facilities managed by participating Tis for the 

files. Tis can exchange accessible versions of books among themselves, and can 
ssible versions directly to visually impaired persons in other ETIN Member 

359 

360 

361 

362 

363 

364 

http://www.nuv.nl/downloadcentrum/regelingen-modellen-en-checklists/regelingen
b ibl iothekenlregel in g-toegan kel i jke-1 ectuur-leesgehand i capten.l5 84 22.lvnkx 
http://www .daisy .org 
Examples provided by some European blind organisations. 
http://www. visionip.org/tigar/eni 
.bJ1Q://ec.~uropa.euii[ltemal market/convright/initiatives/accessiindex en.htm 
There are also some examples of bilateral cooperation between some Member States, e.g. between the Netherlands 
and Belgium. 
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TIGAR aims to have a specific ICT infrastructure managed by WIPO. It includes a centralised 
transitory file transfer facility (for transparency and for the ease of reporting), mechanisms to 
facilitate the provision of files from publishers, 'search and discovery' tools for accessible 
books available via Tis or commercially or in development, and other supporting services. At 
present, only a few Member States take part in the ETIN projece65 and no cross-border 
exchange is taking place yet due to the lack of licences and other agreements on national 
level. The TIGAR project seems to have developing countries as its main focus. 

As regards audiovisual content, the situation is very uneven in the Member States both as 
regards the availability of audio-descriptions for visually-impaired persons ~nd as regards 
subtitles for hearing:-impaired persons. In the EU, the UK and Germany take~lli~, lead in the 
number of hours that are available with audio-description on TV, in cinemas.7'liUd also on 
DVDs. In some other countries (e.g. in France) there is a steady increase i the r of 
cinema screenings with audio-description but in the vast majority of Me 
only a few releases with audio-description each year.366 

. 

For example, in the UK more than I,OOO films have been released with~ 
2002. In most UK cinemas - including all digitally equipped sites - n.: '~ ha , · ities for subtitles, 
and more than 300 have audio description facilities. In 20I2 more · und;: a English language 
films were available with subtitles & audio- description. The top., ·, 4I of the top 50, and 
7I out of the top I 00 were available. The I 00 most popular films of . ~- t around 90% of the box 
office revenue. The remaining 400+ films, most of ,jhich we;' not su~litled & described, accounted 
for just I 0% of revenue. The majority of films that wer ot su ~& described had a very limited 
release and were not screened in many multiplex cinem · rox. ree quarters of UK cinemas).367 

365 

366 

367 

Tis from the Netherlands, the Flemish part of Belgium, France, Denmark and Germany. 
Information provided by some European blind organisations. 
http://wwi·V.vourlocalcinema.convnvailable.html 
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Table A15- Implementation of Article 5(3)(b) of the lnfoSoc Directive- Exception for 
persons with a disability 

MS Scope Remuneration 

AT Person with yes 
disabilities 

BE Person with no 
disabilities 

BG Person with no 
disabilities 

CZ Person with no 
disabilities 

CY Person with no 
disabilities 

DK Visually- and yes 
hearing-impaired 
person 

DE Person with yes 
disabilities (access to 
the work, because of 
a disability, IS no 
possible or is mad 
considerably ,~ 
difficult g 

no 

EL Person with visual or no 
hearing impairment 

ES Person with 

Application to works, other subject matter/Other details 

published work by reproduction 

non-commercial 

reproduction and communication to the public 

non-commercial 

reproduction of works 

non-commercial 

people with disability makes a reproduction"';I' 
reproduction made of a published wor~t 
by the specific disability; a reproduct~gn 
distributed and communicated by the sin 
people with vision disability p 
the visual component and a 
an audiovisual recording 
component of the 
work may also be. 
by the ~j1e perso" 

non-commercial 

I expression of 
udio component of 

ual work; the audio 
rding of an audiovisual 

ibuted and communicated 

uses' in general and consequently both 
d communication to the public 

ks, non-commercial use only 

ecordings of literary works or use that consists 
fsound recordings of musical works 

reproduction and distribution of a work, non-commercial , 

if necessary to facilitate access 

reproduction, distribution and communication to the public of 
a lawfully published work. 

works created especially for disabled persons may not be 
reproduced, distributed and made available without the 
authorisation of the author 

non-commercial 

reproduction of the work 

Minister for Culture may lay down the conditions of 
application of the regulation and its application to other 
categories of persons with disabilities 

reproduction, distribution and communication to the public 
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disabilities 

FI Person 
disabilities 

with yes 

FR Motorial, mental, 
sensorial, 
psychological, 
cognitive or physical 
persons (recognised 
by a specialised 
commission or 
recognised by a 
medical certificate) 

no 

HR Person 
disability 

with yes 

HU Persons 
disabilities 

with no 

IE Person with a no 
physical or mental 
disability 

IT Persons 
disability 

with no 

L T People with visual or no 
hearing impairment 

LV People with visual or no 
hearing impairment 

LU Persons with 
or 

NL 

PL Person/' 
disabilities 

PT Person 
disabilities 

RO Person 
disabilities 

yes 

with no 

with yes 

with no 

copies of a published literary work, a published musical work 
or a published work of fine art may be made by means other 
than recording sound or moving images 

the reproduction or representation has to be carried out by a 
legal entity or publicly open establishments such as libraries, 
archives, documentation centres or multimedia cultural 
centres 

use of copyright works 

non-commercial 

non-commercial 

ion to the public, for personal 

'-commercial educational, teaching and 
rposes of lawfully published works 

.. ns for the visually impaired and hearing impaired, 
as~~ell as libraries which provide services to visually 
imp~ired and hearing impaired, shall be permitted to 
reproduce and distribute works 

reproduction of a work 

the reproduction, translation, distribution or communication to 
the public of a work 

non-commercial 

reproduction and communication to public of works 

non-commercial 

published works 

non- commercial and to the extent resulting from the nature of 
disability 

the reproduction, public communication and making available 
to the public of a work 

the reproduction, distribution, broadcasting or communication 
to the public 
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SE Person 
disabilities 

SK Person 

SI 

disabilities 

Person 
disabilities 

UK Visually 
person 

with yes 

with no 

with yes 

impaired no 

Anyone is entitled to make copies of literary and musical 
works, other than recording of sounds but only libraries or 
organizations with special permission from the government 
are allowed to produce talking books freely, to communicate 
copies through a network directly to disabled people, and to 
make copies of radio or TV broadcasts and films for people 
who are deaf or hearing-impaired. 

reproduction of a released work 

public distribution by lending or to communication to the 
public 

reproduce or distribute works, provided th~fC 
not available in the desired form 

no economic advantage 

literary, dramatic, musical 
edition 
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Table A16 - Accessibility requirements (transposition of Article 7 of A V Media Services 
Directive (2010113/EU)) 

MS 

AT 

BE 
Fr 
Com 

FI 
Com 

BG 

cz 

CY 

DK 

DE 

General provision 

Advisory Committee 
drafts and amends the 
regulations regarding 
inter alia accessibility of 
programmes for people 
with impaired hearing. 

Financially sound people 
with disabilities expected 
to pay a reduced 
contribution to make it 
easier to finance barrier
free television. 

German broadcasters 
should as far as ossible 

Practical implementation 

PSB: accessibility requirement for current affairs programmes on PSB, 
including online services (subtitles with all spoken-language TV 
broadcasts and audio description). 

Commercial A VMS providers - all av media services gradually made 
accessible to people with visual or hearing disabilities. 

Financial incentives for film productions 

PSB: Special obligation to provide access to programmes for 
impaired hearing (subtitles, sign language). 

PSB: 80% of programmes subtitled. 

PSB and commercial broadcasters: full s 
State aid for subtitling evening news: re '" · 
commercial 

PSB: programme with sign Ia 
for people with impa,i~~d heari 

'lfi 
Commercial broadcaste~;s: 
obligations. News progritlJ.~ 

m licensing 

incorp()~~te sign· 
ofbrmr<fcast pr 

'fig have close or open captioning and 
ultaneous interpretation into it at least 2% 

At least 1 
" visual\iisabil 

es should be made accessible to people with 

r""~:n 

Comme~cial brolJ casters: At least 15 % of broadcast programmes 
ib~ to pebple with impaired hearing (closed or open captioning) 

2% to people with impaired vision for national channels. 

-demand providers :required where practicable to ensure that 
.• grammes have open or closed captioning or interpretation into sign 
lcfPguage and a sound track intended for people with visual disability ( 

v providers: gradual accessibility to people with visual or hearing 
disabilities. 

Linear services : news bulletin of at least 5 minutes appropriate for deaf 
people between 18h-22h 

A V providers: increase the percentage of programmes accessible to 
people with hearing/visual disability by at least 5% in addition to news 
bulletins. 

PSB : public service obligation concerning service provision for people 
with disabilities 

PSB and commercial broadcasters: Statutory subtitling and insertion of 
sign language 

Internet contributions: in large part barrier-free due to insertion sign 
language and subtitling. 
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EE 

EL 

ES 

FI 

FR 

HR 

HU 

IE 

IT 
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provide for more barrier
free services. 

S. 19 a of the Act on 
Television and radio 
Operations (744/1998), 

supplemented by the 
government decree. 

Articles 28, 33-1 et 53 of 
the Law of 30 September 
1986. 

ent rules 
requiting Irish television 
broadcasters to provide 
access to people with 
sensory disabilities. This 
requirement is also 
reflected in Section 53 of 
the Disability Act, 2005. 

Art. 5(6) of the 
Audiovisual media 

services code ado ted b 

Audiovisual media service providers : have to make their services 
available to people with 

hearing or visual disability gradually (by using subtitles, sign language, 
separate audio channels, teletext and other ancillary services).Reporting 
obligation in every two years. 

PSB: daily news are available with sign language interpretation 

PSB: subtitling and accessibility obligations depending on the nature of 
the programmes (informational, non-informational). 

Linear services : 

Free to air state and regional programmes : subtitling obligati 
of programmes and interpretation in sign language an ion 
for at least two hours per week tf 
PSB: 50%, 70% and 90% of subtitling in years 20 1lf2 

Commercial broadcasters: subtitling reachi 
75% in years 2011 -2013 

Linear services: PSB and programme{ public interest, broadcast 
under national programme licenc ""~!>jpg " titles-to-speech-service 
required for foreign language -~ an subtitling required for the 
programmes in Finti:~h and nguage. Gradually increasing 
quotas, that are higher fo" 00% in 20 16).AII broadcasters: 
general requirement iw' licences concerning subtitling of 
foreign language PJ;Q~amme 

Linear:~~ices: 
programme an 
impaired ~t' 

Othe!fchanne 
for sibility 

commercial channels: subtitling of all their 
n of programmes accessible for visually 

stringent rules. Non linear services: recommendation 
programmes for people with hearing and vision 

ear services : PSB and important commercial channels: gradual 
essibility of public service announcements, news and political 

formation programmes as well as cinematographic works (subtitles or 
sign language). For cinematographic works and programmes produced for 
people with hearing disability a daily quota of at least 4 h of subtitling or 
providing sign language is set in a progressive way, to reach full subtitling 
in2015. 

Linear services: About 70% of broadcasting services required to provide 
some degree of accessibility. 

On-demand services: the voluntary Code of Conduct for On-demand av 
Providers- commitment to gradually make such services accessible. 

All av providers have to adopt appropriate measures to facilitate the 
reception of programmes by people with disabilities. At least one edition 
of the news broadcast on the three terrestrial PSB channels (Tg1 on Rail, 
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legislative decree n. Tg2 on Rai2, Tg3 on Rai3) has to be subtitled and one additional edition 
44/201 0 Art. 4(1 )f of of the news has to be translated into sign language .. 

LT 

LV 

Agcom deliberation no. 
353/11/CONS on 
authorisations for dtt 
broadcasting PSB 
contract of service (20 1 0-
20 12) signed 6 April 
2011 

General obligation to 
ensure that public 

information is also 
accessible to people with 
disabilities 

The Electronic Mass 
Media Law (Art.24.5) 
requires electronic media 
service providers to draw 
up codes of conduct 
indicating the measures 
which promote the 
accessibility of services 
to persons with visual and 
hearing disability. 

LU Convention on public 
service requires all the 
parties to introduce all the 
possible measures to 

MT 

provide for the 
accessibility of their 
services to people with 
disabilities. 

Broadcasting 
encourages media seryj~~}: 
providers to makerthei;c 
services accessibl to 
people with <=\~isu 
heari~g dis~ 

1----+-::-: 
NL 

PL 

PT 

RO Media Law encourages 
audiovisual media service 
providers to ensure 
accessibilit of their 

Linear Services PSB: Programmes for people with visual and hearing 
disabilities in a proportion to be set ;}:·, 

"'~ ""'}.-4[fu 

by the Board. State aid funding: for cultural and educatiQpal projects 
aimed at adapting information of cultural and educational natiir~;to people 
with visual and hearing disability. 

Audiovisual media services: must be accessible 
vision and hearing. 

PSB: daily news with sign language interp 

B: increase of the accessibility in particular for news broadcasts and 
ent affairs programmes 

Linear Services: PSB: subtitling of95% of programme parts which are in 
Dutch and measures for visually impaired people. 

National commercial broadcasters: subtitling of 50% of the programmes 
and measures for visually impaired people 

Linear services : accessibility requirement for people with hearing and 
visual disability through, audio description, subtitles and sign language (at 
least 10 % of quarterly transmission time) 

Linear and non linear services : .According to article 44, paragraph 3, the 
multiannual plan drawn up by the Media 

Regulator (ERC) contains the set of obligations relating to accessibility 
requirements to be followed by linear and on-demand av services. 

Linear services: Subtitling with additional tools for news programmes. 
Subtitling of 17,3% ofPSB programmes. 
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SK 

SI 

UK 
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services to people with 
visual and hearing 
disability. 

ent to extend 
acces to broadcasting 
servie'es for people with 
hearing and visual 
disability and to ensure 
consistently high standard 
of these services 

PSB channels, linear: target: end ofthe licence period (1 January 2010-
31 December 2013) subtitling of all programs. Hearing ability shall be 
prioritized by taken into account that background sound may deteriorate 
the ability to for people with hearing disabilities to take part of the 
content. 

Commercial channels, linear (TV4 largest broadcaster targeting the whole 
nation ): All broadcasts, except live broadcasts, shall further make the 
sound and picture accessible in accordance with the foll~~e: 

1. 1 July 2011-30 June 2012: Sound (25% of the oroau~~ing time), 
Picture (experimental works) 'lf"' 
2. 1 July 2012-30 June 2013: Sound (50 %t), Picture ,f'ks) 

3. 1 July 2013-30 June 2014: Sound (70 %), Pictu 

65 Commercial channels (others than T 
accessibility 

Linear services: 

- PSB broadcasting;jl televis · 
broadcast programmes 

accompanied by close 
language .~;;, 

,.~~¥4l, 

- PSB broadcastiifg digit;&Jy programme: 50% of all broadcast 
progra~'fues accot!fplrti~a~h closed or open captions and 3% translated 
into sign uage ,<!fl2,)0% of all broadcasts programme with voice 
comme~t for ople with visual disability. 

- Com~rrcial br4!l<fcasters broadcasting digitally a television programme: 
· 

0 all broadcast programmes accompanied by closed or open 
d/or translated into sign language and 3% of all broadcast 

accompanied by voice commentaries for the blind. 

providers must indicate clearly all programmes accessible to 
p"' pie with hearing and visual disability. 
7¥ 

State aid financing: in the field of production and broadcasting and 
audiovisual media intended for deaf and hard of hearing. 

Linear services : Ofcom currently requires 72 channels with an audience 
share ofO, 05% or more to: 

- subtitle 80% of their programmes within 10 years 

-audio describe 10% of their programmes (lOy) 

-sign 5% of their programmes (lOy) 

Broadcasters with an audience below 1%: 30 minutes of sign-presented 
programming a month, or make alternative arrangements acceptable to 
Ofcom. Most have chosen to contribute funding to the British Sign 
Language Television Trust, which funds sign interpreted programmes on 
the Community Channel. BBC additionally provides for signing and audio 
description On -demand services: 

ATVOD: advice to on-demand service providers of best practice and 
encoura e those that serve a si nificant audience to rovide facilities for 
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people with hearing and vision disability. BBC and Channel 4 already 
provide for subtitling for many of its on-demand programmes 
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8.15. ANNEX K- DEFINITION OF RIGHTS IN THE ONLINE ENVIRONMENT 

Two rights for a single transmission 

Directive 200 1129/EC harmonises the rights of authors and neighbouring rightholders368 

which are essential for the transmission of digital copies of works (e.g. an e-book) and other 
protected subject matter (e.g. a record in a MP3 format) over the internet or similar digital 
networks. 

The most relevant rights for digital transmissions are the right of communication to the fcublic, 
including the right of making available to the public369

, and the right of reproguction3 0
. The 

dissemination of a digital copy of work or other subject matter in digital ne · · · s is usually 
subject to both of these rights at the same time. Online transmissions therefore ., ly - in a 
single economic transaction - both the right of communication to the public (inc · the 
right of making available) and the reproduction right. 

These two rights are applied in parallel because transmissions of ad" 
not limited to the act of transmission itself, but always involve the 
well371

• Such copies are usually made both at the start of the tra 
ral copies as 

.g. the uploading 
of the transmission of a digital copy of a work to a server by a service provider) and at . 

(e.g. the downloading of a digital copy of a work by an en 2 

As a consequence, a service provider that intend't to dis work over the internet via 
e.g. a paid-for on-demand download service must1 'J acquire a licence for (i) the 
right of communication to the public/making 7.avliil the public and (ii) the right of 
reproduction. The cumulative application of""fi~hts rri·a. ncrease transaction costs for the 
licensing of works for online use, sinq€ the r~\n:~C:.? .• n "right is autonomous and independent, 
and may be held by a person other tha h~lg~r# the communication to the public right. 
At the same time there are instances,:nw proBlems do not arise (when both the rights are 
in the hands of a single right holder"'' collec management organisation). 

National courts have questiQc pplication of two separate rights to a single act of 
economic exploitation. In (J rmany, example, the Higher Regional Court of Munich held 
that splitting online rig t~Jzi e reproduction right and the right to make available to the 
public, with the aim t· subs ntly claim licence fees for both rights is inconsistent with 
German law. In p~cu erman Court stated that, in the online environment, a work 

·~~1 

368 

369 

370 

371 

372 

ers, performers and broadcasters are holders of so-called "neighbouring rights" in, 
respecti. ly, thei . , records, performances and broadcast Authors' content protected by copyright is referred 

'work" or '\works", while content protected by neighbouring rights is referred to as "other subject matter". 

!ijght to authorise or prohibit any communication to the public by wire or wireless means and to authorise or 
profit 'making available to the public "on demand" (see Art. 3 of Directive 2001129/EC). 

The n t to "authorise or prohibit direct or indirect, temporary or permanent reproduction by any means and in any 
form, in whole or in part" (see Art. 2 of Directive 2001129/EC) although temporary acts of reproduction of a 
transient or incidental nature are, under certain conditions, excluded (see art. 5(1) of Directive 2001/29/EC). 

Copies involved in an act of transmission need to be differentiated from the permanent copies that a service 
provider does, for instance to build a database with all the e.g. e-books it has a licence to exploit, in order to 
provide its service. This copies (and the reproduction right that needs to be cleared to make them) are separate for 
the copies made in the course of transmission not only from a "technical" point of view (they happen independently 
from any transmission happening) and also from an economic point of view (they have an independent value). 

Some of these reproductions are, however, covered by the mandatory exception provided for in Article 5(1) of 
Directive 2001/29/EC, and thus do not need to be licensed. See also case C360/13 Meltwater, pending reference 
before the CJEU. 
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cannot be exploited on the basis of the reproduction right only (i.e. independent from the right 
of making available). Therefore, the splitting of one uniform economical-technical process 
into two separate exploitation rights would not be possible.373 

In a case concerning download-to-own services related to videogames, the Supreme Court of 
Canada also stated that double payments for a single act of exploitation should be avoided. 
The Court observed that there is no practical difference between buying a durable copy of a 
work in a store and downloading a copy using the Internet. Contrary to the Higher Regional 
Court of Munich (which favoured the right of communication to the public), however, the 
Supreme Court of Canada ruled that only the reproduction right had to be licenced, and that 
no separate royalty for an act of communication to the public must be paid.374 

· 

Both courts expressed their clear view that only a single right should apply to a ~i e act of 
economic exploitation. The different outcomes of the cases, however, also ,~h; tha · ·s not 
self-evident which right should be given preference. In that regard, it sho~ld!4 ssed that 
the German case concerned a streaming service that did not involve the mak·$ 
copies by the end-users, whereas the Canadian Case was concerne 
service for which the opposite was the case. Arguably, the impo 

!. 
communication 

to the public/making available to the public right is higher whe sers~ annot make or use 
as the characteristic 

e' noted that many online 
tance to allow a subscriber 

any permanent copies, whereas the right of reproduction 
right when it comes to download-to-own servis.~· It sh 
services combine both streaming and downloading featu 
to make paly list to listen when being off-line). 

National rules on the interpretation of copyr·g~contr may also have an impact on the 
scope of a licence or a transfer of rigb!Js fort oitation of works.375 

"0? 

Finally, recent jurisprudence of th gests that at least download-to-own 
transmissions in the case of softwar~,,pou .. tion to the right of reproduction) be subject 
to the right of distribution (tradition~Ily asso6'iated with the distribution of physical copies 
only), instead of to the right ofe§111.!!JtfnicatiO'n to the public/making available to the public.376 

However, in all other respeCts~·the~G~pU has not yet had the opportunity to consider the 
application of two sepa~'te~g~ in a single act of economic exploitation. 

Online transmissions lnd the exhaustion of rights 

373 

374 

375 

376 

10, 29 U 3698/09 (MyVideo Broadband vs CELAS GmbH). MyVideo had concluded an 
nt with th~ German collecting society GEMA for the streaming platform myvideo.de. With regard to 
nglo-American repertoire, the agreement included the right of making available but not the right of 
tion, which was removed by EMI from GEMA to CELAS for European-wide licensing. When 

nego s between CELAS and MyVideo failed, CELAS threatened to seek injunctive relief which made 
MyVip file an action for a declaratory judgment, stating that CELAS had no right to prevent the offering of 
music on myvideo.de. 
Entertainment Software Association v. Society of Composers, Authors and Music Publishers of Canada, 2012 SCC 
34. The case primarily concerned the question whether the transmission of musical works contained in video games 
that are sold online via downloads amounts to a communication to the public. 
In Greece, Article 15(4) of Law 2121/1993 provides that "if the extent and the means of exploitation which the 
transfer concerns or for which the exploitation or the exploitation license is agreed are unspecified, it shall be 
deemed that the said acts refer to the extent and the means that are necessary for the fulfilment of the purpose of the 
contract or license". In practice, this provision is applied in conjunction with the principle that in case of doubt a 
contract is always interpreted in favour of the author, meaning that when the rights transferred by the author are not 
specified in detail, the transfer only encompasses those rights that are absolutely necessary for the fulfilment of the 
purpose of the contract. 
Case C-128/11 (Oracle vs UsedSoft); see footnote 9 for further detail. 
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In order to reconcile the free movement of goods within the Union with the territoriality of 
national IPRs, the CJEU developed the doctrine of exhaustion. Subsequently, this doctrine 
was incorporated into several legal acts, such as into Article 4 (2) of Directive 200 I /29 (the 
InfoSoc Directive). According to that provision, the right of distribution is exhausted "where 
the first sale or other transfer of ownership in the Community ... is made by the rightholder or 
with his consent." Similarly, Article 4(2) of Directive 2009/24 on the legal protection of 
computer programs states that "the first sale in the Community of a copy of a program by the 
rightholder or with his consent shall exhaust the distribution right within the Community of 
that copy". 

Because of the principle of exhaustion, consumers and other users who pur~~~ a physical 
£QpY. of a work or other subject-matter are generally free to dispose of that c'b'"". e.g. via 
reselling or giving it as a gift. The principle of exhaustion also makes parall , 
border) possible in the Internal Market. 

So-called "download-to-own" services allow the customer to use th 
the digital copy of a film) for an unlimited period of time, and ther, 
extent, sales contracts in the physical world e.g. the purchas. 
question arises whether customers should be able to dispos 
online service as they would be with regard to a physical 

on tent (e.g. 
e, to a certain 

n a DVD. The 

Traditionally, both the right of distribution and p · austion were considered to 
be limited to physical copies. The transmission o s via digital networks copies 
was considered not to concern the right of ~~butio hich is subject to the principle of 
exhaustion) but rather the right o~l6omm · · · t e public/making available to the 
public. According to Article 3(3) oro· ec 29, the right of communication to the 
public/making available to the public " c~·fxhausted by any act of communication to 
the public or making available to th~" ubi 

In Case C-128111 (UsedSoft 3 ever, the CJEU rejected, with regard to computer 
programs as protected und e 2009/24/EC, a distinction between the physical 
distribution of copies an line distribution of copies. The Court pointed to the absence 
of a specific right sil11"1ar to . icle 3 of the Infosoc Directive for computer programs in 
Directive 2009/24;~an · edlihe objective ofthe principle of the exhaustion of the right of 
distribution of w p a by copyright which is, "in order to avoid partitioning of 

trictions of the distribution of those works to what is necessary to 

icant, Oracle, is a leading provider of database software. Oracle markets its software, in 85% of cases, by 
g its customers to download the software from its website. The licence agreement gives the customer a non

user right for an unlimited period, exclusively for his internal business purposes. The defendant, 
markets "used" or "second hand" licences acquired from customers of Oracle. Customers of UsedSoft 

not yet in possession of the software download it directly from Oracle's website after acquiring such a 
"used" licence. The principle of exhaustion of the distribution right applies both to copies of a computer program 
marketed by the rightholder on material media (CD-ROM or DVD) and to copies distributed by means of 
downloads from a website. The CJEU stated that where the rightholder makes available to his customer a (tangible 
or intangible) copy and concludes a licence agreement allowing the use of that copy for an unlimited period, the 
rightholder sells the copy to the customer. Thus, his exclusive right of distribution is exhausted. Even if the licence 
agreement prohibits a further transfer, the rightholder cannot oppose the resale of that copy. The first acquirer of a 
tangible or intangible copy of a computer program for which the copyright holder's right of distribution is 
exhausted must make the copy downloaded onto his own computer unusable at the time of resale. If he continued to 
use it, he would infringe the copyright holder's exclusive right of reproduction of his computer program. In contrast 
to the exclusive right of distribution, the exclusive right of reproduction is not exhausted by the first sale. The copy 
made by the second acquirer benefits from the exception to the right of reproduction provided for in Article 5(1) of 
the Computer Program Directive. 
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safeguard the specific subject-matter of the intellectual property concerned" (para. 62). 
Allowing the rightholder for computer programs "to control the resale of copies downloaded 
from the internet and to demand further remuneration on the occasion of each new sale, even 
though the first sale of the copy had already enabled the rightholder to obtain an appropriate 
remuneration," [ ... ] would go beyond what is necessary to safeguard the specific subject
matter of the intellectual property concerned (para. 63).378 

In both Directive 2009/24 (the Computer Program Directive) and Directive 2001/29 (the 
InfoSoc Directive), the principle of exhaustion is limited to the right of distribution and 
requires a "sale". The central question is therefore whether offering a copy .,of a work for 
download (against a payment) can be regarded as an act of distribution and,,,._heuse, also as a 
"sale". The CJEU answered this question in the positive as regards computer ptbgrams and 
held that where a contract satisfies the conditions for a transfer of ownershiil. that fn~Th~,case 
of a download ownership in an immaterial copy is transferred. This ap~f"'~' ·~ llp\}led the 
Court to state that the principle of exhaustion is not limited to the dis&l!J physical 
copies (of a computer program). Otherwise, the Court argue li ould easily 
circumvent the rule of exhaustion by not marketing their prod sr carriers and 
calling a contract that allows the use of a copy for an unlinj f time simply a 
"licence" rather than a "sale". 

A United States District Court, on the other hand, denied~~ 
defense in a case concerning the re-sale of digitaAuusic 

0 

its own accord condone the wholesale applicati9 
sphere" and stressing that "Congress has the onstr 

i y of a first-sale doctrine 
g that "the Court cannot of 

sale defense to the digital 
I authority and the institutional 

of competing interests that are ability to accommodate fully the varied 
inevitably implicated by such new te~nolog 
As regards the right of reproduction (w ubject to the principle of exhaustion), the 
CJEU held that an original acquirer~cff "a co . a computer program for which the copyright 
holder's right of distribution is e · d [ .. ,·fmust, in order to avoid infringing the exclusive 
right of reproduction in a compute ram [ .. ] make his own copy unusable at the time of its 
resale". Although the Co!l ow ed that ascertaining whether the reseller' s copy has 
been made unusable rna. pr ifficult, it did not see a difference in relation to copies resold 
on e.g. a DVD, as migh , lso be kept by the reseller in that situation. In both cases, the 
rightholder is fre .,rica! protection measures such as product keys. 

hether the CJEU will apply the principle of exhaustion also to digitally 
ies o rks other than computer programs. In Case C-128/11 the Court also 
x specralis character of the Computer Program Directive in relation to the 
tive. However, unlike the Computer Programs Directive, Article 3 of the 

e provides for a communication to the public right which is not subject to an 
exhaustion, mciple. Recital 29 of Directive 2001129/EC (the InfoSoc Directive) states that 
"the question of exhaustion does not arise in the case of services and on-line services in 

378 

379 

See also joined Cases C-403/08 and C-429/08 (Premier League) where the Court distinguished between the 
"appropriate remuneration" of rightholders and a "premium" resulting from absolute territorial restrictions. The 
Court held that "the payment of such a premium goes beyond what is necessary to ensure appropriate remuneration 
for those right holders" (para. 116). 
Capitol Records, LLC vs. ReDigi Inc (Case No. 12-0095, 2012 U.S. Dist.). ReDigi is an online marketplace that 
allows its users to buy or sell pre-owned music files - that are verified to be legally obtained (e.g. via the iTunes 
Store)- to other users. ReDigi claims that its transaction system allows the transfer of music files between users 
without any duplication of the concerned files (there are never two copies that exist in parallel). 
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particular". The scope of Article 3 was addressed in the ITV v TV Catchup case for internet 
transmissions for the first time.380 

Nevertheless, the Court made the following obiter dictum with regard to the InfoSoc 
Directive: 

"It follows from Article 6(1) ofthe Copyright Treaty, in the light of which Articles 3 and 4 of 
Directive 2001/29 must, so far as possible, be interpreted [ ... ] that the existence of a transfer 
of ownership changes an 'act of communication to the public' provided for in Article 3 of that 
directive into an act of distribution referred to in Article 4 of the directive which, if the 
conditions in Article 4(2) of the directive are satisfied, can, like a 'first sale . '":'l:.Qf a copy of a 
program' referred to in Article 4(2) of Directive 2009/24, give rise to efha · 'on of the 
distribution right" (para 52). 

In any case, there remains an important difference between the Compute:,." ctive 
and the InfoSoc Directive with regard to the right of reproduction. ~)1 omputer 
Program Directive provides for an exception if reproductions "are n sa e use of the 
computer program" (Article 5 (1) of the Computer Program Direct'· sedSoft Case, 
the existence of this exception was the only reason why the se (did not infringe 
the rightholder' s right of reproduction (which is not subject . As this exception 
is only provided for in the Computer Programs Directi'\( u a work other than a 
computer program is not covered. Therefore, ex~ if th incip of exhaustion also applies 
to the online distribution of digital copies of work h eomputer programs (i.e. if it 
also applies in the context of the InfoSoc Directi · e second acquirer of a digital copy 
would still infringe the right of reproduction. Jnttbe ab' of a comparable exception in the 
InfoSoc Directive that achieves th~ame ."' ~~~~A icle 5(1) of Directive 200.9/24 for 
computer programs, rightholders could here '11 prevent the resale of copies of their 
:vorks on the basis of the right of rep~o rdless of whether the right of distribution 
IS exhausted or not). r\ 
Legal uncertainty on linking · wsing 

Several Cases are pendin U381 in which the question has been raised whether 
the provision of a cliclgi:lJ constitutes an act of communication to the public/making 
available to the publi ubjec o the authorisation of the rightho!Cier. Some argue that (i) 
establishing a hyw'l-li not amount to "transmission" of a work, and that such 
transmiss · · s $)-f'~ -requ!Sl e for "communication"; (ii) that the rights of the copyright owner 
apply. tr the munication of a work, and whatever a hyperlink provides, it is not a 

that e~e11 if a hyperlink is regarded as a communication of a work, it is not to a 
382 Others argue that the right of communication to the public/making available 
a o covers the mere offering of a work to the public (as opposed to being 

limited to ctual transmission of a work); accordingly, the making available right could 
also cover hnks that enable members of the public to access specific protected material.383 

When browsing the internet, a user (e.g. viewing a web-page) regularly creates temporary 
copies of works and other subject-matter protected under copyright on the screen and in the 

380 

381 

382 

Case C-607 /11 (ITV Broadcasting vs TV Catch Up 
Cases C-466/12 (Svensson), C-348113 (Bestwater International) and C-279/13 (C More entertainment). 
See, in particular, the European Copyright Society's Opinion (retrieved on II December 2013): 
htt]):i/www.ivir.nl/news/European Copvri>rht Society Opinion on Svensson.pdf 

383 See, in particular, ALAI's opinion (retrieved on 11 December 2013): 
hrtp:/iwww.alai.orr!.ien!assets/tilesiresolutions/makimr-available-ri>rht-report-opinion.pdf 
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'cache' memory of his computer. A question has been referred to the CJEU384 as to whether 
such copies are always covered by the mandatory exception for temporary acts of 
reproduction provided for in Article 5(1) of Directive 2001/29/EC. 

Given the importance of linking and browsing to the proper functioning of the internet, legal 
uncertainty as to how copyright extends to these activities is problematic for internet users 
and rightholders alike. 

384 
Case C-360/13 (Public Relations Consultants Association Ltd). See also http://www.supremecourt.gov.uk/decided
cases/docs/UKSC 2011 0202 PressSummary.pdf 
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8.16. ANNEX L- IDENTIFICATION AND LICENSING 

There are many private databases of works and other subject matter held by producers, 
collective management organisations, and institutions such as libraries, which are based to 
a greater or lesser extent on the use of (more or less) interoperable, internationally agreed 
'identifiers'. Identifiers can be compared to a reference number embedded in a work, are 
specific to the sector in which they have been developed385

, and identify, variously, the work 
itself, the owner or the contributor to a work or other subject matter. There are notable 
examples of where industry is undertaking actions to improve the adoption of identifiers, the 
development of rights ownership databases, and the interoperability of such ,Jdentifiers and 
databases. Taking a step further, there are a number of examples of martJ~i;l· itiatives to 
streamline licensing across a range of sectors and use cases. 

Under the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), the ISO 
46, Steering Committee 9, is responsible for international standards for 
metadata, identifiers, etc. Under its aegis the following identifiers ha. 

ISBN (International Standard Book Number) 

ISSN (International Standard Serial Number 

ISWC (International Standard Musical Work 
lj 

ISRC (International Standard Recording Co. ) 

ISAN (International Standard Audiovis. 

ISNI (International Standar~ame 

In the audiovisual sector, the ISAN In 
(EIDR) are pursuing efforts to 
system.386 

ency and the Entertainment ID Registry 
ss registration of content IDs in either 

These identifiers provide a gr esser degree of meta information about a given work 
e.g. the ISWC does not: or ora uthor data but rather relates to a global database 
containing author, publ~fier other rights management information. The ISBN on the other 
hand does comprise a " ion , a publisher prefix, and numbers specific to the publication 
(sequentially attribll~d 

·"' rs there are a wide range of databases and registries of works and other 
su~j~:'T m/ whic ay be specific to a sector or even an institution. 

In the · c sector, for example, the Global Repertoire Database387 should, once operational, 
provide le source of information on the ownership and control of musical works 
worldwide. 

In connection with orphan works in Europe, the ARROW, (Accessible Registries of Rights 
Information and Orphan Works towards Europeana), is a project of a consortium of European 
national libraries, European and national publishers and collective management organisations, 
representing publishers and writers which aims to find ways to identify rightsholders, rights 

385 

386 

387 

E.g. the International Standard Recording Code (ISRC) is used to identifY recordings, the International Standard 
Book Number (ISBN) is used to identifY books 
http://eidr.org/eidr-and-isan-to-provide-seamless-registration-of-content-ids/ 
http:/iwwvv.globalrcpcrtoiredatabnse.com/ 
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and clarify the rights status of a work including whether it is orphan or out of print. ARROW 
is an automated tool to facilitate rights information management in any digitisation project 
involving text and image based works.388 Once the Orphan Works directive is implemented, 
the ARROW search tool is expected to facilitate libraries when carrying out the diligent 
search for absent rightholders as required by the directive. In the audiovisual sector, the 
"FORWARD" project (Framework for a EU-wide Audiovisual Orphan Works Registry) aims 
to design and implement a EU-wide system to assess the rights status (including Orphans) for 
all types of audiovisual works by federating the information resources of multiple national 
clearing centres. 

The Orphan Works directive also foresees the creation of a single online , atabase of 
Orphan Works, the aim of which is to enhance transparency, both for rights holder, '(tpd users, 
as regards works digitised and made available by libraries and other cultural J~titutf61J~,.lplder 
the directive. The database, that will be managed by OHIM (Office for th¢~' '""' nis~non of 
the internal market) is currently under development and expected to be u&~ g by the 
October 2014 implementation deadline ofthe Directive. 

The Linked Content Coalition389 was established to devel 
expression and management of rights and licensing across a! 
includes the development of a Rights Reference Model (R~ 
for all types of rights in all types of content, wh,~}her publishe 
by individual creators. 390 'i'il 

blocks for the 
nt a d media types. It 

co fehensive data model 
rrui]or industry players, or 

The UK Copyright Hub391 is seeking to tak 
systems a step further, and to create a Iinke abling automated licensing across 
different sectors. 

Formal registration of cop~!*! 
the area prohibit forma ·· ·. es a 

is not often discussed as the existing international treaties in 
ondition for the protection and exercise of rights. 392 

However, this pro;ttit t absolute (it does not affect "domestic" works - i.e. works 
originatin · l}e~ ntry imposing the formalities as opposed to .works originating in another 
countwJ:'"' ystem of registration does not need to be made compulsory or 
copstL recondf on for the protection and exercise of rights. With a longer term of 
protecft0" with the increased opportunities that digital technology provides for the use of 

388 
ARROW is currently fully operational in 9 Member States and at an advanced state of implementation in 7 more 

Member States (ARROW Plus): http://www.arrow-neteu!news/arrow-plus-final-conference.html 
389 

390 

391 

392 

www.linkedcontentcoalition.org. 
See also the Rights Data Integration Project (http://www.rdi-project.org/), partially funded under the 
Competiteveness and Innovation programme; consortium members include Linked Content Coalition 
members. 
http:i/www.copvrighthub.co.uk/ 
Certain formalities as to the enforcement of rights are, however, compatible with international agreements, both 
with regard to domestic and non-domestic works. According to Title 17 § 412 US Copyright Code, for example, 
registration is a general prerequisite to certain remedies for copyright infringement (the award of statutory damages 
and attorney's fees). 
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content (older works and works that otherwise would have never been disseminated included) 
the advantages and disadvantages of a system of registration are increasingly being discussed 
e.g. the possibility to condition a Berne plus duration (e.g. the last 20 years of 70 years pma) 
on compliance with formalities. 
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8.17. ANNEX M - ADEQUATE REMUNERATION OF AUTHORS AND 
PERFORMERS 

The EU acquis recognises a number of exclusive rights of authors and performers and in the 
case of performers whose performances are fixed in phonograms, a remuneration right393

• 

There are only a few provisions in EU law governing the transfer of rights from authors or 
performers to producers394

, as this area traditionally has been for the Member States to 
regulate. Consequently, there are significant differences in this respect (especially but not 
exclusively in the audiovisual sector) built over decades on diverse cultural and legal 
traditions. The different approaches are likely to become more manifest with the increased 
frequency of multi-territorial exploitation by on-line service providers. li"' 
In EU law, Article 3(2a) of the Term Directive395 provides that performers cart~t 
contracts on transfer or assignment in the event that the producer doS$:'[JLQt ex 
phonogram in question. In the Rental and Lending Directive, in order to ~!Jsu}ec~}~In;;U ration 
when.assigni~g or transfe~ring exclusive ri?hts, a~thors and perform~~~ ha"~{~e:itiranted an 
unwmvable nght to eqmtable remuneratiOn with respect to t~'*~''te:qtal qgJ:ii. As EU 
legislation in this area provides for "minimum harmonisation", " ber~~~t12s remain free to 
adopt mechanisms to ensure adequate remuneration in their na" leg]s1ation beyond the 
cases foreseen in the Directives. Finally, in certain limite~ acquis imposes the 
collective management of exclusive rights (cable retransrfussi ) allows Member States 
to impose it (resale right398

). Article 5(3) of "tte Re ending Directive provides 
Member States with an option to impose the collect ent of the remuneration right. 

Developments in the different sectors 

As regards the transfer of rights andif~uitab 
developed in the different sectors. 

In the audiovisual sector, authorsJtbual ansfer their exclusive economic rights to the 
producer. Remuneration may b~7restrf((ted to., lump sum payment for their contribution to an 
audiovisual work (writing andfeY.:dke,qting etc.). The majority of the Member States does not 

f'*"rt"A"~ 

provide a framework for au,:,ijovisual"ti:Uthors to receive a "per-use" payment for the primary, 
including online, exploJtali'!tfi~9~ their works. In some Member States (France, Belgium and 
Bulgaria) a contractual' actice }Jas emerged whereby audiovisual authors reserve the right for 
collective manageVI~n lations to collect on their behalf from broadcasters for the 
broadcast ~iri~orks. n some Member States, notably in the UK, collective bargaining 

verrii~JJ)e TV sector also include specific provisions for the remuneration to 
thors. \¥here this practice exists, authors are said to achieve the best results in 

n of the terms of their contracts. However, in some Member States (Ireland and 
s collective bargaining has been found to be contrary to competition law on 
uthors are predominantly free-lancers and as such they cannot be represented 

by the unions in negotiations. Finally, in some other countries (Spain, Italy and Poland) there 
is a legal requirement for the final distributor, usually a broadcaster, to remunerate authors for 

393 

394 

395 

396 

397 

398 

Article 8(2) of Directive 20061115/EC ("Rental and Lending Directive"). 
See e.g. Article 3(3)-(6) of Directive 2006/115/EC. 
Directive 20061116/EC as amended by Directive 2011/77/EU. 
Article 5 of the Rental and Lending Directive. 
Article 9(1) of Directive 93/83/EEC on satellite broadcasting and cable retransmission 
Article 6(2) ofDirective 2001184/EC on the resale right 
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the exploitation of their works (the producer is nevertheless vested with the economic rights 
that need to be cleared for exploitation.) 

As with audiovisual authors, in most EU countries the exclusive economic rights of 
audiovisual performers, including the right of making available for interactive online use and 
the cable retransmission right, are usually transferred to the producer by law or by contract 
upfront, in exchange for a lump sum. A few Member States, such as Spain, provide for a 
separate equitable remuneration for audiovisual performers in addition to the exclusive right 
of making available. 

In the music sector authors transfer the rights to producers for the I'l}~~ing and the 
distribution of phonograms whereas they typically mandate their collectrv~~ nagement 
organisation to manage the family of "communication rights" (broadcast public 
performance) and "digital rights" (reproduction and making available). In s ases 
(e.g. Anglo-American repertoire), some rights are transferred to the music~ 

Performers normally transfer upfront all of their exclusive rights top situation is 
different for the remuneration rights for the public performanc, asting where 
Article 8(2) of the Rental and Lending Directive provides for a,.s, le remuneration 
to be paid by the user if a phonogram published for c rposes is used for 
broadcasting by wireless means or for any communicatio '' , and ensure that this 
remuneration is shared between the relevant pe!tformer d p ogram producers. In most 
Member States (with the exception of Ireland), this, ight is understood to cover 
some internet transmission, notably simulcasting he simultaneous retransmission of a 
broadcast over the internet). In those cases g.efformin "~sts in the music sector receive a 
single equitable remuneration in C!'J.~ a p ""' published for commercial purposes is 
simulcast. 

In the book sector, the publishing~.fo'h ra een authors and publishers have become 
more and more complex as the form~ of exp, tion of books and texts have multiplied over 
the last years. In exercise o :;;, tual freedom, a great diversity of frameworks and 
practices have developed in ~r example, in the UK, an exclusive license with an 
intermediary between t~p/ and the publisher (agent), assignment of rights in France or 
Spain (dualist regime;,. o po le waiver of moral rights in addition to the assignment of 
exclusive economi~2Ji " cession of rights for simple use or exclusivity" in Germany 
(monist regime; ; a! omic rights are linked). 

e cohtrl'J,ctual regimes are most often related to the scope and the object of the 
contrf · exc sivity ,'}:ifuitation in time or geographical restrictions, scope of the rights, etc. It 

/ ~ . "' 

· ry in all Member States for all contracts to be in a written form. Some 
xtend to the full period of copyright protection (e.g. in France for domestic 

works), w "" others are limited (e.g. 15 years in Spain). The publishing contracts are 
traditionally concluded on a worldwide basis by language except for the UK where British 
publishers have exclusive rights only for the Commonwealth and Ireland and US publishers 
have exclusive rights for the US, Canada and Mexico. The rest of Europe was traditionally 
non-exclusive, which allowed for competition between UK and US editions. Each right 
assigned (e.g. hardcovers only, audiovisual adaptation or not, translation or not, digital rights 
included or not) might entail different levels of royalties. 

A flat-rate payment for the author of a book is not frequent. It takes place only for 
collaborative works such as textbooks or dictionary or for on command works. The 
remuneration of the authors of trade books is traditionally proportionated to the sales. In most 
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cases, publishers pay advances against royalties to authors (that they do not recover if the 
book is less successful than expected). Most national laws have a "best-seller clause" which 
has to be included in the publishing contracts. Finally, authors argue that the application of 
fixed book prices in some Member States (e.g. Germany, Spain and France) has a positive 
impact on the level of the remuneration of authors. 

In the journalism and photography sector, the very different bargaining power of the 
patiies also seems to be the problem, in particular when the author is a free-lancer. Model 
contracts, if they exist in a sector, are not widely used, and collective bargaining does not 
seem to play a role. In this sector again, practices differ between Member S,tates. In some 
Member States, notably the UK, Ireland and Malta, authors may sometimes~Ji~ye to waive 
their moral rights. ':r(!f: 
Discussions with stakeholders show that there are a number of contentious i aris1 mfrom 
the different bargaining powers and contractual practices of the relevant .. :. ~~rg; 

;;;:;!} '1'/ 
On the one hand, authors and performers argue that their weak n~g tiati sition often 
results in unfair contractual terms (e.g. buy-out clauses and one-pfflif ayments). In 
particular, they argue that they do not benefit equally from the §;,. ~ log .? (digital) change 
in the production and distribution of audiovisual works and . postulate collective 
bargaining and the right to re-negotiate and terminate c inimum safeguard of 
their rights. 

On the other hand, producers underpin their posi gument that investment in 
audiovisual_content and .in mus~c u~ually _enta~~fg · ancial risk. They say that predicting 
the populanty of a particular title IS a high} co ercise and it is difficult, if at all 
possible, to guarantee the success~~f a fi s of box-office revenue. A similar 
reasoning applies to the popularity o. sic.e!lt:: use of the information gap that exists 
between the producer and the co~~n.fme };(!th-~espect to the level of demand and the 
significant sunk cost associated with'rt}le progi.rrtion of such works, producers argue that they 
face a significant hazard when "dirl to in.vest money and resources into a project. In these 
sectors companies usually have o '"" large upfront amounts of money in order to produce, 
develop and market the reated by the artists399

• Similar arguments are advanced by 
book publishers400

• 

able to the Commission on this matter is not yet sufficient to 
as to nature of the problems in the market and whether they need to be 

particular, there is a need to obtain information on, among other 
thing e tractu ractices, negotiation mechanisms, the effects of the presumptions of 

or 
trans£ fights mechanisms, the role of collective bargaining and of collective management 
organisat1 The Commission has recently commissioned a study to provide an assessment 
of differen wnal approaches and mechanisms that may affect the level of remuneration of 

"")<" 

authors and'performers. 

399 

400 
CRA Study on Territoriality (2013) prepared for the Commission [not yet published] 
The costs linked to physical books (printing, transport and storage) are not a major part of the 
investment. Instead, the editorial work (commissioning and acquisition, copy-editing, copyright fees), 
the production (type-setting, layout and design), the sales and marketing, the distribution (also for 
online works) and the finances require major investment from any publisher. Book publishers argue that 
on average, out of ten books published, one is profitable, two cover the costs and seven do not recover 
the investment. 
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8.18. ANNEX N: ENFORCEMENT 

With the internet, behaviours concerning the consumption of copyrighted content (in 
particular music but increasingly films and books as well) has changed dramatically. Until the 
spread of the internet, music consumption took place either through broadcast/TV or the 
purchase of phonograms. The number of producers of broadcasts and phonograms was fairly 
limited and the production of high quality counterfeits relatively expensive. Therefore, 
infringement levels were comparatively low and the enforcement of copyright was reasonably 
straightforward. 

The internet has changed the situation in many respects: 

• New possibilities of music consumption have opened up: 
mp3) download on various devices, web streaming. 

All these new modes of consumption are, physically, not 
borders. 

Marginal costs of producing copyright infringing 
quality as the original are almost zero. 

The same holds for transaction costs (pup · . 
possibilities etc., dissemination of cop~), arg ly 
represent a certain cost factor. ~;;v 

• Internet facilitates to a certain extent anon 
""~"' Pirated material can literally be sent by eve '~ o " verywhere to anybody anywhere. 

Moreover, infringements of copyrigR~d conf. have become so frequent that they are 
no longer considered by consumers as ij~ or$, if illegal, as causing economic harm. At 
the same time, given that technolo~a1Io a most perfect copies at low cost, piracy has 
become an even more profitable busi · ss. 

1. Current EU and nationaU' eworks 

The current EU regulat ework already provides for tools which can in principle be 
used to tackle online infringement. The Directive on the enforcement of IPR 
C?i:ective ~00~/48~C ') and Article 8 of the Infosoc Directive make provision for 
civil remedies m.c:case 'gement of copyright. These provisions encompass in particular 
evidence.:gatheri·rt" wers for J·udicial authorities, powers to force offenders and any other 

r· ·+-~."' part omm 'ciall lved in an infringement to provide information on the origin and 
distfi etwork of the infringing goods, provisional and precautionary measures 
(includm ainst intermediaries whose services are used to infringe a copyright), permanent 
injunctions . ,er\vers to force offenders to pay damages. Directive 2000/31/EC on the 
electronic cpfumerce is also relevant in the context of the enforcement of copyright. Article 14 
of this Directive, as interpreted by the European Court of Justice, provides that, for a hosting 
service provider to avoid being held liable for illegal content (including content infringing 
copyright), it should expeditiously act on adequately substantiated and sufficiently detailed 
notices401

• At the same time its Article 15 prohibits Member States from Imposmg on 
intermediaries a general obligation to monitor content that they transmit or host. 

401 "Acting" takes the form of removing or disabling access to the illegal content by a "hosting provider". 
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Beside these harmonisation instruments, the EU has also launched in 2009 a European 
Observatory on infringements of IPR. This has, included in its tasks, the need to identify 
trends in on-line copyright infringement in order to provide evidence on the need for 
adjustments to enforcement policy in this field. It has recently undertaken a first survey402 for 
this purpose that will be repeated on a bi-annual basis. 

This EU framework has created high European legal standards to enforce copyright. All 
Member States have implemented IPRED as well as Article 8 of the Infosoc Directive and 
provided for civil remedies in case of infringement of copyright. Some Member States have 
also implemented other measures than those foreseen in IPRED to enc,ourage better 
compliance with copyright law (for example administrative procedures in J't~' ce with the 
HADOPI law403

, in Spain with the Ley Sinde404
, or in Italy with the regulati . n online 

copyright enforcement405
). At Member States level, the legal framewoy reg ",.!!.~the 

liability of hosting service providers (Article 14 of the e-commerce Di n;f9fed to 
above) has created an incentive for the development of "notice-and acti~' .. ;lures that 
are used to enforce copyright on the internet. However, as conclu 
IPRED's application report406

, despite an overall improvement o~ 
volume of infringements has not decreased because of th. · 
opportunities to infringe IPR offered by the intemet407

• 

Directive on its own is not necessarily fit for purpose a 
with this challenge in mind. As a consequence,{§:0me m .;& 

ted increase in 
1'1 

concludes that the 
c e it was not designed 

II remain ineffective while 
others could give rise to growing concerns regardin fundamental rights. 

402 

403 

404 

405 

406 

Ia del 1ritto d'autore sulle reti di comunicazione elettronica e procedure 
el decreto legislative 9 aprile 2003, N° 70 
x?Doc!D= 12229 

on the application of Directive 2004/48/EC of the European Parliament 
I 2004 on the enforcement of intellectual property rights, COM(2010)779 

· x.euro a.eu/Lex UriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:520 1 ODC0779:EN:NOT 
407 

,,/ It to estimate the exact scale of the problem, the quantity of illegal downloads and 
·>£7 

the7 eeo ... 
47 

pact on tholders. Nevertheless, a study carried out by RAND in 2012 gives an overview of 
studies ev g the impact of piracy on different industries, based on surveys or figures provided for by the 
industry it' or example, in the software industry, a 2010 Business Software Alliance study reported an 
estimated gl ftware piracy rate of 43% for 2009, expressed in terms of units of pirated software installed 
relative to tota units of software installed. In the movie industry, a LEK Consulting study (Motion Picture 
Association of America, 2006) found that Motion Picture Association member companies lost $6.1 billion in 
revenues due to piracy in 2005. $1.4 billion to illegal copying, and $2.3 billion came from online UUPC. Finally, 
in the music industry, the International Federation of Phonographic Industry reported a global average piracy 
rate of 38% in 2006 as a share of total sales (Siwek, 2007, p. 20). At the EU-27 level, a 2010 Tera Consultants 
study estimated Euro 5.3 billion lost revenues in the audiovisual sectors and Euro 4.5 billion in the software 
industry. Report "Measuring IPR infringements in the internal market Development of a new approach to 
estimating the impact of infringements on sales", RAND, 2012. 

http://ec.europa.eu/internal marketiiprenforcement/docs/ipr inil"imrment-report en.pdf 

This was for example the case for a "description" in the case C-175/06, Tedesco, that was refused to be performed by the 
British authorities on the gorund that such measure were not in keeping with national practices. 
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2. Problems identified in the current legal framework 

2.1. Rules on gathering of evidence and identification of irifringers are divergent and not 
adapted to the digital environment 

Articles 6, 7 (gathering and preserving evidence) and 8 (right of information) of IPRED offer 
tools to right holders to access information, evidence etc. in order to effectively protect their 
IPRs in civil court procedures. However, these tools are not always adapted to deal with 
infringements of copyright occuring on the internet, in particular to identify or keep evidence 
of infringements in case of services which propose tools allowing the dissemination of 
infringing content and which make profit out of these activities. Two patfcular sets of 
problems have been identified in relation to these tools. ,r~, 

First, the provisions foreseen in IPRED have been implemented differently acros 
States, which first leads to different levels of enforcement of copyright a,i nd 
difficult to apply cross-border measures, in particular the cross-border coll!f 

ence, while 
ergences relate 

ossible to use this 

Some Member States provide for provisional measures to obtain a 
others consider the preservation of evidence as a distinct proced, 
to the condition to use the right of information, in particular w 
tool as a preliminary measure or only in the context of a~a; 
possibility to use the tool as a preliminary measure is p , · Ia 
infringements of copyright on the internet whe'~~ the i n of the infringer is often 
extremely difficult and necessary to start a proce~ g. divergences across Member 
States relate to the condition of "commercial sc /;, to use the right of information or 
other tools relating to the gathering of evid e n of "commercial scale" (which 
was not defined in IPRED but explai~d in a ries across Member States where it can 
be understood as a quantitative or as;)', (profit making aim) requirement. The 
condition of commercial scale to besia6le entification tools (right of information) is 
not imposed in an uniform way ac(J~,s Me // r States. Some Member States do not impose 
this condition at all, other imp · ondit1on only for the activity of the third party who is 
required to divulge the identif ringer, others impose this condition for the activity of 
the infringer itself. 

disparities in the level of protection of copyright, they also 
s-border enforcement. Because of the differences in the 

7 of IPRED into national law by Member States, a court could 
equested by a foreign court which is not known in its own state, and 

eluctaiJ o execute it. In the IP field, some national courts have already refused 
measure aiming at preserving evidence requested by a court from another 

he finding of the Consultation on the civil enforcement of IPR is that only 
dants indicated that they had obtained a court order decision to request an 

intermediar established in another Member State to provide information on the identity of 
the infringer. 

Second,further difficulties arise when these tools are used in the online environment. The fact 
that almost all responses to the Consultation on the civil enforcement of IPR concerning 
problems of identification of infringers related to infringements occurring on the internet 
highlights this408

• The main problem in this area relates to the articulation between the rules 

408 
Of 136 responses received on problems relating to the identification of infringers, only around 3% did not relate to 

infringements on the internet. See http://ec.europa.eu/intemal market/consultations/20 l2iintellectual-propertv-ri£hts en.htm 
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on the identification of infringers and the protection of personal datal privacy (half of those 
who reported in that Consultation that they were denied access to information reported that 
the refusal was based on personal data protection and privacy). 

IPRED stipulates, in recitals (2) and (15) as well as in Article 8(3)( e), that its provisions are 
without prejudice to the protection of personal data. At the same time, neither IPRED, nor 
other pieces of EU legislation contain specific provisions on the retention and disclosure of 
personal data to copyright holders for the purposes of IPR civil enforcement.409 The European 
Court of Justice has clarified that the Union's acquis does not preclude Member States from 
imposing an obligation to disclose to private entities or persons personal dat5:t of citizens in 
order to enable them to bring civil proceedings for copyright infringemenfsta.gainst these 
citizens, but nor does it require those Member States to lay down such an oblig"att8D410

• The 
CJEU has also clarified that rules concerning the retention of data for civi enfor'"'>j,_ e t of 
IPR purposes do not fall within the scope of Directive 2006/24 on the re~;;:s; The 
articulation between rules on gathering of evidence and identification oft!W nd rules 
on protection of personal data is therefore left to the Member States,, t they strike 
a fair balance between the various fundamental rights protected b. tif Union's legal 
order). However, it was reported, in particular in the Consultati9 he I enforcement of 
IPR, that the articulation between the different rules is o ed in the Member 
States legislations which is likely to affect the effec · · f _ easures implementing 
Articles 6, 7 and 8 while at the same time raisinj conce in te iii s of protection of personal 
data. This conflict has, for example, been acknowle. ·ustrian Supreme Court in the 
decision 'LSG vs Tele 2': "As no explicit provisi:;rf w zch requires the storing of traffic 
data to disclose identities and information to. r'f!secute right infringers, the current right 
to information is worthless as the da]Jl whic e equired are not entitled to be stored 
in the first place"411

• . 

The problems are as follows: 

(a) Right holders complai 
to the identity of in ·· 
civil enforcemen 
proceedings. 

retention of data, which is necessary to have access 
the internet, cari either be impossible for copyright 
too short to be useful in the framework of civil 

(b) infringements committed via the internet, internet service 

/' 

ay o ot be in a position to disclose alleged infringers' identities and 
Is to right holders, even in the context of judicial proceedings, because 

al basis at EU and national level to disclose personal data; 

(c) over, even if intermediaries are willing to provide contact details of their clients 
· g a Court order, the accuracy of these data is sometimes questionable. Many 

we _ es tend to operate anonymously, i.e. they register fake 'WHOIS' data and 
operate their business through empty shell companies. The problem is often 
compounded by the fact that some intermediaries offer services facilitating 
anonymous registration of domain names or allowing the actual IP addresses of the 
infringing websites to be hidden and generally provide services such as hosting 

409 
This situation was reflected in the consultation on the civil enforcement of IPR: 68% of 146 respondents declared 

having faced problems in the identification of (alleged) infringers of their IPR. However, the consultation does not allow 
saying whether these problems were all related to data protection or had other reasons. 
41° C-275/06, Promusicae (2008) and C-557/07, LSG v/ Tele 2 (2009). 
411 

Decision of the Austrian Supreme Court of 13 November 2007. 
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without ensuring that contact details are accurate and/or up to date. Right holders 
therefore complain that they do not have access to more data in case of 
infringements. The problems are particularly salient for infringers operating 
anonymously, changing Ip addresses rapidly and channelling the revenues they get 
from their activity through empty shell companies. 

(d) The lack of clarity concerning the articulation between enforcement of IPR and 
protection of personal data is not only likely to affect the effectiveness of provisions 
on the identification of infringers, but it can also raise concerns in terms of protection 
of fundamental rights of individuals to privacy and data protectio~ (as enshrined 
under Article 7 of the Charter of Fundamental rights of the Eura.fe· Union and 
Article 8 ECHR, under Article 8 of the Charter of Fundamental t§ of the 
European Union, and under Article 16 TFUE). It was reported that i somlifl: ces 
right holders collect and process data, e.g. by monitoring of IP olved 
into file sharing or even streaming practices, using technical ight not 
respect quality standards that guarantee the correctness oft sometimes 
use the data collected through the execution of a Court. ' out-of-court 
settlements to individuals without having the intentiolj' nc procedure. As a 
consequence, individuals might be exposed to po ous enforcement of 
IPR by the respective right holders. 

2.2. Rules on provisional measures and definif~e in ·u 
copyright infringements in the on-line environment 

The main problem relates to the extent to wbi~h. it is ible to involve intermediaries not 
only to help identify infringers as ex~ined .. ~ · a o in putting an end to infringements 
of copyright on the internet. Enforce nt ight can in the first place be directed 
towards the actual perpetrator of the in . eritjf Imself, but this is often difficult given the 
ubiquitous nature of infring~ments the m t and the possibility for infringers to operate 
in an anonymous way as decrib e. Fol}·cases where direct action against the perpetrator 
of the infringement is not poss' .. y difficult, involving intermediaries can be a solution 
to put an end to the infrin t. This the reason why EU law provides rules on injunctions 
against intermediaries C and 11 of Directive 2004/48/EC and Article 8 of the Infosoc 
Directive). Howeve e ru s appear to be ineffective to deal with infringements of 
copyright over t te . ;lch is particularly problematic in cases of commercial scale 

. . 4!2 
infringe tse to revenues. 

The eems ·rem from the fact that there is no harmonised understanding of the 
ermediafies covered, of the types of injunctions that be ordered against 

es, in what circumstances they may be issued, under which conditions and within 
or example, often courts appear to focus exlusively on internet service 

providers ( s) as intermediaries on the internet. Some Member States' courts have linked 
the question of granting an injunction against an ISP to the establishment of some kind of 
responsibility of the intermediary which makes the granting of preliminary injunctions 

4!2 
The Consultation on the civil enforcement of IPR seems to reflect this: Very few stakeholders took a stand on the 

issue of injunctions imposed on intermediaries (28 respondents stated clearly that they obtained a preliminary injunction and 
25 indicated that they obtained a permanent injunction). Other respondents indicated that preliminary injunctions were not 
granted due to an exemption of the intermediary from liability, difficulties in proving the intermediary's knowledge or 
involvement in the infringing activity or lack of sufficient merit of the claim. 
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against intermediaires very difficult413
• There is a need to clarify how to articulate the 

possibility to impose injunctions on intermediaries given the prohibition for Member States to 
impose a general monitoring obligation on internet service providers whoch is also part of the 
EU acquis.414 It was also reported in the framework of the Consultation on the civil 
enforcement of IPR, that there are other burdensome requirements in some Member States 
that can constitute a disincentive for right holders to bring an action; for example, in Finland, 
a case against the primary infringer/operator of a site as well as high guarantee sums in court 
were required before an injunction would be enforced. Furthermore, right holders complained 
that injunctions against intermediaries in some Member States have an ineffective scope, 
insofar as they only enjoin the intermediary from allowing exactly the same)~fringement to 
happen (i.e. a continuation of the specific infringement by the same infrinker hereas in 
practice it is quite possible that the same infringer may engage in future infringem of the 
right owner's title/product and this is particularly challenging for , rote of 
copyrighted w?rks on-line. Ther~ are als~ doubt~ abou: the. possiblity to d~v1 ~ 10ns ?n 
a catalogue-wide or only on a title-specific basis, which IS very relevanr~ hng with 
websites infringing copyright for a commercial purpose. It is not cl her ex parte 
injunctions which are foreseen in IPRED are possible when the. ' he injunction is 
an intermediary. Finally, the possibility to request injun . st intermediaries 
establishe~ i~ different ~ember States or to ~onsolidate ,re-~actl in one jurisdictio~ is 
also very limited. Accordmg to the Consultatioq;!!Rn the • I enfq cement of IPR, many nght 
holders indicated that they had obtained neithef a re or a permanent injunction 
imposed on an intermediary providing servi<; to access the infringing 
services/goods when the intermediary or the, ~on i ing/allegedly infringing his IPRs 
were incorporated in a Member Sta~~ other · . n whi~h the righ~ holder oper~ted. 
Some ofthe respondents stressed thar'su hI s- If possible accordmg to the natiOnal 
legislation- are usually pursued in the,c~q · ,"'~l re the intermediary is located. Moreover, 
the Consultation on the civil enforq.~t$ent o , ·despite acknowledging the general increase 
in the number of cross-border I R i~ ringe,; nts, revealed that the majority of stakeholders 
did not launch proceedings c · such infringements that occurred in another Member 
State or in several Member States 

The lack of clarity co e extent to which intermediaires can be involved does not 
only affect the effe~i he protection of IPR but is also likely to raise concerns in 
terms of protecti.,off o .. ~..~fuental rights. It can for example not be excluded that an 
injuncti inst~\ intermediary would constitute a restriction to the freedom to conduct a 
bus in inte" ·ary, in which case any such limitation would have to be provided by 
law-- Article 52 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights416

• Such an injunction 

413 
nsultation on the civil enforcement of IPR, France, whose legislation includes within the notion of 

intermediaries tfiose whose services are used by an infringer in the framework of its IPR infringing activity, called for a 
clarification in IPRED that injunctions are available independent of any liability ofthe intermediary. 
414 Article 15 of Directive 2000/31/EC. 
415 

For this reason, some of the respondents to Consultations on the civil enforcement ofiPR called for an initiative at 
EU level, which would facilitate cross-border measures (i. e. against intermediaries), consolidation of claims and automatic 
enforcement of specific injunctions/judicial decisions issued in one Member State throughout the European Union (either 
directly or in expedited court procedure). 
416 

Following the ECtHR case law in this respect, this requirement implies not only that a domestic law exists as such 
but also imposes a certain requirement as to the quality of the law at stake, which would have to "be accessible to the persons 
concerned and formulated with sufficient precision to enable them - if need be, with appropriate advice - to foresee, to a 
degree that is reasonable in the circumstances, the consequences which a given action may entail [ ... ] Domestic law must 
also afford a measure of legal protection against arbitrary interferences by public authorities with the rights guaranteed by the 
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could also result in a restriction of access to content and as such, may be considered as a 
restriction on the freedom of expression and such a limitation would have to be provided by 
law in accordance with Article 52 of the Charter of Fundamental rights as well. It follows that 
an injunction with a broad scope or that lacks clarity as concerns its exact scope and 
specificity in terms of measures that would have to be implemented would raise serious 
concerns as to the requirement that any limitation of a Charter right would have to be 
provided by law. Moreover, the burden and cost of the implementation of the injunction 
imposed on an intermediary can also be problematic. In the Scarlet case417

, the CJEU 
considered an injunction requiring an ISP to install a filtering system applying to all eletronic 
communications passing via its services, which applies indiscriminately to alljfs,}',customers as 
a preventive measure, exclusively at its expense and for an unlimited period <voifJ~result in a 
infringement of the freedom of the ISP concerned to conduct its business and':~ uld be 
contrary to the conditions laid down in Article 3(1) ofiPRED. .. 
There is therefore a need on the one hand to clarify the extent to which i4v 
involved to help putting an end to copyright infringements on the i 
hand ensuring that the fundamental rights are duly taken into ace 

2.3. Insufficient relief to copyright holders for infringements tot et 

Compensation to the right holder for the prejudice suff,9' re" t of infringements of 
copyright is generally low and has little deterre~)impac icularly on the internet, it 
is difficult to prove the exact scope of the infringin ore the actual damages that 
have occurred. Right holders claim that in many · amages are set at levels that are 
neither dissuasive nor even compensate the righ~older allosses (and legal expenses).418 

This problem has also been acknoW;:ledged ~· e ber States, e. g. France recognised 
the difficulty for judges to assess the "(ev o and recommended increasing the use of 
experts to improve the level of indem ifl· . 

ges a , Cled are not only the difficulties in determining 
the pecuniary value of intellec. rty, but also the lack of clarity of the rules contained 
in Directive 2004/48/EC, the ree f the courts to apply the Directive's criteria and the 
considerable difference&.rf national transposition results. As it turned out from the 

J" • 
atwn the civil enforcement of IPR, in some of the Member States responses to the Cons 

courts do not awa 
possibly one of 

generated by the infringer (unjust enrichment).419 This is 
as y right holders claim that damages awarded are low in many 
also indicated that damage claims and recovery of profit claims are 

fie lack of adequate disclosure obligations in most Member States as 
of"kno\v your customer" regulations applicable to service providers. 

instance 
rare! 
well 

Convention. In '~atters affecting fundamental rights it would be contrary to the rule oflaw [ ... ] for a legal discretion granted 
to the executive to be expressed in terms of an unfettered power. Consequently, the law must indicate with sufficient clarity 
the scope of any such discretion and the manner of its exercise" ( ECtHR, Glas Nadezhda Eood & Elenkov v. Bulgaria, 
application no. 14134/02, 11 October 2007, para 45-46). 

· 
417 Case C-70/10 Scarlet extended (2011) 
418 

For example, during the IPRED Consultation, one contribution indicated that damage claims are rarely deterrent in 
cases of structurally infringing sites since the profits are very substantial and the abilities to hide assets due to the 
aforementioned problem of being able to do business anonymously. 

419 
Only 46 out of 62 respondents have indicated that unjust enrichment is taken into account by national courts. (s. 4.7 

of Synthesis of responses "Civil enforcement of intellectual property rights: public consultation on the efficiency of 
proceedings and accessibility of measures" dated July 2013) 
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Also, in spite of Article 14 of Directive 2004/48/EC, in practice, copyright holders are rarely 
reimbursed all legal costs and other expenses they incur to protect their copyright through 
litigation. This, together with the low levels of damages awarded, may inhibit copyright 
holders' possibilities and readyness to institute proceedings, even in cases of infringements 
with a commercial purpose involving signficant levels of profits for the infringer. As the 
Consultation on the civil enforcement of IPR showed, right holders might refrain from 
litigation if they held the court proceeding lenghty, costly and do not expect to get properly 
compensated. 420 

The challenges to be addressed are therefore a lack of efficiency of existing ci~jl enforcement 
systems in the online environment, difficulties in setting a proper balance betW~~ protection 
of IPR and protection of other fundamental rights and a sub-optimal functioning't>. e single 
market for copyrighted content. 

420 51% of the respondents have indicated that they would refrain from litigation because of such reasons. 
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8.19. ANNEX 0: GLOSSARY 

Legislative references 

Directive 200 1/29/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 22 May 2001 on the 
harmonisation of certain aspects of copyright and related rights in the information society, OJ 
L 167, 22.6.2001, p.lO. ("lnfoSoc Directive") 

Directive 2006/115/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 12 December 2006 
on rental right and lending right and on certain rights related to copyright in the field of 
intellectual property, OJ L 376, 27.12.2006, p. 28. ("Rental and Lending Directj.ve") 

Directive 200 1/84/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 -s~'m~ber 2001 
• • • ·.,,_,t;,_ 

on the resale nght for the benefit of the author of an ongmal work of art, ·. ' ' L 272, 
13.10.2001, p. 32. ("Resale Right Directive") r 
Council Directive 93/83/EEC of 27 September 1993 on the coordinat~~ 
concerning copyright and rights related to copyright applicable to sat llite . 
cable retransmission, OJ L 248, 6.1 0.1993, p. 15. ("Satellite and Ca · { 

Directive 2009/24/EC of the European Parliament and of the C 
legal protection of computer programs (Codified version 
("Software Directive") 

Directive 2004/48/EC of the European Parliamt~t 
intellectual property right, OJ L 157, 30.4.2004, p. 

"" Directive 96/9/EC of the European ParliamepFaD.d of ouncil of 11 March 1996 on the 
legal protection of databases, OJ L 711)27.3. - 8. ("Database Directive") 

Directive 2006/116/EC of the Europea. iam~y!nd of the Council of 12 December 2006 
on the term of protection of copyrigJ# ;n ·n related rights (codified version), OJ L 372, 
27.12.2006, p. 12-18. ("Term Di ecti'~e") 

•1! 
¥' 

Directive 2011/77/EU of the P't?~~\Parliament and of the Council of 27 September 2011 
amending Directive 2006L~l- C ori t11e term of protection of copyright and certain related 
rights, OJ L 265, 11.10/01 f -5. ("amended Term Directive") 

opean Parliament and of the Council of 25 October 2012 on 
an works, OJ L 299, 27.10.2012, p. 5-12. ("Orphan Works 

ustries": they include services such as publishing activities (books, periodicals 
otion pictures, video and television programme production, sound recording 

and music ublishing activities, programming and broadcasting activities, computer 
programming, architectural and engineering services, advertising, design activities, 
photographic activities, translation and interpretation activities, creative, arts and 
entertainment activities. 

"Copyright and related rights": copyright is vested in authors whereas related rights are 
vested in performers, phonogram (i.e. record) and film producers as well as broadcasting 
organisations. Copyright and related rights include so-called "economic rights" which enable 
rightholders to control (license) the use of their works and other protected subject matter (i.e. 
performances, phonograms, audiovisual productions and broadcasts) and to be remunerated 
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for their use. These rights normally take the form of exclusive rights and include (among 
others): the right to copy or otherwise reproduce any kind of work and other protected subject 
matter; the right to distribute copies to the public and the right to communicate to the public 
performances of such works and other protected subject matter. These rights are, to a large 
extent, harmonised at the EU level. They can be managed directly by the original rightholder 
(e.g. the author of a book) or by those to whom the rights have been transferred (e.g. a book 
publisher). They can also be managed collectively by a collecting society. Authors are also 
granted so called "moral rights" (these are normally not granted to rightholders protected by 
related rights though some legislations provide for moral rights for performers). Moral rights 
may include the right to decide on disclosure of the work; the right to claim a_, orship of the 
work and the right to object to any derogatory action in relation to the work.".,.. · rights are 
not harmonised at the EU level. 

"Work": creative output of authors protected by copyright. It includes: lit~ 
etc.), dramatic (plays, opera librettos, etc.), musical and artistic (photogr~jl 
works. 

"Other protected subject-matter": output of holders of re · 
phonogram and .film producers and broadcasting organisations. 

performers, 

"Commercial users" or "service providers": any perso olved in the provision 
rightholders of copyrights of goods or services who for its activities neefls? a lice~ce fro 

and/or related rights. 

"Collecting societies": organisations traditiona 
whose sole or main purpose is to manage cop;, 

b rightholders at national level and 
ed rights on their behalf. 

"Collective rights management": Jfa. 
licences to commercial users, the audit · 
copyright and related rights, the ooUecti~ 

ofthe following services: the grant of 
"d.Jmonitoring of rights, the enforcement of 

oyalties and the distribution of royalties to 
rightholders. 

"Repertoire": the sum 
represents. 

"Reproduction right" 
permanent reprodu "~ o 
form, in w. art 

f all rightholders that a collecting society directly 

to authorise or prohibit direct or indirect, temporary or 
rk or other protected subject matter by any means and in any 

tcle 2 of the Info Soc Directive). 

ri e right to authorise or prohibit any form of distribution to the public 
al or cof1tes of a work or other protected subject matter by sale or otherwise 
the Info Soc Directive and Article 9 of the Rental and Lending Directive). · 

"Right munication to the public": the right to authorise or prohibit any 
communic on to the public of a work or other protected subject matter by wire or wireless 
means (includes acts such as broadcasting). Recognised as a broad exclusive right 
encompassing the making available right (see below) to authors (Article 3(1) of the lnfoSoc 
Directive); of a more limited scope for other rightholders (Article 8 of the Rental and Lending 
Directive). 

"Right of making available": the right to authorise or prohibit the making available to the 
public of a work or other protected subject matter in such a way that members of the public 
may access them from a place and at a time individually chosen by them (Article 3 of the 
InfoSoc Directive). 
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"Rental and lending right": the right to authorise or prohibit the rental or lending of the 
original or copies of a work or other protected subject matter (Article 3 of the Rental and 
Lending Directive). 

"Reprography copying": a possible exception or limitation of the reproduction right in 

respect of reproductions on paper or any similar medium, effected by the use of any kind of 

photographic technique or by some other process having similar effects (Article 5(2)(a) of the 
InfoSoc Directive) 

"Private copying": a possible exception or limitation of the reproduction right in respect of 
reproductions on any medium made by a natural person for private use and i<ff!'eNds that are 
neither directly nor indirectly commercial (Article 5(2)(b) of the InfoSoc Directive)~ 

"Anglo-American repertoire": industry jargon for musical works register:e, 
with the collecting societies in the U.S. and the United Kingdom or origil~ti 
and the United Kingdom. " 

"Music publisher": music publishers market musical works 
number of other services. Publishers usually track various royal 
license certain uses on behalf of authors. They often pay 
and promote the work, e.g. by creating "demo" recordin 
producers which might be interested in the viiitk. In 
royalties from rights and/or a transfer of cetiain rig 

r o£fe., authors with a 
en~nonitor uses and 

dvance on royalties 
performers and record 

lishers obtain a share of 

"Record producer" (also referred to as "p~~!il~ra 
i~iti~tiv~ and arrange the .recordin&:;if mu 

cer): record producers take the 
ces as well as the marketing and 

dtstnbut10n of those recordmgs. ~, 
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